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The rise of East Asia in regional and world historical perspective

Giovanni Arrighi, Takeshi Hamashita and Mark Selden

Two events of world historical significance have marked the closing decades of the twentieth century: the demise of the USSR as one of the world’s two military superpowers and the rise of the East Asian region as one of the world’s economic power centers. Of these two events, the demise of the USSR has been most readily perceivable, and indeed has attracted most attention, not only because of the dramatic character of the political denouement, but also because it fits well into common understandings of the rise and fall of empires. The rise of East Asia, in contrast, remains a disputed fact overshadowed not just by the demise of the USSR but even more by the subsequent economic resurgence of the United States at a time of persistent economic recession in Japan and the 1997 economic crisis in the region at large. Moreover, in contrast to Soviet disintegration, the rise of East Asia is a process that has no single dramatic punctuation and does not fit comfortably into historical understandings that pivot on national states.

As we shall see in the book’s concluding chapter, by some indicators the East Asian rise does appear to have slowed down in the 1990s, especially in Japan. Nevertheless, thus far the slowdown has been accompanied by unabated expansion elsewhere in the region, notably in China, producing a situation with potential to transform both regional and global dynamics. Taking the region and the period as a whole, the East Asian expansion since the 1960s stands out as a global shift of economic power with few precedents in world history. No shift of such proportions can occur without pauses and temporary setbacks, as witnessed by the US-centered Great Depression of the 1930s during the early twentieth-century global shift from Western Europe to North America (Arrighi and Silver et al. 1999: 95–6, 274–5). But pauses and setbacks should not prevent us from seeing the underlying trend.

The aim of this book is to assess the origins of this shift in light of a large-scale, long-term dynamic that has seldom been invoked in the mushrooming literature on the phenomenon. Our basic premise is that the exceptional economic dynamism of the East Asian region in the closing
decades of the twentieth century should be viewed as the joint product of a single process operating at the world-regional level rather than as the sum of separate processes operating primarily at the national level. In this we concur with Bruce Cumings’ (1987: 46) assessment that a country-by-country approach is misleading because it “misses, through a fallacy of disaggregation, the fundamental unity and integrity of the regional effort in this century.” Focusing on the economic achievements of the last half-century by Japan and its former colonies South Korea and Taiwan, Cumings (ibid.: 47) finds that “an understanding of the Northeast Asian political economy can only emerge from an approach that posits the systemic interaction of each country with the others, and of the region with the world at large.” Like Cumings, we put the systemic interaction among the region’s countries and between the region and the world at large at the center of our analysis. We go further, however, in both temporal and spatial terms. By extending the discussion of contemporary developmental issues to a long-term historical perspective, and by exploring a broad spatial conception of the East Asian region, we can offer a new understanding of the region’s dynamic across time and space.

The three temporalities of the East Asian dynamic

As Gilbert Rozman has noted:

East Asia is a great region of the past, having been in the forefront of world development for at least two thousand years, until the sixteenth, seventeenth, or even the eighteenth century, after which it suffered a relatively brief but deeply felt eclipse. Projecting recent patterns of achievement by countries in the region and by transplanted persons whose families have moved abroad, most observers now agree that East Asia promises to be a great region of the future.

(1991: 6)

As this passage implies, three distinct time frames or temporalities define the relationship of East Asia to the world at large. There is, first of all, the “short run” of recent patterns of achievement by countries and territories in the region and by the region overall. The relevant time frame for the analysis of these patterns is the half-century that encompasses the defeat of Japan in the Second World War, the establishment of a Communist regime in China, anti-colonial revolutions throughout the region leading to the dismantling of colonial empires, the division of East Asia and the world into two antagonistic blocs dominated respectively by the United States and the Soviet Union, and finally, the overcoming of deep divisions as a result both of economic interaction and political and strategic shifts, making possible the emergence of a new regionalism. These events
thoroughly reorganized the region in its internal and external relations, creating important preconditions for its subsequent economic ascent. But the events themselves and the ways in which the region was reorganized can only be understood in the light of the trends and events of a second temporality.

This second temporality is the “long” century that separates us from the “relatively brief but deeply felt eclipse” of the prestige and power of the region in the mid-nineteenth century in the wake of the decline of the Qing and Tokugawa regimes in China and Japan, the defeat of China in the Opium Wars, the subsequent collapse of the Chinese empire, and the colonization of large parts of East Asia. The events that most decisively shaped the region in this “long” century began with the relative decline of East Asia in military and economic terms, the advance of Western power in the region in the form of colonial regimes in its peripheries and the sharp decline in the power of its core states (China and Japan), giving rise to the Meiji Restoration of 1868, Japan’s industrialization and subjugation of substantial parts of East Asia, successive Chinese revolutions from the 1860s through 1911 to 1949 and beyond, the recurrent invasions and wars that set Japan against China throughout the first half of the twentieth century, and Japanese efforts to displace China as the regional hegemon, to reorganize the region with itself at the center, and to drive the Western colonial powers from the region. Once again, however, the events that shaped East Asia in this period can best be understood as the outcome of processes encompassed by an even longer temporality.

This longer temporality invites and enables us to seek connections between the present rise of East Asia and the region’s earlier position “in the forefront of world development,” as Rozman put it in the passage quoted above. Substantial literatures pivoting on concepts of incorporation, colonialism, modernization and “response to the West” tend to imply a more or less complete displacement of the East Asian historical heritage of this earlier period. We disagree and see instead processes of hybridization and cross-fertilization accompanying the emergence of Western economic and military power as significant forces in the region from the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries, and continuing in new ways throughout and subsequent to the era of imperialism and revolution in East Asia. In these processes, elements of the East Asian historical heritage would repeatedly reassert themselves to shape interactions within the region and between the region and the world at large right up to the present.

In short, we propose an analysis of the East Asian regional political economy along three distinct temporal dimensions, embedded within one another in Russian doll fashion. The long perspective is defined by the historical heritage of a period spanning the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries in which East Asia remained in the forefront of world development
in the spheres of state-making and national economy-making, while inter-
actions and hybridization between the European and East Asian regions
intensified. The intermediate perspective begins with the eclipse of East
Asian wealth and power in the face of the nineteenth- and twentieth-
century challenge of Western imperialism. Even before the end of this
period we nonetheless note signs of resurgent power in East Asia, most
notably in the formation of the Japanese empire, but also in revolutionary
processes in China and elsewhere that would subsequently bear fruit.
Finally, the shortest perspective is defined by the region’s economic
renaissance following its reorganization during and after the Cold War
era. The collective claim of this book is that each of these perspectives has
something valuable to offer toward the understanding of the present rise
of East Asia and the modern world system and that their combination
offers fresh light on the future of regional and global processes.

**East Asia as a world region**

The notion of a distinctive and dynamic East Asian historical heritage is at
the foundation of our entire investigation. It underlies both what we
understand by East Asia as a world region and the different temporal per-
spectives we deploy in the analysis of the regional dynamic. And yet, the
identification of a regional historical heritage is a task fraught with
difficulties:

> The concept of heritage – even more so for a region than for a
country – poses difficulties of interpretation. It threatens to be vague
and all-encompassing. Any overview must somehow chart a course
through multisided, multidisciplinary, multicountry, and multiperiod
demands of scholars with an interest in heritage.

(Rozman 1991: 22)

Rozman sought a way out of these difficulties by focusing on the Confuc-
ian intellectual tradition – a tradition that has developed over two and a
half millennia. Useful as it is in highlighting some common and disting-
guishing features of developments in East Asia, this focus ignores the
irrelevance of Confucianism to the historical trajectory of much of the
region that we examine (from large areas of Southeast Asia, including
Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Myanmar and the Philippines, to Mongo-
lia, Tibet and Manchuria in Inner Asia), the great differences in the
nature and degree of penetration of Confucianism even in the societies
on which it did make an impact, and the question of the relevance of Con-
fucianism to contemporary dynamics in much of the region. Moreover,
such a focus tends to obscure the systemic character of the social, eco-
omic and political interactions in a region shaped by the topographies of
seas, land, rivers and mountains, and by the interplay of political and economic exchanges, linking predominantly agrarian and pastoral cultures, as well as maritime and continental regions, that over time have given rise to a distinctive multifaceted East Asian world-regional formation.

Like the contributors to another volume on East Asia (Katzenstein and Shiraishi 1997), the contributors to this volume tend to agree with Karl Deutsch’s conceptualization of world regions as groups of contiguous countries markedly interdependent over a wide range of dimensions that vary in space and evolve over time. As Peter Katzenstein notes, this view “supports an approach that reflects change not stasis and thus uncovers the constructed character of essentialist arguments, yet avoids portraying the world as a totally fluid agglomeration of continuously shifting, relationally defined identities” (1997: 11–12). Thus understood, the concept of “world region” includes, but has a broader meaning than, Fernand Braudel’s and Immanuel Wallerstein’s notion of “world-economy” – an expression which they hyphenate to underscore that it “only concerns a fragment of the world, an economically autonomous section of the planet able to provide most of its own needs, a section to which its internal links and exchanges give a certain organic unity” (Braudel 1984: 22).

We speak of East Asia as a world region rather than a world-economy both to eliminate a major source of confusion about the spatial scope of the entity in question and to downplay the economic aspects of Braudel’s definition. Thus, while we use the term “world” to convey the idea that we are talking about a (relatively) autonomous and organic entity encompassing a multiplicity of interrelated material cultures and polities, we use the term “region” to convey less ambiguously than a hyphen the idea that we are talking about a “section of the globe.” At the same time, we drop the term “economy” to signal our understanding that the autonomy and organic unity of the entity in question rest also on political and cultural rather than exclusively economic foundations.

Indeed, in setting the boundaries of the East Asian region we rely as much on the nature and extent of inter-state relations as we do on the nature and extent of cross-border economic transactions. More specifically, the boundaries of our East Asian region – which include Northeast, Inner and Southeast Asia – are defined primarily by the indigenous, China-centered inter-state system that was in place long before European governmental and business organizations became significant players in the region (Figure I.1). The idea of an inter-state system was originally developed to describe the European system that was eventually institutionalized at Westphalia in 1648. Wallerstein (1974a; 1974b) made this inter-state system one of the two main constituents of his “modern world system” or “capitalist world-economy” – the other constituent being the axial division of labor that encompasses the system’s separate political jurisdictions. More recently, Japanese scholars specializing in the
reconstruction of the structures and mode of operation of the China-centered tribute-trade system have highlighted the existence in East Asia of an inter-state system different from but comparable with the European (see Ikeda 1996, for an overview of the contribution; see also Hamashita, Chapter 1, this volume). Peter Perdue (1996, and Chapter 2, this volume) has suggested that at least until the nineteenth century the East Asian inter-state system with China at its core may have gravitated more toward Central Asia than toward Southeast Asia, as this reconstruction implies (see also Fitzpatrick 1992, for a similar interpretation). But this alternative interpretation strengthens rather than weakens the assessment of the comparability of the East Asian and European inter-state systems.

The existence of an East Asian inter-state system simplifies considerably the task of setting the spatial boundaries of the East Asian world region, as well as the transformations undergone by the region over the periods encompassed by our investigation. Bounding world regions always presents problems. Most of them arise from the two different meanings that have been attributed to the term region. The definition we have adopted, focusing on interdependencies and interactions among contiguous territories/locations, is not the only, nor indeed the most widely used
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definition of world region. Just as widely used is a definition that focuses on commonalities that provide contiguous territories with a distinct identity, cultural or otherwise (Harvey 2001: 225; Lewis and Wigen 1997: Chapter 6).

Strong interdependencies and dense transactions can of course exist among culturally homogeneous territories. Indeed, some measure of shared values is generally a condition for the strengthening of interdependencies and the proliferation of transactions, an argument frequently applied, for example, to contemporary Europe. And this in turn may well make the parties involved more homogenous culturally or otherwise. If this is the case, there is no contradiction between the two definitions of region and either one can be used in bounding regions empirically. At the same time, however, interdependencies also require some diversity, and may in turn promote development along divergent paths through specialization and differentiation, as in the historic relations between agrarian China and pastoral-nomadic Inner Asia. When this is the case, the two definitions of region yield different results and the empirical identification of a particular region requires that we privilege one definition over the other.

The nature of the problem can be illustrated with reference to the contradictory world-regional location of Southeast Asia. Most discussions of Southeast Asia have focused on the issue of whether it constitutes a world region in its own right on the basis of the commonality criterion. On the one hand, Southeast Asia has been denied world region status on account of the derivative and heterogeneous nature of its religious, literary, political and economic heritage. Thus, “by comparison with Europe or even South Asia,” Victor Lieberman finds the category Southeast Asia “artificial and residual” (1993: 476). “Wherever one looks,” write Martin Lewis and Karen Wigen in summing up the evidence, “differences seem to be more prominent than similarities” (1997: 175). On the other hand, the status of Southeast Asia as a world region has been affirmed on the basis of commonalities derived from the recent experience of European and Japanese colonialism or from pre-colonial legacies – a perspective sometimes reified by the existence of Southeast Asian studies as a field of scholarly inquiry. Particularly persuasive is Anthony Reid’s contention that, in spite of multiple external influences and internal differences, a common cultural substratum provides the region with a distinctive identity – an identity characterized, among other things, by the importance of commercial and financial relations in cementing the social order and the comparatively high status of women (1988; 1993).

Whatever the empirical validity of these contrasting views, we depart from both by defining world regions on the basis of interdependencies and interactions rather than commonalities. From this standpoint, from the sixteenth century Southeast Asia was first and foremost the crossroads of inter-regional trade linking Northeast and Inner Asia to South Asia and
to Europe, both via the Cape and the Americas. This meant that the volume and variety of the maritime traffic passing through the region were extraordinary by contemporary standards – wholly comparable, in Archibald Lewis’ words “to that of the Mediterranean or the northern and Atlantic coast of Europe” (quoted in Braudel 1984: 486–7). It also meant, however, that the strongest interdependencies linked Southeast Asian territories, not to one another, but to the territories of nearby (South Asia, and Northeast Asia) or faraway (Europe and the Americas) regions. By our definition, therefore, Southeast Asia does not qualify as a world region but constitutes instead a sub-region of a larger social-spatial grouping.

In situating Southeast Asia in a larger regional grouping, we face the additional problem of assessing the comparative importance of intra-regional and inter-regional interdependencies. Privileging the latter would lead us to adopt what André Gunder Frank (1998: xv, xxv) has called a “globological perspective.” From this perspective, as early as the thirteenth century a single global economy encompassing the whole of Afro-Eurasia (and after 1500 the Americas as well), not only actually existed, but decisively influenced the dynamics of all its regional components (see, among others, Abu-Lughod 1989).

From this perspective, there is no room for world-economies (in Braudel’s sense) or world regions (in our sense) but only for geographical groupings such as Southeast Asia of no analytical significance except as loci of global interactions. In rejecting this perspective, we are not denying the far-reaching and wide impacts of global trade before and especially after 1571 – the year of the founding of the crucial entrepôt of Manila that Dennis Flynn and Arturo Giraldez (1995: 201) take as the beginning of truly global trade. Rather, we claim that at least through the early nineteenth century Northeast, Inner and Southeast Asia jointly constituted a single world region in the sense that interactions within and between these sub-regions were more important in shaping developmental processes and outcomes than their interactions with other regions of the global economy.

We base our claim on two main considerations. One concerns migration and private trade. For throughout early modern and modern times Southeast Asia has been the primary destination of substantial flows of Chinese emigration. These flows, in turn, gave rise to dense and extensive networks of private trade, remittances and communications, both legal and illegal, that encompassed maritime East Asia. The second consideration concerns the China-centered tributary-trade networks. These networks encompassed not just Northeast and Inner Asia but Southeast Asia as well. In certain periods and in certain subregions, the formal political economy of tributary trade prevailed over the informal economy of private trade. Often, however, the opposite was true. Either way, some
combination of tributary and private trade linked the territories of Northeast, Inner and Southeast Asia in a dense web of exchanges and transactions, both economic and political, that makes it appropriate to speak of a single East Asian world region encompassing all these subregions (see Arrighi et al., Chapter 7, this volume; Hamashita, Chapter 1, this volume; Perdue, Chapter 2, this volume).

In sum, our conceptualization of East Asia as a world region focuses primarily on interactions among governmental and business organizations. Many of these organizations, particularly those operating out of Southeast Asia, interacted on a regular basis also with extra-regional organizations. We nonetheless maintain that intra-regional links and exchanges provided East Asia with a certain organic political-economic unity distinct from the global system of interactions in which it was embedded. Two consequences follow from this conceptualization, one concerning variation over time and one concerning variation over space.

Our sensitivity to temporal factors supports an approach attentive to changes in the constitution of East Asia as world region, and indeed in the extent to which it constitutes a world region at all. The longer (500-year) temporality is meant to capture the consolidation of an East Asian world region in the context of increasing interaction among world regions, East Asia included. The intermediate (150-year) temporality highlights a moment of overwhelming influence of inter-regional interactions. Although we take issue with the contention typical of world-systems analysis that this overwhelming influence resulted in a complete decomposition of the East Asian region within the structures of the European-centered modern world system, we recognize that for most of this period a tendency toward the “de-regionalization” of East Asia was at work, in spite of Japan’s attempt in the first half of the twentieth century to create an East Asian region centered on itself. Finally, the shorter (50-year) temporality focuses on a period in which this tendency was reversed and a process of “re-regionalization” set in, in spite of, and perhaps in part precisely because of, an unprecedented degree of integration of East Asia within the structures of the global political economy.

As the volume’s concluding chapter underscores, re-regionalization does not involve a return to earlier forms of regional interdependence and interaction. Rather, it involves the emergence of forms of regional integration that originate as much from the legacy of the indigenous tribute-trade system and other earlier forms of intra-East Asian interaction, as from the legacy of the clash/encounter with the European-centered modern world system. In any event, the East Asian world region will be conceived as a continually changing reality, recurrently in the process of being made and unmade.

Our conceptualization of the East Asian region, focusing on interdependencies rather than commonalities, supports an approach that reflects
not just change over time but also diversity over space. As we have seen in arguing for the inclusion of Southeast and Inner Asia in the East Asian world region, we do not presume that the units whose interdependencies make East Asia a world region all fit a particular model of organization and institutional behavior. On the contrary, we conceive of the East Asian world region as being characterized by at least as much internal diversity of material cultures, economies and polities as Braudel’s Mediterranean world-economy.

This diversity is not just hard to describe. It also complicates considerably the analysis of world regions as evolving totalities. As we shall see in the next section, the contributors to this volume have resorted to different strategies of methodological simplification in order to obviate these difficulties. For all their differences in research design, the chapters of the book nonetheless complement one another in reconstructing the East Asian regional dynamic in its geographical and historical complexity. National diversity and intra-national and regional conflicts and competition are integral aspects of this complexity. We do not deny, therefore, the usefulness of national studies, particularly those sensitive to the interplay of regional and global forces. We simply claim that the East Asian regional dynamic is something more than and different from the sum of the separate national dynamics. In numerous ways, this regional dynamic has constrained, driven and shaped the development of the region’s economies, polities and societies over a long historical time.

**The East Asian dynamic in world historical perspective**

As David Harvey (2001: 117) has stated:

> There are many windows from which to view the same world . . . The view from China looking outwards or from the lower classes looking up is very different from that from the Pentagon or Wall Street. But each view can be represented in a common frame of discourse, subject to evaluation as to internal integrity and credibility.

While sharing the common frame of discourse highlighted above, the chapters of this book observe the evolving structure and dynamic of the East Asian region from different “windows,” each characterized by a particular angle of vision and substantive focus.

The first two chapters describe the inner structure of the region as a whole but with a somewhat different substantive focus. Focusing on the dense and extensive trading networks that forged the coastal areas of maritime East Asia into a diverse but well-integrated economic-commercial realm, Hamashita in Chapter 1 shows that, even at the height of their
colonial power, European states colluded to reinforce elements of the historical East Asian tributary system. Focusing on China’s political-military interaction with Inner Asia, Perdue in Chapter 2 recognizes the importance of commercial exchanges but sees security as the overriding problem that made military rather than commercial and productive power the decisive force in inter-state relations. As previously noted, we do not regard these contrasting views as contradicting one another. Rather, we see them as complementing one another in jointly defining our understanding of the historic East Asian regional system. Moreover, the view from different parts of the region, for example, a maritime versus an overland perspective, may produce distinctive understandings of the dynamics that produce regional complementarity or hierarchy.

The book’s three central chapters adopt a narrower angle of vision and focus on specific but particularly significant aspects of the East Asian dynamic in comparison with the Western dynamic. Sugihara in Chapter 3 focuses on the development of techniques/technologies of production at the level of national economies. Hamilton and Chang in Chapter 4 focus on the structure of business organizations operating within national societies. And Pomeranz in Chapter 5 focuses on the gender division of labor within and between households in core regions of the East Asian and European regional economies. As we shall see below, these different foci and perspectives complement one another in defining our understanding of the trajectory of social and economic development in East Asia.

Finally, the book’s two concluding chapters, like the first two, analyze the East Asian region as a whole. They do so, however, from a comparative perspective. Katzenstein in Chapter 6 compares the East Asian and European technological orders by focusing on the role that Japan and Germany have played in their formation and transformation. Arrighi, Hui, Hung and Selden, in Chapter 7, in contrast, focus on the role of capitalism and inter-state relations in promoting, first, a global shift of political-economic power from East Asia to Europe and North America, and then, the beginning in recent times of a seeming reversal of that shift.

The common premises of the book concerning the constituent elements of the East Asian world region are jointly laid out in the first two chapters. Taking aim at the land-based and state-centric perspectives that, in spite of multiple challenges, are still dominant in Asian studies scholarship, Hamashita examines the ways in which the seas, their coastal areas, and port cities provide defining features of East Asia. Seas and other waterways have long served in effect as “highways,” port cities as strategic nodes that facilitate tributary, trade, migration and other interchanges that define the regional constellation. Carrying his analysis through the late nineteenth century, Hamashita offers an Asia-centered analysis of regional forces that continues well into the era of imperialism, with the
extension and hybridization of many earlier principles of political and commercial intercourse into the colonial era.

Perdue argues that many of the features that Hamashita explains in terms of maritime waterways and their coastal areas and port cities apply equally to land borders which he sees not as lines dividing autonomous states but as zones of intensive interaction. Trade and tribute missions are important aspects of this interaction. In times of instability, however, these are also major war zones. Indeed, he notes the importance of extending the analysis of Asian regionalism to the realm of military conflict. While China and Inner Asia developed important trading relationships, he holds that Chinese statesmen were above all preoccupied with Inner Asia because of their fears of attack from the steppes, or their own expansive activities seeking to press outward their borders into the steppe.

The other five chapters all adopt an explicitly comparative perspective. Each highlights an important aspect of a common story about divergence, convergence and hybridization within East Asia and between the East Asian and European/Western regional systems. This common story can be summed up in three main propositions.

First, the great nineteenth-century divergence in the political and economic fortunes of East Asia and Europe was at least in part based on earlier, less visible divergences in the developmental trajectories of the two world regions. Thus, focusing on the different trajectories of national economic development in the two systems, growing in part out of demographic differences involving the more densely populated regions of the East Asian core, particularly China and Japan, Sugihara sees the East Asian trajectory culminating in a labor-intensive “industrious revolution” and the European/North American trajectory culminating in a capital- and natural-resource-intensive “industrial revolution.” Focusing on family structure and gender roles, Pomeranz highlights a divergence between an East Asian tendency toward a sharpening of the gender division of labor and a European tendency toward a sharpening of the geographical division of labor. Focusing on the different structures of the East Asian and European inter-state systems, Arrighi et al. detect a divergence in the sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries between a European tendency toward the formation of overseas empires and intense inter-state competition for mobile capital on the one hand, and an East Asian tendency toward national economy-making and little overt inter-state competition for mobile capital, on the other. Focusing on differences in the organization of commercial and industrial activities, Hamilton and Chang also see a divergence between a Chinese and a European/Western pattern occurring since Song times.

Second, the predominance of a particular tendency within each of the two regional systems did not involve a lack of differentiation among the components of each system. On the contrary, in some respects,
differences within East Asia are seen to have been as important as differences between world regions. Thus, Perdue highlights differences between pastoral-nomadic logics prevailing in Inner Asia and the agrarian foundations of much of rural China. Pomeranz underscores significant differences between a Japanese and a Chinese pattern of gendered labor due to the lesser spatial mobility of female labor in China. Hamilton and Chang see the emergence in late Qing China of “buyer-driven commodity chains” linking a highly decentralized, rural-based production system to a system of mass distribution controlled by merchant groups organized flexibly on the basis of occupational specialization and region of origin, as differentiating the Chinese path of development not just from the European but from the Japanese path as well. Peter Katzenstein compares German and Japanese approaches to technology, not because they are emblematic of common patterns throughout their regions, but because these patterns differentiate them both from one another and from other technological regimes within their respective regions.

Finally, the deepening inter-penetration of the two regional systems within a single global system since the nineteenth century has not entailed uni-directional convergence of the East Asian pattern of social, economic and political interaction toward the European/Western pattern as many analysts, particularly those working within a modernization paradigm, have presupposed. On the contrary, the chapters that explicitly address the issue see as much divergence as convergence both between and within regions. To the extent that they see convergence, they do not see it erasing differences. Rather, they see it as being strongly conditioned by path dependence. More important, they see convergence proceeding as much toward East Asian as toward European/Western patterns.

Thus, Arrighi et al. see the US regime established in East Asia after the Second World War as unwittingly reviving certain key features of the historic East Asian tribute-trade system, such as a regime of “gifts” and trade between the imperial and vassal states that was very favorable to the vassal states. Similarly, Hamilton and Chang see the US “big buyers” that operate today in East Asia through flexible production networks as replicating certain organizational features characteristic of the “big buyers” of Late Imperial China. Pomeranz, for his part, finds that, in spite of points of convergence, the European, the Japanese and especially the Chinese patterns of gendered division of labor have continued to evolve along distinct paths, each with its own implications for economic development and women’s emancipation.

Sugihara goes further than any of the other contributors to the volume in upholding the view that the present re-emergence of East Asia as workshop of the world can be traced to processes of path dependence and hybridization. In his view, the incorporation of Western technological advances within East Asian institutional frameworks – first pioneered by
Japan and now taking root in a growing number of East Asian countries – is not just the main secret of East Asian economic success. It is also the most promising route toward a more egalitarian and ecologically sustainable global economic expansion.

This view contrasts sharply with that advanced in Katzenstein’s chapter. Katzenstein compares the role of Japanese governmental and business agencies in shaping the post-Second World War technological order in East Asia with the role of German agencies in Europe. In some respects his analysis complements and supplements that of the other chapters (including Sugihara’s) by richly documenting the limits of East–West convergence even at a time of unprecedented (and increasing) global political–economic integration. As in the other chapters, in Katzenstein’s too, history and geography continue to matter in conditioning and shaping local responses to the establishment of the US world order.

In other respects, however, Katzenstein’s analysis departs from that of other chapters, especially Sugihara’s. While noting similarities between the Chinese and Japanese approaches to the problems of technology, like Hamilton and Chang, Katzenstein emphasizes differences rather than similarities between Chinese and Japanese business networks. More fundamentally, unlike Sugihara, he does not see the developmental path opened up by Japan as leading toward greater equality among nations regionally and globally. Rather, he sees the rapid improvement of Japan’s technological profile as being based on and reproducing an East Asian division of labor more hierarchical than the Western European. Katzenstein does not rule out the possibility that in coming decades regional leadership in key industries could pass from Japanese to East Asian firms of another nationality – particularly to firms located in the “China Circle.” But he sees no reason to anticipate that this change of leadership would undermine the relatively hierarchical character of the regional division of labor.

Arrighi et al. concur in part with this assessment. Using a different set of data than Sugihara, they reach the same conclusion as he does that over the past half-century the East Asian economic advance has made a major contribution to the reduction of inter-regional income inequality, particularly by narrowing the gap between East Asia, on the one hand, and Europe and North America, on the other. But their data also show that, as Katzenstein argues, income inequality among East Asian states has increased through the 1980s and remains among the highest in the world. As they conclude, it is not at all clear at this point in time which of the two tendencies will eventually prevail.

In sum, the chapters of this volume start from the common premise that the present East Asian dynamic can only be understood in light of the region’s historical heritage and reach important common conclusions concerning the nature of that heritage and its consequences played out in
diverse temporal and spatial rhythms. Since the chapters have observed the same reality from different “windows,” and since their authors examine the landscape using different lenses, they do not always reach the same conclusions. For the most part, these different conclusions are compatible with one another, reflecting the multiple lineages of the ongoing regional economic renaissance. On some important issues like those discussed above, they constitute alternative hypotheses about the ongoing East Asian economic renaissance whose plausibility remains to be assessed in the light of the unfolding evidence. They nonetheless remain united in the conviction that the historical parameters of the East Asian region, and not simply the nations and localities that constitute it, have shaped and continue to shape both regional outcomes and the nature of interactions linking East Asia and the global political economy. This means, further, that understandings of globalization processes that fail to engage factors of regionality, whether in the sixteenth century, the nineteenth century or in the early twenty-first century, are likely to miss critical dynamic elements.

Note
1 We use the term Northeast Asia to include China, Japan and Korea, preserving the term East Asia for the larger region that is the object of this study.
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Chapter 1

Tribute and treaties

Maritime Asia and treaty port networks in the era of negotiation, 1800–1900

Takeshi Hamashita

States and the seas

Countries functioning as territorial states have long distinguished themselves from others by establishing boundaries, extending their territory even out to sea. The result has often been inter-state disputes such as clashes over 200-mile sea zones and conflicting claims to islands, as in the case of the Spratly Island issue with potentially large oil revenues at stake.1

The state has long claimed sovereignty, and in the days when all things were thought to belong ultimately to the state, negotiations and conflicts focused on exclusive possession of territory defined by formal boundaries.

The meaning of the seas cannot be fully appreciated as long as they are seen as opposed to the land and as long as one’s focus is on the land. The seas, in fact, form and set the conditions of the land. The seas and the land should be understood not as being separated by the coasts, but as part of a larger whole in which the land is part of the seas (and vice versa). The sea forms, in short, a road, a basis for communication and network flows, not a barrier.

Looking at Asia from the viewpoint of the seas brings into focus the features that identify it as a maritime region par excellence. The seas along the eastern coast of the Eurasian continent form a gentle S curve extending from north to south (Figure 1.1). The chain formed by the seas that outline the continent, its peninsulas and adjacent islands, can be seen as shaping the premises of Asia’s geopolitical space. The “maritime areas” thus formed in and around Asian lands are smaller than an ocean and less closely associated with the land than are bays or inlets.

Let us follow the “Asian seas” from north to south. The Sea of Okhotsk shapes Kamchatka and Siberian Russia. Further south, it merges into the Sea of Japan; then comes the Bohai and the Yellow Sea. These, with the East China Sea, embrace the Korean Peninsula, the Japanese archipelago, and the islands of Okinawa. The chain of seas then divides in two. On the east is the Sulu Sea leading to the Banda, Arafura, Coral, and Tasman Seas. On the west is the Java Sea that stretches west and connects with the
Figure 1.1 Maritime zones of Asia

Strait of Malacca and thence to the Bay of Bengal. From the intersections of these seas, trade networks formed, pivoting on places like Nagasaki, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Malacca, and Singapore.

Asian studies in China, Japan and the West has, from its inception, revolved around the history of land-based states. However, to grasp the totality, particularly the regional integrity, it is necessary to study Asia in terms of the interfaces and exchanges that take place within and among maritime zones and that cross state boundaries.

**The emergence of maritime zones**

If the areas presently called East Asia and Southeast Asia are understood to be the maritime realm shaped and defined by the East China Sea and the South China Sea, the historical land–sea system of the region can be understood logically. The maritime world that functions here is not merely one of seas. Rather, it is composed of three elements. One is the coastal area where land and sea intersect. In the seventeenth century, the Kangxi emperor issued an order forcing the South China coastal population to move inland in an attempt to separate them from the influence of the powerful anti-Qing leader Zheng Cheng-gong (Koxinga) whose maritime empire extended from Fujian and Guangdong to Taiwan. This demonstrates the pivotal role of coastal areas in the maritime world.

Another important element is the sea-rim zone comprised of coastal areas. Along this rim are trading ports and cities that comprise the key nodes of the maritime area. These ports are not so much outlets to the sea for inland areas as points that connect one maritime zone to another. Historically, the merchants of Ningbo, located on the Chinese coast, for example, amassed wealth predominantly through coastal and maritime trade rather than from continental trade. Ningbo merchants played a particularly important role in trade with Nagasaki. Other maritime links that flourished in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries included Pusan–Nagasaki–Fukuoka trade linking Japan and Korea, the Ryukyu–Kagoshima route between the Ryukyus and Southwest Japan, Fuzhou–Keelung linking Southeast China and Taiwan, and Aceh–Malacca–Guangzhou linking the Dutch East Indies, Malaya, and Southeast China. Notably, the maritime concept has reappeared today in the concepts of the Japan Sea-rim and Yellow Sea-rim trade zones.

The third element of the maritime world is the port cities that link maritime regions through long-distance trade. Among cities of this type which flourished in the nineteenth century are Naha, Guangzhou, Macao, and Hong Kong. Okinawa’s Naha, for example, had long-established trade links with Fuzhou while Guangzhou’s links were with Nagasaki and Southeast Asia. Port cities linking the South China Sea and Indian Ocean included Malacca, and later Singapore and Aceh in Indonesia. In contrast
to the land, the maritime world encompassed coastal trade, cross-sea trade, and chain-of-seas connections, for example, those linking the South China and East China seas. The result was an open, multi-cultural realm that was diverse and well integrated.

To understand the operational principles of the maritime world, it is necessary to examine the interplay of political, economic, and cultural factors that unfolded there.

The major historical principle that loosely unified the maritime world of East Asia was encapsulated in the tribute-trade relations, which functioned from the Tang through Qing dynasties, from the seventh century to 1911. This China-centered order nevertheless permitted Korea, Japan, and Vietnam to assert themselves as “centers” vis-à-vis smaller neighboring states under their sway. The region was sustained by a hierarchical order defined by the Confucian conception of a “rule of virtue.” Like any hegemonic order, it was backed by military force, but when the system functioned well, principles of reciprocity involving politics and economics permitted long periods of peaceful interaction.

In the China-centered order, tributary states sent periodic tribute missions to the Chinese capital, and each time rulers of tributary states changed, China dispatched an envoy to officially recognize the new ruler. In unsettled times, Chinese forces sometimes intervened to prop up or enshrine a ruler. Tribute relations were not only political but involved economic and trade relations as well. In exchange for the gifts carried to the Chinese court, tribute bearers received silk textiles and other goods from the emperor. Specially licensed traders accompanying the envoy engaged in commercial transactions at designated places in the capital. In addition, more than ten times as many merchants as these special traders exchanged commodities with local merchants at the country’s borders and at designated ports. In short, lucrative trade was the lubricant for the tributary system defining regional political, economic, and cultural intercourse. The sea routes and major ports of call of the tribute missions sent by Ryukyu to China, for example, were clearly established. Navigational charts were devised based on seasonal winds and on the points and lines established by surveying the coasts and observing the movements of the stars.

Not only overseas Chinese merchants based in East and Southeast Asia but Indian, Muslim, and European merchants participated in this tribute trade, linking land and maritime zones. A maritime zone, therefore, was also a tribute and trade zone. Moreover, such zones broadly defined flows of human migration. In Tokugawa Japan stories about castaways were often told to inspire fear, discouraging people from attempting to leave the land. In fact, however, when castaways were discovered, they were to be taken along the tribute route back to their home country at that country’s expense. Along the coast of
Kyushu, private Chinese ships often took advantage of this rule, intentionally drifting up along the coast, and engaging in a brisk illegal trade before officials arrived to do their duty.

**Tribute trade and Ryukyu networks**

To see what a trade zone was like, let us look at the Ryukyus. The Ryukyu Kingdom regularly sent missions to Southeast Asia to obtain the pepper and sappanwood it could not produce locally, and presented these to China as part of its tribute trade. The first volumes of the *Lidai Baoan* (*Rekidai Hoan* or *Precious Records of the Ryukyu Kings*), a collection of official Chinese tributary-trade records, states that during the Ming period (1368–1644), the Ryukyus engaged in commercial transactions with Southeast Asia, including Siam, Palembang, Java, Malacca, Sumatra, Annam, and Patani. It can be assumed that Japan, Korea, and China were among the trade partners in addition to these Southeast Asian countries. The Ryukyus, in short, was part of an extensive trade network. Stated differently, this far-flung Ryukyu network pivoted on but was by no means limited to the Ryukyu tribute trade with China.

The trade network had two distinctive features. One was that trade with Siam and other Southeast Asian countries was vigorous between the early fifteenth century and the mid-sixteenth century. The other was that, as far as we know from the *Lidai Baoan*, Ryukyuan trade with Southeast Asia declined while trade with Korea and Japan increased.

This phenomenon prompts us to ask two questions concerning the Ryukyus: what happened to the trade with Southeast Asia after the mid-sixteenth century? And what was the nature of the trade with Manila and Luzon in the context of Ryukyu trade with Southeast Asia?

In examining these questions, we note that the Ryukyus were involved in two trade routes between the South China and Southeast Asia. One route ran along the island chains on the eastern side of the South China Sea from Luzon to Sulu and the other stretched along the coast of the continent on the western side of the South China Sea from Siam to Malacca (Figure 1.2).

The eastern route started from Quanzhou (or Fuzhou) in Southeast coastal China, and spanned the region between the Ryukyus, Taiwan, and Sulu. This route not only carried the trade with Southeast Asian tributary states but also, from the sixteenth and seventeen centuries onward, the trade with Spain centered at Manila – exchanging silk for silver – and with the Dutch East India Company centered on Taiwan. At the same time, the route ran farther north from Fuzhou where soybean and soybean meal arrived from North China in exchange for rice, sugar, porcelain, and silk. The western route, starting from Guangzhou, linked various parts of Southeast Asia following the coast to major Southeast Asian tributary
states, including Siam, Malacca, and Sumatra. Rice, marine products, and spices were major items imported to Guangdong from Southeast Asia and then traveled inland to Guangxi, Hunan, and other parts of South and Central China. China’s exports to Southeast Asia were predominantly rice and sugar.

In 1666, ninety-six years after the records of official trade with Southeast Asia stopped appearing in 1570, the Ryukyu King Sho Shitsu asked that pepper, which was not produced locally, be excluded from the list of tribute goods. The Chinese court approved. This suggests that over the preceding century, using non-official trade channels, Ryukyu was able to obtain pepper from Southeast Asia for inclusion in its tributary shipments to China. Behind this development lay the increase in China’s rice trade with Siam, bringing more merchants from the Chinese coast to Southeast Asia. Ryukyuan traders were able to obtain pepper and sappanwood either by joining Chinese merchants trading in Southeast Asia or by direct purchase from them.²

Even after being invaded by the Satsuma domain of Tokugawa Japan in the early seventeenth century, the Ryukyu Kingdom continued to dispatch tribute envoys to Qing China. At the same time, it sent envoys to

---

Figure 1.2 East and West maritime routes
Tokugawa shoguns in Edo (present-day Tokyo). Ryukyu relations with Korea also continued.

After the Ryukyu Kingdom was abolished and the Ryukyus became a Japanese prefecture in 1879, Naha, which had been an important trading port linking the Ryukyus with East and Southeast Asia, lost these linkages and a new treaty port system emerged through treaties with western countries. Ryukyu trade was thereafter routed exclusively through Japan, and Japanese merchants controlled much of it. Hong Kong and Singapore played important roles in the emerging treaty port system that would redirect trade routes throughout Asia and between Asia, Europe and the Americas.8

The era of negotiation in the tributary-trade zone

From the 1830s to the 1890s the nations and regions of East Asia entered a period that can be called the era of negotiation, one characterized by multilateral and multifaceted intra-regional negotiations. The origins of the historical issues that the era poses can best be grasped not from the conventional perspective of Asia’s “forced” opening from the “impact of the West,” but rather from a perspective that focuses on internal changes in the East Asian region.

Changes in the historical international order of East Asia began with adjustments in the tribute relationships centered on the authority of the Qing emperor. Tributary states and trading nations (hushi guo) on the periphery of the Qing empire, based on their newfound economic strength, no longer strove to maintain as close a relationship with the Qing as before, and in each of them internal conflicts erupted between reformist and conservative factions. A variety of negotiations ensued between the Qing and its tributary and former tributary states.

By the early nineteenth century, the Qing’s ability to maintain control over peripheral and minority regions on China’s borders was severely weakened. Criticism and resistance by ethnic groups mounted against the rule by aboriginal officials (tusi/tuguan) and against the Office of Border Affairs (Lifan yuan) charged with managing “barbarian areas” (fanbu). With the weakening of state control, economic activity in the coastal trading regions picked up, and various economic and political forces on the periphery began to advance claims.

Forces hostile to the weakened Qing took advantage of the changing East Asian regional tributary order and of American and European efforts to conclude treaty relations with East Asian countries. This created at least the appearance of nations, these being the entities required for the establishment of treaty ports and the conclusion of treaties, thereby extending European diplomatic norms and treaty negotiations into Asia. As we will note, however, significant elements of the former tribute-trade order remained.
The changes in any one of (1) internal relationships within the East Asian region; (2) relationships within the Qing sphere of influence; or (3) relations between East Asia and Europe and the Americas, would have been sufficient to delineate an historical era. Focusing on the simultaneous appearance of changes in all three as one complex, and viewing the sixty-year period from the 1830s to the 1890s as the era of negotiation, allows a fuller understanding of the conceptual underpinning of the East Asian regional order, one manifested through the process of negotiation.

The most direct expression of the special characteristic of this era was the increased dynamism of relations within the East Asian region, centered on the ties between treaty ports. One interpretation has referred to this special characteristic as the coexistence of tribute and treaty relations. This approach, predicated as it is on a view of the tribute relationship as the conceptual basis of the East Asian international order centered on China and the treaty relationship as the principle underpinning international relations in Western Europe, naturally considers this period as one of transition in East Asia from the tributary order of the old era to the treaty order of the new. The tribute system, however, was essentially an expression of the Chinese world order (huayi), an historically evolved hierarchy of “civilized” and “barbarian” peoples, which defined region-wide geopolitical relations. Intellectuals in the nations and regions of East Asia shared the ideal of hierarchy extending outward from a Middle Kingdom (Zhonghua), but also from Japan and Vietnam in defining relations with their weaker neighbors, and this could hardly disappear easily or quickly. The concept of the treaty relationship, on the other hand, was derived from Western European international relations, and although international relations based on the concept of national sovereignty – sovereign, territorially defined nation-states – required the creation of these conditions in non-European societies, in the period under review, the result was a mere correspondence of forms. The internal and external relations of East Asia were by no means immediately governed by the new treaty relations.

In the situation that actually developed out of the interaction between these two concepts and the clash of two historical systems, this chapter will show not only that tribute and treaty relationships were not mutually incompatible, but that in East Asia the tribute concept tended to subsume the treaties. The concepts of East and West did not spatially overwrite one another, but rather it can be said that the tribute concept, that is the concept of a hierarchical order, remained primary, with the treaty relationship subordinated to it.

In 1839, the Daoguang emperor issued an historic edict trying to change Qing tributary-trade relations with Annam, Ryukyu, and Siam. He ordered them to reduce the frequency of tributary missions to the Qing court from a range of once each year to once in three years respectively to
just once in four years in each case. This policy change was prompted in part by a Qing fiscal crisis requiring reduction in expenses associated with tributary missions. It was also associated with Qing efforts to strengthen control over tax revenues derived from coastal trade by bringing the trade under central control by various measures including redirecting it from distant ports where local officials corruptly siphoned off revenues that the center sought. This change of policy can also be called a change from tributary trade to mercantilism initiated by the Qing state.

When the Ryukyu Kingdom vigorously protested this reduction in the frequency of tributary missions, the Daoguang emperor agreed to restore annual trade missions from the Ryukyus to Fuzhou. Nor was the Qing able to implement the new trade and financial policy designed to control emerging economic strength in south China and the South China Sea area, the regions dominated by Chinese, western, Taiwanese, and Southeast Asian Chinese merchants that was beyond the control of Beijing. While all of these had previously participated in the tributary trade, all now sought to extricate themselves from the tributary relationship, seeking more lucrative private trade throughout the South China Sea and the East China Sea independent of state missions. The result was booming trade between China and Southeast Asia in the mid to late nineteenth century, trade largely beyond the control of the capital.9

The expansion of relations between the treaty ports

The conditions under which competition between a regional international order based on the historically hierarchical politics of East Asia, on the one hand, and the mutually contractual treaty diplomacy newly begun with Europe and the United States, on the other, were most visible in the treaty ports. The interplay of the two orders propelled the expansion of inter-treaty port ties.

A broad survey of the treaty port era in East Asia from the 1834 termination of the English East India Company’s exclusive right to trade with China through the Sino-Japanese war of 1894–5 yields the following historical themes.

Treaty relations, whether between European and Asian nations or within the Asian region itself, were concluded as binational relationships. Taken as a whole, however, they bound the treaty ports together in a multilateral relationship. Although pacts like the Sino-British Treaty of Nanjing concluded in 1842 and the 1844 Sino-French Treaty of Whampoa were each concluded between two nations, through their extension into the Treaty of Kanagawa and the United States–Korea Treaty of Amity and Commerce, mutual access among the treaty ports became possible. A critical issue in the Asian treaty ties of Europe and the United States
Concerned intra-Asian relations among the treaty ports. Chinese merchants and Western trading firms struggled to secure a place in Asian trade networks, constructing bases in the treaty ports and linking them.

This trend of establishing a presence in the treaty ports was not the result solely of European pressures. Treaties of commerce and treaties of friendship began to be concluded within Asia as well. These included the 1876 Treaty of Kangwha between Japan and Korea, the 1882 Regulations for Maritime and Overland Trade Between Chinese and Korean Subjects (Zhongguo Qiaoxian shangmin shuilu maoyi zhangcheng) and the 1885 Tianjin Treaty between China and Japan. These commercial treaties concluded between Asian nations dismantled the framework of managed trade of the previous tribute-trade era, and the merchants of the coastal trading ports began to join in the inter-treaty port trade in great numbers, thereby strengthening previous private trade networks.

Of course, treaty relations concluded within Asia were modeled on the treaties with the West in an era of Western predominance. They differed, however, in their intention and in the process of their implementation. Sometimes the maintenance of suzerain–vassal relations was openly expressed; at other times the pretense of the geopolitical relationship enshrined in the historical tribute tie was maintained while in practice trade goals were pursued. During treaty negotiations, each side employed American and European legal and diplomatic advisors and conducted negotiations based on their proposals. The situation resulting from these internal and external relations made the substance of this era of negotiation even more broadly multilateral. The 1882 Regulations for Maritime and Overland Trade Between Chinese and Korean Subjects, discussed below, illustrate the special character of the region and the era. A close examination of this treaty reveals how the suzerain–vassal relationship was maintained through a period of tumultuous change.

After the opening of the five ports (Canton, Amoy, Fuzhou, Ningbo, and Shanghai) by the 1842 Treaty of Nanking, local Qing officials supervised customs. When the Shanghai county seat was occupied in the 1853 Small Sword Society uprising, however, the Shanghai Circuit Intendant was forced to flee. The American, British, and French consuls thereupon offered jointly to collect customs duties in his place in an attempt to strengthen their control over European and American merchants trading with areas under the control of the Taiping rebels. The Qing government later expanded this method of customs collection to the other treaty ports as a means to assure revenues. A foreign inspectorate of customs was established in each port with an Inspector-General of Customs in Peking. The inspectors had the same standing as the Chinese Superintendent of Customs (Haiguan jiandu), but in practice the foreign customs inspectors controlled operations. The Chinese maritime customs system, including the role of foreign maritime customs inspectors, in the
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treaty ports from the 1850s gave an institutional “guarantee” to inter-treaty port relations.

The maritime customs system, initially begun to strengthen the central finances of the Qing as well as to consolidate relations between the European powers and the Qing, naturally affected China’s vassal states. The maritime customs system was applied to Korea, and in the 1880s Paul Georg von Mollendorff of the Tianjin maritime customs was dispatched as Korean maritime customs inspector. A debate sprang up at that point concerning the problem of the duties to be paid by ships entering Korean ports that had previously docked in Chinese treaty ports. The question was whether foreign ships that had paid the 5 percent *ad valorem* import tax stipulated in the Sino-British tariff agreement for vessels stopping in any Chinese treaty port should pay only the 2.5 percent Qing domestic transport tax (*zikou banshui*) or be regarded as carrying foreign goods and therefore pay an additional 5 percent import tax when they entered Korean treaty ports. Behind this lay a difference in perceptions concerning whether Korea was a Chinese vassal state or an independent nation.

Elsewhere, the tributary system was under attack as a result of changing inter-state relations with Japan strengthening its grip on the Ryukyus, with Vietnam succumbing to French colonial rule and Burma to British rule. Nevertheless, in each of these cases, treaties negotiated with China granted Chinese merchants special tax relief in trade with these tributary areas. This constituted recognition by Japan, France, and Britain of the continued salience of certain Chinese tributary prerogatives. The tribute system did not simply yield to the treaty system.

As can be seen in the tax collection problem of Korean maritime customs, the treaty ports confronted the historical tribute or vassal relationship of the Chinese world order in East Asia. Viewed from another angle, the application of the logic of the historical East Asian world order became an issue in the operation, perception, and position of the treaty ports even though they had been formally opened through treaties with Western powers. This suggests that the historical background of the treaty ports themselves must be taken into consideration. The treaty ports were of course neither newly constructed nor recently opened as ports; the five southeast China ports, in fact all the treaty ports, had histories dating far back as trading ports, and in China’s North–South coastal trade and South China–Southeast Asia trade they had long been sites of tribute-trade activities. Merchant guilds functioned in all of them, each had a historically developed trading region, and commercial networks had long formed around them. After acquiring the right for their nationals to reside in the treaty ports, European and American merchants competed for commercial concessions in long-developed commercial networks.10

The issue, always apparent in American and European treaty negotiations with the Qing, of how to handle treaty ties between the Qing and its
vassal states, framed relations among the treaty ports. When Western countries entered into treaty negotiations with nations or regions within the Qing sphere or under its influence, they treated the suzerain Qing as one concerned party in the negotiations. In short, ostensibly bilateral treaty relations could only be concluded by taking the Qing and the entire tributary relationship into consideration. Thus the tribute relationship, which formed the background to the relationship expressed in the treaty, was directly and indirectly incorporated within it.11

Vassal states and treaties: the negotiation of the 1882 Regulations for Maritime and Overland Trade Between China and Korea

From tribute to trade: change and continuity in the tributary relationship

Trade regulations between the Qing and Korea were concluded on October 4, 1882 under the Superintendent of Trade for the North (Beiyang dachen) and Governor-General of Zhili (Zhili zongdu) Li Hongzhang. From the Qing, Zhou Fu, the Customs Daotai of Tianjin and Li Hongzhang’s private secretary, and the Expectant Intendant (Houxuan dao) Ma Jianzhong were appointed as representatives. On the Korean side, the Envoy to China, Cho Yong-ha, the Assistant Envoy Kim Hong-jip, and Secretary O Yun-jung were appointed.12

Li Hongzhang recorded the most important points of the negotiations and the contents of the regulations: (1) Ma Jianzhong was first sent to Korea where he investigated actual conditions through discussions with the Korean side; (2) Li supervised Zhou Fu and Ma Jianzhong in consulting the precedents (zhanggu) informing the relevant Chinese statutes, and carefully examining international law; (3) the regulations differed from those defining relations between two nations as they were to regulate traffic with a vassal state; and (4) article eight of the regulations stated that Li Hongzhang and the Korean king shall in future make determinations through consultation. Although criticised by some Chinese for intentionally altering the old system in the pursuit of profit, the regulations preserved the suzerain–vassal hierarchy.13

The regulations sought to assure “equal” trade, based on the premise that Korea was a Chinese vassal state. In drafting the regulations, the negotiators were deeply conscious of Sino-Japanese relations in connection with the Korea issue. Li Hongzhang notes, for example, that O Yun-jung, the chief Korean negotiator in preparing the regulations, feared that the Japanese would use the regulations as a pretext to increase demands on Korea. Examination of the contents and special characteristics of the treaty’s preface and eight articles clarifies these issues.
The Preface confirmed the fact that Korea had long had titles conferred as a vassal state and that there was no change in that determination. Given that, and in light of the fact that the prohibition on sea trade (Haijin lun) had earlier been abandoned and trade by land and sea was being conducted with foreign nations, the merchants of the two countries were to conduct trade with each other, sharing the profits equally, while existing rules for frontier trade would be modified as circumstances required. These regulations for maritime and overland trade resulted from China’s intent to treat its vassal state generously; the benefits they conferred were “understood to apply to the relations between China and Korea only.” In this way, the Preface, while emphasizing the goal of increasing China’s trading profits from the transformation in tribute trade with Korea and in the frontier trade in the northern part of Korea, simultaneously reaffirmed the suzerain–vassal relationship.14

The first Article established that nationals of each country would be supervised by trade commissioners dispatched from their own country and that each country would bear the cost of maintaining its own agents while they resided in the other nation. In short, China’s Superintendent of Trade for the North (Li Hongzhang) would appoint trade commissioners to those treaty ports already opened by Korea; those trade commissioners were equal in standing to the Korean officials that were their counterparts; the Korean king would likewise dispatch a high official to reside in Tianjin and representatives to reside in each of the treaty ports; they too were equal in standing to the local Chinese authorities. What is of particular interest here is the enactment of a provision for “treaty port diplomacy,” that is, China and Korea each dispatched commissioners to each other’s treaty ports just as the European nations and the United States appointed consuls to the treaty ports. Furthermore, the determination that each nation was to bear the cost of maintaining its own officials was a significant change since the expenses of the tributary missions had all previously been covered by China. The posting of commissioners of equal rank, however, was in keeping with the historical ranking order. In short, there was both continuity and change in the tributary relationship between China and Korea.

The second Article dealt with consular jurisdiction in conflict resolution. Thus, in the case of an incident involving Chinese merchants in a Korean treaty port, if one Chinese merchant brought charges against another, then the Chinese trade commissioner would adjudicate. For incidents concerning property, if the accuser was Korean and the accused Chinese, then the Chinese side would arrest and try the accused. If convicted, the criminal would be turned over to the Korean authorities. In the reverse case, the Korean side would arrest and try the accused and turn the convicted criminal over to the Chinese. However, in Chinese treaty ports, if a Korean was involved in an incident, whether accuser or accused,
the Chinese still adjudicated. This determination of the consular jurisdiction of the trade commissioners of both nations was extremely one-sided, and the consular jurisdiction of the Korean trade commissioner was essentially not recognized in Chinese treaty ports. The third Article determined customs payments and allowed the free passage of fishermen in the coastal areas of both countries. It stipulated that:

Ships grounded on either coast under stress of weather shall be allowed to anchor at whatever place this occurs, to buy provisions and have the necessary repairs done; but while the local authorities shall take charge, all relevant expenses shall be borne by the owners of the ship.

Ships entering ports that had not yet been opened would have both cargo and vessel confiscated. Fishermen living in P’yongyang and Hwanghae provinces in Korea, and in Shandong and Fengdian provinces in China, however, were permitted to take on provisions and water in those areas. Comparing this regulation with tribute trade, we note a shift from the practices under the latter of (1) tax exemption: and (2) China paying the costs of returning grounded or damaged ships to their home country. The new regulations required that customs duties be levied and that the costs of ship repair be borne by the ship’s owner. This regulation reveals how heavy a burden tribute trade was for the Chinese state. The opening up, moreover, of trade along the Yellow Sea and Bohai coasts, which had been strictly limited during the era of tribute trade, was a big change.

The fourth Article consisted of tax regulations applied to goods transported between China and Korea and another regulation governing transactions in the interior of the two nations. It stipulated that it was permissible to lease land and buildings in the treaty ports; when Chinese goods were transported from one treaty port to another a sum equal to half of the export duty paid on them was to be collected as an import tax; Korean and Chinese merchants were allowed to set up shops and engage in commerce only in Peking and in Yanghawajin and Seoul, respectively, while trade in other parts of the interior required special permission from the trade commissioners. Korean merchants were required for the first time to pay the Chinese lijin, domestic transport tax. The arrangements for the domestic transport tax and for transit passes established between China and the countries of Europe and North America were adopted without change in the Chinese–Korean regulations. The formal designation of Peking and Seoul as “open cities” (kai shizhang) preceded the opening of these cities to Europe and the United States. Customs agreements previously entered into with Europe and the United States were selectively adopted here.

The fifth Article aimed at converting the frontier trade to tariff trade.
Because frontier trade was carried on at various remote places like Uiju, Hoeryong, and Kyongwon, there had been “numerous difficulties arising from the authority exercised by local officials.” As a result, Ch’aengmun and Uiju on the Yalu River and Hunchun and Hoeryong on the Tumen River were designated as open trading locations, customs were set up in these newly opened markets, and a 5 percent ad valorem tax was collected on all goods except red ginseng (hongshen). Article five constituted a change in trade on the frontier and in seaports, where the scale of commerce had been largest under the earlier tribute-trade regime. The reference here to “difficulties” with local officials was an attack on the diversion of trade revenues into local finances. The 5 percent tariff was the center’s attempt to establish control over tax revenues on the frontier.

The sixth Article forbade the merchants of both countries from dealing in opium (importing or domestic production) or arms, permitted the import to China of Korean red ginseng with a 15 percent ad valorem tax, and established a permit system for the export of red ginseng from China (both Korea and North China exported red ginseng). This article clearly identified problems in the actual conditions of trade as the Qing sought to tighten its control over revenues. Article seven attempted to strengthen ties with Korea. The trade which was formerly limited to the overland route via Ch’aeong-mun, was now extended to the sea (Figure 1.3).

The regulations provided that the Superintendent of Trade for the North dispatch a merchant vessel of the China Merchant’s Steamship Navigation Company, a government-sponsored enterprise, with troops on board to provide security for each location. It stipulated further that while the Chinese state provided security, the Korean state bear a portion of the costs. This clause had powerful military overtones in providing not only security with respect to China–Korea trade but also strengthening Korea’s domestic defenses with an eye to Japan–Korea conflict (Figure 1.4). Article eight stipulated that revision of the regulations was to be handled through consultation between the Superintendent of Trade for the North on the Chinese side and the Korean king.

The eight articles led to great changes in the form of trade. This can be summarized as a Chinese attempt to make the existing tribute trade consistent with the forms of treaty port trade. The primary Chinese goals were: (1) reforming the one-sided financial burden that tribute trade placed on China; (2) redirecting to central finances, that is customs finances, the tribute-trade revenues that were in practice absorbed by local officials; (3) confirming the trend of expansion in the activities of coastal fishermen and in the so-called frontier trade. The regulations further affirmed the general framework of the suzerain–vassal relationship and maintained the historical relationship of rank between the two countries through the inclusion of the equal relationship between the Superintendent of Trade for the North and the Korean king, the equal relationship
between the trade commissioners, and other provisions. But where China had formerly borne the costs of tributary trade, it now sought (successfully) to impose an equal share of costs on Korea.

The introduction of the 1882 regulations had two consequences. The first was criticism by the Korean king and the Korean side concerning the
shift of the financial burden previously borne by the Qing. The second was further expansion of the border trade by merchants of both countries, which had begun to flourish, invigorating trade throughout the entire region.

These regulations were implemented at a time of great tension on the Korean peninsula, with Chinese troops entering Korea to counter the growing Japanese influence.
Korean criticisms of the Qing

The Korean side, which had long profited from tribute trade, took three types of actions when it became clear that the Qing policy of cutting back financial support meant that those profits would be reduced.

1. Attempts to maintain the former profits of the tribute trade by exploiting the gap between the regulations and the Chinese side’s treatment of Korea as a vassal state and its attempt to maintain the tribute order.
2. Pointing out that, while the gist of the regulations was equality and fairness, in practice the regulations violated that spirit, the Chinese side’s advocacy of reciprocity in the regulations notwithstanding.
3. Advancing the theory of the Japanese threat, specifically noting that the trade regulations gave the Japanese an excellent pretext to intervene in Korea, and pressuring the Qing to reconsider implementation of the regulations.15

These approaches reveal the Korean side adroitly combining tribute, treaties, and East Asian international relations to defend its historical interests.

The trade regulations had the immediate effect of subjecting the Korean tribute missions to Chinese taxation. About two months after the conclusion of the regulations, when Korea attempted to present tribute in Peking, a 4 percent *ad valorem* tax was collected from them at the border gate (*bianmen*) of Fenghuangcheng. Duties were also collected at the Chongwen gate, which opened to Shanhaiguan and Peking. This was unprecedented in the more than two hundred years of the Qing dynasty. Yet from another angle, it also represented a reaffirmation of the special tributary relationship since Korea was asked to pay only 4 percent whereas all others were subjected to a 5 percent tax. In addition, the practice of borrowing funds from Chinese merchants was also forbidden. The head of the tribute mission strongly expressed the hope that tribute trade would be made free of duty, as it had been before.16

Li Hongzhang’s response to the first Korean criticism was that since tribute was an issue for the Ministry of Rites (*Li Bu*) and new taxes an issue for the Ministry of Revenue (*Hu Bu*), the regulations were a matter that should be referred for investigation to the *Zongli Yamen* (Office for the Management of the Business of Foreign Countries). He thus dealt with this critique simply as a difference between jurisdictional organizations. Li then reviewed the prohibitions and prohibited goods under tribute trade. The Ministry of Rites had forbidden tribute emissaries from trading at the Imperial Despatch Office (*Huitongguan*) and from dealing in a number of items including weapons and gunpowder. It had also forbidden foreign
merchants who were returning home from taking people, lumber for ship- building, iron nails, sesame, or grain with them. The private purchase of raw silk and silk products were also proscribed. However, in the case of a request from the Korean king, such prohibited items as copper, iron, horses and mules, bows, and raw silk had all been approved for export. There was also a precedent from 1793 proscribing the purchase of copper cash. Since most of these restrictions had been lifted with the opening of treaty port trade, Li concluded that the economic benefits enjoyed by the Korean side were far from negligible.

Concerning the second criticism, that the terms were unfair to Korea, O Yun-jung argued that:

Examining the texts of international law, an article of mutual equality is to be found in every one. Although we have enjoyed your country’s favor, the conditions offered other countries differ from those given Korea. Although you say it is unavoidable in the tributary order, this is different from the ceremony of “Serving the Great” (sadae)

and requested the removal of the “unequal” clauses. Customs Daotai Zhou Fu argued against this that:

In the concept of sadae there is of necessity a place for the small and for the great. This is no empty ceremony; it depends on a real obligation. Therefore, the fact that in international law different terms are used for the commercial traffic of vassal nations is irrelevant to this case.17

Zhou Fu, in response, also rejected the claim of inequality in Article two, asserting the need to distinguish between great and small. The Chinese view was that the regulations exemplified the sadae relationship.

On the third point of the Japanese threat, O Yun-jung pointed out that while liberalizing passage of fishing vessels along the coast was a good thing, it would provoke the Japanese, who had been demanding whaling access to the East China Sea. Furthermore, he warned that the open cities stipulated in the fourth Article would lead to Japanese demands that Taegu and Hamhung be opened. He therefore requested that this Article and Articles three and four not be revealed to foreign nations.

Zhou Fu dismissed this argument completely. As for Qing differentiating regulations with Korea from those with other countries, the Korean side had been taken in by arguments foisted on them by other nations. Japanese officials, he believed, mocked Korea as positioned somewhere between half and total dependence. Concerning Article three, Zhou pointed out that the Japanese were not the only ones taking advantage of the situation, and greater attention should be paid to
smugglers. On Article four, he stated that if cities were opened to trade, not only Japanese merchants but also Chinese merchants would go into the interior, thus stimulating the development of Korean commerce. These counter-arguments were natural extensions of the principles underlying the Qing foreign policy that had replaced managed tribute with mutual trade.

**The expansion of northern commerce**

Implementation of the Trade Regulations produced a change in functioning of the tribute-trade system on China's northern border with Korea. There efforts were made to reform managed border trade and implement commerce, to replace the existing border trade with tariff-based trade. Li Hongzhang, in a memorial to the throne of February 18, 1883, presented a four-article proposal to reorganize the border trading cities of Jilin province and Korea that made the provisions for open cities in Article three of the regulations even more concrete.\(^\text{18}\)

**Article One.** In the past, during the first month of the year the merchants of Jilin Province traveled to Hoeryong to trade, and once every two years they would go from Hoeryong to Kyongwon. Since Kyongwon and Hunchun are only sixty li apart, however, it is more convenient to conduct trade at these two locations. The trading route should therefore be divided in two: one route shall go from Heishidao on the border of Dunhua County to Hoeryong in Korea; the other from Hunchun to Kyongwon District. It is anticipated that the merchants of the Jilin provincial capital, of Ningguta, and of Hunchun will reap twice the profits as a result of this.

This regulation can be considered an administrative measure to improve market conditions. In other words, it can be regarded as a policy response to the need to increase the profitability of the northern trade.

**Article Two.** Customs should be established at Hunchun and on the border of Dunhua County. In the past, border trade was transacted only when the Yalu River froze over. Furthermore, in the past there were no ferries on the Tumen River. From now on, however, trade will be transacted throughout the year, so ferry landings and buildings should be constructed on both banks and inspection boats sent from the Jilin side.

This regulation was aimed at providing the port and customs facilities that would become necessary as a result of trade. Investment would be undertaken to strengthen the so-called border trade.
Article Three. Tariff regulations should be determined and goods categorized and taxed accordingly. The main goods going from Jilin to Korea are horses, hides, and cloth, and while the first two have hitherto been taxed according to Jilin tariff regulations, because cotton cloth is exchanged for imported goods, it has not been heavily taxed. Now, because of the switch to trade, everything other than the first two items should be taxed according to our tariff schedule and customs receipts issued. The tariff rates shall be 5 percent *ad valorem*, except for ginseng at 15 percent.

The third clause established tariff rates and attempted to apply the 5 percent *ad valorem* tax that was the basis of Chinese customs to Korean trade.

Article Four. Commissioners will be dispatched from Jilin to the two locations of Hoeryong and Kyongwon in Korea to supervise the Jilin merchants. Local Korean officials are not qualified to supervise these matters, so officials from the Jilin side should be posted. Food and fuel costs should not be treated as public expenditures, as the Japanese consul does, but rather should be paid for out of the budget items for the envoys despatched to each customs post, so as not to place a burden on Korean officials or merchants. Consideration should be given to the possibility of dispatching Korean commissioners to the two county seats of Dunhua and Hunchun.

Reciprocity and mutuality are stronger here than in the regulations. Li’s injunction to dispatch Chinese supervisors because “local Korean officials are not qualified to supervise” offers an ironic footnote to the issues of international customs administration and extraterritoriality in China.

Taken as a whole, Li Hongzhang’s proposals sought to expand trade and secure through tariffs a source of revenue for China’s central finances. About a week later, however, the military governor of Shenyang (Shenjing jiangju) and others criticized this proposal in a memorial to the throne. Emphasizing border security, they urged that entry and exit be restricted to the Fenghuang border gate, as it had been up to that time. This reflected their wariness concerning the human traffic across the frontier that would expand as a result of trade. They also noted the necessity of following precedent, vividly displaying the frontier-defense mindset of regional officials.19

The Twenty-four Rules for Traffic on the Frontier between Liaodong and Korea, concluded in March 1883 by Chen Benzhi, Circuit Intendant of the East (*Dongbian daotai*) for the Qing and O Yun-jung on the Korean side, established a free-trade area in Zhonggang near Uiju. Although the establishment of customs and implementation of duties followed the
above Trade Regulations, at the same time the rules clearly stipulated that tributary missions would not be taxed, tribute would continue, and unrestricted passage on the tribute road by merchants was prohibited. The result was that tariff trade and tribute trade existed side by side. The opening of the north of the Korean peninsula led to the formation of a region of mutual interchange and negotiation stretching from Japan in the south to Siberia in the north.

The expansion of Chinese maritime customs to Korea

Korean merchants and Qing merchants

The drive to extend the Chinese customs system to Korea can be regarded as one institutional basis for regarding the period from the middle through the latter half of the nineteenth century as an era of negotiation, one shaped, moreover, by the multilateral trade between treaty ports. This movement, through the management of Korean maritime customs from Peking, was a gamble on the increased customs revenue anticipated from expanded trade. China simultaneously strove to maintain influence over Korea through maritime customs. The treaty ports and open cities in Korea constituted a bid to share in profits by not only using the cities of the North opened through Chinese initiative, but also to make active use of the treaty ports of Korea previously opened through Japanese initiative.

The management of trade through the treaty ports and open cities advanced on two fronts. The first was the termination of the special concessions granted to Korean merchants operating under the old tribute trade; the second was an attempt to secure customs revenue from Chinese merchants in Korean treaty ports by controlling their activities. Viewed from a different angle, we witness the advance in Korea and throughout East Asia of Chinese merchants into the trading activity of the treaty ports and open cities after their establishment in East Asia.

Looking first at the termination of the special concessions for domestic trade for foreign merchants under tribute trade, a report from May 19, 1883 by the Gansu provincial Circuit Intendant Gong Jinjie, indicates that one Mun Ch’o-un, a Korean merchant, had been actively purchasing ginseng and other Chinese medicines in Gansu. The report stated that the fact that he engaged in trade even though there were no trading ports or open cities in Gansu violated the trade regulations of the two nations. The movements of this same merchant were persistently tracked, and about half a year later the Governor-General of Sichuan, Ding Bozhen, reported that he was buying ginseng and Chinese medicine in Gansu without a permit. Korean merchants used the special concession for “free trade” in the interior under the tribute trade to engage in a lively trade, despite the tracking of Chinese
officials seeking to reform old practices through enforcement of the trade regulations. The principal products that Korean merchants dealt with were ginseng, raw silk, and silk cloth, and we can infer that these goods were primarily intended to meet Japanese demand. 

Chinese merchants rapidly entered Korean treaty ports. This was particularly notable in the ports opened through Japanese “initiative.” On the eleventh of February 1884, a year and a half after the conclusion of the Trade Regulations of September 1882, the Superintendent of Trade for the North, Li Hongzhang, quoted the report of Chen Shutang, a trade commissioner who had been dispatched to Korea. The report omits Pusan and Wonsan, but it does list, according to region of origin, Chinese merchants and employees in Seoul, Mapo, and Inchon.

1 Chinese merchants based in Seoul
Zhejiang Group: six offices (Tongyuxian, Tianfeng, Gongji, Chaokang, Gongping, Xiechangmou); total of eighteen staff.
Shandong Group: thirteen offices (Zhonghuaxing, Hexingshun, Huiji, Heyang, Hengtaixing, Gongheshun, Renfengzhan, Fuxiangsheng, Yongyuanshun, Fuyuhao, Dexingcheng, Gongshengho, Fuxing Zhonghua); total of forty-one staff.
Chinese employees: Department of Machinery (Kigiguk), one Tianjin Chinese; Mollendorff official residence, four Ningbo Chinese; American legation, two Cantonese; Ch’ao p’an-so-chai, two Shandong Chinese; Tangzho, seven Jiangxi Chinese and one Shanghai Chinese; total of seventeen staff.

2 Chinese merchants based in Mapo
Shandong Yuchang, seven Chinese; Shandong Dexiang, five Chinese; Jardine, Matheson & Co. (two Cantonese, three Zhejiang Chinese); Xiehuan shunchuan (one ship with six Shandong merchants); total of twenty-three staff.

3 Chinese merchants based in Inchon
Guangdong Group: three offices (Zhizhonghe, Yian, Guangshelong); total of seventeen staff; Yonglong shunchuan (one ship with six Shandong merchants); total of thirteen staff.
Shandong Group: Two offices (Yonglong shunchuan, Gonghuzhan); total of thirteen staff.
Zhejiang Group: two offices (Daihe shun, Gongzhi); total of eighteen staff.
Chinese employees: Maritime Customs – two Zhejiang Chinese, one Jiangxi Chinese, one Guangdong Chinese; Customs Inspectorate – two Zhejiang Chinese, two Jiangsu Chinese; Ha-pai-lo affiliates – one Zhejiang Chinese; total of nine staff.
In short, after the opening of the Korean ports, merchants from coastal provinces like Shandong, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Guangdong, and Guangxi moved immediately into Korean treaty ports. Their activities surpassed those of the Japanese merchants they competed with. The Japanese, as can be seen in the report of February 1895 from the acting Consul-General at Pusan, Kato Masuo, addressed to Foreign Minister Mutsu Munemitsu, displayed a strong sense of crisis that ‘their’ Korean ports had been taken over by aggressive Chinese merchants. Thereafter the population of Chinese merchants in Korea increased rapidly from 162 in 1883 to 2,182 in 1893, 3,661 in 1906, and 11,818 in 1910. There were few women, only one-tenth to one-thirtieth of the male population, and the immigration pattern was one of migrant workers.

The era of negotiation premised on trade among treaty ports above all resulted in the expansion of Chinese merchants into treaty ports throughout East Asia. Chinese merchants from the coastal provinces, freed from the trade control of the Qing center with the disintegration of state power in the first half of the nineteenth century, linked together via trade the regions of coastal China, Japan, Korea, and beyond. This Chinese mercantile capital was a source of anxiety for Japanese, Korean and Hong Kong, as well as European, merchants, all of whom found the competition from Chinese merchants to be fierce. The Qing state was also concerned about the dynamic thrust of coastal Chinese capital throughout Asia. It was precisely in order to manage and control their activities, and assure the flow of tax revenues to the Chinese state, that the extension of Chinese maritime customs to Korea became an issue.

The conflict over Korea–China relations and the Korean maritime customs – independent nation or vassal state?

Trade among the treaty ports was by no means limited to the Chinese ports, but spread to treaty ports throughout East Asia with the expansion of treaty relationships. While trade among the treaty ports was sustained, on the one hand, by Chinese merchants who advanced into Korea, Japan, and elsewhere, Qing China’s attempt to apply the maritime customs system of its own treaty ports to Korea and also to install foreign maritime customs officers led to the dissemination of the customs system of trade among treaty ports throughout Asia.

On October 3, 1883, Robert Hart, Inspector-General of the Imperial
Tribute and treaties

Maritime Customs in Peking, reported on the current condition of arms exports. The movement of arms was strictly monitored, with the transfer of arms to Korea via Shanghai of particular concern to Hart. Earlier that year, four cannons and fifty-four cannon balls were delivered by an English ship from Hong Kong to Shanghai, where Jardine, Matheson & Co. filed a customs report and transferred them to Korea the same day, again via a British ship. Because these arms were brought into Korea via Shanghai, Hart, who was concerned about arms sales, “discovered” a customs problem.

Although Korea was recognized as a tributary state of China, the treatment of customs would differ depending on whether Korea was regarded as a foreign nation or in the same fashion as each of China’s other provinces. If Korea were classified as one of China’s provinces, when foreign goods are trans-shipped, then a receipt of payment of import duties or a customs waiver should be obtained and a bill of lading issued. However, if Korea were classified as a foreign state, then, according to the treaty, it would be sufficient to issue a receipt for the goods and not necessary to have a bill of lading. Since the determination of Korea’s position was of great importance concerning China’s relations with the outside world, this matter could not be settled by the Inspector-General alone.

In this way, it could be said that Hart sought, through the concrete issue of maritime customs procedures, a solution to the practical problem of the recognition of Korea as an historical vassal state of China and an approach to the determination of the nature and scope of the relationship. The handling of customs opened questions pertaining to the role of trade in East Asian tribute relations. Li Hongzhang made the following response to Hart’s question:

Foreign goods on which import duties have been paid at Chinese customs and that are then trans-shipped to Korea, whether by Chinese or foreign merchants, shall be treated as delivered to a foreign state and import duties shall be paid according to the customs regulations of Korea. Exported Chinese goods, after payment of export taxes, can be disposed of freely, even though duties for foreign merchants and Chinese or Korean merchants differ. The tax on ships (levied by tonnage) will be paid by ships entering Chinese ports and paid again after entering Korean ports. The Chinese customs regulations and the Regulations for Maritime and Overland Trade Between Chinese and Korean Subjects will be enforced in parallel … China’s favorable treatment of its tributary kingdoms differs from the European and American treatment of their dependent territories as provinces, a point that will be examined in more detail in the future.

In response to Hart’s attempt to situate the vassal state issue within diplomatic relations, one can probably say that Li Hongzhang, while asserting
that Korea was autonomous in both foreign relations and domestic administration, distinguished it both from European and American colonies and provinces, thus leaving room for negotiation concerning Korea’s special status. Hart met Li in 1889 and again touched on the vassal state question, stating that if Korea was not a vassal state of China, then the debate as to whether it was or was not should itself be stopped. He went on to say that if it were a vassal state, on every available occasion foreign nations should be informed to that effect. Moreover, Korea as well should be made to acknowledge this. To Hart’s view of vassal states as colonies, Li Hongzhang withheld response, but to his claim that if it was a dependency, then corresponding customs procedures were necessary, Li replied clearly that Korea was a foreign nation, autonomous in domestic administration and foreign relations. Although their perspectives on vassal states and dependencies differed, neither attempted to take the other to task on the issue. This was an expression of the special characteristic – negotiating among different principles of sovereignty – of the era of negotiation.

In fact, the open cities and treaty ports established in the Regulations for Maritime and Overland Trade Between Chinese and Korean Subjects were exempt from maritime customs. The position of this frontier trade activity is comprehensible neither on the basis of the treaty principle, based on relationships between states, nor the tribute principle, based on the suzerain–vassal relationship. Rather it suggests the possibility of a third concept that could be called a “regional principle” (chikigeneri), one that sought to encompass core–periphery trading activities by both parties. The development of maritime customs, moreover, functioned as a means to subsume a broad region, so that here as well a process of negotiation based on a regional principle can be discerned.

Foreign advisors and the loan issue

In the era in which negotiations concerning treaty relations were initiated with Europe, the United States, and Japan, the employment of Westerners as advisors was indispensable. In Korea, around 1882, when the negotiation of the Regulations for Maritime and Overland Trade Between Chinese and Korean Subjects with the Qing began, a debate ensued over the employment of Westerners. In particular, Cho Yong-ha warned the Korean king that if Westerners were not employed in handling negotiations, Korea might lose its autonomy. Li Hongzhang, in response, strongly recommended the former German consul in Tianjin, Mollendorff, as genial, loyal, and expert in Chinese as a result of five years of experience in China’s maritime customs. He also recommended that the Koreans employ three Chinese advisors: Ma Jianzhong, who had previously conducted negotiations with Korea, his older brother, Ma Jianchang, and Li Shuchang.
In December 1882, Mollendorff was engaged as a diplomatic advisor and as Inspector-General of Customs for Korea, and foreign advisors were introduced into Korea. In 1883, a customs agreement was signed with Japan, and treaties were also negotiated and signed with England and Germany. In July 1885, Mollendorff resigned, and Owen N. Denny, former American consul in Tianjin, replaced him as diplomatic advisor, while Henry F. Merrill took the post of customs inspector. While Mollendorff mediated between Korea and the Qing, with the emergence of the Japanese problem, the situation frequently became intractable. As a result, the duties of customs inspector and diplomatic advisor were subsequently split into two posts. In the interim, however, the Qing attempted to exert diplomatic influence in Korea through a former customs inspector who was appointed and dispatched from China, exploiting his position as diplomatic advisor. In effect, the Qing tried to incorporate the principle of the suzerain–vassal relationship into the maritime customs system and to maintain it through the relationship among treaty ports.

Institutional reform on the Korean side also adapted to this situation, and in 1882 a new Office of State Affairs (T’ongni kimu amun) was set up for diplomatic negotiation. Moreover, the Department of Relations with China (Sadaesa) and Department of Neighborly Relations (Kyorinsa), which had handled relations with the Qing and Japan respectively, were merged and a Foreign Office (T’ongni kyosop t’ongsang amun) was established with responsibility for multilateral negotiations. This process also was a response to the organizational changes that followed the opening of the five Chinese ports.

The conditions on the occasion when Merrill took up his post as Maritime Customs Inspector in Korea, were as follows:

1. The king of Korea had been informed that Merrill would be appointed by the Superintendent of Trade for the North, that is, by China, with the title Inspector-General of Customs for Korea, and that he was to take charge of all particulars of customs revenue.

2. After Merrill took office, maritime customs in Korea were to be conducted on the same principles as the Chinese maritime customs. Merrill was to receive instructions exclusively from the Superintendent of Trade for the North and the Korean Resident-General (Chaoxian zongshu), and he was to be subordinate to no other party.

3. After taking up his post, Merrill was to devote himself exclusively to maritime customs duties, but if the Korean government requested that he perform other duties, he would do so to the best of his ability. However, he was not to neglect his customs duties.31

4. Merrill, as Inspector-General of Customs for Korea, was to be well compensated.
The Inspector-General of Customs could at any time return to his duties in the Chinese maritime customs, and the Superintendent of Trade for the North could at any time recall him. Here Qing China, through the appointment and dispatch of the maritime customs inspector, established a position of strength with respect both to the Inspector-General and the China–Korea relationship. This can be regarded as an attempt to maintain Chinese suzerainty.32

To support the diplomatic negotiations of Korea, the Qing planned to make a loan to Korea. This was a pre-emptive move designed to counter any Japanese loan. The use of Korean maritime customs revenues as security for the loan clearly went beyond the loan form used by various foreign nations in Qing China and Korea.33

The Korean maritime customs regulations and tax code

In July 1883, Takezoe Shin’inchiro and Min Yong-mok of Japan and Korea signed trade regulations. This signing took place nearly seven years after the 1876 Treaty of Kanghwa, during which time no maritime customs had been established and no duties collected.

The customs regulations regarding Korean export duties were extremely simple: all exports were taxed at 5 percent ad valorem. Duty-free items were currency, gold, and silver, and it was forbidden to export red ginseng. Products were divided into eleven categories: medicines and spices; dyes and pigments; metals and tools; fats; textiles; writing implements and paper; food, beverages, and tobacco; general merchandise; ships; currency, gold, and silver; and contraband (fake medicine and so forth). Import taxes started at 5 percent ad valorem and rose to 8, 10, 15, 20, 30, and even 35 percent. Import duties were established for specific Japanese products, such as silk and paper at 8 percent. A protectionist character on the Korean side, although slight, is discernible. The absence of duties on silver and gold was an application of Chinese maritime customs provisions.34

Among the thirty-nine articles that make up the customs regulations, the main difference from Chinese maritime customs regulations concerned Korean inland customs and the fact that no tax was collected on transfers among treaty ports. The regulations basically conformed to the Chinese maritime customs, and no inland customs were stipulated. Although previous research has examined the bilateral relationship by focusing on the Japanese advance into Korea (see Table 1.1), it is also possible to view this process as Japan striving to gain a share of the advantages that Korea already provided to China, or that were constructed on the basis of a Chinese–Korean relationship that retained important elements of suzerainty.35 The era of negotiation in the second half of the
nineteenth century, and the oppositional relationship between Europe and Asia, can also be regarded as one shaped by the negotiation of internal, multilateral Asian relationships.

Conclusion: treaties between Korea and the United States, France, England, Russia, and Japan

Up to now “Western impact,” “opening” of Asia, and “modernity” have been used more or less synonymously in the literature. Moreover, all have essentially been understood as products of the Western impact on Asia, a challenge–response framework pioneered half a century ago by John Fairbank and Teng Ssu-yu in their classic China’s Response to the West. In this view, China and Asia are invariably placed in the position not of an actor or initiator but of an object acted upon, and the West is considered to have provided the impulses that transformed Asian tradition. In this view, the treaties concluded with the Western nations become the point of departure for Asia’s modernity. What has been attempted above, however, could perhaps be called an effort to rethink the indigenous sources of Asian modernization in the context both of the historic tribute framework and of interaction with the West. Among the East Asian and Southeast Asian relationships that formed around relations with China, the second half of the nineteenth century in Okinawa and Korea poses extremely important historical issues concerning the question of how to interpret the totality of these relationships. The expansion of Korea’s trade with China and the growth of Russian influence in North and Northeast China and Korea,36 Japan’s encroachment from the South, the approach of the United States from the East, the Chinese maritime customs and the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Imports</th>
<th>Exports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1883</td>
<td>2,608</td>
<td>2,314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1886</td>
<td>29,643</td>
<td>102,093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1889</td>
<td>120,440</td>
<td>200,096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td>132,425</td>
<td>464,984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1895</td>
<td>55,741</td>
<td>638,063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>952,307</td>
<td>1,086,748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1901</td>
<td>513,516</td>
<td>1,178,608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1904</td>
<td>879,320</td>
<td>1,390,695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1907</td>
<td>1,494,204</td>
<td>2,169,560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>2,382,113</td>
<td>2,629,433</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note
Units: maritime customs taels.
approach of England, France, and Germany from the West – all turned not just on bilateral relationships with Korea but on complex, multilateral relationships, some of them of long historical vintage, encompassing the entire East Asia region. This is what allows this period in East Asia to be called the era of negotiation.

Korea, under the opposition between the domestic currents of *sadae* and civilization (*kaehwa*), took as its fundamental negotiating stance a position between “equality” in relations with Europe and “semi-autonomy” in its relations with the Qing. In response, the countries of Europe tried to build relationships with Korea, while at the same time deeply involving themselves in negotiations between China and Korea. The United States negotiated the draft of its treaty with Korea with the Chinese Superintendent for Trade with the North, Li Hongzhang, and in the treaty of 1882 the US president even sent a letter to the king of Korea expressing the opinion that as China and Korea had a suzerain–vassal relationship that historically took precedence over treaty relationships, there would be no conflict with the new treaty. England, as well, can be considered not to have diverged significantly from a policy of deepening trade relations with Korea in line with, and taking advantage of, the expansion of the maritime customs system to Korea. The European countries and the United States premised many of their actions, so to speak, on the existence of East Asian international relations with the historical Qing tributary relationships of East Asia at the center.

Japan’s negotiating approach with China and Korea differed significantly from that which it took toward other, particularly Western, nations. In a word, rather than negotiation, borrowing a page from the Western colonial powers in their colonizing thrust into large parts of East Asia, Japan opted for open confrontation with both the Qing and Korea in an effort to break the pattern of Chinese suzerainty over Korea in order to bring Korea within the Japanese sphere. In the years 1872 to 1874 Japan severed its historical relationship premised on ties to Korea through Tsushima Island and pressed for Korean “independence” from the Qing, beginning with the 1876 Treaty of Kanghwa and continuing through the 1895 Treaty of Shimonoseki. The pattern of negotiation visible in this process was not predicated on historical East Asian international relations as encapsulated in the tributary-trade system that defined relations throughout the maritime region. From one perspective, Japan was even more aggressive in pursuit of bilateral treaty relations than were America or Europe. From the early Meiji times on, Japan precipitated sharp clashes in peripheral regions of the Qing Empire, including the Liuqiu (Ryukyu) Islands, Taiwan, and Korea. For example, the 1876 Kangwha Treaty left unresolved a problem that had occurred twice (in 1869 and 1875) when Korea refused to recognize the new Meiji government because of conflicts with earlier protocol: specifically, it rejected Japanese attempts to
terminate diplomatic relations mediated through Tsushima. Viewed from the perspective of “negotiation,” it can be said that Japan clearly tried to renegotiate the tributary relationship. Having failed in this, it abandoned negotiation altogether.

The first Article of the Treaty of Kanghwa stated that “Chosen (Korea) being an independent state enjoys the same sovereign rights as does Japan” (Kyu kankoku joyaku isan gekan). This constituted an attempt to separate Korea from its suzerain–vassal relation with the Qing on the basis of the principle of equality between nations. At the same time, however, when Japan tried to approach the Qing to secure the special privileges won through the European and American treaties and extended to others through most-favored-nation clauses, the contradictions between the two became clear. When the Qing sharply pointed this out, Japan not only ceased to participate in bilateral negotiations with China, but also faced the problem of choosing between the West and Asia.³⁸

The result of the combination of Japan’s impetuous negotiating strategy and successive military actions was the destabilization of East Asia. A serious re-examination is necessary of how Japan’s pursuit of Westernization in state formation led it to violate core principles of the international order in East Asia. For example, following the collapse of Japanese treaty negotiations with the Qing over the Liuqiu (Ryukyu) Islands in the years 1886 to 1888, Japan abandoned negotiation in favor of “direct action.” The Sino-Japanese War of 1894–5 marked the end of the era of negotiation in East Asia and became a landmark in Japan’s military advance over the next half century.

Although the Chinese world-order conception and the nation-state conception originally differed, in the second half of the nineteenth century, through the intersection between Zhonghua, the conception of China as a cultural center, and Zhongguo or China as a modern state, Asian nationalism came to take on new forms. Historically, Asian nationalism can be seen as springing from the criticism directed toward Chinese imperial prerogative encapsulated in the tributary-trade system by various countries that shared the concept of suzerainty associated with Zhonghua.

By the end of the Qing, many countries on the periphery sought to reduce the grip if not break free entirely of Chinese suzerainty by actively incorporating the West. At that point treaty negotiations took on great importance. For the Qing, facing superior Western power at a time of internal decline, treaty relations always remained subordinated to historic principles of the Chinese world order associated with suzerainty and the tribute-trade order.
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In this chapter, I offer a frontier perspective on East Asian development. By “frontier perspective,” I mean a focus on political, cultural, and economic interactions on the edges of the major states of the East Asian region, where they border each other, and where they abut on other regions of the globe. I have argued that East Asian frontiers, like regions or states, have common features that deserve comparative analysis (Perdue, forthcoming b). This view resolves some of the paradoxes of nationalist historiography, and complements the regionalist perspectives in this volume.

The other writers in this volume focus almost exclusively on China’s maritime frontiers, but their perspective needs to be complemented by a discussion of the continental frontiers like the northwest. Often what they deem special characteristics of China’s maritime region are common to all her frontier regions. Nomads on the “grassland sea” and caravan traders on the Silk Route could play the same role as maritime traders and pirates. The frontier encouraged people with remarkably diverse religions, languages, and customs to live together, as each found their own particular economic niche.

A frontier perspective complements an analysis based primarily on the impact of foreign trade, by stressing the equal importance of military and geopolitical considerations. At least up until the end of the eighteenth century, imperial China’s policies and institutions generally put more emphasis on security and commerce in the northwest than in the south and southeast. The Han and Tang dynasties directed most of their commercial and military resources toward Central Asia. Even the officials of the Southern Song (1127–1279 CE), who developed southern coastal and overseas trade most extensively, still had to put most of the state’s budget into warding off threats of invasion from the north. The great nineteenth-century shift in China’s global position meant not only a change in power and trade balances, but a large geographical reorientation of imperial attention to the south and the coastal regions. The Qing officials faced something like the Southern Song situation while still maintaining a large
continental empire: they profited from southern coastal trade, but had to maintain defenses on their expanded land frontiers. Strategic decisions changed trade flows, just as commercial opportunities influenced military and diplomatic relations. Regional perspectives on China should include attention to the connections between military and commercial interests on both frontiers. Giovanni Arrighi has argued that inter-state competition (military and economic), combined with the concentration of capitalistic power, propelled the expansion of the capitalist world-economy over the globe (Arrighi 1994: 13; Arrighi et al., this volume). China's empire did not conquer the globe, but it also combined military and commercial power effectively to expand its territory in the eighteenth century. On China's frontiers, where the nexus of coercion and capital is particularly clear, we can find useful information about the processes that distinguish China's imperial experience from that of the West.

**Nationalism and its discontents**

Viewing China from the frontier helps to highlight problems with the nationalist historiography of China still predominant among many Chinese and international scholars. Where nationalists distinguish China sharply from the rest of the world, we look for similarities and interactions with other societies; where nationalists stress fixed cultural essences, we find productive hybrids and constructed traditions; where nationalists insist on China's one-sided victimization, we find complex relationships including both oppression and collaboration.

The nationalist approach stresses China's differences from the rest of the world: its vast size and population, and its long continuous recorded history, epitomized in the Chinese phrase *dida, renduo, lishichang* (large country, many people, long history). It focuses on how the sharp conflict between Western colonialism and a victimized China produced increasingly radical responses in the twentieth century. Ultimately, in this account, the Communist Party put into practice the anti-traditionalism of the May 4th movement, discarding the backward imperial past and totalitarianistically embracing scientific modernity and revolutionary politics.

Many scholars are now well aware of the deficiencies of this conventional view. By drawing a sharp line between “tradition” and “modernity,” and between China and other nations, it artificially fixes the essence of complex cultural ensembles. A great deal of research has demonstrated the intellectual, social, and cultural continuity between the Qing and twentieth-century China, and many Qing features have re-emerged in reform China of the 1980s and 1990s. Recognition of China’s active participation in the contemporary world casts doubt on the utter uniqueness of her civilization. Yet until very recently, much of our interpretation of Qing history was still dominated by concepts of a distinctive, continuous
Chinese civilization, relatively unaffected by the outside world until the late nineteenth century. If we look at China’s frontiers, however, we constantly find interactions across the borders between those within and those beyond imperial boundaries. These interactions brought new elements to Chinese society that reshaped her core values. Traditions never stood still.

There is no one true description of China, of course, but today, many people are more likely to look for signs of dynamic evolution and creative mixing than to oppose two static entities of “tradition” and “modernity.” Chinese nationalist historiography ironically shares with Western Orientalism the belief that a backward, complacent society was unable to respond to Western impact in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, even though it differs in blaming Western imperialism primarily for perpetuating a bankrupt regime.

Orthodox Marxist theory threatened to undercut this focus on China’s uniqueness, by placing China in a universal pattern of six stages of social evolution. But many of the comparative possibilities opened up by the Marxist belief in universal stages were closed off by creating another version of dynastic history. Most Chinese Marxist historians defined the “feudal” stage as an essentially unchanging, self-sufficient economic and social structure lasting from the Qin unification in the third century BC through the end of the Qing in AD 1911. China’s imperial “feudalism” turned out to be much longer than that of any other agrarian empire. Chinese historians debated intensively the timing and extent of “sprouts of capitalism” within the feudal structure, but they never referred to the possibility of “sprouts” in other non-European empires. Nearly all of them concluded that China, unlike Europe, never broke through to a new capitalist stage before 1911. Classifying China as “semi-colonial” in the nineteenth century once again set her off from the vast majority of the non-European world that was conquered by European imperialism.

The other Marxist option for China, that of the Asiatic Mode of Production, one endorsed by Marx himself, did place China alongside other non-European empires. Proponents of the Asiatic Mode aimed to break out of the linear straitjacket imposed by Stalin on orthodox Marxists, so as to assert variant routes to socialism and appropriate political strategies to realize it. But since the Asiatic Mode rested on a basic assumption of Asian stagnation, it was roundly rejected by nearly all Chinese analysts (Fogel 1988). In the view of most Marxist analysts, China’s long bureaucratic history put her in a category all by herself.

Both Marxist and non-Marxist interpretations echoed the most common tropes of nationalism: victimization, teleology, and the invention of tradition. Victimization, the most emotionally charged trope, insisted on the horrors of massacres, poverty, famine, and invasion in the late nineteenth century, nationalists stressed the horrors of the Yangzhou massacre of 1645; the recent focus on the Nanking massacre is the most obvious
recent example. *Teleology* interpreted history as moving inevitably toward the unification of people and state. Western national historians often invoked divine will; in the nineteenth century, Social Darwinism served a comparable goal in China by showing that irresistible impersonal forces, verified by modern science, inescapably supported victorious states. Chinese Marxists drew heavily on these evolutionary models to assert the inevitable victory of the revolutionary forces in class struggle. By *inventing traditions*, nationalist writers drew selectively on past practices to weave a common fabric for a people. Rejecting both Qing and Western clothing in favor of “native” dress, like the newly manufactured “Sun Yat-sen” suit, as part of broader campaigns to buy “national products” (*guohuo*), nationalists unified the consuming public and promoted Chinese business (Gerth 1999). Cutting the queue, as a symbol of Manchu oppression, and invoking myths of a unified Han resistance to barbarian oppressors, nationalists tore elements of China’s past out of context in the service of mass mobilization.

But the very features of China that defined its uniqueness (*dida*, *renduo*, *lishichang*) created unresolvable paradoxes for a unified nationalist ideology. The Chinese had a surfeit of oppressors. Targets of the victimization charge included Manchu rulers, Western and Japanese imperialists, landlords and wealthy bourgeois classes. Yet each group was partly foreign and partly familiar. The Manchus occupied an especially puzzling and ambiguous position. Were they “Central Asian” barbarians, like the Mongols, long a hostile threat on China’s northern frontiers, or were they assimilated (“cooked”) barbarians, more like the native peoples of the Southwest and Taiwan, who voluntarily recognized China’s superiority and even came to master important elements of the high culture. Calling the Manchus utterly alien ignored substantial evidence of their adaptation to Han Chinese ways over the course of the Qing dynasty. The Manchus were, in fact, frontier peoples on the edge of the Ming empire who creatively mixed agrarian and pastoral modes to create a new imperial synthesis. Many Han, especially those who served as “Chinese martial” bannermen (*Hanjun*), joined them. Mongols joined the Manchus also as key allies, with important military functions and kinship connections to the ruling elite. A frontier view replaces nationalist dualities with recognition of this hybrid character of the ruling elite.

The teleology of the nationalist narrative also ran into paradoxes, because of China’s long and varied history. The vulgar Marxist model of clear sequential stages of slavery, feudalism, and capitalism fit very awkwardly with the period of great bureaucratic empires from Qin to Qing. Evidence of substantial dynamic commercial growth in Ming-Qing China makes it hard to identify specific features unique to Europe that define pre-industrial capitalism (Frank 1998; Pomeranz 2000; Wong 1997; Arrighi, *et al.*, this volume). The economic narrative of modern China can
no longer trace a single unilinear path from self-sufficient rural economy to integrated industrialism; there appear to be early spurts, declines, and multiple pathways in both Europe and China. The center cannot hold together a single story line.

Similar paradoxes faced the issue of the transition from empire to nation. If the current territorial claims of the People’s Republic resemble very closely the boundaries achieved by the Qing rulers around 1800, and China today includes within its borders fifty-six nationalities, contemporary China’s ruling ideology and practice are as much imperial as national in content. It is hardly surprising, then, that uncanny echoes of Qing imperial rhetoric still ring in governmental prose. The controversies over the nomination of the Panchen Lama in 1995 and the escape of the Karmapa Lama in 2001, for example, are only the latest in a long line of events that reveal striking analogies to Qing efforts to intervene in Tibet. Once again, on the frontiers of the Qing and People’s Republic, claims to incorporate clearly defined “nationalities” under a multinational nation-state have met great resistance.

Has the empire really become a nation at all? For Lucian Pye, China has only a “relatively inchoate and incoherent form of nationalism,” because it is a “civilization pretending to be a nation-state,” but we can be more historically specific (Pye 1993). The inadequacies of Chinese nationalist ideology derive from its inheritance of the claims of the Qing imperial rulers, without their legitimating appeal to a universal cosmology. Twentieth-century architects of a Chinese nation did not look to more Han-centered models of Chinese territory and polity, like the Song or Ming dynasties. Instead, nearly all of them, whether Guomindang, Communist, or independent intellectuals, took for granted that the boundaries and peoples included in the maximal period of the Qing should belong to the nation. The construction of the Han as a distinct “nationality” (minzu) in the late nineteenth century merged distinctive groups like the Cantonese, Hakka, Taiwanese, and Hunanese into a seamless whole, and the promotion of China as a “multi-nationality nation-state” (duo minzu guojia) in the twentieth century incorporated non-Han peoples under a single national ideal. Both ideologies tried to resolve the conflicting claims of empire and nation, legacies of the Qing’s frontier expansion, but they could not remove all contradictions.

The contrasting perspectives of Zhang Binglin and Liang Qichao in the first decade of the twentieth century highlighted this contradiction clearly. Zhang, supporting a strictly racial construction of nationality, argued that the non-Han peoples could never be assimilated. He even once admitted that Muslims might hate the Chinese as much as Chinese hated the Manchus. Although he did not support independence for Muslims under Chinese rule, he did propose that China and Xinjiang could form an “alliance” against Russia if it suited Muslim interests. If not, he implied,
Muslims in Xinjiang could go their way separately from the Chinese state (Gasster 1969: 206).

Liang Qichao insisted on maintaining the Qing imperial territories, while transforming the empire and its peoples into citizens of a constitutional monarchy. For him, “protecting the race (baozhong)” was “not as critical as protecting the nation (baoguo)” (Shimada 1990: 105). Sun Yat-sen after 1905 converted from racialism to Liang’s civic monarchy, because he could not allow the division of Chinese territory by claims for autonomy from separatists. The problem for Sun Yat-sen was that “the word ‘Han’ failed to accommodate the variety of ethnic communities now thought to comprise the ‘race’.” He constructed a “philosophically empty” vision of five nationalities unified under Han dominance so as to maintain China’s claim to the frontier territories (Fitzgerald 1996: 122; cf. Crossley 1999a: 345, 351).

Contrary to many theorists of nationalism, East Asians have not had “homogeneous” societies that made it easier for them to develop nationalist ideologies than societies with more fractured histories. Nationalist activists claimed that their peoples were a single entity, but the apparent “homogeneity” of Korea, Japan, or Vietnam, for example, is a product of successful myth creation, not social practice. Tokugawa Japanese, divided among over two hundred autonomous domains, and separated by rigid status barriers, hardly saw themselves as one people (Morris-Suzuki 1998). China’s history, fractured among multifarious regional identities and divergent historical trajectories, did not form a smooth foundation for consistent nationalist ideology either.

The “invention of tradition” approach examines how nationalists deploy selected elements from a people’s experience to create myths of unity. For example, the cutting of the queue was the most conspicuous, and nearly irreversible, mark of rejection of the Manchu regime. Since, during the Qing, the queue really did represent a conspicuous bodily marker imposed by a conquering elite, it served as an effective symbol of oppression. In the twentieth century, resurrecting accounts of the Yangzhou massacre of 1645 effectively demonstrated Manchu barbarity. At the same time, this revival created a myth of uniform Han resistance to Manchu conquest, belying the realities of negotiation, opportunism, and cooperation. Nearly all Han Chinese accepted the queue without protest, and Manchus were not the only troops who committed massacres. These invocations of selected elements of the past have often been more convincing to ordinary people than grand schemes of historical explanation. Hairstyles and clothing shape everyday life by altering the forms of the body. But we need to recognize that nationalists constructed not one single tradition, but many disparate elements for particular purposes. They did not necessarily form a coherent whole.

In sum, seeing China from a frontier perspective helps to replace the
nationalist discourse with more productive metaphors. For victimization, we may substitute interaction and paradox: the mutual opportunism of the semi-colonial encounter. For teleology, substitute contingency. For invention of tradition, substitute the active construction of traditions in particular times, spaces, and social arenas.

**Integrating China into world history: alternatives**

Unlike the nationalist paradigm, several recent historical projects aim to connect China to the world by focusing on interactions of China with her neighbors, or by comparing China with other societies. A frontier perspective complements these new views. Joanna Waley-Cohen’s survey, for example, argues that the Chinese have always been open to foreign influence; they have adopted institutions, religions, technology, and material culture from outsiders, and they have extended their influence outward (Waley-Cohen 1999). China’s embrace of Buddhism, her eager adoption of mathematics and military technology from the Jesuits, and the incorporation of New World food crops, including chili peppers, into the Chinese diet, all demonstrate China’s cultural openness. Trade and cultural interaction on China’s borders brought these new elements into the interior. China has never been completely isolated nor essentially inward-looking. Her openness varies, to be sure, over time and by region and ethnic group, so that we cannot generalize about China as a whole. Xenophobia and the notion of Chinese resistance to external influence are products of particular situations, not inherent in Chinese tradition.

Two related approaches also highlight China’s interaction with the East Asian region and the outside world. One is the “tributary system” of Hamashita Takeshi, the other is the “Southern model” promoted by a number of Hong Kong and Western scholars. (Hamashita 1990, 1994, 1999; Friedman 1995; cf. Lary 1996). Hamashita argues that long before the heyday of Western colonialism in Asia, East Asian inter-state relations were based on a “tribute trade system” with China at the center, oriented around ritual deference and presentation of gifts to the Chinese emperor in return for political legitimation and opportunities for trade. Just as foreign emissaries offered gifts in return for legitimation, so officials within the empire sent the emperor local products along with taxes and reports. Tribute relations were the underlying principle of a regional East Asian trading system that both linked Chinese localities to the center, and tied surrounding tributary states to the empire. John Fairbank outlined this concept in the 1950s, and his students developed it in the 1960s (Fairbank, 1968). Hamashita, however, does not separate ritualism from economic relations, but finds the two to be complementary. Also in contrast to Fairbank, Hamashita’s research on nineteenth-century East Asia does
not describe the destruction of an archaic tribute system by a Western system of equal states. Instead, East Asian states, especially China, Korea, Vietnam, and the Ryukyus, continued to conduct relations with each other by tributary norms, even as they also negotiated treaties with the West and with each other. He finds, in short, that China was not blindly clinging to obsolete notions of foreign relations in an age of “equal sovereign states.” Rather, it was creatively modifying its inherited hierarchical principles to meet the challenge of another hierarchical system: one based on imperial domination. His chapter in this volume argues that Britain, the United States, and other Western powers sought to impose principles of free trade and equal diplomacy on Asia, but simultaneously recognized and upheld tributary relations in the China–Korea relationship.

I would note, however, that although major European powers, after the Peace of Westphalia in 1648, usually treated each other as having equal sovereign authority (with flagrant exceptions, like the elimination of the Polish state in the eighteenth century), they dealt with the non-Western world on different principles. As Europeans extended their reach into Asia, they created binary divisions between metropoles and colonies. Dutch control of Indonesia, followed by the British conquest of India in the eighteenth century, established strongly unbalanced power relations between the West and the East. By the nineteenth century, China no longer was an Enlightenment Utopia for Europeans; instead, it looked like another weak and backward Asian state. As James Hevia argues, the Chinese encounter with the British in 1793 was one of conflicting imperial modes, not equality vs. hierarchy (Hevia 1995). The Chinese tributary order was just as hierarchical, but more graduated than the European one. It was more sophisticated than the simple polarity of colonizer and colonized, as it contained many participants arranged conceptually in different degrees of distance from the center.

Hamashita explains Japan’s actions in the late nineteenth century as a failed effort to displace China and put herself at the apex of the regional trading system. Elaborating on Hamashita’s concept, Arrighi, Hui, Hung and Selden find links between modern inter-state relationships and the pre-nineteenth-century tributary system. Despite vast changes in economic and military technology, they argue that region formation without institutionalization was consistent with the historic legacy of maritime Asia (Arrighi et al., this volume). Even though there can be no return to Sinocentric or Japan-centered dominance, the tributary system’s legacy offers a model of a viable regional system quite distinct from that of the European Union.

These arguments reorient discussions of East Asian commercial relations in a more global and historical perspective. Other historians, rejecting a narrow focus on state-to-state diplomacy, have likewise made their field more inclusive by changing “diplomatic history” to “international
history.” This approach tries to integrate ritual, diplomatic, and political relationships at both the governmental and non-governmental levels. Like them, Hamashita looks at multiple interactions within East Asia. For example, instead of looking only at Western transmission to the East through treaty ports, he shows that trade between coastal treaty ports greatly exceeded each port’s trade with Western powers, just as in contemporary East Asia. Instead of discussing Asia’s “forced” opening from the “impact of the West,” he views Asia “from a perspective that focuses on internal changes in the East Asian region.” Thus he restores agency to Asian people, networks, and institutions (Hamashita, Chapter 1, this volume). Chinese merchants could take advantage of the treaty port system to extend their networks into the rest of Asia. Overseas and domestic Chinese played a critical role in forging links between different countries and between the newly arrived Westerners and China itself. Korea, the Ryukyu Islands, and Taiwan also acted as hinges between the representatives of colonial powers and the Chinese mainland.

Ultimately, it was Japan, not the Westerners, that rejected this hybrid treaty–tribute order, when it intervened to force Korea, Okinawa, and Taiwan exclusively into its sphere as prefectures and colonies and out of their accustomed dual roles. In this perspective, the main dynamics of change come from within East Asia; the Western impact is mediated by interactions of East Asian states with each other. Asians gain much more agency than the victimization, modernization, or teleological nationalist perspectives allowed them, and the East Asian region as a whole acts as an autonomous force.

Hamashita’s perspective, however, still presumes that a political center in Beijing, in the end, made decisions about the direction of trade and diplomacy. Although Beijing could not directly determine all trade flows, his focus on tributary missions and diplomacy demonstrates the significant role of the court in influencing international trade. The “Hong Kong” or “Southern-centered” interpretation of the dynamics of Chinese history, also sees foreign trade as a powerful dynamic in China’s development, at least from the Song dynasty to the present, but the main trade links are created by South coast private traders with Southeast Asia (Friedman 1995; Mazumdar 1998; Ngo 1999; Perdue 2000a; Arrighi et al., this volume). As the East Asia World System developed a commercially oriented society centered in Jiangnan and South China, merchants promoted trade within China and links to European and American trade routes in cooperation with local officials. Under this system, until the end of the eighteenth century, China achieved levels of living standards and commercialization approximately equal to those of early modern Europe (Wong 1997; Pomeranz 2000). In the view of some of these scholars, gains from colonialism, coinciding with the collapse of the Chinese empire, enabled European dominance. In the twentieth century Japan attempted
to create its own East Asian world system, with itself as hegemon, but now much of the old system has been re-established, albeit with China and Japan as rival power centers. New features mark the late twentieth century, particularly the role of the USA as a regional military hegemon, and the greatly expanded role of transnational capital flows dominated by overseas Chinese, but many of the structural elements parallel the long-standing structures that have lasted since the year 1200. These include the economic predominance of the central and southern coasts, the key role of overseas Chinese and Hong Kong investment, and the close connections of local official interests in the south and the promotion of foreign trade.

I heartily endorse the efforts of these writers to look beyond national boundaries and to highlight the role of trading relationships, but I would caution against an exclusive focus on foreign trade as the engine of interstate relations or economic development. Trade was only one of several factors driving the system as a whole. Military-geopolitical considerations, including diplomacy, power, and perception of outsiders, constantly shaped the scope of commercial networks. Sometimes the two imperatives conflicted. For example, the court often shut down official trade to put pressure on its foreign rivals, while merchants engaged in smuggling to preserve their profits. On the other hand, trade and security often supported each other. If conquest and openness generated wealth, wealth supported conquest. As states chose to direct their resources in particular directions, toward specific allies and enemies, these strategic choices strongly influenced trade flows.

In Charles Tilly’s terms, the “marriage of Capital and Coercion” set the boundaries within which trading networks developed (Tilly 1990). Military activity has always been particularly prominent in the history of China’s north and northwest frontier, because of the constant presence of nomadic horsemen who raided the borders and sometimes conquered the capital. In the nineteenth century military defense also became a key factor in inter-state and inter-regional relations on the Southeast and Northeast coasts. Wei Yuan, most famous in Western scholarship for recognizing the importance of coastal defense, in fact derived much of his strategic thinking from examining Qing military expansion in the northwest. In his Shengwuji (Account of Sacred Military Victories), he drew on the history of Qing expansion to derive lessons for responding to the Western incursions on the south coast (cf. Leonard 1984).
Combining these elements – inclusion of military with trade and ritual diplomacy, and a regional focus – leads me to sketch a frontier perspective on China in the world. I use “frontier” here as a relational concept, not necessarily as a reference to a fixed geographical space.

We can analyze Imperial China profitably by looking at the relationship between two contrasting usages of “frontier,” meaning either a zone or a linear border. The first usage is predominantly American; the second mainly Western European (Standen and Power 1998; Perdue forthcoming b). Frederick Jackson Turner defined the American frontier as a zone of transition between civilization and wilderness, focusing on the pioneers who pushed its boundaries outward as they integrated these undeveloped areas with the metropole. Although American historians now reject the assumptions of Anglo-Saxon racial superiority underlying Turner’s concept, they have continued his analysis of incorporation. William Cronon, for example, in his study of Chicago entitled *Nature’s Metropolis*, analyzed how the economic integration of the American Far West directed its agricultural commodities to Eastern consumption markets. While rejecting Turner’s political and cultural biases, he retained Turner’s process of progressive expansion. In opposition, American regionalists point out that areas beyond the Anglo-European settlement frontier did not contain wilderness or primitive barbarism, but distinctive cultures, each with dense social systems and historical memories, which cohabited, mixed and resisted incorporation into the center. For China, we can likewise note the imperial projects that promoted expansion of the civilized, settled realm against “barbarian” pastoralists on the northwest frontier, or mobile cultivators in the hills of the south. Regionalist perspectives stress the distinctive characteristics of these peoples and their drives to maintain autonomy against imperial pressure (Limerick 1987; Cronon 1991; White 1991a, 1991b; Faragher 1993; on China, cf. Giersch 1998; Perdue 2000b).

European stories of the frontier move in almost exactly the opposite direction, from inclusion to exclusion (Febvre 1973). Western European definitions begin with the frontier as a line, dividing two separate entities. This is the original meaning of the term “frontière” in French, closer to the modern word “border” than to “frontier zone.” Out of the multiple sovereignties of the medieval period, when frontiers were the site of battlefields, castles, and garrisons, new states in the early modern age developed fixed, negotiated boundaries. As they created more uniform internal structures, they drew sharper lines to divide them from their neighbors. In Western Europe frontier creation moved away from incorporation within a large empire toward division by borders in the era of absolutist states.

Many historians and political scientists single out the conclusion of the Thirty Years War in 1648 at the Peace of Westphalia as the origin of the
idea of sovereignty." In their view, this treaty marked a decisive turn toward recognizing the legitimacy of fixed state boundaries and the principle of non-interference in each state’s internal affairs. After the eighteenth century, nationalists asserted that geography had fixed “natural frontiers” for their states. Neighboring nations, like France and Germany, however, who disagreed on where the “natural” border ran, went to war with each other repeatedly. Only in the twentieth century did the damaging concept of “natural frontiers” begin to break down. The career of “frontier” as a dividing line is only now beginning to decline, as the European Union expands sovereignty across national borders.

The different connotations of the American and European usage of “frontier” – one as zone and one as border – reflect two different processes of state formation and territorial definition. Each, however, focuses primarily on the frontier as an element in the formation of new states and nations. China from the eighteenth to twentieth centuries, as an empire that first expanded, and then became a nation-state with nearly the same borders, combined both processes of incorporation and division. Incorporation meant attaching large territories of unprecedented size to the core administrative structure (the junxian system) by creating new forms of administration and economic exchange. Division meant drawing lines to prevent competing links of these territories across the newly defined borders, and defining their peoples as homogeneous entities. It also meant restricting their mobility and suppressing resistance.

All of China’s frontiers have these dual characteristics, but the northwest region displays them most clearly. As the empire expanded, it drew progressively larger regions into its own administrative hierarchies and economic networks, detaching them from rival linkages. By the end of the eighteenth century, Xinjiang and Mongolia were inextricably linked to the imperial core by military and civilian administrative structures, and by flows of goods between the lower Yangtze valley and the Central Asian frontiers. At the same time, treaties, maps, and official discourse marked off the Kazakhs and Russians as outside the boundaries of the empire. Their trade was carefully supervised at guarded border crossings. The ambiguous “Western regions” were now delineated as fixed territories; they had “come onto the registers” (ru bantu). The culmination of this process was the designation of Xinjiang as a province in 1884 (Millward 1999).

China, of course, has many frontiers. On the largest scale, the imperial level, viewed from eighteenth-century Beijing, we may distinguish five inland and two maritime frontier regions, each with special characteristics: Manchuria, Mongolia, Xinjiang, Tibet, and Southwest China, plus the northeast and south-southeast coastal zones. On smaller scales, peripheries of macro-regions, frequently demarcated by mountains, lakes, or rivers, also display frontier characteristics. For simplicity, I will only discuss
here the northwest and south-southeast frontiers. Many features of the maritime frontiers resemble those of China’s interior. In both regions, diverse peoples traded with each other in specific economic niches, linking sites (oases, garrisons, or treaty ports) across several state boundaries. The coastal zone has its counterpart in the borderland between settled agriculture and the steppe. Chinese migrants moved to both frontiers and mixed with other peoples there: Arabs in coastal towns, Filipinos and Europeans in Manila, Mongols, Turkic and Tibetan peoples in the northwest. Much of Hamashita’s discussion refers to common features of frontier regions, not exclusively maritime ones.

We can draw useful analogies between the structure of interactions on each of these frontiers. They share the characteristics of high costs of access from the center causing reduced central state control, greater autonomy for merchants, mobile peasantry, greater plurality of ethnic and religious identification (called “heterodox” by the center), and multiple cross-cutting networks of interaction, instead of a simple vertical link of one subject to one lord. Among these frontiers, the Northwest was always the most important one to Chinese rulers of the Ming and Qing, because they saw the greatest military threat to their rule there. As the main focus of imperial attention, it provided an arena of experimentation that often served as the model for other places. For example, the Canton trade system of regulated trade was first developed on the Russian border by the Qing in 1727, then extended to the Zunghars and Kazakhs in the mid-eighteenth century, and only then applied in the South. The first treaty recognizing extraterritoriality was negotiated with the ruler of Kokand, an oasis in the Ferghana valley, 200 km west of the Xinjiang border, in 1835. This agreement provided for Kokand to station political and commercial representatives in Xinjiang, to levy customs duties there on imports by foreigners. As Joseph Fletcher notes, “this was China’s first ‘unequal treaty,’ and it paved the way in Peking for the later unequal treaties with the West” (1978: 378). This recent interest among historians in the study of frontiers represents a cycle of eternal return in Qing studies. An earlier generation of predominantly German and Russian scholarship on the Central Asian connections of Chinese rulers, represented in English, for example, by the early work of Franz Michael, is still carried on in Japan today. These scholars practiced meticulous philological analysis of texts in many languages to analyze each of the religions and cultures of Central Asia in depth. Classical Chinese civilization then appeared as only one among many traditions active in the region. The non-Chinese texts they studied supported the important thesis that Mongols, Tibetans, Turkic peoples, etc. each had their own distinctive, coherent values rooted in sacred texts.³ Owen Lattimore picked up much of his outlook from this work, along with his personal experiences travelling across the Chinese frontier.
In the postwar US, by contrast, John Fairbank and most of his students focused on the political and intellectual response to the West, the structure of central imperial institutions, and local control in the interior. G. William Skinner’s paradigm of macroregional analysis led many to focus on local socio-economic systems as bounded units. Now many recent works have either returned to the center, or looked at the peripheries, or revamped the closed Skinnerian models to include the impact of outside forces.

In China, the revival of interest in frontiers has a different lineage. Gu Jiegang, China’s greatest twentieth-century historian, looked to the non-Han peoples of the Northwest in the 1930s to reinvigorate a decadent Han culture that he felt had grown impotent to resist Japanese and Western aggression. From the earliest times, he argued, Chinese civilization had been formed from a mixture of different cultures, in which those of the Northwest contributed the dynamic military elements that defended the core territories and established China’s boundaries (Gu 1938a, 1938b; Schneider 1971; Lipman 1997). Gu’s interests are carried on in China today by the Border Research Institute, where historians continue to explore the contributions of frontier peoples to China’s national identity (Lü and Ma 1987).

But the new work, seen in important recent North American studies, takes a different angle of vision from its predecessors. First of all, the center now is a Manchu center. Pamela Crossley, Mark Elliott, and Evelyn Rawski have re-emphasized the importance of seeing the Qing state as controlled by a Manchu elite very conscious of its difference from the subject Han population, and constantly concerned to maintain that difference (Crossley 1990a, 1990b; Elliott 2000; Rawski 1996, 1998). Contrary to the dominant tradition of Chinese scholarship, the Manchus did not naturally assimilate to a “superior” majority Han culture. They maintained their distinctiveness, through the banners and imperial rituals, while at the same time they collaborated with Han officials to maintain legitimacy and ensure adequate tax collection. Even though they adopted the Chinese language and bureaucratic practices after settling down in China’s major cities, they still maintained a consciousness of themselves as a separate ruling elite. Scholars may differ over exactly when and how the Manchus constructed their identity, but, Ho Ping-ti to the contrary notwithstanding, it is clear that they marked themselves off from the Han through the end of the Qing (Ho 1998; Rhoads 2000).

Second, the peripheries were of special concern to this ruling elite. Under the rubric of “Manchu colonialism,” several scholars have examined the special characteristics of Qing rule in Mongolia, Xinjiang, and Tibet (di Cosmo 1998; Heuschert 1998; Millward 1998; Perdue 1998; Sperling 1998; Teng 1998; Waley-Cohen 1998). They suggest grounds for comparison of the Qing state to other colonial empires. Like the large
agrarian empires of the Ottomans, Russia, or the Mughals, China faced problems with control, expansion, legitimacy, and revenue collection. Contrary to the nationalist narrative, it was not a unique victim of Western imperialism; or unique by virtue of its long-lasting bureaucratic and cultural tradition. China’s distinctive characteristics are more like the “special features” of its current “socialist market economy”: they are variations within a generic class of market economies, not a radically different type.

This new interest in frontier identities is found in much other historical writing as well. Many US historians have recently explored the borderlands of the American West, where European and indigenous, or Anglo and Hispanic cultures mixed together (Aron 1994; Adelman and Aron 1999). But this is not a peculiarly American obsession with multicultural interaction. The same issues have been investigated in Western Europe as well, and also in Japan. Hamashita Takeshi and Fuma Susumu have both focused on the Ryukyu Islands as a vital terrain for contacts between China, Japan, and Korea (Fuma 1999; Hamashita 1999). Such parallel trends indicate a global phenomenon. Words like hybridity, fluidity, and contingently constructed multiple identities are in the air everywhere.

How do these frontier perspectives complement other emerging critiques of nationalist history? I shall give a few examples below of new ways of thinking about China’s military power, its commercial development, its economic history, and its state structures in a comparative framework. We now recognize that a network of constant interactions within East Asia persisted from the twelfth into the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Seeing China from the northwest frontier, like the maritime perspectives, helps to insert China into world historical processes by moving away from the isolation of cultural essences. The frontier perspective incorporates both land and sea interactions, however, as variants of a single form, and it gives as much emphasis to the military power of the state and challenges to it as it does to trade, technology, production processes, and economic competition. In the north and northwest, China faced much more powerful and more sharply distinctive peoples than on other frontiers. Here it was very clear that the threat and use of force undergirded the trading-ritual order. The Qing could only seriously claim to be the uncontested central pole of a tribute system focused on Beijing after they had created military alliances with the Eastern Mongols, exterminated the rival Western Mongols, conquered Xinjiang, and secured formal suzerainty over Tibet. The expansion of the Qing into this region brought the Chinese into contact with new peoples in Central Eurasia. Administering each of them required new projects of intelligence gathering and cultural adjustment.

From this angle of vision, China looks comparable to other continental agrarian empires, in particular the “gunpowder empires” that rose in the sixteenth century in the wake of the Mongol empire’s decline. The term
“gunpowder empires” was applied by Marshall Hodgson to the three great Islamic empires: the Ottomans, the Safavids, and the Mughals, but it can also include the Qing and Muscovy/Russia. The term itself is somewhat misleading, since gunpowder per se was not really the critical element in their expansion. But all of these empires formed new, disciplined military forces and expanded rapidly across Central Eurasia from the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries. They originated in the steppe-frontier environment, and all of them faced acute crises on the frontier because of the unboundedness of the region. Nomads and mobile peasants played crucial roles in providing military resources and in settling the conquered regions (Hodgson 1974; Bayly 1989; McNeill 1989).

Both military and economic mobilization played important roles in all these imperial expansions, but their relative weight varied. Looking at the balance of military and commercial power on both frontiers together helps to elucidate their commonalities and differences. On China’s northwest land frontier, military forces led the way, followed by peasant settlers and officially sponsored merchants. Private traders supplied many of the garrison forces and settlers with goods from the interior after campaigns drove out the nomads. On the southeast coast, merchants usually led the way after the sixteenth century, without backing from Qing military forces, except for the conquest of Taiwan. Even though Qing forces did not protect merchants who went across the seas, however, they did provide for coastal defense, protecting the towns from which the merchants originated and where they maintained continual connections. Soldiers and merchants exchanged places in the driver’s seat, but both rode the same vehicle.

Careful examination of the Northwest also helps to broaden our notions of the “tribute-trade” system (Fletcher 1968; di Cosmo 1998, 1999; Millward 1998). The claim that China followed enduring principles of tribute dividing the Middle Kingdom versus barbarian states, and lasting from “Tang through Qing” is true in a very broad sense, but it implies a static framework for foreign relations (Hamashita, Chapter 1, this volume). Hamashita’s analysis in this volume and in other work focuses almost exclusively on the coastal tribute relationships, but for the court in Beijing, tributary relations with Inner Asia were even more salient, well into the nineteenth century. Qing rulers adapted the tributary framework to new situations. For example, in 1638, they created a distinctive new institution, the Lifanyuan, to manage the northwest peoples (Chia 1991; di Cosmo 1998). In fact, tribute trade was a very flexible form that allowed for many different kinds of political, commercial, and ritual relations, and the expansive Qing used it in a very different way from the defensive Ming. Relations with the Dutch, Russians, Kazakhs, Mongols, Koreans, Ryukyus, and later British, for example, all fit into the tribute system, but each had a separate political and commercial relationship to the Qing empire.
World system models that presume a stable structure over many centuries tend to ignore important regional and temporal variations in China's political relations with the outside world. We should not assume that there was one consistent, routinized form of tribute, and we should not confuse the ideals of ritual texts and imperial pronouncements with practice. What Chinese rulers wanted to believe was not necessarily what their neighbors actually thought (Fletcher 1968). Inner Asians exploited the rituals of tribute and trade for their own ends, without necessarily accepting Chinese pretensions of superiority. Some accepted their dependent position in return for political support; others had total autonomy, but pretended to obey the rituals for purely economic goals.

In fact, to put it starkly, a systematic form of tribute-trade relations could successfully enforce Chinese dominance only in the late eighteenth century. Before then, rival, equally powerful states and peoples challenged this hierarchical order. The Tang faced a major Tibetan empire which it could never defeat; the Sung could never claim to be the uncontested hegemon even in interior China; “tribute” was a very hollow shell masking huge protection payments to the northern dynasties. The Mongol rulers of the Yuan, who dealt with other Mongols across all of Eurasia, used the term “tribute” with a very different meaning from the Ming rulers, who never succeeded in subduing the Mongols of the northwest. Until they had exterminated the Zunghar Mongols and conquered Xinjiang in the mid-eighteenth century, the Qing also faced major rival states. This “system” was constantly under challenge, breaking down, being reconfigured and rebuilt. It was neither stable, fixed, nor uniform. In regard to some regions, like Korea, relations were fairly stable; elsewhere, particularly in the northwest, wide fluctuations occurred.

Rather than viewing tribute as a “system” or “cultural order,” it is more useful to see the discourse of tribute and its associated ritual and economic practices as a particular kind of intercultural language, serving multiple purposes for its participants. Like “pidgins,” or trading languages in all multicultural contact zones, tribute discourse permitted extensive commercial exchange, masking the different self-conceptions of its participants with formal expressions, but allowing each, in different degrees, a measure of autonomy. Such flexible communication across cultural and disciplinary barriers is not in itself anti-modern; similar languages are even used in modern Big Science.

As a vehicle for intercultural interaction, this language worked effectively to bring outsiders to the Central Kingdom, maintain diplomatic relations, and offer chances for profit to both sides. As it spread its influence beyond China itself, it became one of the principal frameworks for other Asian powers when they rose to military and economic dominance. It was never “hegemonic” in the sense of excluding all other modes of conceptualizing the world, even though China remained the dominant military and
economic power through the end of the eighteenth century. Each state used the discourse for its own purposes. Even though they despised the Manchus as barbarians and remained secretly loyal to the Ming, Koreans sent many official missions to Beijing, which both legitimated the Korean rulers and supplied information and trade goods. Tokugawa Japan sent no official tribute missions, but maintained a significant Chinese merchant colony in Nagasaki, and gained indirect access to Chinese markets through Satsuma and the Ryukyus. All the northwestern powers – Russia, the Zunghars, Tibetans, and Kazakhs – found tribute missions to be valuable sources of commodities and intelligence, as did the Vietnamese and Siamese. A kowtow was a small price to pay for legitimation, peace, and access to this giant neighbor’s interior. Qing officials, knowing that tribute missions were costly to support and contained as many spies as merchants, tried to restrict their access, but at the same time the Qing learned much about their frontier from these visitors. Paying equal attention to China’s many frontiers helps to enrich our understanding of the variety of transcultural relationships in which the empire was constantly involved.

In sum, the frontier perspective directs us to analyses that are both complementary and critical of world-system models, with their focus on the domination of cores and the predominant influence of economic incentives. In the borderlands, even of highly effective core states, languages of inclusion, exclusion, and exchange, along with acts of coercion, mattered as much as routine economic interactions. Processes look more fluid, interactive, and contingent than in the settled, prosperous core regions. At its edges (whether geographical border zones or technological “cutting edges”), well-established systems constantly grope their way into an uncertain future. The hazards of prediction, and unpleasant reversals, supplant the smooth rise and fall of cycles of social change.

Some other scholars have used the frontier metaphor in a different way to examine global economic relations. The economic historian Kawakatsu Heita, for example, used it to explain the rise of England and Japan in the nineteenth century (Kawakatsu 1993). Inverting the common meanings of “core” and “periphery,” he argues that both eighteenth-century England and Japan were “frontier” (henkyō) societies, highly dependent for vital consumption goods on “core” producing regions in Asia. England imported large amounts of cotton textiles from India, for example, just as Japan imported them from China. Determined to prevent the silver drain caused by these imports, both countries promoted “import substitution” policies designed to create indigenous industries to replace their Asian suppliers. This “escape from Asia” (datsu-A), however, followed two different paths. England took over India as a colony, restricted its handicraft textile production while promoting English industrialized manufactures, and later extended its global reach by drawing on raw cotton supplies from the southern United States. Japan, by contrast, sealed its borders,
shut down its silver mines, and promoted its own domestic cotton textile production independently of global markets.

Kawakatsu’s provocative argument correctly highlights the peripheral positions of England and Japan with respect to the large continental Asian producers, but it relies on an excessively static image of China, and neglects similarities between China and Japan. China, too, depended heavily on external suppliers: horses, obtained from Mongols and other nomads on the northwest frontier, and silver, supplied first from Japan and later from the New World. To overcome this dependency, China took both the English and Japanese paths: she conquered the Mongols, taking over control of their horse pastures, and developed domestic industries, so as to sell silks to the Kazakhs in exchange for horses, and tea to the British for silver. Highlighting how frontier dynamics figured in all three countries’ economic development puts the global economic system in a new light.

This frontier perspective can also help to revise more general preconceptions about the structure of the Qing state. As I have noted, new research sharply criticizes the Sinicization thesis, which asserts that the Manchus governed China because they rapidly assimilated to the Chinese classical culture. We still lack an effective critique of another common assumption related to the Sinicization thesis, which we may call “the civilianization thesis,” because scholars have not closely examined the military influence on Qing institutions. The impact of military conquest, the Manchus’ most fundamental goal, endured long after the take-over of Beijing.

According to the civilianization thesis, military conquerors establish new dynasties, but to ensure long-term stability they must turn to civilian administrators (Chinese literati and bureaucrats). Over time, the rising prestige of scholar-bureaucrats downgrades the role of the military, as seen in the institutionalization of the civil examination system. Nationalists who portray China as an innocent victim of foreign invasion have argued that China was fundamentally a civilian, pacifist civilization, unlike the violent aggressive West. They echo their Western counterparts, from the eighteenth to the twentieth century, who saw in the literati officials of China the ideal alternative to a history of warfare and greed.

Like the Sinicization thesis, the civilianization thesis has some plausibility, but it is too easily exaggerated and simplified, and it can be subjected to a similar critique. Chinese rulers have, after all, fought a very large number of battles. Alastair Iain Johnston has demonstrated the persistence of a strategic culture in imperial China based on realpolitik, or what he calls a parabellum culture: if you want peace, prepare for war (Johnston 1995). Stressing the military factor allows us to compare China with other empires that faced similar security problems, and reveals the long-lasting impact of Qing military institutions on state structures, geopolitical behavior, political economy, and the writing of history.
Military history, however, should not merely recapitulate the heroic vision the emperors had of themselves, nor should it endorse a selective vision of the past to serve a modern nationalist agenda. To free history from the nation we have to do more than just look at narratives produced in the twentieth century, but also re-examine histories written by the Qing itself. The main theme of my current work is to pursue a frontier view of Qing history that incorporates the importance of the military experience. Qing territorial expansion was an event of great significance in recasting the terms of imperial rule, and in laying the foundations for China’s reconstruction as a nation-state in the twentieth century. The expanded Qing empire did not assert a nationalist ideology, but its social and institutional structures formed the template for building China’s “multi-nationality nation-state” (duo minzu guojia) (Perdue, forthcoming c). This emphasis highlights many aspects of Qing policy, but for the sake of brevity I will only list a few of them here. Military-security concerns can be found in the triple alliance of Manchus, Mongols, and Chinese banner-men (Hanjun) during the conquest; the promotion of peasant settlement of peripheral regions; development of the agrarian and commercial infrastructure of the frontier; the control and dissemination of vital information about grain prices, harvest, and weather reports; institutional reforms, like the creation of the Grand Council; new mappings and spatial categorizations of the empire; and new constructions of historical time, as seen in the new Qing genre of campaign histories (fanglue). As one example, I will briefly outline the last of these and conclude with a discussion of the implications of conquest for imperial and national identity.

Reviewing Qing history

By 1697, with the death of Galdan, the Zunghar Mongol leader, the Kangxi emperor could convincingly claim to have surpassed the military achievements of all previous dynasties. He claimed to have eliminated for all time the continual threat of steppe nomads to the imperial frontiers by conducting an unprecedented series of personal expeditions that penetrated deep into Central Asia. After the victory, he commissioned an imperial history of the campaign under the supervision of several top Grand Councillors, entitled Qinzheng Pingding Shuomo Fanglue (History of the Emperor’s Personal Expeditions to Pacify the Northwest). This history, published in 1708, described the emperor’s victories as inevitably determined by Heaven. Galdan deserved defeat because he had defied both the emperor’s will and cosmic fate (Zhang 1708, j.48.21a).

The emperor thought that he had ended the Mongolian menace, but in fact the Zunghar state was not destroyed. It flourished for another sixty years until its final elimination by the Qianlong emperor. This emperor likewise commissioned another imperial campaign history (fanglue) to
demonstrate that his achievements, too, were heavensent. But neither emperor could have predicted the ultimate outcome. Qing victory and Mongol defeat depended on “exogenous” factors like the weather, food supply, personalities, and psychology of panic among soldiers. The detailed historical materials contained in both *Fanglue* allow us to write an alternative, more contingent account than the explicit ideology that directed their compilation.8

Only after the fact were the victories made to seem inevitable. Wei Yuan’s account in the *Shengwuji* (*Sacred Military Victories*), published in 1842, built upon the history projects sponsored by the Kangxi and Qianlong emperors. These accounts fixed in the minds of officials and ordinary Chinese the idea that the maximal boundaries achieved by Qing in 1760 were “natural frontiers,” as Europeans would say, heavenly mandated definitions of imperial space. This definition of space determined the identity of the emperor, who claimed to incorporate multiple peoples under a single universal hegemon. He had many faces for many purposes: for Manchus he was the superior kinsman, for Mongols the inheritor of the imperial seal of Chinggis Khan (which he had captured), for Mongolian and Tibetan clergy the *chakravartin* (Buddhist wheel turning king), for Muslims the protector of Islam, and for Han the sponsor of the imperial version of neo-Confucian orthodoxy. This “multicultural” character of the Qing state rested first and foremost on military conquest and economic power, not on any natural superiority or “large-heartedness” of Han Confucian culture (Ho 1998: 151). Each of the peoples within the empire was assigned a single fixed identity, which became the basis for turning them into “nationalities” in the twentieth century.

This form of “multiculturalism” was a central legitimating ideology of the Qing state, but not everyone accepted the Qing claims. Each of the major Northwestern peoples—Mongols, Turkestanis, Chinese Muslims, Tibetans—generated repeated resistance movements, and in each case revolt was put down by force. These peoples were divided among themselves over resistance to the Qing, but they did not uniformly submit without protest. Apparent statements of voluntary submission to superior Chinese culture generally followed only upon military defeat. Each of these peoples also had alternative cultural foci. The Mongols maintained an autonomous link to Chinggis Khan’s heritage, a steppe-centered focus, neither Manchu nor Han-centered. Mongolian state builders like Galdan used their Tibetan connection to uphold Buddhist universalism as a counter to Confucian claims. They also attempted to negotiate a Russian military alliance, which was prevented by Qing diplomacy. Under the terms of the Nerchinsk treaty of 1689 and Kiiakhta trade treaty of 1727, the Russians were obliged to refuse support to Galdan’s Mongolian state in order to maintain profitable trade with the Qing. Tibetan links to India opened up to them a broader realm beyond China. They viewed Mongolian Khans
and Chinese emperors equally as Buddhist believers who supported the Lamaist institutions with alms. Even though the Qing destroyed their Mongolian alliances and lavished patronage on the monks, Tibetan sources provide evidence that Tibetans did not view their relationship to Qing power as simple submission to superior cultural might (Hevia 1993; Sperling 1998). Likewise, the Muslim peoples of Turkestan responded to Middle Eastern Islamic claims, as well as Turkic Central Asian ones; and localist identifications with their oasis communities.

Qing imperial relationships to these competing ties were nuanced and variable. Generally speaking, Qing rulers first concentrated on forcibly eliminating alternatives that could seriously challenge their political and military dominance. They promoted their own universalist claims to bring peace and prosperity to subject peoples as the most beneficial for their subjects. They did not, however, genuinely pursue a single “civilizing mission” that classified non-Han as primitive peoples who needed to be raised up to a uniform standard (cf. Harrell 1995). They claimed to respect Buddhism as an equally “civilized” force, and the Dalai Lama as having common ideals with the emperor. They left local elites in place, and did not try to replace local religious or cultural institutions. Qing toleration of diversity on the frontiers contrasts markedly with twentieth-century efforts by Chinese leaders and intellectuals to eliminate signs of “backwardness” through attacks on “superstition.” The Qing did promote standardization and formalization of institutions and cultural forms, but it did not attempt the wholesale eradication of diverse cultures. Nevertheless, cultural normalization – the classification of peoples into distinct ethnic types – and security goals were closely tied together in the Qing imperial formation.

These Qing practices positioned the empire within a global state system, as the state which encompassed a multitude of peoples under its jurisdiction and embraced many foreign powers as tributary vassals. By fixing their boundaries, classifying their peoples, systematizing their trade and diplomatic practices, and extending commercial networks within and beyond the borders, the Qing by the eighteenth century had put in place the basic structures which all Chinese nationalists would struggle to preserve.

I have sketched here only a few links between military expansion and the culture of the Qing regime. By extending our scope to the Central Asian regions within and beyond the Chinese realm, and by including security concerns as major factors in the Qing state’s formation, we can generate new insights that will help us place China’s historical experience among the interconnected peoples of the world.
Notes

1 “China, Korea and Japan . . . are indeed among the extremely rare examples of a historic state composed of a population that is ethnically almost or entirely homogeneous” (Hobsbawm 1990: 66).

2 Croxton (1999) questions the assumption that these ideas immediately took hold in 1648, but notes their gradual development during the period.

3 Scholars working in this tradition include Bernhard Laufer, Erich Haenisch, I.Ia. Zlatkin, Miyawaki Junko, Okada Hidehiro, Ishihama Yumiko, Saguchi Toru, and others.


   Ideology is not a coherent set of ideas, statements, or attitudes imposed on people who dutifully internalize them. Nor are societies themselves a matter of unitary social systems or totalities that act as one. Any ideology is always in dialogue with, and thus shaped and constrained by, the voices it is suppressing, manipulating, echoing.


5 Peter Galison (1997) uses the concept of “trading languages” to describe the need for a common discourse between multiple sub-disciplines of twentieth-century physics.

6 Koreans believed that Confucian civilization was lost or at least greatly compromised in a barbarian dominated China [after the Manchu conquest], and that this civilization had to be safeguarded and transmitted in Korea . . . Despite Korea’s contempt for the Manchus, it had to remain under the hegemony of the Chinese empire performing to the Qing court the same diplomatic rituals of deference as a tributary state which it had performed to the Ming court.

   (Haboush, forthcoming; cf. Chun 1968)

7 For critical discussion of Kawakatsu’s theses, see Lee (1999), and Morris-Suzuki (1993).

8 Perdue (forthcoming c) discusses the rewriting of history in the compilation of the Fanglue; Oyunbilig (1999) gives a more detailed account of these editorial changes.
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Chapter 3

The East Asian path of economic development
A long-term perspective

Kaoru Sugihara

Introduction

This chapter attempts to explain how and why East Asia’s share in world GDP increased between 1500 and 1820, decreased between 1820 and 1945, and then increased rapidly over the last half century.

Table 3.1 suggests that between 1500 and 1820 there was only a marginal increase in the world’s per capita GDP, while after 1820 there was both an accelerated increase in population and a dramatic rise in per capita GDP. The most plausible interpretation of the first shift is that the industrial revolution in Britain constituted a major watershed in global history, ushering in a deepening of the penetration of the modern world system, emanating from Western Europe and encompassing the rest of the globe from the nineteenth century.

The same table, however, reveals a significant increase in world GDP and a much slower increase in per capita GDP between 1500 and 1820. This is primarily because world population was on the rise, with much of this rise coming from Asia, particularly China and India. According to Maddison’s 1995 data, as much as 52 per cent of world GDP in 1820 came from Asia, of which China contributed 29 per cent and India 16 per cent. Table 3.2 shows that in 1820 six East and Southeast Asian countries accounted for 35 per cent of world GDP, while the share of six advanced Western countries was 18 per cent. Angus Maddison’s figures, drawing on the work of regional specialists, in my view, reflects the general trend of recent scholarship (for a summary of progress in demography, see Saito

Table 3.1 World economic performance, 1500–1995

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1500</th>
<th>1820</th>
<th>1995</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World population (million)</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>1,049</td>
<td>5,664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World GDP per capita (1990$)</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>673</td>
<td>5,194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World GDP (billion 1990$)</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>29,412</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Osamu 1997). To take China as an example, recent work has confirmed findings, which originally emerged around the middle of the nineteenth century and were summarized by D.H. Perkins in the 1960s, that China’s population increased rapidly during the eighteenth century. China’s population, which had previously risen several times to a peak of 100 to 150 million only to fall, increased to nearly 400 million by the end of the eighteenth century. This was clearly a world demographic landmark (Perkins 1969; Liu and Hwang 1977; Naquin and Rawski 1987; Van de Ven 1996), and its impact on world GDP far outweighed that of post-industrial revolution Britain, whose share of world GDP in 1820 was less than 6 per cent. There is an important, relatively unexplored question of the ‘Chinese miracle’ here, that is, how China managed to escape Malthusian checks, and maintain such a vast population without serious deterioration in the standard of living. Essentially the same observation can be made with regard to developments in Japan in the seventeenth century, which, as will be argued below, took place under the influence of the China-centred international economy of East Asia.

Furthermore, during the eighteenth century the Japanese standard of living began to rise, if slowly, and the trend continued into the nineteenth. In addition, much of the economic progress made in East Asia during the second half of the nineteenth century was based on the indigenous development of labour-intensive industry rather than on the introduction of Western technology. How can one explain the sequence of population growth followed by a rise in the standard of living, both in the absence of any strong Western influence? This is the first question addressed, in the next section of this chapter.

Between 1820 and 1945 the West, including regions of recent European settlement in the Americas, Australasia and South Africa, achieved

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1820</th>
<th>1913</th>
<th>1950</th>
<th>1992</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Six advanced Western countries</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1,138</td>
<td>2,422</td>
<td>9,781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six East and Southeast Asian countries</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>7,487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>3,616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>2,415</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Notes
a. The UK, USA, France, Germany, Italy, Austria.

b. Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, China, Indonesia, Thailand. Figures for South Korea, Taiwan and Thailand in 1820 are not available, but have been estimated as $5 billion, $2 billion and $3.5 billion respectively. Territorial boundaries are based as in the 1992 definition. For details, see Maddison (1995).
global dominance. The industrial revolution, the transport and communications revolution, the opening up of vast land areas in the new continents and the utilization of natural resources such as coal and oil, all benefited the Western population, whose per capita income increased enormously, resulting in a widening gap between the rich West and the poor non-West (see Table 3.3). The growth of trade between the West and Asia was often accompanied by colonialism, which tended to reinforce inequality, particularly between temperate and tropical zones (Lewis 1978: Chapter 8).

The third section of this chapter attempts to account for the ambiguous performance of East Asian economies during this period. On the one hand, the core of the region escaped Western colonialism and was able to pursue import-substitution industrialization. In China after 1870 and in Japan throughout, there was a slow but relatively steady rise in population without a deterioration in the standard of living. At the same time, East Asia was unable to catch up with the advanced Western countries, which went through a period of further technological advance (the second industrial revolution), and the gap in per capita income between the West and East Asia increased until about 1930. The Japanese standard of living did rise slightly, and the country’s attempt to compete with Western manufacturers in the international market was widely viewed in the West as an example of unfair competition coming from a low wage economy. But the West continued to dominate the heavy and chemical industries, which required high technology, large amounts of capital and access to natural resources.

After 1945 the trend was reversed, and East Asia’s GDP grew faster than that of the West. The precise timing of this reversal is difficult to determine, as the Great Depression and the Second World War make it hard to obtain reliable information on exchange (or other forms of conversion).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1820</th>
<th>1870</th>
<th>1913</th>
<th>1950</th>
<th>1973</th>
<th>1992</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>1,278</td>
<td>2,457</td>
<td>5,307</td>
<td>9,573</td>
<td>16,607</td>
<td>21,558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1,112</td>
<td>1,913</td>
<td>3,833</td>
<td>4,281</td>
<td>13,152</td>
<td>19,351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>1,218</td>
<td>1,858</td>
<td>3,452</td>
<td>5,221</td>
<td>12,940</td>
<td>17,959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>1,756</td>
<td>3,263</td>
<td>5,032</td>
<td>6,847</td>
<td>11,992</td>
<td>15,738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>704</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>1,334</td>
<td>1,873</td>
<td>11,017</td>
<td>19,425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td></td>
<td>794</td>
<td>922</td>
<td>3,669</td>
<td>11,590</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td></td>
<td>948</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>2,840</td>
<td>10,010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>688</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>1,186</td>
<td>3,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>657</td>
<td>917</td>
<td>874</td>
<td>1,538</td>
<td>2,749</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

rates, or GDP itself for a number of countries. But, at some point in the middle of the twentieth century, and certainly by 1960, per capita income of East Asian countries began to grow faster than that of advanced Western countries as well as other developing countries. The growth of Japan’s per capita GDP during the period from 1955 to 1973 was the most conspicuous example of this new trend. A sustained annual growth rate of around 10 per cent for this long a period had never occurred anywhere before (see Table 3.3). Furthermore, the same table suggests that the ‘Japanese miracle’ was in fact the beginning of an ‘East Asian miracle’ in which a number of other Asian countries have begun to participate (World Bank 1993). In the final decade of the twentieth century, East Asia’s share in world GDP (as defined in Table 3.2) apparently exceeded that of the six largest Western economies.

Geopolitical considerations in the early stages of the Cold War were crucial to the changes in the American attitude towards Japan’s economic future. In contrast to the pre-war situation, Japan was expected to use her economic strength to counter communist penetration in Asia, and was now able to import all necessary raw materials and resources, including oil, from the rest of the world (by contrast, the US ban on oil exports to Japan in 1941 was an immediate cause of the outbreak of the Second World War). In the post-war period Japan also enjoyed favourable opportunities to increase exports of manufactured goods to advanced Western countries. This change in international circumstances allowed Japan, and later a number of other Asian countries, to pursue the systematic introduction of capital-intensive and resource-intensive heavy and chemical industries to an economy with relatively cheap and disciplined labour. The fourth section discusses how the Western and East Asian paths of economic development fused to produce high-speed growth in East Asia.

The final section summarizes the argument, and attempts to place the ‘East Asian miracle’ in the context of global history. It will be argued that industrialization of the Western European variety, the mainstay of the growth of the world economy between 1820 and 1945, created the North–South divide, and failed to push up world GDP in a balanced way, until East Asia initiated an alternative pattern, emphasizing a more thorough utilization of human resources through labour-intensive technology and labour-absorbing institutions. The chapter will suggest that, while East Asia would not have industrialized without the West’s impact, it was the East Asian path of economic development that made it possible for the majority of the world’s population to benefit from global industrialization.

This chapter will not attempt to rigorously define the term ‘East Asia’. Instead it concentrates on describing the experiences of the area or the country which led the technological and institutional innovations at each stage of development. The approach adopted here is to abstract a
historically mobile but relatively autonomous core of economic development of the region (initially the Yangzi delta of China, subsequently primarily Japan), and identify the features common to the region but distinct from other regions of the world. I use country-based macro-data going as far back as 1820, for the purpose of a broad comparison between East Asia and Europe and cite data for 1500 in a more general way. I have also referred to the relatively developed areas of present East and Southeast Asia as ‘East Asia’ for the most recent period, for the sake of simplicity. But this should not suggest that all areas of East Asia have been influenced, throughout the period, by the pattern of development described below. Nor should it imply that accumulation of country-based studies is sufficient for understanding the region’s long-term development (for comments on the limits of country-based historiography, see Sugihara 1996b). Rather, it is assumed here that a substantial degree of economic interaction has long existed in the region, for example between China and Japan, and that they influenced the region’s long-term pattern of development in a fundamental way (Sugihara 1996b; for a full exposition of this position, see Sugihara 1996a). Other key terms such as Europe and the West are treated in the same spirit.

The development of labour-intensive technology

The industrious revolution path

As already stated, East Asia experienced a sustained period of population growth accompanied by a modest rise in the standard of living from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century. The argument of this section is that it did this because it successfully responded to natural resource constraints, particularly the scarcity of land, by developing a set of technological and institutional devices for full absorption of family labour. I shall call these devices labour-absorbing institutions and labour-intensive technology.

The term labour-intensive technology does not imply that East Asian technology developed in the scientific tradition so influential in the West. The great Chinese agricultural manuals, offering information, for example, on the methods of seed selection for different types of soil or on the use of a variety of agricultural tools, were transmitted in different languages and across cultures, for example, from China to Japan. They set the main pattern of dissemination of economic knowledge across East Asia. During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries international contact in East Asia was driven by massive silver flows from Japan to China. Even during the eighteenth century, when intra-Asian bullion flows were reduced to insignificance and the volume of Japanese trade declined under the seclusion policy, the transfer of economic knowledge continued through written information. However, this knowledge consisted
essentially of technical rules of thumb, wisdom rooted in the accumulation of experience.

Equally, in speaking of labour-absorbing institutions we do not imply the development of a set of institutions characteristic of a mode of production in a particular stage of economic development. Nor do we refer to feudalism or the emergence (or absence) of the nation-state when we talk of the key economic institutions which undergirded the East Asian path of economic development. What we have in mind is the development of much smaller units, namely the household (often, though not always, the family), and, to a lesser extent, the village community. In many cases these units survived political turmoil and changes in the mode of production and remained as the region’s key institutions, underpinning the technological and institutional path. It is important to recognize this aspect of ‘path dependency’ in order to understand the rise of East Asia in a long-term perspective.

In his 1967 article Akira Hayami drew a figure, reproduced here as Figure 3.1, to describe the different paths which England and Tokugawa Japan followed, calling them the industrial revolution and the industrious revolution respectively (Akira Hayami 1967; for English versions see Akira Hayami 1986 and 1992). With their different mix of factor endowments, in this case of capital and labour, and assuming that no transfer of factor inputs took place between England and Japan, Hayami explained that it was natural for societies as economically-minded as these two countries to pursue different paths, and for Japan to exploit the potential benefit of increasing labour absorption. However, Hayami’s graph has often been

![Figure 3.1 The industrial revolution and the industrious revolution](source: Hayami Akira (1967: 13).)
interpreted to imply that the industrious revolution did not lead to a rise
in labour productivity of a magnitude comparable to the industrial revolu-
tion. It was drawn to explain how Japan was relatively well prepared for
industrialization in the late nineteenth century.

It is possible to apply the industrious revolution theory to the Chinese
case, for the purpose of comparing it with the Western European path. Well before 1500, probably during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,
China developed a set of highly advanced labour-intensive methods,
involving seed selection, irrigation and water control, double cropping
and the extensive use of agricultural tools. Central to this development
was the opening up of land near the Yangzi River delta for rice cultivation.
Of course, Chinese development had its ups and downs, and the commer-
cialization of agriculture, the monetization of land tax, and the introduc-
tion of new world crops played an important part in the increase in
population and agricultural output during the sixteenth to the eighteenth
centuries. But the essential characteristics of small-scale production, cen-
tring on irrigated rice cultivation, established in the lower Yangzi region
in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries (Shiba 1989), were extended to
other parts of China and transmitted to Japan by the late sixteenth
century. While adapting to ecological diversity and developing geographi-
cal specialization (see Buck 1937: 27), East Asian agriculture after the late
sixteenth century nevertheless exhibited a clear tendency towards regional
convergence, driven by the diffusion of intensive rice agriculture and
several key commercial crops, notably cotton, silk and sugar.

The East Asian path of industrious revolution must be distinguished
from that in Europe and North America with respect to labour-intensity.
The size of land holdings was far smaller in East Asia than in, for example,
Western European peasant society. The average farm size in East Asia in
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries ranged from 1 to 3 hectares
(Bray 1986: 115–16; Buck 1930: 103). About 70 per cent of Japanese farms
had 0.5 hectares of land or less, and nearly 90 per cent had 1 hectare or
less at the time of industrialization in the late nineteenth century. In con-
trast, the average size of farm in France, a country with a strong peasant
tradition, was 14 hectares in 1882 (Heywood 1996: 115).

Second, there were substantial differences in the degree of labour
absorption within rice agriculture. Figure 3.2 highlights the importance of
labour absorption at the initial stage of development of labour-intensive
technology in rice agriculture (Ishikawa 1978: 34; see also Ishikawa 1967:
Chapter 1; 1981: Chapter 1). Before mechanization, greater labour input
was critical to raising land productivity. With the introduction of tractors
and other inputs of capital, the size of holdings became larger, and labour
inputs smaller. Thus the technology of land-use had two phases in terms
of ‘labour absorption’; first, land productivity rose with a proportionately
greater input of labour, and then after a certain point it was improved
with proportionately smaller input of labour. Booth and Sundrum (1984: Chapter 1) called this the ‘Ishikawa curve’. On this path, labour productivity was unlikely to rise fast, if at all, at the initial stage of agricultural development (in Figure 3.2 this part of the Japanese path, mainly in the Tokugawa period, is shown in broken lines, indicating that it is conjectural). But it also meant that society could maintain a much greater number of people per unit area of arable land. This, essentially, was the East Asian answer to Malthusian checks, which applies to much of Japan and the wet-land farming areas of China.

Third, land productivity could be raised significantly prior to mechanization, and it is this supply-side change that was crucial to the industrious revolution. Table 3.4 suggests how advanced Japan’s land productivity was by the late nineteenth century (for a historical comparison between India and Japan, see Sugihara with Yanagisawa 1996). A large part of the development of labour-intensive technology in Asian rice agriculture since then has been associated with the adaptation of Japanese rice technology to different soils and climates, first in Korea and Taiwan and later in other parts of East Asia. After the Second World War, the Ishikawa curve became the basis of a policy recommendation which emphasized labour absorption at the initial stage of development, and became one of the guiding principles behind the ILO programme for Asian agriculture.

An important conclusion we should draw from the above discussion, particularly from Figure 3.1, is that the industrious revolution path was much more successful in maintaining the region’s large share in world GDP than the industrial revolution path was for England up to 1820. If
the world had ceased to exist in 1820, a hypothetical ‘global historian’ would surely have written an economic history centring on the industrious revolution path, with an important additional chapter on the recent rise of Western Europe. We should avoid accepting the nineteenth-century view, which was inclined to project European superiority, nor should we be unduly influenced by the observations on China by such well-known contemporary writers as Adam Smith and Thomas Robert Malthus. They were clearly handicapped by the lack of information, and believed that China’s population was either stagnant or declining (Smith, A. 1776; Malthus 1798). By the time J.R. M’Culloch edited *A Dictionary of the Various Countries, Places, and Principal National Objects in the World* in 1868, people were much better informed. Indeed M’Culloch’s dictionary included most of the relevant information on Chinese population which formed the basis of later studies (for example, Perkins 1969). Unfortunately, he, like such contemporaries as Karl Marx and Charles Darwin, was at a loss to interpret these enormous population figures and failed to see their global significance.

**Sources of dynamism**

Both Marxist historiography and the more recent literature of institutional economics have assumed the importance of the establishment of property rights as a condition of economic change (Marx 1867; North and Thomas 1973). Once property rights were clarified and land freely bought and sold, agriculture would become more efficient, as market forces would allocate resources, spread technology and select the optimum size of holding. Without the establishment of property rights, the transaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Tons per ha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1878–82</td>
<td>2.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>1921–5</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>1953–62</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>1953–62</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>1953–62</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaya</td>
<td>1953–62</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>1953–62</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>1953–62</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Notes
The above Japanese figure is the revised official estimate. Other estimates range from 2.36 to 3.22 tons/ha.

a = FAO figures.
cost would not be lowered sufficiently to enable these developments. Moreover, on the basis of the establishment of the right to income from property, classical political economists in England saw the emergence of a class society and distinguished the main categories of income, with wages given to workers, profit to capitalists, and rent to landlords. This would enable the ruling classes to accumulate capital and develop more productive large-scale farming. Using this yardstick, East Asia does not fare well, as much of the most fertile land continued to be cultivated by family labour, and farming remained small-scale. And the traditional characterization of small-scale production has been that it lacked internal forces for change, because it neither faced constant pressure for technological improvement nor was driven by the capitalist principle of relentless profit maximization.

The argument against this view has been expressed in various forms whenever the dynamism of the peasant economy was recognized. A.V. Chayanov, for instance, tried to understand the behaviour of the peasant as if he were maximizing his earnings and welfare (Thorner 1966). Such an attempt can explain the responsiveness of peasant society to some extent, but stops short of pointing out some of the problems inherent in the Western (in this case more specifically English) model of class society. The East Asian peasant family worked a very small plot of land, and attempted to harvest the maximum amount of rice through a greater degree of labour input. They needed to perform a number of different tasks in accordance with the agricultural calendar, from transplanting to weeding to harvesting. They allocated family labour, and cultivated different varieties of rice to even out seasonal labour requirements and avoid hiring outside labour. They also exploited their own off-peak surplus labour for proto-industrial activities. Thus an ability to perform multiple tasks well, rather than specialization in a particular task, was preferred, and a will to cooperate with other members of the family rather than the furthering of individual talent was encouraged. Above all, it was important for every member of the family to try to fit into the work pattern of the farm, respond flexibly to extra or emergency needs, sympathize with the problems relating to the management of production, and anticipate and prevent potential problems. Managerial skill, with a general background of technical skill, was an ability which was actively sought after at the family level.

Looking at the separation of agricultural workers from management after the disappearance of peasant society in England from this perspective, it seems obvious that class division based on specialization had its own costs. Agricultural workers in England were deprived of the opportunity to share in managerial concerns, while specialist artisans came to despise the ‘Jack-of-all-trades’. Division of labour, guided by the ‘invisible hand’, prevented the development of inter-personal skills needed for flexible
specialization. The advantage of the ‘visible hand’ of the head of the peasant household was that he could allocate labour for production, distribute income among the members of the family for consumption and saving, and even control the number of children, hence the size of the family, all at the same time. Thus managerially independent farmers, even if they did not own land, had more reason than large-scale farm managers to increase output or income by linking effort to reward, not through the market, but directly.

The main institutional reinforcement of this dynamism came from the family and the village community, rather than from forces outside the village such as the nation-state’s attempt to establish property rights. Effective sanctions were social rather than legal. Although the enforcement of paternalism and social cohesion could be as harsh as straight rejection or physical coercion, it did not necessarily imply the existence of nepotism and personal favours. On the contrary, rational, meritocratic, and market considerations all seem to have been as important for the East Asian peasant as for their European counterparts. Free from feudal restrictions, Chinese peasants were not rigidly tied to land, and could become local merchants. It was not unimportant that at least in theory, anyone could take the official examination to become a civil servant. Japanese peasants were less free, but in the course of the Tokugawa period (1603–1868) they enjoyed an unprecedentedly long period of peace, stability and political and economic independence from outside forces, perhaps more than anybody else did. Compared to China, the family system in Japan was less lineage-based (adoption was common) and more individualistically inclined (meritocratic concerns were taken seriously), and this helped make the peasant family an effective production, distribution and consumption unit (Macfarlane 1997). Their standard of living rose, if slightly, and many of them sent their sons to local schools to learn reading and abacus by the early nineteenth century (Dore 1965; Hanley 1997; but for criticism see Saito Osamu 1998). Under these circumstances it was natural for the East Asian peasant to become motivated to increase agricultural output or family income. So long as they observed social codes, the transaction cost of trade was small, and the risk involved in technical innovations was relatively low. While there was little room for big innovations or for investment in fixed capital or long-distance trade, these East Asian institutions provided the best opportunity for the development of labour-intensive technology.

**Efficiency growth**

In modern economics, a distinction has been made between extensive growth and intensive growth, to investigate whether growth occurred as a result of greater factor inputs or thanks to technological and institutional
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advance (Hayami Yujiro 1997: Chapters 5 and 6). The point about the industrial revolution was technological advance, with or without the corresponding accumulation of capital. But the idea of distinguishing between extensive (input-based) growth and intensive (efficiency) growth can be applied to the pre-industrial revolution economy. Was there efficiency growth in the industrious revolution path? Can we find output growth in spite of the exhaustion of factor inputs such as land and labour?

The best case for testing answers to this question is Tokugawa Japan from 1700 to 1850. By the end of the seventeenth century the possibilities for opening up new areas were exhausted, and a strong demographic pressure on land built up. The use of horses for cultivation and transport visibly declined, as the pressure on land left less and less available for raising animals. Already, in the 1734 official survey, the typical household illustrated in the ‘model village’ is assumed to cultivate less than a hectare of land. There was now very little chance to subdivide land among sons. It became increasingly difficult to get a new household ‘approved’ in the village, and, even if it was approved, its status was likely to be inferior to that of the existing households. Status mattered not just in village politics and ritual rights but in the allocation of water and sharing of labour. Thus there were good reasons for ‘family planning’ through infanticide and abortion. The former implied sex selection (in favour of males) as well as control of the number of children (Smith, T. 1977). Some economic historians suggest that this was the result of farmers’ conscious attempts to raise their standard of living (Hanley and Yamamura 1977). But infanticide and abortion alone are unlikely to explain the low ‘birth rate’. In some cases marital fertility itself was lower than the natural level, despite the fact that the average caloric intake was probably adequate. It is possible that the development of labour-intensive technology meant that women worked harder during their pregnancy in the eighteenth century, contributing to lower fertility (Saito Osamu 1992). In any case, Tokugawa demographic history lacked drastic Malthusian checks on a nationwide scale. Although there were some famines, catastrophes such as epidemics and warfare played little part in determining the overall trend, and mortality remained relatively low. Japan’s population remained stable between 1721 and 1846 at a little over 30 million. In other words, there was no increase in the availability of either land or people.

Yet in Tokugawa Japan, per capita agricultural output stopped declining around 1730, and began to rise continuously thereafter. By 1850 it was 25 per cent higher than in 1730. The annual rate of increase is estimated to have been 0.38 per cent for 1730–50, 0.25 per cent for 1750–1800, and 0.08 per cent for 1800–50 (Hayami and Miyamoto 1988: 44). Clearly, more labour was absorbed for the cultivation of the same acreage of land. The trick was ‘labour absorption’ without population increase. The number of days a late Tokugawa peasant worked per year was greater than
that in most other Asian countries in the late nineteenth century (Hayami and Yamada 1991: 251–2). However, if marginal labour productivity had declined considerably, it could have easily offset longer work days, and producers would soon have reached a point where further labour input would not be worthwhile. It was the development of labour-intensive technology and labour-absorbing institutions that overcame this Ricardian trap. To take a well-known example from the Meiji period (1868–1912), the development of summer–fall rearing of cocoons enabled farmers to combine rice production with sericulture, as, unlike the spring–summer rearing, it avoided the peak season of work in the rice fields (ibid.: 175–97). Progress in the Tokugawa period, if more modest than it was during Meiji, was clearly developing the East Asian technology path. While it would be hard to prove the presence of intensive growth in terms of output per day or per hour, the contribution of labour-intensive technology to the increase in per capita annual output is unmistakable. In other words, the East Asian path also had growth in efficiency without additional inputs of land and people. The difference from the Western path was that it mobilized human rather than non-human resources.

After the second half of the eighteenth century, major urban centres and castle towns in Japan declined, while rural industries began to grow. Rural merchants engaged in regional commerce, while feudal domains actively pursued policies to promote agriculture, commerce and industry to earn ‘foreign’ exchange. Both of these activities gave farmers a chance to exploit non-agricultural as well as agricultural economic opportunities. The rural household mobilized cheap labour, to produce more in response to the demand arising from the gradual rise in rural income. By the end of the eighteenth century the daughter of a rich farmer was likely to include a silk kimono in her dowry, but this did not have to be produced in the city of Kyoto where the most elaborate kimonos were made. Inter-regional merchants could bypass the merchant guilds in Osaka and Edo to cut their margins, which helped the expansion of the market for mass consumer goods.

From the point of view of the rural household, this proto-industrial work was merely an extension of their labour absorption strategy. For example, the rural merchant would bring a loom and yarn to the peasant household and collect the cloth a month later, thus providing a small income for the housewife-cum-weaver. Or cottage industries would bring workers together in one place to manufacture sake, using simple tools and waterpower. For the rural household, the ‘main’ agricultural work remained rice cultivation. Both non-rice cash crop production and proto-industrial work of all sorts were called ‘additional’ work, whether performed by household members or hired labour (Sugihara 1997a).

The growth of proto-industry in East Asia differed from the European pattern, where geographic specialization occurred and the household
combination of agriculture and industry disintegrated. While geographic specialization did occur, proto-industry in East Asia grew as a further development of the peasant family economy. The division of labour between agriculture and industry occurred through the allocation of family labour, particularly in the form of the gender division of labour. The ‘main’ agricultural work was considered to be primarily a man’s job, while women engaged in ‘subsidiary’ agricultural work as well as proto-industrial employment, particularly silk-reeling and cotton weaving (Saito Osamu 1983: 30–54). Farm family by-employment, carefully scheduled and organized around the agricultural calendar, constituted the bulk of East Asia’s proto-industry. There was relatively little need for urban growth and rural–urban migration. In fact proto-industrialization brought about a relative decline of urban industry in late Tokugawa Japan. Thus in industry too, efficiency growth occurred without substantial inputs of land, people and capital.

The persistence of traditional industry is well noted in Chinese economic history, especially for the period after the middle of the nineteenth century (Oyama 1960; Feuerwerker 1970; Chao 1977). Figure 3.3 explains how the traditional sector, in this case the cotton weaving industry, survived in the face of competition from the modern power loom sector. When the modern sector was able to supply cotton cloth more cheaply, the traditional sector was able to respond by reducing prices, because of the nature of farm family by-employment. Insofar as one could find surplus labour, either at night or during off-peak periods, without disturbing the ‘main’ work of the
family, wages could come down to a very low level indeed, as there was virtually no extra cost involved in this employment. This was something which no modern factory could match.

The trap

Efficiency growth contributed to East Asia’s relatively successful escape from Malthusian checks in the form of famine, epidemics and war, but failed to significantly increase labour productivity. If a society maintained a vast population without being able to improve the level of welfare for a long time, it could be argued that it fell into a ‘trap’, even if disasters were avoided. By the nineteenth-century Western standard, population pressure on land stifled East Asian growth, and the East Asian path fell into a Malthusian trap, often resulting in a significant degree of resource depletion. But it was a particular kind of Malthusian trap, because the society reached deadlock only after it had exhausted all the potential for efficiency growth. The higher the level of technical and institutional sophistication attained, the greater the degree of path dependence and the less flexibility. Thus we get the sense that the trap resulted from dynamism rather than from stagnation.

Referring to China from the fourteenth to early nineteenth centuries, Mark Elvin called such a situation the ‘high-level equilibrium trap’ (Elvin 1996: Chapter 2). His point was that Chinese agriculture made various technological and organizational improvements aiming at high land productivity, but by the end of the period it had more or less exhausted the possibility of further improvements without the introduction of a radically new technology, such as that pursued by the Western path, which required a very different mix of factor inputs. Given the path dependency, the chances of such a radical change taking place from within progressively lessened. By this measure, Tokugawa Japan fell much more deeply into Elvin’s trap than China during the same period. By the end of the Tokugawa period most Japanese entrepreneurs regarded Japan as the universe, and lacked the imagination to initiate big changes.

The government was powerless to tackle the issue too. Central and local governments played an important role, both in China and Japan, in reducing the risk of attacks from outside (the control of Japanese pirates was one such example) and maintaining internal peace. They also created a bureaucracy, and with it urban services and demand for food and clothing, in return for collecting land tax. Internationally, something of a balance of power was established in East Asia with the Chinese tributary-trade system in the centre, which helped maintain peace. But, as Chapter 7 by Arrighi et al. in this volume argues, there was no international order in East Asia, comparable to the one created in Europe by the treaties of Westphalia after 1648, that was able to back the growth of a
commercial empire such as the one built by the Taiwan-based Zheng family in the seventeenth century. What was crucially missing in the region was the strong ‘big’ government of the nation-state in pursuit of territorial expansion and long-distance trade, willing to borrow heavily for that purpose and ready to promote big business and investment in fixed capital. Without such initiatives, there was no chance to develop the navigation and military technology, which in Europe prepared a scientific revolution and an industrial revolution.

**Labour-intensive industrialization**

*Patterns of global industrialization*

The standard understanding of the global diffusion of industrialization is that during the first half of the nineteenth century, Britain became the workshop of the world, while the rest of the world came to be specialized in the export of primary products. Countries in continental Europe and the regions of recent European settlement are thought to have achieved industrialization by learning new technology and/or by importing capital, labour and machinery with their export earnings (Hatton and Williamson 1994; Foreman-Peck 1995; Woodruff 1966; Kenwood and Lougheed 1999). In continental Europe, old barriers to trade and the transmission of knowledge were gradually removed, and an international regime which would facilitate, rather than hinder, the diffusion of industrialization emerged. The formation of the Customs Union in Germany in 1834 and the adoption of the gold standard by a number of countries of Western Europe in the late nineteenth century were among such moves.

Turning to the New World, the integration of vast natural resources into the international economy served as the engine of economic growth. Labour was scarce and land was abundant, and the difference in factor endowments between the old and the new worlds induced a growth of trade, migration and investment. Thus in the nineteenth century, the growth of the Atlantic economy dominated long-distance trade. Falling transportation costs were a crucial factor facilitating this process. This implied that the regions of recent European settlement had a greater incentive than Britain to raise labour productivity, using abundant natural resources and employing imported capital. The movement towards the development of labour-saving, capital-intensive and resource-intensive technology was most clearly observed in the United States (Habakkuk 1962; Saul 1970; David 1975). The need to save skilled labour led to standardization of industrial production such as the use of transferable parts, which in turn facilitated the transfer of technology across industries and mass production, as well as the ‘deskilling’ of labour. Industrialization became associated with the exploitation of economies of scale.
In recent ground-breaking work, Kenneth Pomeranz argued that this was not really the result of the accumulation of technology and institutions in Western Europe before 1800. Rather, the sudden rise of the West in the nineteenth century came from the incorporation by Western Europe of two highly contingent factors into its economic orbit: the availability of coal in the relatively developed regions of Western Europe; and (2) rich natural resources of the New World. Until the end of the eighteenth century, the core regions of Western Europe and East Asia were both exhibiting equally promising signs of development of commercial agriculture and proto-industrialization, and the standard of living of these regions were rising well above subsistence. Thus, for Pomeranz (2000), the West’s rise during the nineteenth century was the ‘great divergence’ from the general pattern.

The American frontier was exhausted around 1890, and by the early 1920s migration from Europe ceased to be encouraged. But American technology continued to lead the world, by raising labour productivity through automation, the introduction of more systematic labour management and mass marketing. Looking back from the twenty-first century, the British industrial revolution only began to show the explosive power of labour-saving technology through the use of coal and steam engines, and merely paved the way for a fuller replacement of skilled labour by capital and technology. Therefore, although the ‘industrial revolution path’ may have been laid before 1800, the ‘Western path’, with an emphasis on capital-intensive and resource-intensive technology, arguably only became fully established, as a result of the ‘great divergence’.

Differences between East Asia and Europe became much clearer in the way industrialization occurred. In Asia the process started during the 1850s when India began modern cotton spinning in Bombay, and this was followed by Japanese efforts in the 1860s and the 1870s. In these cases the direct transfer of Western technology and institutions was the norm. By the 1880s, however, the Japanese government had developed an industrialization strategy quite different from its attempts in the preceding decades (for the significance of this change, see Sugihara 1995). Recognizing that both land and capital were scarce, while labour was abundant and of relatively good quality, the new strategy was to encourage active use of the tradition of labour-intensive technology, modernization of traditional industry, and conscious adaptation of Western technology to different conditions of factor endowment. The path Japan developed can be termed ‘labour-intensive industrialization’, as it absorbed and utilized labour more fully and depended less on the replacement of labour by machinery and capital than the Western path.

This pattern was essentially repeated in China and Korea, with state reinforcement, and the ‘flying geese pattern of economic development’ (Akamatsu 1962) emerged by the inter-war period. Both the development
of labour-intensive technology, which occurred in East Asia in the previous period, and the colonial rule by Western powers in South and Southeast Asia which discouraged such a development in the subsequent period made East Asian producers of industrial goods competitive vis-à-vis those of other Asian countries. A number of relatively labour-intensive industries in East Asia proved to be internationally competitive. In particular, the Japanese cotton textile industry competed well in the Asian market with other Asian manufacturers as well as with Lancashire and other Western competitors. Thus there developed an industrialization-based international division of labour within Asia, and Japan, and to some extent China, was able to exploit the South and Southeast Asian markets for industrial goods. This was reflected in a much faster rate of growth of intra-Asian trade than of world trade between 1880 and 1939 (Sugihara 1996a: Chapters 1, 4; for English versions see Sugihara 1986a and 1998).

After 1945, in spite of the disruptions caused by the war, the growth in the international competitiveness of East Asia’s labour-intensive industries continued. By the early 1950s, Japan had regained the position of the world’s largest exporter of cotton textiles that it had held in the 1930s, and was replaced by China in the early 1970s. The chain of development of labour-intensive industries across other Asian countries has been impressive, starting from Hong Kong and spreading to Taiwan, South Korea, Thailand, Pakistan and Indonesia, and has by now reached many other countries, including those with the lowest levels of per capita income (Hayami Yujiro 1998). While the effects of this chain of diffusion cannot be seen as comparable to those of the global diffusion of high technology in a number of other respects (such as the effects on capital accumulation or on the international political and military order), it has surely been significant in terms of the creation of global employment. In fact, the majority of the world’s industrial population must have been employed in those sectors primarily influenced by this kind of development. By now labour-intensive industrialization constitutes one of the two major routes to global diffusion of industrialization.

Going back to the period from 1820 to 1945, the fundamental difference with the period prior to it is that Western impact on the East Asian path of development became much more important. This is the case, in spite of the great influx of silver from the New World to China and the contribution of the Dutch East India Company to the growth of intra-Asian trade, particularly, though not exclusively, during the seventeenth century. By the middle of the nineteenth century the impact of industrialization had become world-wide. The key to the East Asian success was that the region was able to respond to the growth of resource-intensive and capital-intensive industries across the Atlantic resulting from the ‘great divergence’, by creating a resource-saving and labour-intensive path to industrialization. As a result, a new international division of labour
emerged between advanced Western countries, with manufacturing competitiveness in ‘high’ (capital-intensive) technology industry, and East Asian and other developing countries, with manufacturing competitiveness in ‘low’ (labour-intensive) technology industry. Indeed, this was the only way in which the non-Western world could industrialize before 1945, given the international climate of imperialism, that is, by showing the West a new way of creating complementarity, which would increase world trade and output for mutual gain. By contrast, those Asian and African countries subjected to Western colonialism with a long tradition of labour-intensive technology, such as India, suffered from the imposition of technology and institutions associated with the Western path on an environment quite ill-suited to them.

**The Japanese experience**

Let us look now at the Japanese experience in the pre-Second World War period to see the origins of some of the characteristics of labour-intensive industrialization. First, it was rural-based. The first Japanese census conducted in 1920 found that the proportion of people living in cities was 18 per cent. Although this figure had risen to 38 per cent by 1940, it was still very small compared to most countries in Western Europe at a similar stage of development. The rate of urbanization in Britain exceeded 48 per cent by 1840 and 65 per cent by 1870, while the ‘European norm’ was 31 per cent in 1840 and 45 per cent in 1870. Put another way, the bulk of Japan’s industry was a modernized version of the cottage industries, predominantly situated in rural areas. Between 1911 and 1915, 61 per cent of the population were engaged in agriculture, while the non-agricultural sector consisted of a large traditional sector (32 per cent) and a small modern sector (7 per cent). Cottage-industry production accounted for 51 per cent of total industrial production as late as 1909, and continued to grow in absolute terms. Takafusa Nakamura illustrated this process by showing the interdependence between traditional industry and modern industry (Nakamura 1983: 28 and 80. See also Figure 3.4). Thus, in its fully developed form in the early 1930s, the Japanese manufacturing industry had a relatively small, fast-growing modern urban sector and a large, slow-growing but steadily modernizing rural sector. Japanese manufacturing competitiveness, reflected in the rapid growth of exports to other Asian countries in the 1930s, came not just from the modern urban sector. The initiatives of the rural weaving industry played an important part in the expansion. In fact, it was more typically cooperation between the rural and urban sectors that was responsible for rapid export growth (Sugihara 1989).

Why was the modernization of rural industry so crucial? An obvious answer is that, given the technology gap, the relative abundance of cheap
labour and the scarcity of capital, it was sensible for Japan to minimize the cost of building urban infrastructure, and specialize in the rural production of low-technology industrial goods. It was possible to produce many traditional commodities (such as ordinary kimono cloth and pottery) in bulk and mass-market them, provided the product was standardized and its quality was controlled. There were also attempts at production of transferable parts (Suzuki 1996). In the meantime, Western countries could supply capital and advanced machinery to Japan, so long as traditional commodities such as raw silk earned foreign exchange. Thus, the bulk of industrial goods produced in Meiji Japan were hybrid in character. Low-count yarn was produced in modern cotton mills in cities, while rural female workers hand-wove this machine-made yarn on improved traditional looms (and later power looms).

Second, a crucial factor in this process was the concerted efforts by local and central governments to foster rural entrepreneurship (Sugihara 1994). Rural promotion policies were first developed in the 1880s under French influence, with a heavy emphasis on agricultural protection. Following the Sino-Japanese War victory of 1894–5, however, the Ministry of Agriculture and Commercial Affairs staged a series of three supra-ministerial conferences between 1896 and 1898, in which a number of important policy proposals were made. By this time the priority was clearly on fostering internationally competitive export industries, while abandoning protection of uncompetitive branches of agriculture, such as raw cotton and sugar. With the exception of administrative reform (i.e. deregulation and reduction of the number of bureaucrats), most of the proposals were put into practice, though often in diluted forms and not immediately.
This rural orientation required the development of a set of policy tools quite different from the ones seen in Europe. It meant that there was a greater need to provide market information and technical assistance for the manufacture of local or regional industrial goods. Only those who were familiar with local consumer taste, societal values and peasant-worker mentality had a chance of identifying suitable markets and production methods, so members of the elite with a Western educational background or Westerners with good local knowledge needed a network of people who would cooperate with them. The government helped reorganize networks of local or regional merchants, and created a number of supporting institutions such as technical and commercial schools, commercial museums and regular exhibitions at the local, regional and national levels.

Third, turning to the development of modern industry, early government mills were ill-conceived and financially unsuccessful, but the success of the Osaka Spinning Company, which started production in 1883 with mules of more than 10,000 spindles, demonstrated the economic viability of modern factory operation. A few of the company’s Japanese engineers managed to produce 15 to 20 count yarn, which was the suitable (low) count for the domestic market, without the presence of foreign engineers. Following the success of this company, many mills were established in the late 1880s. The ring frame, which was new and suited to the production of low count yarn, was imported through Mitsui Bussan, a general trading company, from Platt Brothers, and rapidly adopted within the industry. The invitation of foreign engineers was expensive, but the availability of Japanese-language manuals made it possible for local factories to operate new machines aided by the visits by Japanese engineers (Saxonhouse 1974). Short staple cotton suited for the production of low count yarn was initially imported from China, but in the 1890s direct links with Indian producers were established to secure a stable cotton supply. A cotton spinners association was formed partly to press the government to lift the import duty on raw cotton and provide freight subsidies for imports of cotton from India. In the 1890s, Japanese mills enjoyed extremely favourable circumstances for exports when Indian exports of cotton yarn to China were made difficult by the adoption of the gold exchange standard in British India, causing a rise in the value of the rupee against the silver-linked tael and yen. In the 1900s the ingenious technique of mixing short staple Indian cotton with a small amount of long staple American cotton was developed in Japan to cut costs and also to shift production gradually towards slightly higher count yarn. Some mills began to set up their own weaving operations, while the demand for improved handlooms (and eventually powerlooms) provided the basis for the development of the machinery sector (Nakaoka 1982: 54–61; Kiyokawa 1985; Sugihara 1990).

An overriding concern in this process was to minimize the cost of
capital, which was scarce. The introduction of foreign machinery was thus accompanied by a variety of capital-saving devices. Along with the spread in use of the ring frame, which was relatively simple to operate, young country girls of 15 to 20 years of age were recruited from poor peasant households in relatively distant places, and were put into dormitories for the period of their stay (normally two to three years) as factory workers. The industry was able to save wage costs by selecting this section of the labour force, which was expected to play only a peripheral role in the maintenance and reproduction of the rural household. This was an effective way of recruiting and managing labour, albeit one whose long working hours, harsh working conditions and the prevalence of tuberculosis caused much concern. The dormitories also suited the night-shift system, which was another capital-saving device. To the extent that Japanese agriculture was labour-intensive, these girls were used to hard work and long working hours. This gave Japanese mills a distinct advantage over the competing Indian mills, which suffered from lack of discipline in their workers. Japanese workers understood the concept of loyalty and filial piety, both prevalent in rural society, and the knowledge that their performance in the factory would be reported to their parents and the village community at large, not only prevented them from running away from the factory when working conditions were harsh, but motivated them to compete with fellow workers to be designated a ‘model worker’. Japanese mills took advantage of this strong rural societal base, and attempted to build on these traditional values to establish their authority (Sugihara 1986b).

In sum, the process involved complex interactions between the transplantation of Western technology (in cotton spinning, for example, which dramatically raised labour productivity) and the modernization of traditional technology (for example, in hand-weaving, which offered women in peasant households ample employment, due to the improvement in weaving methods). But a notable underlying characteristic was that, unlike most of its Western counterparts, East Asian technology aimed at the most effective use of labour wherever capital and labour were substitutable. This is the definition of labour-intensive industrialization adopted here.

The Chinese experience

China did not frame a systematic industrialization plan until the late 1920s and the 1930s, when the Nationalist government gained tariff autonomy, unified the currency and linked it to the international system, and announced comprehensive industrial policies. These plans were dashed by the Great Depression, the internal political struggles between nationalists and communists, and, above all, Japanese aggression and the Second
World War. Coble argues that the Nationalist government did little to help the Shanghai capitalists between 1927 and 1937, as it was preoccupied with the pressing short-term need to finance the war. The government failed to create an efficient bureaucracy, in part because officials often conflated their public duties with personal gain (Coble 1980).

On the other hand, there is strong evidence to suggest that a number of successful attempts were made by local, provincial and national governments to promote rural industries from the early twentieth century on. In Gaoyang, Hebei in north China, for example, a series of new policies, including a rural industrialization programme, were initiated in 1903 by Yuan Shikai, the newly-appointed Governor General:

Inspection teams were sent to Japan where they discovered the semi-automatic iron gear loom. Prototype looms were imported and Japanese technicians invited to serve as instructors at a technical training school set up in Tianjin. Weavers in Gaoyang began to use the loom in 1908, and by 1910 Gaoyang had become the model for the new textile districts. By 1910, 20 per cent of the looms in use were iron gear looms, and by the middle of the next decade there had been a full conversion to the semi-automatic looms.

(Grove 1993: 3)

There is no doubt about the resilience of Chinese rural industry for most of the pre-Second World War period (Rawski 1989: 76–7). The cotton trade between Shanghai and the rest of China grew rapidly, particularly in the 1920s. Raw cotton came to Shanghai where it was machine-spun; some of the yarn was sent to weaving centres in various regions of China, while some was woven there and the cloth sent to the countryside (Kose forthcoming). The interdependence between traditional and modern industries was clearly developing. An examination of various documents and periodicals published by the Nationalist government during the second half of the 1920s and the first half of the 1930s reveals that a large number of technical and vocational schools were being supported by local governments to improve production methods, with some notable results (for example, Chinese Economic Journal 1928: 609–11). A comprehensive industrial policy document, drafted by the Department of Industry and Commerce in 1928, included the promotion of inventions, the promotion of foreign trade, the establishment of commercial and industrial banks, the organization and reorganization of commercial and industrial trade associations, and the arbitration of management-labour relations (Manetsu 1930: 81–4). H.H. Kung’s manifesto in 1930 was in a similar spirit, and particularly emphasized the importance of industrial exhibitions and commercial museums.

Although these plans were only partially realized, the Nationalist
government was able to control China’s exchange rate reasonably well and raise import tariffs selectively to foster industrial development (Sugiyama 2001). A series of boycotts against foreign (mainly Japanese) goods in the early decades of the twentieth century can be seen as part of this industrialization strategy (Goto-Shibata forthcoming). By the 1930s China effectively had become a ‘rational shopper’, importing machinery from many different countries, without necessarily being tied to capital imports from a particular country or affected by foreign pressures in ways experienced by the colonial states of Southeast Asia. For a country like China with a large rural population, it was difficult to determine whether to commit not only to import substitution but also to export-oriented growth. In the 1930s, however, there was a clear attempt at export promotion, with some success (Kubo 1999). In other words, the basic framework for economic nationalism was set, though industrial policies were pursued largely by local governments in a rather uncoordinated fashion.

**Constraints on growth**

Labour-intensive industrialization in East Asia contributed to a modest but notable rise in per capita GDP, but it did not match the growth of per capita income in advanced Western countries. This is because the region’s developmental path was conditioned by both the international order dominated by Western powers and internal constraints on land.

As long as East Asia was willing to accept the international division of labour, in which the West specialized in resource-intensive and capital-intensive technology, and East Asia specialized in labour-intensive technology, the logic of complementarity worked. But when Japan attempted heavy and chemical industrialization in the 1930s, it faced the formidable problem of securing a supply of natural resources. It is well known that a variety of factors – investment, markets, emigration, and the availability of raw materials and other resources – motivated Japan’s advance into Manchuria. However, in the 1930s at least, Manchuria, while absorbing vast amounts of capital and manpower, failed to become an adequate supply base for the raw materials and resources that Japan needed. In fact, the latter’s need to import key raw materials from outside the yen bloc increased.

As Toichi Nawa has made clear, Japan’s main economic motive for the advance into North China was to secure the American-type long-staple raw cotton produced there, and this was also one of the most important reasons why the Chinese spinners of Shanghai and the Nationalist government resisted it. Intra-East Asian competition in the cotton trade was the most important economic factor behind the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War in 1937. Furthermore, the stronger China’s resistance, the heavier Japan’s burden became. Even if the conflict had been resolved,
Japan would still have been largely dependent on the West for raw fibres and for the raw materials for its heavy and chemical industries. With regard to the latter, Japan relied on British Malaya and Australia for iron ore, India for pig iron, Canada for aluminum and lead, Canada and Australia for zinc, British Malaya for rubber, and the United States and the Dutch East Indies for oil. In short, it was impossible to envisage autarky or even a significant reduction in resource dependency while at the same time pursuing rapid heavy and chemical industrialization (Sugihara 1998).

Even more important were the domestic difficulties, particularly the relative shortage of land. The level of agrarian rents was extremely high, and, in spite of high land productivity, labour productivity remained low by international standards (see Table 3.5). This set a ceiling for the rise in rural purchasing power and the standard of living of the peasant household. Because the bulk of industrial labour continued to come from the countryside, industrial wages were kept down as well. Under these circumstances, there was a limit to the expansion of the domestic market. The more East Asia industrialized in accordance with the new type of international division of labour mentioned above, the greater the productivity gap between East Asia and the West became. This constituted the background of the Japanese dilemma in the 1930s, which led to aggression and war (Sugihara 1997b).

### Table 3.5 Land rent in different countries of the world circa the First World War

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Type of field</th>
<th>Yen per ha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1921</td>
<td>Paddy field (one crop)</td>
<td>317.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(two crops)</td>
<td>396.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dry field</td>
<td>97.1–109.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mulberry field</td>
<td>232.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>before the First World War</td>
<td></td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>1912–20</td>
<td></td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>1881–1920</td>
<td></td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1913</td>
<td></td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>before the First World War</td>
<td></td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>before the First World War</td>
<td></td>
<td>12.0–16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>before the First World War</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.0–15.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note
Japanese data are taken from *Honpo Kosaku Kanko*. Other data are from Yasushi Sawamura, ‘Nihon no Nogyo oyobi Nogyo Mondai (Agriculture and Agrarian Problems in Japan)’ in Kamekichi Takahashi et al., *Gendai Nihon Keizai no Kenkyu*, vol. 2, Kaizosha (1930: 635). The data included in this table has been assembled in this form in Moritaro Yamada, *Nihon Shihonshugi Bunseki* (The Analysis of Japanese Capitalism), Iwanami Shoten (1934: 188–9), and was cited in Yasuba’s article in 1975. I have converted the figures from per tan to per ha, assuming that 10 tan equals one hectare.
The fusion of the two paths

The enlargement of the East Asian path

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 have been calculated from Maddison’s work to show the changes in the patterns of global distribution of income. This is a ‘Lorenz curve’, originally designed to show the degree of income inequality for a particular society. If everyone in that society had the same income, the ‘curve’ would be a straight line from the bottom-left to the top-right corner. In reality some people are richer than others, so if we chart on the horizontal axis groups of people with different levels of income starting with the poorest group on the left corner and move from left to right, and plot the percentage of total income the poorest 10 per cent have earned, that the poorest 20 per cent have, and so on, we can

![Figure 3.5 Global Lorenz curve (thirty countries) in 1870 and 1950](image)

draw a curve which will have a downward bulge. The bigger the bulge, the greater the inequality.

Figure 3.5 differs from the normal Lorenz curve in that it represents global, rather than national, income inequality. It ranks thirty countries in terms of per capita GDP in ascending order, and allocates space for each country, proportionate to its population size, on the horizontal axis. Then the percentage of income the poorest 10 per cent had earned in global GDP, that the poorest 20 per cent had, and so on, is plotted. It is clear from Figure 3.5 that the bulge in 1950 was much larger that in 1870. In other words, between 1870 and 1950 there was a substantial increase in global income inequality. However, if we take 199 countries in 1950 and 1990 and do the same exercise, we see that the bulge in 1990 was about the same as that in 1950 (see Figure 3.6).
This change in the trend of the global Lorenz curve was largely the result of the ‘East Asian miracle’. Tables 3.2 and 3.3 suggest that the sustained rise in per capita GDP in East Asian countries was the main cause of this change. First, Japan moved up the ladder of world ranking of per capita GDP, joining the high-income group. This move was then quickly followed by other countries in East and Southeast Asia, and eventually reached China. The overall effect of this on the curve was that a large number of East and Southeast Asian countries moved up the ladder from the low to the middle-income, as well as from the middle to the high-income groups, ironing out the bulge.\(^5\)

In my view, this has a global significance which has not been well recognized. When Arthur Lewis wrote ‘Economic Development with Unlimited Supplies of Labour’ in 1954, he devoted the latter half of the article to the ‘open economy model’ and discussed why poor tropical countries were disadvantaged and the income gap persisted. His main message in the first half of the article was that economic development would be possible if poor countries were able to absorb labour from the countryside at subsistence wages. But in the latter half, he suggested that the equalization of global income distribution would be impossible unless agricultural (labour) productivity in poor countries was raised. He thought it unlikely that such an equalization was achievable in a short space of time. He had primarily tropical countries in mind, and the situation there, as well as the growing inequality between rich and poor countries, was too serious to make him feel optimistic about the future. In fact, it turned out that East Asia realized his dream, largely conforming to his vision of economic development. If the ‘European miracle’ was a miracle of production which initiated the transformation of the world economy, the ‘East Asian miracle’ has been a ‘miracle of distribution’, which brought the benefit of that transformation to the majority of the world’s population.

If there was a missing element in Lewis’ vision, it was the fusion of the two paths that enabled East Asia to overcome its resource constraints. In part, this was made possible by the Cold War regime and further development in the international division of labour. One of the most striking features of global development between 1945 and 1973 was the strong growth of capital-intensive and resource-intensive technology, both in the United States and the Soviet Union. One thing the two countries had in common was that they were able to translate abundant mineral resources into technological and military strength. Large-scale factories were built in the steel, aircraft, military, space and petro-chemical industries, and the technology race constituted a major element in the competition between the two with their different ideological stances the 1950s and 1960s.

This created room for a new international division of labour in which East Asia not only specialized in labour-intensive industries, but in the relatively resource-saving section of capital-intensive industries. After its
defeat in the Second World War, the Japanese government was determined to pursue a programme of full economic modernization, primarily through expansion of the domestic market. But the problem of resource constraints mentioned above remained a critical bottleneck. The emergence of the Cold War offered the political background for a new American attitude towards Japan’s economic future. By the late 1940s the USA viewed Japan as a country whose economic strength should be deployed to protect and further the ‘free world’ zone in East Asia, and it was allowed to pursue the systematic introduction of capital-intensive heavy and chemical industries. Although heavy and chemical industrialization was attempted in the 1930s and in some ways accelerated during the period of the wartime controlled economy, it was at this point that the character of Japanese growth shifted from labour-intensive industrialization to the fusion of the two paths, and its experiment began to assume global significance.4

Even after the Japanese ‘miracle’ was recognized, contemporary observers were slow to appreciate the economic potential of other Asian countries. This was in part because major political changes had taken place in Asia since the second half of the 1940s. Mainland China, India and some Southeast Asian countries either entirely or largely ceased to trade internationally, as a result of the policies of newly independent governments or as a consequence of the establishment of communist regimes and US-led embargoes. Some countries fought for their independence while others achieved it by political negotiation, and the 1950s saw the rapid progress of decolonization and a surge of nationalism. Although South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore (collectively called newly industrializing economies, NIEs) and Malaysia came to be associated with the ‘free world’ at a relatively early stage, the clear entry of four ASEAN countries (the Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand) into the open economy zone had to wait until the middle of the 1960s. Then China, which had been heavily influenced by the Soviet model at the initial stage of the communist regime and had remained outside the ‘free world’ for thirty years, reopened the door to international economic contacts in the 1970s. By the early 1990s most East and Southeast Asian countries were participating in the dynamism of the Asian international economy.

East Asian growth was also closely related to the rise and demise of the Cold War regime. American hegemony provided an international framework in which NIEs and ASEAN countries pursued industrialization. They developed a variety of strategies, combining American technology and aid with cheap and relatively good quality labour. During the 1970s and 1980s some Asian countries such as South Korea and Indonesia gradually abandoned the heavy and chemical industrialization strategy, and tried to focus more on a thorough exploitation of human resources. What
followed was the emergence of a new Asian international division of labour in which Japan specialized in relatively capital-intensive industries and the rest of Asia produced relatively labour-intensive goods. But a crucial change occurred when China changed its economic policy towards a more open and export-oriented outlook, as it dramatically broadened the region’s labour-intensive industrial base. The fundamental problem of the Soviet model was that, with its emphasis on state allocation of resources, it lacked an effective incentive mechanism for production, distribution and consumption units (Hayami Yujiro 1997: Chapter 8). Therefore, China’s re-integration into the regional dynamism of East Asia has inevitably been a gradual process. Nevertheless, in its fully developed form in the 1980s and the first half of the 1990s, the re-emergence of a powerful East Asian regional economy represented the fusion of the two paths, within the international order dominated by the United States.

In the 1950s and 1960s Japan chose to develop certain industries (such as automobiles and consumer electronics) which were neither too resource-intensive nor too labour-intensive, to achieve the fusion of the two paths. In this narrowly focused experiment, there was not much scope for a comprehensive fusion that would embrace the diversity of global economic allocation of resources. In the 1970s and 1980s, the range of industries which benefited from the fusion became broader, and it started to take place throughout Asia. Meanwhile, the success of the Cold War regime, that is, the retention of a period of ‘long peace’ (and this trend not only continued but was reinforced after the collapse of the Cold War regime in 1989), paradoxically reduced the importance of resource-intensive and capital-intensive technology. As a result, the relative influence of the two paths on the direction of global economic development became more equal. By the late 1980s, the transfer of Japanese technology was no longer confined to Asia. A large part of the recovery of the American automobile industry in the 1990s came from a conscious adaptation of Japanese production methods (Abo 1994). In this most recent period it appears that the sheer diversity of the Asia-Pacific region, in technological, institutional, and cultural terms, has offered the best opportunity to benefit from the fusion, enabling sustainable development on a global scale.

**Japan’s high-speed growth**

The main source of energy for the Japanese economy in the immediate post-war period was coal, and the coal and steel industries were prioritized as the leading sectors for national economic rehabilitation. But it soon became clear that the domestic coal industry could not meet growing demand. Following the pre-war pattern, most oil firms in Japan depended heavily on capital and technology. The shift to oil began around 1954, and
in the early 1960s the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) formulated a new policy for fostering the Japanese oil industry, in view of the vital importance of securing energy supplies. The biggest demand for oil in the 1950s came from the steel industry, but after 1960 the power stations became the most important consumers. The growth of demand in the transport sector and the petrochemical industry was also strong (Saito Tomoaki 1990). In 1953 oil accounted for 18 per cent of Japan’s total energy consumption. Its share rose to 38 per cent in 1960 and to 71 per cent in 1970, all of it imported (Shimizu 1993).

Japan’s domestic transformation into an oil-based economy involved fundamental structural changes. Pre-war Japanese industrialization was essentially based on coal, textiles and machinery and much of this activity was located in rural areas. The oil supply enabled Japan to expand its relatively small inorganic material-based sector into a leading sector of the economy. Major refineries and petro-chemical complexes were established along the Pacific coast, often using the sites of former arsenals and naval bases. Textile firms developed man-made fibre businesses. The steel industry invested heavily in large plants equipped with the latest technology, shifting its resource base from coal to oil. The machinery industry developed major new branches for the manufacture of transport machinery (tankers, trucks, passenger cars and railway carriages), electrical machinery (both industrial machinery and consumer electrical goods), heavy machinery (particularly for the construction industry) and precision machinery for industrial use. The shipbuilding and shipping industries were encouraged to build tankers and secure a level of tonnage sufficient to meet Japan’s needs as well as to earn foreign exchange. Large ports and related facilities were built or renovated near major cities to meet the demand from the growth of trade.

It is absurd to view this development as an attempt to ‘catch up’ with or challenge the United States (or the Soviet Union for that matter), ignoring the fundamental difference in factor endowments between the United States and Japan. It is well known that the latter’s heavy and chemical industries lacked a military side (Japan’s aircraft and space industries were also weak). Although many parts of the heavy and chemical industries were related to the development of Japan’s infrastructure and were capital-intensive, the bulk of the machinery (including shipbuilding and automobile manufacturing sectors), chemical and textile industries favoured labour-intensive processes, and it was these industries that eventually became internationally competitive. The Japanese automobile industry, for example, developed an efficient mass production system, with in-house programmes of skill formation and a well-organized network of subcontracting firms. These industries attempted to go beyond the constraints of Fordism, a technology which pursued automation, scientific labour management and economies of scale in a resource-rich and labour-
scarce environment (Shimokawa 1994; Shiomi and Wada 1995). In the lower layers of the hierarchy of sub-contracting firms there was a growth of efficient small and medium-sized businesses, which offered the bulk of employment.

In other words, the fusion of the two paths occurred, not by attempting a direct articulation of the (originally labour-saving) imported technology and cheap labour (trained to replace capital) in any particular industry or factory, but through the development of inter-linked industries and firms with different factor inputs. The extremes at both ends, such as the space industry and traditional cottage industry, were abandoned and a balanced growth of industries in-between was attempted. Figure 3.4 was originally created by Takafusa Nakamura to demonstrate the rationality of the growth of traditional industry, and that, in fact, during the Meiji period modern industry and traditional industry coexisted and reinforced each other’s development. But it can also be used to illustrate the process of fusion in which different types of industries simultaneously develop, linking and reinforcing one another, during the period of high-speed growth.

As such linkages formed, a massive rural-to-urban migration took place in the 1950s and 1960s. The proportion of city dwellers in the total population rose from 38 per cent in 1950 to 76 per cent in 1975. In addition to the demand for industrial workers, a huge demand for labour was created by the process of urbanization. The Japanese economy shifted its base from the rural household to the urban household, coinciding with a persistent rise in wages. But the standard of living did not necessarily rise as fast as nominal wages, since the urban infrastructure was poor, and living and environmental conditions were frequently appalling. On the other hand, the government made sure that social overhead capital, particularly goods and public transport, was able to cope with the demand arising from growth. Good communication networks also contributed to the diffusion of mass consumer culture. As a result, income distribution was kept remarkably egalitarian. At this time it was politically important to avoid creating a ‘dual economy’ of any kind. An effort was made to reduce regional inequality, while the growth of small and medium-sized businesses was encouraged.

While the increase in agricultural (labour) productivity, particularly in rice farming, contributed to containing the rise in agricultural imports, much of the new urban demand was absorbed by the growth of mass consumer goods. Initiatives ranged from the diverse attempts to mix elements of Western and Japanese food to the development of space-saving consumer electronics. In order to maintain the quality of labour with reasonable wage costs, it was necessary to form the stable urban household quickly and smoothly, and the management of big business sought to respond to this need. The diffusion of company housing and other
welfare facilities, of occupational pensions and of ‘companism’ as an ideology all helped to fill the gap created by the rapid disappearance of the rural household and the village community.

Equally important was the rapid rise in the level of universal education. By the end of the period the majority of the core industrial workforce were recruited from high school graduates (at the age of about 18), rather than from junior high school graduates (at about 15). The investment in human capital was not confined to formal education. Large corporations adopted institutions such as lifetime employment, the seniority wage and the enterprise union, which suited their commitment to on-the-job training and their preference for multi-skilled workers. In the second half of the 1960s, the wage gap between white-collar and blue-collar employees narrowed, but what actually happened was that all workers increasingly came to be treated like salaried white-collar employees. Culturally and institutionally, class boundaries became very blurred.

The fusion in East and Southeast Asia

Coinciding with political splits arising from the surge of nationalism and the Cold War, fierce inter-Asian competition existed throughout the post-war period. Turning to the case of the cotton textile industry again, it was Chinese competition (and its price-cutting export strategy) that drove the rapid increase of labour productivity in Japanese industry in the 1950s (Sugihara 1999), and South Korea and Taiwan were Japan’s main competitors in the man-made fibre market in the 1960s. More generally, relatively low wage industrializers competed well for their share in the world market for textiles, sundries and machinery, by using a technology similar to the more advanced countries. In this way, industrialization spread to low wage countries, encompassing a broad range of industries across East and Southeast Asia. As soon as wages in one country rose even fractionally, it had to seek a new industry which would produce a higher quality commodity to survive the competition, creating an effect similar to the ‘flying geese pattern of economic development’. At the same time, successive entrance of new low wage countries ensured the lengthening of the chain of ‘flying geese’. It is this aspect of industrialization, part of the enlargement of the East Asian path, that has been responsible for the increase in East Asia’s share in world GDP.

As for income inequality, there has been an unmistakable rising trend in per capita income in lower to middle income groups among the participants in the ‘East Asian miracle’. Although super-rich classes emerged in a number of Southeast Asian countries, the overall character of economic development was that of egalitarian income distribution. Under the environment of resource constraints, East and Southeast Asian countries invested heavily in human capital, which yielded a general rise
in labour productivity. While there is a tendency for income inequality to increase to a peak before starting to improve as economic development occurs, the peak was reached in Asia when the level of per capita income was much lower than in the West. As a result, income distribution in East Asia has generally been more egalitarian than in advanced Western countries at similar stages of development (Oshima 1993: Chapter 9). Although like Japan, the rise in the standard of living lagged behind due to poor urban infrastructure, a 'law of rising expectations in the standard of living' has been set among the majority of the population. And, with high growth, expectations and living standards rose much faster than they had earlier in the case of Western populations. Even the informal sector came to look like a ‘slum of hope’ with a small proportion of people able to get out of the slum to move up the social ladder.

Another observation is that East Asian countries went through industrialization with a comparatively low level of energy intensity, because, in the early stages of industrialization, the region imported the bulk of its steel and heavy machinery from the West, and resource-intensive and capital-intensive industries never dominated the region’s industrial structure. This was the case in spite of the wars in Korea and Vietnam, and despite the popularity of developmental authoritarianism and the influence of the Soviet model of heavy and chemical industrialization in some countries. If we take the period from the 1950s to the 1970s and compare the performance of Asian countries, those countries that placed more emphasis on heavy and chemical industries or did not promote agriculture and other labour-intensive sectors of the economy generally fared less well than those that pursued balanced growth with a more egalitarian profile of income distribution (Oshima 1987). Thus Taiwan in the 1950s and 1960s grew faster than South Korea, and China placed more emphasis on equality and education than India, with better results. Thailand outperformed the Philippines, and Malaysia fared better than Sri Lanka in terms of the improvements in agricultural productivity. As a result, the growth economies of East and Southeast Asia acquired a less resource-intensive profile than those following the Gerschenkronian ‘catch-up’ strategy or the Soviet model of economic development.

Clearly, the lack of proper infrastructure and dependence on cheap labour was a temporary solution to resource constraints with the serious consequences of pollution, poor urban health and congestion. And, as Table 3.6 suggests, many Asian countries were still going through the process of urbanization in this period. With the exception of Japan, a significant part of the building up of social overhead capital has been financed and/or guided by foreign resources. The East Asian regional economy has been conditioned by the development of a wider framework of the international division of labour, particularly in the Asia-Pacific. It would be wrong to assume that the growth of intra-Asian trade and a new
Asian international division of labour could have occurred without the simultaneous growth of Pacific and world trade and the enlargement of the region’s resource base. The fusion in East and Southeast Asia was a truly global phenomenon.

The development of resource-saving technology

From the first oil crisis of 1973 Japanese technology showed a distinctive response to severe resource constraints. There was a concerted effort to diversify energy sources, the most important of which was an increased use of nuclear power stations. The exploitation of LNG (liquefied natural gas) also played a part. Furthermore, more efficient use of energy with the application of high technology and new industrial materials became a priority. Between 1975 and 1988 the oil intensity, measured by the ratio of oil consumption to GDP, fell by about 57 per cent (Hamauzu 1990: 50–1). Overall, energy intensity, the ratio of all energy consumption to GDP, declined substantially. In terms of the level of per capita energy intensity, Japan did far better than advanced Western countries.

Thus there was a significant shift from oil-using to energy-saving technology in the manufacturing industry, and a new industrial structure was built in the 1970s and 1980s. The relative importance of the steel, chemical, cement and aluminium industries declined. Within the machinery sector, the transport machinery and heavy machinery sectors

---

**Table 3.6 The rate of Asia’s urbanization in comparative perspective (%)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Philippines</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European norm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


*Note*

The rate refers to the urban population as a proportion of total population. As the concept of urban population differs country by country, these figures should be taken as a rough guide. It is well known that the Japanese definition is too strict (hence the figures are too low) and the Chinese even stricter, ignoring the tens of millions of people living and working in cities without residence permits, confounding comparative analysis.
shrank, while the electric (mostly electronic) machinery and precision machinery sectors grew. The automobile industry shifted its material base to harder and thinner steel as well as to plastics and other ‘new materials’, thus making cars lighter and more fuel-efficient, while the consumer electronics industry developed smaller and lighter products. The development of the machine tool industry enabled the production process in these sectors to become less energy-intensive as well.

At the core of this new economic structure was the development of the electronics industry. The computer, semi-conductor, telecommunications equipment and general electronic parts sectors interacted with one another, resulting in the creation of a sophisticated communications network to which many manufacturing industries could link their products and services. The dynamic growth of the service sector, not just in banking and distribution but in the new software industry as well as in medicine, education and management consulting, was also partly dependent on this new environment. Although the electronics industry was neither large in size nor always internationally competitive, it provided other industries with both vital technology and an informational infrastructure.

This application of the electronics industry’s new products and knowledge to other manufactured goods played a significant part in enhancing the international competitiveness of Japanese industry. Exports of automobile and consumer electronics to the United States and the rest of the world grew rapidly, despite the appreciation of the yen from 1986. The strong yen adversely affected export industries, but also lowered the price of oil in yen terms. Equally important in this context was the survival of Japanese oil-using industries. The steel and shipbuilding industries attempted a reduction in energy consumption as well as a diversification into new fields on their own initiative (Hashimoto 1991: 71–143). They survived tough competition from other Asian countries by achieving productivity increases, partly through the application of high technology to the production process.

In other words, the Japanese path did not fully converge with the Western path, which had a much higher level of energy intensity. The Japanese level of energy consumption per capita per GDP remained among the lowest in advanced countries, and stayed at about half the American level, in spite of the latter’s steady improvement in energy efficiency. Rather than finding new energy sources or financing new technology which would require inputs of additional natural resources, Japanese efforts were concentrated on developing new industrial linkages within the machinery sector, in the context of severely constrained factor endowments (Hashimoto 1996). Of course, as Japanese wages in dollar terms rose quite rapidly during this period, labour-saving technology advanced, and the simpler types of work were replaced by robots or transferred to
other Asian countries. More importantly, however, Japanese industries (and society at large) attempted to increase labour productivity, not by deploying more capital and resources, but through the more efficient use of labour in manufacturing and service industries. It is in these areas that the recent transfer of Japanese technology to the rest of the world has been taking place. Furthermore, by the 1990s these tendencies came to be widely shared by other resource-poor Asian countries and city states, including Taiwan and South Korea. A combination of mechanical engineering and electronics helped them to build internationally competitive machinery industries (Zhou 1997). Of course, there remains a huge gap between the frontline technology and the reality of East Asian economies, and in some respects the gap may well be widening in recent years. But the innovative core of East Asian technology remains firmly in the resource-saving tradition of the East Asian path.

To some extent, the resurgence of the East Asian path was reinforced by the changes in the nature of the international division of labour itself. Between 1974 and 1985 Japan developed a huge trade deficit with all the oil-producing countries, especially of the Middle East, and settled it with an equally large trade surplus with the rest of the world, especially advanced Western countries. Faced with strong competition from Japan and other East Asian countries in the international automobile and consumer electronics markets, the United States and Western Europe were inclined to focus on exporting arms and military-related equipment, especially to the Middle East. This ‘oil triangle’, consisting of Japanese imports of oil from the Middle East, Western imports of Japanese manufactured goods and Middle Eastern imports of Western arms, constituted the largest single pattern of multilateral trade settlement in this period (Sugihara 1993). This development reinforced the new international division of labour where the West specialized in military-related technology and Japan specialized in high-technology mass consumer goods, maintaining the difference in the level of energy intensity, particularly between the United States and Japan. While East Asia depended critically on the United States for the region’s security, American hegemony in turn depended increasingly on its ability to monitor the changing international division of labour, as East Asia’s share in global manufacturing output increased. This explains why the US–Japan trade conflict, on the face of it no more than a bilateral trade imbalance, became an issue of global significance.

**Conclusion**

In the standard literature on the evolution of the modern world system, industrialization is understood to have emanated from Western Europe and spread to the rest of the world, and all industrialization is simply
taken as a chain of technological diffusion. In this chapter, we looked at the East Asian experience, and argued that in fact there were two paths of economic development, the industrial revolution path, which started in Western Europe, and the industrious revolution path, which developed in East Asia.

From this perspective, global development consisted of three phases. In the first period, from about 1500 to 1820, the two paths developed independently of each other, but with broadly similar results. There were significant connections between these regions, for example, through world silver flows, but they did not result in the convergence of the two paths. We have emphasized the fact that the East Asian path was more successful in maintaining the region’s large share in world GDP, as it was able to increase the size of the population through the development of characteristically labour-intensive technology and labour-absorbing institutions. Core regions of East Asia, notably Japan and coastal China, matched the West in per capita GDP as well.

The second phase was led by British industrialization, particularly during the first half of the nineteenth century, and it is generally accepted that it spread principally to Europe and the regions of recent European settlement. This is a model based on the growth of the Atlantic economy. In particular, the growth of the US economy brought Western technology to a new height, exploiting abundant resources, economies of scale and a liberal political order backed by superior military technology. In fact, we suggest, there were two routes of global industrialization, one represented by the American experience which developed capital-intensive and resource-intensive technology, the other represented by the East Asian experience which developed labour-intensive and resource-saving technology.

The West European variety of industrialization did not spread into the non-European world in its original form, as the man–land ratio was very different there, and the straightforward introduction of Western technology proved to be problematic. Thus Japan, as well as China and Korea, pursued an alternative pattern of industrialization, with greater labour inputs relative to capital. This we call labour-intensive industrialization. Beginning in the 1880s, Japan created a wide range of modern Asian industrial goods such as cheap cotton textiles and noodle-making machines, to accommodate Asian cultural needs. Japan also reactivated traditional Asian local institutions, which eventually emerged as modern corporations committed to raising the quality of labour. During the first half of the twentieth century other East Asian countries followed suit. However, despite an increase in land productivity, and the growth of labour-intensive industries, during this second phase of global development East Asia’s labour productivity lagged behind that of the West, and the region’s share in world GDP decreased.

In the second half of the twentieth century, Japan underwent heavy and
chemical industrialization, and acquired the highest level of Western technology while retaining the East Asian institutional framework, which permitted a more thorough exploitation of human resources than had been possible following the American path. By this time the mass consumer goods Japan produced (small cars and fax machines, for example) were no longer targeted at Asian cultural needs alone. It was not the industrial revolution in Britain or the subsequent Western technological advance alone, but the fusion between such technology and East Asian human resource exploitation that produced the very high rate of economic growth in East Asia.

This fusion did not occur easily. Although heavy and chemical industrialization began before the Second World War, it was not until after it that full interaction between the two paths occurred across the Asia-Pacific region. This fusion turned out to be much more powerful than the development of labour-intensive industrialization, involving deeper clashes and articulations of technology and institutions. It represents the third phase of global development.

Strictly speaking, the three phases sketched above are neither mutually exclusive nor geographically separate. The two paths both attempt to utilize capital and labour efficiently, and create institutions to do so. Depending on ecological and cultural endowments, different institutions are created at different times in different places, and they set the pattern and pace of economic growth. What has not been well recognized is that the greater the difference in the nature of the two paths, the greater the potential for generating growth. The different technological paths followed by Europe (and its offshoots) and East Asia between 1500 and 1945 created the best opportunity for explosive growth, especially in the Asia-Pacific region.

The development of the third phase has had major implications for global history. First, it suggests the possibility of a move to end worsening global income inequality. The possibility of labour-intensive industrialization is now a real one for the majority of developing countries. If the ‘European miracle’ was a miracle of production which initiated the transformation of the world economy, the ‘East Asian miracle’ has been a miracle of distribution which brought the benefits of global industrialization to the majority of the world’s population. Second, the resurgence of the East Asian path has contributed to the diffusion of industrialization by retaining and promoting energy-saving technology. In spite of the rising concern about environmental destruction as a result of the diffusion of industrialization and the very high level of energy consumption in advanced countries, few would argue for a complete halt of this process. The only way to make global industrialization possible is a further improvement in energy efficiency on a global scale. In order to allow the miracle of distribution to continue, the Western path must converge with the East Asian path, not the other way round.
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Notes

1 Much has been made of the fact that most proto-industrial regions of Western Europe failed to initiate the industrial revolution (Pollard 1981; Wrigley 1988). Even so, they must have had a greater chance than their East Asian counterparts in initiating one, if only because land intensity was less thoroughly exploited there, and the dependence on labour-intensive technology and labour-absorbing institutions was that much weaker.

2 Although Pomeranz acknowledges that capital accumulation and the scientific revolution were both necessary conditions for the industrial revolution, he does not see the ‘divergence’ between East Asia and Western Europe occurring before 1800. He argues that, far from escaping from the Malthusian trap, Western Europe after 1750 was heading towards the vicious circle of population growth, diminishing returns from land and the tendency towards labour-intensive technology, in the same way as East Asia had been. Thus the West could only be rescued by the contingent factors (coal and the New World). I substantially agree with his view, but wish to retain my emphasis on the important differences in the man–land ratio between the core regions of East Asia and those of Western Europe before 1800 (see Pomeranz 2000: 16–17, for his comments on my work). The core regions of Western Europe never experienced the type of land scarcity seen in eighteenth-century Japan, and it was in Japan, not Europe, that land productivity rose to the extreme and the perception of work was most systematically moulded around labour-intensive technology (Take-mura 1997). It is as crucial to formulate the concept of the industrious revolution on the basis of the typical East Asian (Japanese) experience as to formulate the concept of the industrial revolution on the basis of the typical European (English) experience. It is surely possible to plot both the European experience of the industrious revolution (for a conceptualization of the European experience with emphasis on demand-side changes, see de Vries 1993, 1994) and the East Asian experience of capital accumulation (see Pomeranz 2000: Chapter 4) in the broadly Smithian–Malthusian comparative perspective suggested by Pomeranz (see also Wong 1997), without denying the notable divergences in factor endowments in Japan and England emphasized in this chapter. Pomeranz (Chapter 4, this volume) observes a similar pattern emerging in the Jiangnan region of China.

3 It is likely that the shape of global Lorenz curves for the period from 1500 and 1820, if they could be drawn would look more egalitarian than that in 1950 or
even in 1870, because the amount of global surplus over and above global subsistence needs must have been smaller. Certainly the East Asian societies in the earlier period looked more egalitarian. If that is the case, the post-war ‘East Asian miracle’ was a correction of temporary imbalance on a global scale, arising from the ‘European miracle’.

If Pomeranz is correct in suggesting that the industrial revolution was unlikely to occur anywhere in the world without the presence of highly contingent factors, a similar sentiment can be expressed with regard to the fusion of the two paths. On the face of it, when world resources came to be freely allocated through trade and the pressure on land eased, East Asia could have converged with the West, as simple ‘convergence’ theory predicts. In practice, however, the population of East Asia and the rest of the developing world was so large that it would have been impossible to raise their standard of living to the Western level, given the level of technology and available world resources. In any case, American technology was so heavily biased towards resource-intensive and capital-intensive technology that it was ill-suited to the needs of developing countries. But to lower Western standards of living for a more egalitarian world would have been politically unacceptable to the population of advanced Western countries. Thus, a much more likely scenario would have been the persistence of the North–South divide, and the continued struggle for a greater share of income and resources among nations, leading to military and political tension. Fusion only took place because of the presence of two highly contingent factors; the Cold War regime fortuitously creating a vacuum which allowed Japanese industrial growth, and the Japanese determination to achieve economic modernization using the fewest possible external resources, which was an instinctive reaction to the self-inflicted consequences of the Asia-Pacific War.
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Chapter 4

Women’s work, family, and economic development in Europe and East Asia

Long-term trajectories and contemporary comparisons

Kenneth Pomeranz

Scholars seeking explanations of the differences in East Asian and Western European development have often focused on family structure and gender roles. The earlier literature, dating back at least to the nineteenth century classics of Western social theory, argued that psychological differences caused in part by kinship organization inhibited capitalist development in Asia. These theories have now been largely discarded, undermined by both the success of various East Asian economies since the 1960s and a growing historical literature showing how various non-Western ideas could serve as functional equivalents of the “Protestant ethic.”

More recently, scholars perfectly willing to concede that East Asian households sought economic advancement have shifted the grounds of discussion, arguing that East Asian family structures powerfully influenced the ways in which families deployed their labor – especially female labor – and that these patterns in turn help explain the economic divergence of these two regions over the past 200 years, and (to a lesser extent) the prominent role of low-wage female labor in much of China, Taiwan, Korea (and for some authors, Southeast Asia as well) today. For reasons that will become clear below, most of this literature has focused on China; and most has combined, in varying ways, a set of arguments about Chinese culture in particular with a set of arguments about the supposed characteristics of peasant households in general. And to one degree or another, all compare East Asia with an ahistorical “Western” ideal type drawn largely from the household economics of Gary Becker (1981), rather than with the increasingly rich literature on the changing historical patterns of family labor allocation in Europe. Consequently, they tend to contrast a Europe which was – for better or worse – relatively “liberal” in the ways that it thrust both men and women into the market with a China and Japan that were less so. But a closer examination will show that this dichotomy does not hold up well.
Meanwhile, at least some social scientists more interested in the role of women in contemporary East Asian development have been drawn precisely to this historical literature on early modern Europe (which, for our purposes, might better be thought of as “late pre-industrial”), and see strong similarities between these two cases – albeit 200–400 years apart.\(^3\) We are confronted, then, with both models of enduring difference and models of stages and/or convergence.

This chapter questions arguments that rely on stable cultural differences (or even “essences”) to explain economic divergence on the one hand, and claims for either long-run convergence or a common set of stages, on the other. Instead it emphasizes the flexibility of economically relevant gender roles in both Europe and East Asia, while also arguing that economic development is sufficiently path-dependent that cultural differences as they exist at any one moment can have a lasting impact. Differences in gender norms during the seventeenth to twentieth centuries did matter, but not necessarily in the ways cited in the literature. Very crudely, I will emphasize three patterns – one from Europe, one from China, and one from Japan – while acknowledging that the reality of all three places is far more complex and varied. (Other parts of East Asia are omitted both for brevity and because of my limited knowledge.) My emphasis in each case will be on relatively advanced “core” regions. These patterns are:

1. A Western European pattern in which there was *relatively* little difference in the geographic mobility of men and women, and in which the vast majority of women worked, both for the market and in production for domestic use, but in which (especially from the late eighteenth through the mid-twentieth century) families were encouraged to *seek* a situation in which women (and children) did not work for the market.

2. A Chinese pattern in which it was continually expected that women would produce for the market, as well as for domestic use, and this was viewed as desirable as well as necessary. However, different types of remunerative labor were gendered as male (e.g. ploughing) or female (e.g. rice transplanting or weaving); the extent to which households conformed to those preferences varied dramatically across time, space, and class, and some of the preferences themselves varied across time and space. Meanwhile, there were also very significant differences in the geographic mobility of men and women: differences which may be eroding now, but have proved quite durable and fairly consistent across regions.

3. A Japanese pattern, in which the idea of women producing only for domestic consumption existed, but was far less influential than in Europe (until the twentieth century), while ideas about the *types* of
market-oriented work thought to be “womanly” and compatible with nurturing one’s husband and children were often quite important; and in which differences in geographic mobility generally mattered far less than in China.

All three of these cases, however, involved patterns of development and change, rather than fixed notions of the relationship between domestic life and production for the market. All three have, at various critical junctures, facilitated capital accumulation by appropriating a particularly large share of the product produced by women; and all three have, at various times, both promoted and interfered with the commodification of goods, services, and factors of production. But they have not done so in the same ways, and important differences remain. While Japanese and Western European patterns have converged to a significant degree in the twentieth century, significant differences remain, and Chinese patterns remain very different from either of the others. Analogies between Chinese patterns and those in earlier periods of European or Japanese development are sometimes illuminating, but more by highlighting peculiarities of those other pasts than by providing a template or model that we can see China now moving through.

Some general background: regions and patterns of economic change

This chapter takes as its backdrop a revisionist account of the origins of modern economic growth that I develop at length in a recent book: in many, but not all ways, that account dovetails with the argument presented by Professor Sugihara in Chapter 3, in this volume. Like him, I argue that much of East Asia consisted of a loosely linked set of heavily commercialized economies, the most advanced core regions of which were quite comparable to the most advanced areas in Europe. I establish rough comparability between these cores as late as 1750 in life expectancy, levels of consumption, the efficiency of product and factor markets, and the degree to which market dynamics shaped the strategies of households. Perhaps most surprisingly, I find that, despite their very dense populations, East Asian cores were no worse off ecologically than Western European ones in the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries: i.e. both ends of Eurasia faced environmental challenges to their ability to continue supporting population growth without a decline in standards of living, but the problems of East Asian cores were not necessarily more intractable than those faced by their European counterparts at that time.

The East–West divergence that followed, I would argue, stemmed largely from (a) a series of discontinuous technological shifts in Northwest Europe (about which few would argue) and (b) a set of favorable resource
shocks that allowed European technology and investment to develop in labor-saving, land and energy-gobbling directions at the very moment when the intensification of resource pressures previously shared by all core regions were forcing East Asian development along ever more resource-saving, labor-absorbing paths. These were paths which Europe too, had begun to travel, and would have continued to follow without this combination of dramatic shifts in both technology and accessible resources. (It is worth emphasizing, though, as Sugihara does in his chapter, that Europe had not yet gone nearly as far in this direction as some parts of East Asia: thus there was a rather large difference in relative factor endowments between East and West on the eve of industrialization, which became much larger still as parts of Europe adopted highly capital- and energy-intensive methods of production before there was much mechanization in East Asia. It is only in the twentieth century that the gap has closed to any significant degree).

One of the favorable resource shocks that allowed European divergence involved the shift to fossil fuels (partly a product of fortunate geography), which greatly relieved pressure on ecologically crucial forest acreage and on timber supplies. Another, which I discuss in more detail, concerned relations between core and peripheral regions in the Atlantic world which differed in crucial ways from those between cores and peripheries in East Asia (e.g. between the cloth-producing Lower Yangzi and interior regions that sold it rice and timber). Peculiar global conjunctures made the Americas a greater source of needed primary products than any Old World periphery: this allowed Northwestern Europe to grow dramatically in population, specialize further in manufactures, and remove labor from the land, using increased imports rather than maximizing yields. But in East Asia, various hinterlands boomed after 1750, both in population and in their own handicraft manufacturing. This reduced primary products exports to core regions: their growth essentially stopped, while labor and capital were redeployed out of manufacturing to manage land and fuel more intensively. It took fossil fuels, New World resources and the New World as an outlet for migrants (many of whom then produced primary products for export) to move Northwest Europe onto a completely new development path, and avert an ecological cul de sac like the Yangzi Delta’s.

I recap this argument here not only because it informs many of the claims made below, but because it shapes the way in which the East Asian “region” is treated here. For the most part, this will not be an argument about either East Asia or Europe as a unit, but about a set of core regions in each area (above all the Yangzi Delta and England), which have economically important relations with a shifting set of hinterlands; larger regions are treated as artifacts, not facts, with a coherence that comes and goes over time. In fact, one argument that will be stressed repeatedly
below is that at times the further articulation of a gender division of labor in both China and Japan has been an alternative to the further development of greater regional inter-dependence, whether across East Asia or within the politically unified realm of China; at times during the past 250 years, a further elaboration of the gender division of labor within certain Chinese regions has, in fact, been connected with a trend toward greater regional self-sufficiency that tended to reverse earlier patterns of inter-regional inter-dependence. (This contrasts quite sharply with the European/Atlantic world. There extensive inter-dependence, as measured by long-distance trade in staples, actually developed rather late; but once it did, we never see any substantial reversion toward regional autarchy.) But in spite of these limits on the usefulness of “East Asia” as a term to denote a functionally integrated region, there clearly was some important exchange – both economic and cultural – and I do see some shared characteristics which (as long as we remember to compare cores with cores and peripheries with peripheries) at least in Qing/Tokugawa times give its development a distinct cast. In elaborating these patterns, I share with the other authors of this volume a desire to avoid treating East Asia as a deviation from “normal” Western development, whether in family gender roles, or anything else: it seems more useful to see the region as embodying another development path that has also created significant successes, and which has enough similarities and differences with European development that each can be used to illuminate the peculiarities of the other within a more general family of intensely commercialized economic systems.5

The literature

Perhaps the most influential account of how gender roles have shaped Chinese economic development is that of Philip Huang. Central to Huang’s argument is the notion that due to “cultural constraints,” women were almost totally excluded from labor outside the home.6 These constraints encouraged families to treat women’s labor within the home as costless, and since the women had to be fed anyway, it made sense to keep them working within the home as long as that labor produced something (either in products to be sold or in items for domestic use that could substitute for purchases), even if the implicit wage rate per hour fell far below subsistence. Thus, Huang argues, the expansion of Chinese production and exchange between 1368 and 1978 rested on a non-market, “involutionary” dynamic. Such earnings helped the household meet its more or less fixed consumption needs, but did not allow for dramatic breakthroughs: indeed, the combination of low profits and a near-zero implicit wage made it pointless for the family to invest in labor-saving machinery, kept people locked in low-productivity tasks, and left but a small market
for other than subsistence products.\textsuperscript{7} Thus, “this was the commercialization of small-peasant production and subsistence”;\textsuperscript{8} it was radically different from Western capitalism, in which both male and female labor were sold on the market, and employers relentlessly sought ways to use labor only to the extent that it produced a marginal product greater than its marginal cost.

More recently, Jack Goldstone has offered an argument which at first seems to resemble Huang’s, since it emphasizes the cheapness of home-bound female labor (in this case focusing on teenagers) as a deterrent to mechanization; but it is in fact significantly different. Goldstone points out that what Huang calls involution was not absent from Western European development: indeed, the same pattern of increased mobilization of family labor (and rapid population growth) to meet a relatively fixed consumption target amidst falling per hour wages characterized early modern Europe as well.\textsuperscript{9} He also doubts that the implicit wages for adult Chinese women ever actually fell below subsistence, and grants that cultural constraints on women’s mobility varied considerably across time and space in Chinese history. He does, however, accept Huang’s claim that the wage gap between men and women in China was unusually large, because respectable women were not supposed to leave the home to work. He then posits that this reserve of very low-cost weavers and spinners was an impediment to the development of factories in China, since any mills that were built would have had to compete with home-based production, while using more expensive male labor.\textsuperscript{10}

Hill Gates (1995) has meanwhile offered a different account of the intersection of gender roles and economic development in China. Essentially, she argues that the state in a “tributary mode of production” – in which surplus was extracted outside the market by an overweening state – forged an alliance with the heads of patriarchal families. Social stability and loyalty to the state were gained in return for confirming the dominance of the family head, including his ability to treat junior and female members of the family as commodities: forcing them to produce for the market while withholding the fruits of their labor from them, selling them in disguised fashion (through bride price) or even selling them outright. Since these same families were forced into commodity production by the heavy tax demands of the tributary state, the result was a “petty capitalism” of “patricorporations.” Like Huang, then, Gates argues that an important part of China’s story is that women’s products entered the market, but women did not sell their labor power in a competitive market; they were always “owned” by one or another patricorporation which mediated all their exchange relations. However, while in Huang’s scenario this resulted in the production of very cheap goods and no substantial accumulation (the benefits of women’s cheap labor essentially being turned into subsidies for the continued subsistence of an ever-growing population),
Gates’ argument does allow for substantial accumulation by the families that deploy their women. (What keeps this from becoming capitalism rather than petty capitalism, according to Gates, are aspects of the environment beyond the family: the insecurity of property and unenforceability of contracts once one moves beyond the kin network and confronts a state indifferent or even hostile to development.)

This is not the place to engage in an extended discussion of any of these views; I have written about all of them elsewhere and Huang’s work in particular has been shown to rest on a number of empirical and methodological errors. But they do form an important backdrop for the rather different discussion of related issues that follows. For current purposes, three points will suffice. First, both Huang and Gates treat Chinese gender norms, family structure, and the basic institutions of the Chinese political economy as essentially static over a very long period of time (from the fourteenth century until quite recently for Huang, and from the twelfth century on for Gates); yet all of these things turn out to have been quite changeable. Even Goldstone, who focuses much more precisely on one period and allows for more variation in gender norms, seems to me to underestimate its extent, and not to take full account of the flexibility of these norms in response to changing economic incentives in particular. Second, both Huang and Gates contrast China, not with the socio-historical realities of European development, but with an ideal type of capitalist development, as if Adam Smith had been a chronicler of the actual institutions of early modern Europe. Thus both of them (Goldstone largely avoids this trap) treat any sign that state, family, or gender norms interfered with the abstract market as signs that China (and for Gates, Japan, too) was on a definitively different path from that which led to capitalism: they never ask whether comparable “imperfections” existed in Europe, and so can neither determine which East–West differences were real nor which were important. Third, Huang’s attempts to measure the earnings of women and compare them with earnings from farming, on which Goldstone also relies, turn out to be based on very dubious data, and on a basic arithmetic mistake (a misplaced decimal point). These result in a mis-statement of earnings from weaving by over ten times, and of earnings from textile production overall of over 5 times. In fact, it turns out, that at least in the crucial eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the earning power of women in China was much closer to that of their husbands than was the case in Europe, or probably Japan. That the price at which families sold their cloth did not reflect an exceptionally low implicit wage makes Huang’s story, in which the gains from under-compensating female producers are dispersed among millions of impoverished consumers in the form of very cheap cloth, untenable. On the other hand, it makes Gates’ conjecture – that the labor of under-compensated women served accumulation by the producing patricorporations – plausi-
ble. However, she makes no attempt to measure the size or significance of this particular mechanism of accumulation, to compare it with others, or with the exploitation of women in different institutional settings.

**General attitudes**

In all these societies, one found cases in which powerless women were forced to work unusually hard for unusually little return; in all three, one also found families that could afford to do so attempting to “invest” in their daughters by giving them womanly skills. There was, however, a crucial difference. In China many of these womanly skills were (perhaps coincidentally) the same skills that moved a rural family up the value-added ladder toward better-paying kinds of production (textile production rather than farming, and within textile work a hierarchy from cotton production to silk production to silk embroidery). In Japan and especially Europe, however, the skills and knowledge that made a woman suitable for upward mobility were more likely to be purely domestic in orientation, rather than being skills that enabled either her natal or her marital family to move into more lucrative kinds of market-oriented activities. To that extent, what separates our cases seems less a matter of women’s status – i.e. of one society being particularly oppressive of women, creating a pool of super-cheap labor – and more one of gender roles: how varying ideas of what sorts of work helped one fulfill true womanhood (or manhood) shaped a household’s adaptations to the changing economic returns of various activities.

Most of the time, most people had to work, regardless of how their toil was regarded. It is significant, however, that in Western Europe, much more than either China or Japan, abstaining from market-oriented labor, and particularly having the women of the family do so, has long been associated with higher social status. Such attitudes were, of course, most often put into practice among the aristocracy, but they appear to have also exercised considerable sway among the early modern bourgeoisie and to some extent even among better-off landed commoners. In a later, “bourgeois,” era, this notion would become far more sharply gendered. The males of the new elite would distinguish themselves from their aristocratic predecessors (or at least what they imagined their aristocratic predecessors to have been) by emphasizing their dedication to work – an identification reinforced by the fact that few except the very rich seem to have had either the inclination or the means to turn their businesses over to their sons when they grew up – but paired with this was an idea that “true womanhood” required not working outside the home for pay. In nineteenth-century France, for instance, it appears (though the evidence is fragmentary) that middle-class men preferred taking two jobs to having their wives work, and fairly clear that working-class families generally preferred having children work rather than wives.
By contrast, idleness was never prestigious in China, even for the elite: as David Keightley notes, even the aristocratic dead were imagined as working in the other world. And this value applied to both males and females, at least from the Song on: even women whose families could easily afford to forego any income from them encouraged them to engage in productive, as well as reproductive, labor. What made for womanly virtue was diligence and skill at particular kinds of work (especially weaving and embroidery), and performing that work within the confines of the family compound, but it was a badge of honor, not dishonor, for a woman to contribute to the family income through such work, and was thought to enhance, rather than detract from, her ability to serve as a moral guide to her children. Thus, as we shall see later, Chinese families with rising incomes tended not to withdraw their women from market-oriented labor (as occurred in nineteenth-century Europe), but instead to change the type of productive labor they engaged in.

Japanese patterns seem to have fallen between European and Chinese ones, though closer to the Chinese end. As Uno puts it “society scorned idleness in women of all ages, save perhaps the wives of nobles, feudal lords, and their top retainers”; “the emergence of (female) domesticity as a cultural ideal can be traced to the turn of the [twentieth] century.”

Four to five hundred years ago

Jan De Vries has argued forcefully for the origins in early modern Western Europe of what he calls (using a term coined for slightly different purposes by Akira Hayami) the “industrious revolution”: a process in which, well before the mechanization of production, households in at least Northwestern Europe had begun to work more hours, and perhaps more importantly, to allocate more of their labor time to the production of goods for the market, while saving time for that labor by purchasing more things that they used to produce for themselves. The industrious revolution, then, is both a process of increasing labor (a result of a changing set of preferences which favored various kinds of goods over leisure) and of Smithian specialization, with the expected gains from increased efficiency. As I have argued at length elsewhere, the same process can be seen, beginning even a bit earlier, in the more economically advanced areas of both China and Japan – and with similar results.

De Vries proposes his industrious revolution, among other things, to resolve a paradox. If you measure the buying power of Europeans’ per hour or per day wages in terms of grain – their basic staple – those wages fall dramatically between about 1430 and 1550, and do not return to 1350 levels until 1840 or later. Yet at least after about 1650, inventories taken at death show a fairly steady rise in what ordinary people own – clothes, pots and pans, jewelry, furniture, decorations, and what have you. These
two trends could occur together because people spent more and more hours per year working for the market (the decline of saints’ days being one prime example), generating income that paid for these things above and beyond the large number of hours they needed to work for subsistence. In the process people may have decreased their leisure time; they certainly reduced the amount of time that they spent making things for their own households. The process is one of specialization, in which people stopped, say, making their own candles, and put more hours into weaving cloth for sale, buying candles with some of the income. (The process has a logical conclusion of sorts in contemporary two-income families who even contract out much of their child-rearing and food preparation.) Thus the industrious revolution combines an increase in the amount of labor, in the orientation of labor toward the market, and in the specialization of labor.

The same thing was happening in East Asia (and maybe elsewhere too). The rice-buying power of Chinese day laborers’ wages generally fell from about 1100 on, but nutritional standards do not seem to have fallen; nor did they clearly fall below those of Europe until well into the nineteenth century. Meanwhile the earnings per day worked of much larger social groups, including both male peasants (whether renters or owners) and their textile-producing wives probably rose slightly between the mid-Ming and mid-Qing, at least in the advanced Yangzi Delta region; but because the ratio of (lower-earning) female to male labor days also rose, peasant families probably achieved their income gains at the cost of a larger increase in days worked. There is also powerful evidence of an increase in consumption of “non-essentials” even by peasants, especially between about 1500 and 1750. Once you look for the literary evidence it is plentiful, from travelers’ accounts to elite complaints about popular consumption, to gazetteer lists of products available in rural markets. In a recent book, I make an initial effort to quantify this, and find that for tea, silk, sugar and cloth, Chinese per capita consumption was actually significantly higher in 1750 than in Europe in 1800. The most advanced region of China, the Yangzi Delta, probably trailed somewhat behind English and perhaps Dutch consumption, but exceeded that of the rest of Europe. But for current purposes it is less important whether China was really as well off as Europe than it is to simply note that rural families in the Lower Yangzi, Lingnan, and other relatively advanced macro-regions were buying a great deal from the market, and paying for it by providing increasing amounts of goods to the market: the dynamic fits De Vries’ industrious revolution much more closely than it does Huang’s involution. The case is still stronger for the more developed parts of Japan, which may have had the highest standards of living anywhere in the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century world. In general, increased marketization of the household in core regions of both Western Europe and East Asia was
propelling them toward unusually high standards of living for pre-industrial societies.

What can we say about the deployment and the compensation of female labor in particular? Both in Europe and in East Asia, sixteenth- to eighteenth-century farm women and men both worked in the fields, though often not at the same tasks. The pattern is well known for early modern Europe.\textsuperscript{29} It is also well established for Japan.\textsuperscript{30} While women were generally paid less than men for farm work – even when the tasks were the same – the size of the wage gap seems to have narrowed during the course of the Tokugawa (1600–1868),\textsuperscript{31} while, as we shall see, it was growing sharply in Europe.

It is often thought that Chinese women were kept out of the fields by pollution taboos, bound feet and/or concerns for their modesty; this is a great exaggeration. Though the Chinese phrase “man plows, woman weaves (nan geng nu zhi)” is extremely ancient, it co-existed with the phrase “husband and wife work together (fufu bing zuo),” and there is little evidence to suggest that it represents the actual division of labor in any rural region until fairly recent times. Indeed, Li Bozhong’s survey of gazetteers and farming handbooks suggests that accounts of rural life describing men and women working at the same tasks do not disappear until the nineteenth century, and even then only in the silk-producing regions of the Lower Yangzi.\textsuperscript{32} This position may be a bit extreme. Accounts stressing a fairly sharp sexual division of labor were common even before the nineteenth century, and the presence of a few counter-examples Li cites could sometimes reflect the copying of earlier textual models rather than lived experience. In the Yangzi Delta, it does appear that farming had become overwhelmingly masculine by mid-Qing times, but women were clearly involved in agricultural labor (at least at peak seasons) in most of the rest of China throughout the late imperial (1368–1912) period.

Where Chinese gender norms were far more restrictive than either Japanese or Western European norms was in the strong pressures on women to remain at home. Women – except for the senior generation – were expected to remain under family supervision as much as possible; even the brief overnight stays elsewhere that were a necessary part of religious pilgrimage were strongly discouraged. Consequently, there could be little in the way of a physical market (i.e. a place where people congregated to compete for work) for the labor of single females, as there was for males; this is part of what has led Huang, among others, to assume that families set the opportunity cost of having a woman do an extra hour of either productive or reproductive labor in the home at zero.

Moreover, the sort of life-cycle service that was an important part of work in both Japanese and English households (and which Goldstone sees as preparing those societies for allowing their daughters to enter factories
once they appeared) was essentially absent in China. A teenage girl in England or Japan who was sent to a more prosperous household as a servant would return home afterwards, and was on a normal path to a proper marriage after that – she was probably both accumulating her dowry and learning skills that she could not learn at home but would need if she were to succeed in marrying up. (These might range from more refined deportment – particularly important, it seems in the Japanese case\textsuperscript{33} – to kinds of household production that her parents could not teach her because only better-off households engaged in them (e.g. preserving fruits from an estate’s orchard).\textsuperscript{34}

By contrast, a Chinese family that sent its teenage daughter to another household was relinquishing her once and for all, and abandoning hopes of what Wolf and Huang (1980) call a “major,” or proper, marriage for her. To invest in a daughter’s future earning power and marriage prospects, one kept her home while she mastered womanly work. The term “invest” here is not merely an anachronistic nod to contemporary notions of “human capital” formation: the sums required to carry out this strategy could be substantial. In addition to feeding the daughter and providing her dowry, it cost money for her to learn the skills needed for a good marriage. A clean, light, and well-ventilated workplace was needed for more demanding crafts; more expensive kinds of weaving required rather expensive looms;\textsuperscript{35} and plenty of valuable cotton – or for better-off households, even silk – would have to be purchased (and might sometimes be ruined) as she slowly learned spinning, weaving, or (most prestigious of all) embroidery.\textsuperscript{36} Thus, though the simple equations that both Huang and Gates draw in different ways between limited physical mobility, economic exploitation, and barriers to development are questionable, this strong preference for keeping women within the family compound may indeed have had important influences on Chinese development.

In handicrafts, the early modern period shows roughly similar trends in Europe and East Asia, though the trends become evident earlier in China and Japan. Handicraft production for home use involved both sexes everywhere; the issue is the division of labor in handicraft production for the market. Here, if we look back far enough, we find an alliance everywhere between political authorities and some urbanites who attempted to make market-oriented crafts the hereditary monopoly of certain groups of male city-dwellers (except for the occasional widow); and everywhere, we find some people attempting to circumvent this monopoly by mobilizing cheap, and often female, rural labor. In China, this latter project succeeded quite early. Ming statutes set the compensation for hereditary artisans at such artificially low rates that these workers deserted in droves, and the system was essentially a dead letter by the late 1400s;\textsuperscript{37} production of all but the fanciest and most specialized crafts moved to the countryside instead, with women becoming a large part of the workforce, especially in
textiles. But the increased dominance of women in textile production for the market did not mean that men abandoned this field. Not only did men hold on to many of the most prestigious and remunerative kinds of luxury production; in areas such as North China, where weaving was by far the best-paid occupation available during the long agricultural slack season (and perhaps all year round), rural men as well as women continued to weave.\textsuperscript{38} The only rural economic sphere from which women seem to have been systematically excluded was commercial activity that involved extensive travel. And overwhelmingly, this participation in the market economy seems to have been something sought, financed, and managed by rural families themselves (rather than, as in many parts of Europe, by a “putting-out” system controlled by merchants).

In Japan, urban and shogunal efforts to keep crafts in the hands of privileged city artisans collapsed along with the rest of the “medieval” social structure during the wars of the fifteenth century; both men and women in the countryside moved into all but a few crafts. While the Tokugawa tried – at least on paper – to re-“peasantize” the countryside, these efforts were at best a temporary success, at least in the more developed parts of the country.\textsuperscript{39} And where craft production settled in the countryside, women were almost always heavily involved. In towns and cities, too, “it seems likely that women’s economic participation in merchant and artisan households was more extensive than scholars have previously imagined.”\textsuperscript{40}

Summing up patterns of “proto-industrialization” for Japan and England, Saito Osamu argues that the English pattern featured a sharper geographic division of labor, and the Japanese a sharper gender division of labor.\textsuperscript{41} While this conclusion differs from the East–West comparisons that have been emphasized here, it is noteworthy that the complex division of labor Saito describes certainly did not exclude women from production for the market, nor mark either farming or handicrafts (as broad categories) as exclusively male or female. Instead, more specific products and tasks were gendered, and – particularly since, given the limited inter-regional division of labor in a flourishing domestic economy, each area produced many products – this was a division of labor in which both men and women participated in a wide variety of agricultural and handicraft activities (including some very lucrative ones).\textsuperscript{42}

In Europe, putting-out merchants were quick to note the potential profits to be made by tapping rural labor supplies. However, a political system that empowered urbanites and (in some cases) prevented rural families from making their own decisions about labor allocation meant that the ruralization of industry proceeded more slowly than in core regions of China and Japan.

Urban artisans were widely agreed to have a legitimate property right in the monopoly rights associated with their craft; this could be regulated, but not simply ignored.\textsuperscript{43} Enlightenment thinkers began to question the
legitimacy of this sort of property, but not until after 1789 (in some cases long after) did legal codes reflect their views. Partly because of this, European governments – which tended to be preoccupied with keeping order in cities – were well aware that any rapid dissolution of urban monopolies would lead to massive unrest, and frequently enforced bans on rural production. In much of Germany, the state moved – though not always successfully – to strengthen urban monopolies in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, guilds remained able to exclude rural competition even as late as 1848. In spite of such efforts, rural industry continued to spread through much of Western Europe during the early modern period, and some masters turned from trying to exclude rural laborers to employing them. Nonetheless, millions of other country-dwellers were still legally blocked from industrial activities by the power of urban privileges.

Meanwhile, rural families seeking to produce textiles for the market might face barriers from within the countryside, too. The Dukes of Rutland, for instance, apparently concluded (with some justice) that the spread of rural knitting led to competition for agricultural workers, higher birth rates, and ultimately higher assessments on the land to support the poor: and as owners of three-quarters of the village of Bottesford and buyers of most of its marketed output, they were able to prevent the development of such evils. As late as 1809 (and this in England, heartland of both liberalism and European textiles), Pitt described their policy thusly: “A numerous and able-bodied peasantry is here supported, no stockingers, and care taken there shall be none.” Not surprisingly, historians of Leicestershire have found that while textile development boomed in the county in general, it was often absent in villages that were dominated by a single noble family, and weak in areas of concentrated landownership. In some parts of Germany (especially outside Prussia) guild restrictions effectively barred many workers (especially women) from participating in textile production well into the nineteenth century.

Perhaps most striking – and directly contrary to the involutionist interpretation of female labor and Chinese development – the earning power of Western European women appears to have trailed that of their menfolk by much more than was the case in China, at least in the eighteenth century. Moreover, that gap was growing, as we shall soon see. By contrast, the earnings of a hypothetical Lower Yangzi woman working 200 days a year would in fact exceed those of a male agricultural laborer, even if the latter somehow found twelve months of work per year at unusually high pay rates. (They lagged behind the daily earnings of her husband if he was a tenant farmer, as tenants netted much more per day than proletarians – which no doubt mattered to power within the family, among other things – but for present purposes that is less crucial.) Thus, there is no reason to think, as Huang does, that Chinese peasant families would always prefer making their wives continue to produce goods for home consumption to
purchasing goods that saved time and allowed them to devote more of their labors to specialized production for the market; on the contrary, the potential gains from doing just that would have been (as we will see) as large as in Europe. Moreover, any claims that female-made products were delivered to the market in this period at a below-subsistence implicit wage by “self-exploiting” peasant families is empirically untenable. If the women themselves were receiving a below-market return on their labor because they could not easily leave their homes, it would appear that it was the males in their families (and/or a senior, more powerful female) who were pocketing the difference, not the merchants who dealt in their wares.

At least to this extent, Gates’ notion of a petty capitalist Chinese family exploiting its womenfolk has more basis than Huang’s notion of a Chayanovian family whose underpaid female labor merely depresses prices for all. (We should be careful, however, about assuming that the crucial variable is always gender rather than generation: see Mann, 1992, 1997, on the power of senior women over the earnings of both son and daughter-in-law.) Chinese farm families may indeed have been extracting surplus value from the labor of their womenfolk in particular; but this claim requires evidence that, despite their relatively equal earning power (at least in textile regions), women consumed much less above their basic energy requirements than men; and what little evidence we have is mixed. At any rate, as we will see in the next section, the evidence for sharp differences in consumption is actually stronger in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Europe. Gates’ suggestion that Chinese families have continually subordinated their women more ruthlessly to the goals of survival and accumulation by the family than could families in the more individualistic West rests on little evidence.

**Two hundred to one hundred years ago**

It is in the core of late eighteenth-century Western Europe, not China, that we find the largest and fastest-growing male-female wage gap. In the mid-eighteenth century, women’s wages in agriculture were typically about half of those for men, which was probably about the same as in the Yangzi Delta, but the gap grew thereafter; so did a gap in the amount of time worked. By the turn of the nineteenth century, the differences were very large indeed. Horrell and Humphries’ work on England, for instance, shows the contribution of women to the household budgets of various samples of workers between 1790 and 1865 varying from under 1 percent (for households headed by miners and by high-wage agricultural workers in certain periods) to a high of 24.3 percent (for households of factory workers after 1846; otherwise the highest figure is 11.6 percent). In most cases even the contribution of children exceeds that of adult women (presumably because more than one working child was often
involved), and that of women and children together reached 30–40 percent only for the poorest groups.

Even the highest of these figures for women is well below the ranges that would be plausible for either Japan or the more developed parts of China. Unfortunately, we do not have fully reliable figures on per day or per hour earnings; but given what we know of how much eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century women were involved in production for the market, figures like this must indicate far larger wage differentials than what we see in either China or Japan. (If we take just the 1787–1815 period in England, for instance, the multiple of men’s earnings over women’s for various occupational groups varies from 8 to 1 to 26 to 1; nobody has ever suggested a gap in hours worked during this period that would bring the per hour wage gap down to even 2 to 1.) The little bit of gendered wage data we have that is standardized by time units confirms this. It appears, then, that Chinese women, despite being severely limited in where they could work, were closer to pay equity with their menfolk than were their European sisters; the same to have been true (somewhat less surprisingly) for their Japanese peers.

It is harder to know how to estimate and assess gendered differences in consumption. Rural Chinese men do seem to have eaten much more than women. Agricultural manuals, for instance, suggest that adult females ate only half as much as adult males, and such a difference in consumption levels is logically necessary in order to square the manuals’ figures for adult male consumption with the average figures for the population as a whole that we find elsewhere. By contrast, adult women in nineteenth-century England ate about 70 percent as many calories as their husbands. But a fair amount of this difference may be due to differences in energy requirements: labor-intensive agriculture demands an astonishing amount of energy. (Certainly nobody has suggested that this was a very fat group of male peasants.) Unfortunately, we have no gendered estimates of grain consumption in eighteenth-century urban Chinese families, where the energy demands of male and female work would have been much more equal; but the earliest such figures I have found (from Shanghai in the 1930s) yield a ratio between adult male and female calorie intake (1.36:1) that is almost precisely that found in most developed countries today. And it is worth noting that many of the goods which we know the English working class was consuming in much larger amounts during the eighteenth century – particularly tobacco and liquor, which are most often cited as evidence of increased purchasing power – were overwhelmingly consumed by males; the same is true of the forms of commercialized leisure (boxing, horse-racing, etc.) that reached the popular classes before the mid-nineteenth century. In both China and Japan, it appears that goods which were less gendered, or even tilted toward women – medicines, cosmetics, textiles, etc. – made up a somewhat larger share of
increased consumption. (They figure very prominently in elite complaints about popular consumption – though this may reflect a particular hostility to female adornment on the part of Confucian moralists – and in lists of specialized goods available in local markets.) These fragments are nowhere near enough to make a confident comparison of how males and females shared the household budget in East Asia and in Western Europe, but they at least place the burden of proof on anyone who wishes to argue that women in pre-industrial East Asia saw the relative equality of their contributions to the family pot turn into a greater disadvantage in what they drew from that pot than their European sisters suffered.

But just as important as the huge earning differentials ca.1800 that Horrell and Humphries point to are their arguments about what happened over the next several decades. Over the course of what we might call the long nineteenth century (and the first half of the twentieth century), labor force participation rates of both women and children tended to fall, except during a few periods of exceptional hardship.\textsuperscript{57} Indeed, the phenomenon is sufficiently clear that De Vries\textsuperscript{58} marks a period beginning around 1800, accelerating after 1850, and continuing until roughly 1960 as a distinct phase of his industrious revolution, in which households moved from a “labor-supplying” strategy to a “labor-withholding strategy.” (He then sees another labor-supplying phase beginning in the 1960s and continuing through the present.) He sees this period as one in which households increasingly valued jointly consumed goods, both purchased (e.g. home furnishings) and self-produced (e.g. increased household cleanliness), while devoting less of their purchasing power to individually consumed goods (e.g. meals away from home, tobacco, etc.).

Even more important, De Vries argues that the labor-withholding strategy was compatible with increased investment in human capital in a way that the industrious revolution was not. At least English literacy rates had stagnated during the later eighteenth and early nineteenth century,\textsuperscript{59} but improved dramatically from the mid-nineteenth century on as children went to school; health improved as fewer young people worked long hours, food was more carefully prepared, and homes were kept cleaner; and so on. De Vries ends his summary of this period with a sweeping though (as he admits) speculative statement:

\textit{Indeed, I would go so far as to claim that it was more through the household productive system than the larger formal economy that the major achievements of industrial society – lower morbidity and mortality, better nutrition and higher educational levels, greater domestic comfort – were achieved. None of these “goods” could be bought off the shelf.}

(1994: 264)
Since no comparable labor-withholding phase is evident in Japan before the early twentieth century, or in China until very recent times (if at all), De Vries’ formulation poses at least three inter-related challenges for us. First, how are we to explain this striking divergence? Second, can we draw a compelling causal relationship – in either direction – between this divergence and the enormous divergence in living standards, technology, and capital accumulation between East and West during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries? (It is worth remembering here that while substantial industrialization began in Japan in the 1870s, and in a few parts of China after 1895, even in Japan living standards did not approach those of Western Europe and North America until well after 1945.) Third, it has often been noted that early industrialization in Japan relied heavily on female workers who were unusually poorly paid even by the standards of the time. For instance, women in Osaka textile mills in the early twentieth century were more poorly paid than their counterparts in Shanghai or even Bombay, though general living standards in Japan were certainly higher than in either China or India; and very low-paid female workers have been quite important in China’s more recent industrial boom, particularly its most export-oriented sectors. Can these patterns – in contrast to the labor-withholding pattern that became increasingly prominent in early European industrialization – be somehow linked to a fundamental difference in kinship and gender norms? We have seen that it is hard to credit notions that China or Japan had always under-compensated women’s work more than more “individualistic” Western Europe did; but might it nonetheless be the case that such a pattern has been pronounced and important in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries?

**Explaining labor withholding**

There is no single, straightforward, explanation for the decline in the participation of married women and children in the English labor force. De Vries notes that both the first (fifteenth to eighteenth, especially eighteenth century) and second (late twentieth century) periods in which households supplied increased amounts of labor to the market were periods of stagnant or declining real wages, but we cannot attribute the intervening labor withholding phase entirely to rising adult male wages, as he seems to suggest. Temporally, the decline in female labor force participation starts too early, since real wages did not unambiguously turn upwards until the late 1840s. Sociologically, the situation is complicated by the fact that the share of family income contributed by women behaved in roughly parallel fashion among families of high wage and low wage agricultural workers, outworkers, and tradesmen. Horrell and Humphries note, unsurprisingly, that women were more likely to remain in the paid labor force when their own wages were holding up well, and more likely to
exit it when their husbands’ wages rose and theirs did not;\textsuperscript{55} in other words, it seems to be trends in the male–female wage differential, rather than rising male wages alone, that drive the story. (And, in a few specific but important cases, there was a drying up in demand for certain kinds of women workers at any price: the collapse of hand-spinning, and the switch to agricultural tools which required greater upper body strength, come to mind.) In light of this pattern, it is worth thinking about how important it may have been that this wage differential seems to have already been quite large in comparative terms before mechanization. Certainly we need to invoke something besides industrialization tout court to explain labor withholding, and this unusually large “gender gap” and/or the elite cultural ideal of not working for pay seem the obvious candidates. Given how thoroughly that ideal was overturned in the case of males, with nineteenth-century working hours reaching what were probably all-time highs even among men who had significant amounts of property, I would be inclined to place greater weight on the wage gap than enduring cultural ideals in explaining labor withdrawal. This, of course, still leaves the size of the wage gap itself unexplained; and at least in this chapter, it will remain so.

**East Asian parallels and differences**

By contrast, we see no nineteenth-century signs of increased labor withholding in either China or Japan; on the contrary, the labor-supplying phase of their industrious revolutions seems to continue unabated, at least in some regions. Indeed, the marked expansion of silk production in much of Meiji Japan and in the post-Taiping Lower Yangzi and Guangdong (largely in response to soaring Euro-American demand) involved a substantial increase in female labor for the market in both places.\textsuperscript{66} The total number of workdays per year in Japanese agriculture rose 30 percent from 1880 to 1920, and the number of days worked per year by the average worker in agriculture by about 45 percent.\textsuperscript{67} No comparable figures are available for China, but the trend in most of the country appears to have been upward. Xu Xinwu cites an early twentieth-century work year for Jiangnan women making cloth of 305 days, which far exceeds the 180–220 days that various scholars have suggested for these women 100–150 years earlier.\textsuperscript{68}

Thus, measured against European expectations, it may seem that we have a non-story: with little growth in male real wages (Japan) or even a decline (much, though not all of China), there is no change away from a labor-supplying strategy. But at the same time, there are changes in the allocation of female labor between sectors that command our attention.

Before going any further, it is important to look a bit more closely at what was probably happening to real incomes in late eighteenth- to early twentieth-century China. The overall trend in per capita consumption of
most goods other than grain seems to have been flat or declining. Grain consumption in average years seems to have held steady, though disasters became more frequent and more devastating as the state became less willing and able to assist in rural crises.

When we take the apparent decline in non-grain consumption apart regionally, we find something more complex than any simple tendency to sink back to mere subsistence. Average levels of consumption in the three richest Chinese macro-regions – the Lower Yangzi, Southeast Coast, and Lingnan – appear to have held up rather well, albeit with significant fluctuations. What is most striking, though, is that these affluent regions came to include a much smaller portion of China’s population. The Yangzi Delta alone (the core of the Lower Yangzi region) fell from perhaps 20 percent of China’s population *ca.*1750 to barely 9 percent in 1850, and roughly 6 percent *ca.*1950. The relative declines in Lingnan and the Southeast Coast were not as sharp, but the pattern is similar: the three regions together had perhaps 40 percent of China’s population *ca.*1750 and under 25 percent in 1930. Moreover, within each of these macro-regions, most of what population growth there was appears to have been in the regional peripheries.

Meanwhile, most of China’s post-1750 population growth occurred in regions which, in the eighteenth century, had been major exporters of primary products to the Yangzi Delta in return for manufactured goods (especially cloth): North China (raw cotton), the Middle and Upper Yangzi (rice and timber), Manchuria (soybeans and timber), and, to a lesser extent, the Northwest and Southwest (mostly timber). As they filled up, all of these regions, except for Manchuria, exported far less to China’s core regions. This partly reflected genuine ecological constraints, as their own growing populations eliminated forests and/or cut into earlier rice surpluses. In the Middle and Upper Yangzi and North China, it also reflected substantial growth of handicraft industry (mostly cotton-spinning and weaving); this both reduced the market for cloth from older cores and meant that additional (mostly female) labor that might have otherwise been used to further expand agricultural output was re-directed toward handicrafts. In North China, worsening shortages of land and water were such that the marginal returns to additional labor in agriculture must have fallen steeply, but this was much less true in the Middle and Upper Yangzi. Qing officials in Hunan, for instance, were quite struck by how few peasant families (even with substantial government encouragement) chose to double-crop their grain fields, often attributing it to “laziness.” Instead it seems quite likely that as average farm size shrank in these areas, while cloth production soared, what was happening was a reallocation of female (and to some extent child) labor: rather than farm their smaller plots more intensively by utilizing all the family labor they had once used on larger plots, households utilized this labor for
handicraft production. Given that the terms of trade were generally shifting against handicrafts during this period (the value in rice of a piece of cloth may have fallen as much as 50 percent in Jiangnan, where our data is best\textsuperscript{72}), this may at first seem curious, though we must remember that labor used to produce a second (or third) crop on a given piece of land generally yields much less per hour than the labor used to produce the first crop.

It is probably still more important, though, that, in China, producing textiles at home was the epitome of what Francesca Bray has called “womanly work”:\textsuperscript{73} i.e. activities thought to nurture feminine virtue and to \textit{contribute} to the increasingly central female role of raising proper children. Indeed, the same state that was hoping to see more double-cropping in the Middle and Upper Yangzi also made a systematic effort to show people there how to plant cotton, how to spin and weave it, and to promote the normative ideal of the “man plows, woman weaves” family.\textsuperscript{74} Thus, an \textit{increasingly} sharp gender division of labor within these regions can be seen as the increasing conformity of families to a long-established and heavily promoted notion of the proper family, brought into reach for more families by technological change (increased knowledge of cotton growing and its use in the Middle and Upper Yangzi, and the spread of spinning cellars, which trapped enough humidity to allow cotton-spinning during the long semi-arid season in the North\textsuperscript{75}), and – in the Middle and Upper Yangzi, though not North China – by what were probably continued, though slight, increases in per capita income.\textsuperscript{76}

Meanwhile, the declining ability of advanced regions to export cheap cloth and import primary products was one important reason for the very limited population growth in these regions. (In the early twentieth century, this constraint was somewhat reduced by the rise in rice imports from Southeast Asia, as Chinese and Indian laborers settled newly-drained “rice bowls” in the Mekong, Irrawaddy and Chaophraya Deltas; after imports more or less dried up from 1937 to the late 1970s, under the influence of foreign invasion, civil war, and then cold war, they have now again become important to these very dynamic regions.) A combination of out-migration and relatively efficient birth control kept population down, and helped these areas protect their standards of living,\textsuperscript{77} which were still the highest in China.

Another part of protecting this standard of living under worsening trade conditions (at least in respect to the rest of China) was a move up the value-added ladder in handicrafts: as hinterland regions produced more low and medium grade cloth in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, coastal regions increasingly concentrated on higher-end cotton fabrics requiring more skill,\textsuperscript{78} and (especially after 1860) on silk. These more expensive products were sold to an even more far-flung market (but with fewer potential buyers in each locale), including a
number of areas beyond China. While this move up the value-added ladder is small compared to the kinds of advances we use as an index of whether contemporary developing countries are really entering the ranks of the prosperous (e.g. moving from textiles to auto parts or electronics), and thus easily overlooked, it is important to free ourselves from such anachronistic biases: and once we do, this appears as a perfectly normal adjustment of a sophisticated, though non-mechanized, industrial region responding to changes in the larger East Asian world of which it was a part.

In terms of gender roles, such a pattern of development had the effect of making the gendered division of labor in the most advanced coastal areas much sharper, just as it was coming to be in the newly (proto-) industrializing Middle and Upper Yangzi. As previously noted, Li Bozhong has argued that it is in the nineteenth century that references to men and women working together in the fields essentially disappear from the Lower Yangzi record. The separation became particularly clear where silk production came to dominate, since silkworm raising, silk-reeling, and silk weaving all generally took place in separate buildings: in the case of both reeling and weaving, often buildings that were at some distance from the family’s farm. Under the circumstances, women could usually play little role in agriculture, and men little role in sericulture; moreover, as women’s work became more skilled, it made more sense, from the perspective of maximizing household income, for both men and women to specialize. It is worth noting in this connection that in North China – where people were generally less prosperous, the agricultural season was shorter, and the cloth people produced generally coarser – both men and women continued to weave during the off-season. Thus women did not leave the paid labor force in late eighteenth- to early twentieth-century East Asia as they did in Europe – quite the contrary – but they did tend, with some exceptions (such as the tea country, where there seems to have been almost no cloth production, and men and women worked side by side in the fields) to leave agriculture and concentrate more on “womanly work.”

Thus, when compared to European patterns of proto- and early industrialization, the Chinese pattern moved very decidedly in the direction emphasized by Saito for Tokugawa Japan. There was less geographic division of labor – though I would emphasize that this was decline from a very high base – as Chinese hinterlands and Japanese outer han imitated the textile and other industries that had first taken root in advanced regions; meanwhile there was a deepening and spread across space of the division of labor within the family, as families in more areas could afford to direct their wives and daughters into womanly work, while improved earnings for farmers relative to spinners and weavers (and in Jiangnan rising skill requirements) kept men out of such work. In Japan, rapid factory-based
industrialization, urbanization, and revolutionary changes in transportation broke these patterns in the twentieth century, so that the country’s new division of labor looked increasingly “Western.” In China, however, where machine-based industry grew much more slowly, the pattern became steadily more entrenched, and was widely assumed to be “traditional” by 1949 (even where it was actually fairly new); this would have important consequences for policy in the People’s Republic.

**Migration**

Before moving to the post-1949 period, however, it is worth considering one other way in which gender and kinship norms may have had an important effect on economic dynamics: namely, through its effects on patterns of migration. Very crudely, poor people in a crowded region have two basic migration paths open to them. They can either move to where land/labor ratios are more favorable to them (e.g. a frontier) or to some place where capital/labor ratios are more favorable (and where there are likely to be industrial or service jobs, for which the supply of land is not crucial). In some cases, potential migrants may find a destination where both land and capital are more plentiful relative to labor than back home: for instance, post-1865 North America and Australia (for most migrants), and perhaps the southern cone of Latin America (for, say, Italian, though not German emigrants), or contemporary Western Europe (for South and Southeast Asians). But for most purposes, particularly before the surge in capital-intensive industry and farming that made the sparsely populated “neo-Europes” exceptionally rich, one can treat these pulls as distinct.

From the sixteenth to the eighteenth century, Chinese institutions had been remarkably effective at encouraging people to move toward available land, often over very long distances: we see just how effective when we consider that Chinese migration to Sichuan alone in the eighteenth century far exceeded all European migration to the New World in the three centuries from 1500 to 1800. This was due to the absence of various artificial barriers important in the West (e.g. one could move to the Chinese frontier while remaining free, while a poor Western European seeking the relatively under-populated land of the Ukraine or Hungary would have had to become less free, and two-thirds of whites seeking the free lands of North America had to indenture themselves), to the presence of hui guan and other institutions that efficiently transmitted information about migration opportunities, and to a state that often provided seed money, loans, and either de facto or de jure tax holidays for people reclaiming new land. But once empty and fertile land to move to had become scarce in the nineteenth century (except in Manchuria, Mongolia and overseas), it is striking to notice that relatively few migrants from
poor regions moved toward the densely populated but high average income regions along the East and South China coasts.

The phenomenon of China’s richest regions receiving few migrants and still sending many requires some explanation, since there were not the sorts of internal passports or other legal barriers that barred these flows in Tokugawa Japan and Maoist China. After all, despite its nineteenth-century troubles, the Lower Yangzi still had a much higher per capita income than the Middle Yangzi or North China, and as more and more people in those regions found it hard to get access to enough land, one could imagine them migrating toward the handicraft and service jobs of the Yangzi Delta; restarting its population growth, lowering its wages, improving the competitiveness of its cloth, and moving living standards in different parts of the country closer to the rough equality that an abstract model would predict for a society in which people, money, and goods could move fairly freely and information about opportunities elsewhere seems to have been widely available. That is, one could imagine it if single women had been able to migrate alone (toward textile-making jobs) without stigma, had weaving not been seen as ideally done by women in a household in which the husband had land to farm (as a tenant or owner-occupier) and so on.

But in fact migration by unaccompanied women was extremely rare in pre-twentieth-century China: in part for that reason, Chinese cities (in sharp contrast to most early modern European ones) were almost always heavily male. And if female potential weavers were only supposed to migrate as part of households with a male head seeking access to land, no such reverse migration back to the coast was likely to occur, even once interior areas had become pretty full. Even tenants in the Yangzi Delta generally earned more than owner-operators upriver, but the initial rent deposits that landlords required would have been a significant obstacle for poor farmers coming from inland regions. It took the rise of urban factory-based industry (some of which came with dormitories for single women workers attached) and a proletariat in the European sense in the twentieth century to create a significant flow of female migrants toward richer coastal regions. (This process was then halted again, as we shall see, by the CCP’s ban on migration to the cities from roughly 1960 to the 1980s.) The restrictions on the geographic mobility of Chinese women – the one area in which they do seem to have been much more restrained than either Japanese or Western European women – may then have placed important limits on the ability of families to deploy that labor for maximum income before the 1920s: with important consequences for the geography of proto-industry, poverty, and development in modern China.

It is worth noting here, however, that even this story is perhaps not best told as one powered by a specific cultural restriction on women, particularly insofar as the counter-factual we are imagining is women moving
from the hinterlands to Jiangnan to take up exactly the same work as before. The point seems to be at least as much a family division of labor which was normative for men as well as women (particularly striking if weaving really did pay better than farm work in the eighteenth century) and which went along with strong preferences (both on the part of the state and among individuals) for at least some tie to the land. As Charles Tilly and others have noted, the age of rural industry in Europe saw the growth of a rural proletariat (couples of two textile workers, or a textile worker and a hired hand), and, in some places, villages full of such couples. These rural proletarians often reproduced themselves for several generations, but were then relatively easily moved to the cities when entrepreneurs found concentrated factories preferable to dispersed putting out.88 By contrast, the bulk of Chinese proto-industry was carried out in families in which one member still had strong ties to the land, and which often supplied their own raw materials (rarer in Europe, and virtually non-existent after the switch to cotton for fiber and coal for fuel). Such families were slower to move to cities even once urban factories existed: in part no doubt because they felt more secure and closer to the family ideal than even a wealthier family of two wage earners would be. Or, to put the matter in terms closer to those chosen by Sugihara, a household economic strategy based on participating in many kinds of production, on being able to extend the labor year to maximize income, and on the role of the household head as allocator of labor across these varied tasks may have made risking proletarianization seem particularly unattractive, even if this risk went along with moving to an area with higher average incomes. Again, then, a strongly defined gender division of labor seems to have been a partial alternative to a sharpening of the geographic division of labor.89

The past fifty years

The West and Japan

For Europe and North America, the most striking development in the gender division of labor since 1945 is what De Vries calls a new industrious or labor-supplying phase. After a huge surge in hours worked by married women during World War II, the late 1940s and 1950s saw a pronounced return to labor-withholding strategies, which were soon taken to be normal even for many working-class families. But since 1960, there has been a new and prolonged rise in hours worked by married women and, to a lesser extent, by teenagers, with only a very slight decline in hours for married men. Fourteen percent of married US women were in the paid labor force in 1940; 60 percent were in 1990. Labor force participation by 16–19 year olds rose more modestly, from 45 percent in 1960/65 to 55
percent in 1980/89, but even this relatively small increase is striking in an era in which school attendance was also rising markedly. European patterns are not quite so stark – hours for males have fallen more than in the USA, and hours for women and teenagers have risen less – but the general direction of change is similar. The same is true with regard to the social and cultural accompaniments of the new industrious household: the decline of value added in the home and the increased use of fast and frozen foods, organized day care, professional tutoring services, and so on. There are also broad similarities across Europe and North America (though with some important differences, too) in the differing types of jobs men and women get: the greater (though of late probably declining) likelihood that men will have long-term job security, substantial benefits, and so on. (Of course many benefits are much less tied to jobs in Europe or even Canada than in the USA.)

Japanese married women are still slightly less likely to work outside the home than wives in most of Europe or North America, though the way in which data are categorized makes direct comparisons difficult. The far more striking contrast, however, is in types of work. Married Japanese women are far less likely than their Western counterparts to be found in well-paid or managerial jobs and trail much further behind their male compatriots in the degree to which they enjoy security and benefits. A surprisingly large percentage of married women do paid manual labor from within their homes, which is quite rare in other advanced industrial societies. Japanese society also emphasizes a female role as home-based contributors to the human capital of others, but without the strong prejudice against combining this with some sort of income-producing work that one found in the West from roughly the Victorian era through the 1950s. The result is that the fairly high rate of participation in the paid labor force for Japanese women is not matched by either an emphasis on income-earning as an activity for women that is as important as domestic responsibilities or a sense that it is important that women have relatively equal access to the better-compensated and more secure parts of the job market. To put it in other terms, the labor-withholding phase that followed early industrialization in the West was never as marked in Japan, despite a parallel growth in the male/female earnings gap and a comparably strong preference for a gendered division of labor (though not quite the same one as in the West).

Certainly Japanese households today, like their Western counterparts, are in a labor-supplying phase – except during the period when the family has young children. And, if anything, the recent stagnation of wages in Japan seems likely to keep many women in the paid labor force somewhat longer. The big difference is that Japanese women seem significantly more excluded from the better-paid and more secure parts of the labor force than their North Atlantic counterparts, and the current stagnation of real
wages may well increase male resistance to changing that. On the other hand, the unusually high dependency ratios in Japan (due in part to exceptional longevity) seem likely to continue to rise, and since Japan seems far less inclined than either the United States or most of Western Europe to allow immigration substantial enough to counteract this trend, there may be some erosion of the barriers keeping women out of the more skilled and permanent parts of the workforce. Under the circumstances it seems possible that Japan will come to look more like the North Atlantic countries in many of these respects – and that Europe and North America will continue to move away from the nineteenth-century gender ideas that caused them (and, more tentatively, Japan) to deviate from Tokugawa-like “industrious” patterns. Since the ideal of the wife who did not work for pay came rather late to Japan in the first place, and has long been honored in the breach even by many middle-class families, it seems destined to mark a rather brief period in the country’s history.

**China: the collective era**

The Chinese situation from 1949–78 looks very different from either Japan or pre-1949 China, and different again from developments since 1978. I begin with a brief analysis of the Maoist period, but will focus on the reform era.

On the one hand, most of the leadership of the People’s Republic was quite determined to have all adults in the labor force, and was generally able to make this a reality. Thus huge numbers of women entered the paid labor force (or the full-time paid-labor force) who were not there before, both in cities and in the countryside. This change was particularly pronounced in certain poor areas that had had few commercial handicrafts and where women were often either not needed in the fields or were not thought to belong there.

On the other hand, the new regime came over the course of the 1950s to think of what was essentially a two-sector model of the economy: agriculture and mechanized industry. This had fateful consequences for gender relations in the countryside; we will begin with them, and then turn to the urban and state sectors.

Rural handicrafts, like other “sidelines,” were increasingly squeezed out of existence. In the many parts of the country in which women had become increasingly specialized in handicrafts over the previous centuries, huge numbers of rural women found themselves effectively deskilled, and consigned to a crowded agricultural sector where they often faced both serious disadvantages (in, for instance, tasks requiring upper body strength) and serious discrimination, including various taboos. While attempts were made to train some women in the use of new agricultural equipment (in the favored areas where such equipment was
available), they do not seem to have been very successful. In part, this was because of long-standing taboos against women being away from home, especially overnight, since tractor stations were few and had to serve large areas. While women—especially older women—often retained control of such family-controlled sidelines as vegetable gardening and poultry-raising, which, during more liberal periods, could yield a large share of a family’s income, such work was not always possible, and was rarely highly valued by the official culture.

Meanwhile, the work-point system seems to have placed both a floor and a ceiling on rural women’s earnings, so that they generally earned 60–80 percent (more often probably closer to 60 percent) of what males doing comparable work earned. Since most income was apparently paid to the household (represented by its head) as a unit, rather than to individuals, it is not clear how relative wages translated into individual access to goods; but for families in which relative influence, respect, or comfort were at least roughly related to the visible financial contributions of each member, work-points would probably have been the most relevant measure.

Thus, Maoism changed the economic significance of gender in both city and countryside, but in very different ways. Urban women seem to have moved much closer to economic equality with men. Birth rates, the hazards of pregnancy, and the incidence of poverty so severe that it forced neglect with the result that family members (usually girls) all decreased sharply in the cities; educational attainments converged at least through high school; wages were paid to individuals; and in many (though certainly not all) occupations, at least pay rates for the same work were equalized. While the post-1978 era has seen disproportionate job losses among women and some attempts to promote a “return to the household” for women as a positive program, the bulk of the pre-1978 gains seem likely to be retained, and the one child policy (which has been far more successful in the cities than the countryside) has strongly encouraged families to invest as much in the future of their daughters as they would in their sons.

By contrast, though rural women also made gains (especially in life expectancy), many aspects of the re-gendering of work affected them negatively. The main path for rural women seems to have been from a pre-revolutionary world of very different kinds of labor force participation, with female work usually but not always less well compensated, and backed by an ideology of complementarity, to a more uniform world of paid work, with women more poorly paid for doing the same kinds of work as men (and bearing most of the responsibility for domestic work, too). Coupled with unprecedented population growth, a near-ban on migration after 1960, and (at least much of the time) formal discouragement of traditional sidelines, this probably made the 1950s to 1970s the period of
Chinese history in which the involutionary model of the economy was closest to being accurate: however, the unit that disposed of “surplus” labor was no longer the family but the work team or brigade. And in a situation in which nobody (except a few cadres) traveled much, prejudices against unaccompanied women traveling were not likely to be challenged. Thus, while we should not forget all the positive ways in which the early PRC laid a basis for the growth that has occurred since 1978 – providing unprecedented levels of public health, literacy, political stability, and water control, for instance – it also did much to freeze (or even create) both geographic and gender patterns in the countryside that have much to do with the extremely unequal experience of the post-1978 boom.

**Gender and development in post-Mao China**

For purposes of this chapter, three inter-related features of China’s post-1978 development are particularly noteworthy: (1) the prominence of women (mostly young women) in export-oriented assembly-line plants; (2) the feminization of agriculture in many of the more dynamic parts of rural China, as men move into better-paid industrial and service jobs (though in some of the best-off areas, both men and women now disdain field work, which is done either by the elderly or by “guest workers” from the Chinese interior); and (3) the ways in which many township and village enterprises (TVEs), which both need to make profits and to please local cadres, have simultaneously utilized limits on female mobility to increase their rates of accumulation, while assigning more desirable jobs in ways that tend to reinforce male leadership in the household.

The first of these patterns is found around the world, especially in export-processing zones; it thus requires no special explanation in terms of East Asian or Chinese characteristics. What may be somewhat unusual is the extent to which women go to these jobs without breaking with their families, continue to send money home, and so help stabilize the countryside. Meanwhile, that these women can work away from home and then return to their villages as respectable adults separates them from the relatively immobile women of the Qing, and also from the rural-born women workers in Republican cities, who rarely returned to their natal places (unless they broke their contracts, in which case they probably did not return home to great respect). This may partly reflect changing gender norms, though it is also true that many factories today, like their Republican predecessors, house their female workers in dormitories and supervise them closely. Meanwhile, an important question for the future is whether these jobs, like employment opportunities for young women in many other times and places, will erode the control of seniors over juniors and males over females in rural Chinese families.

The second feature, though it shows again the remarkable flexibility of
Chinese gender norms under changed socio-economic circumstances (and thus casts still further doubt on any notion that they were binding on economic actors in the past, either), does not seem particularly surprising. Those who are more socially and culturally empowered are of course likely to move first into better-paying jobs; and farming is generally more compatible with child care and housework than many of the better-paying jobs (which often involve substantial commutes, or even a migratory existence). A more complex issue, though, is whether women experience this feminization of agriculture as ghettoization, and whether they implicitly compare this new division of labor to a gender-neutral one, or to one with a different gender division of labor (such as that of 1949–78).

There is evidence that some married women, even if they are being left further behind by their menfolk in terms of both income and connections to the wider world, may experience the combination of increased earnings in absolute terms (especially in peri-urban areas) and relative freedom from supervision as a positive development. Greenhalgh provides the following summary of attitudes in a market-gardening village near Xi’an, in which the men have largely moved out of agriculture: “Although [married women’s] economic opportunities remained limited to family horticulture, they loved the open air of the fields and cherished the opportunity to make important contributions to the family economy.”

Judd, describing a Shandong village where reform has had less impact than most, but where many men are nonetheless now in industry or working elsewhere, notes that it is now common for women to retire from agricultural labor when their sons marry, while the daughter-in-law takes their place in the fields; later they will provide much of the child care, so that the daughter-in-law can continue to earn money. According to Judd, the mothers-in-law generally welcome this arrangement while for the daughters-in-law “the period between a woman’s marriage and the birth of her first child may be one of the pleasantest periods of her life.”

If this were a common situation, it would represent a remarkable contrast to the picture provided in classic ethnographies of rural China, in which these were generally presumed to be the most miserable years of a woman’s life (and had the suicide rates to prove it). On the other hand, the women quoted above may be putting the best possible face on their situation for benefit of their foreign interlocutors; most women are presumably aware of the advantages of non-farm employment, and many of them must find exclusion from such work disturbing, even if they also agree that their lot within agriculture has improved. With only anecdotal evidence, I see no way to tell how common any given reaction is.

Little of this needs to be explained in terms of particularly Chinese or East Asian patterns; but the feminization of farming, particularly insofar as some women do find it acceptable, may provide an interesting perspective on Chinese gender roles. As Susan Mann has recently noted, when
asked to think about Chinese gender roles, most of us immediately think about male–female interactions in the family. Yet millions of Chinese have always passed much of their time in unisex environments, including work environments: the “inner quarters” of well-off households, the huiguan and other social clubs of overwhelmingly male cities, and many of the work teams of the collective era were all essentially unisex. And while some work environments are becoming more integrated today, the agricultural example above suggests that new unisex workplaces are also appearing. With both short- and long-term travel still much easier for men, a state that still enforces links to the land for millions of families, and a long-standing practice of high labor force participation rates for women, it seems likely that economic change for women will primarily involve changing definitions of what work belongs within “women’s sphere,” and the conditions and compensation for “women’s work,” rather than a breakdown of the separation of spheres. And while the two spheres are clearly unequal, some women may welcome the autonomy that this division makes possible, especially since the generational inequalities that once made many homosocial environments extremely hierarchical have weakened considerably since 1949.

But in places more industrialized than the villages surveyed by Judd and Greenhalgh, the life-cycle and locational patterns of rural Chinese women’s work have changed dramatically; and they may now resemble either Europe or Japan in the proto-industrial and early industrial periods more than they do earlier Chinese patterns. Unmarried women in relatively developed villages, as we will see, often do work outside the home, usually in low-skilled jobs in local factories, just as unmarried young rural women in Japan and Western Europe often did either handicraft work or service. Many married rural women work for the market, but they are mostly still part of household enterprises rather than earning wages: in Hare’s Guangdong samples, 54.6 percent of single women worked for wages, but only 1.3 percent of married women.\(^{113}\) (There is also some resemblance here to Brinton’s account of working wives in contemporary Japan, cited above.)

Moreover, in both the early-modern cases elsewhere and the rural Chinese case today, married women with young children are apparently more likely to participate in work for the market than women with older children. The reasons, to be sure, differ sharply. In early modern and early industrial Europe the woman with a young child was likely to have more than one young child, so that her family’s consumption needs were at their life-cycle peak; she stayed in the paid labor force (often while continuing to be the principal child-care provider) to earn necessary money until at least one child could replace her.\(^ {114}\) The rural Chinese woman today is likely to have two children at most and a mother-in-law who is still relatively young and vigorous; her labor force participation is
thus a rather different phenomenon. In some cases, these women may leave the paid labor force when a daughter enters it, but it is at least as likely that she will wait until she has a daughter-in-law to do so.

The daughter, except in particularly poor areas, is likely to at least begin middle school; but she is also likely to have some time when she has stopped going to school but has not yet married. A large percentage of these young women work outside the home (and often outside the village), as we have seen. Many others, though, take over domestic and agricultural chores for their natal families when they leave school. Moreover, there is a growing question about a sub-set of these women who are leaving school early. While older women who are taking on housework to allow their daughters-in-law to earn money may not mind this (as Judd suggests), teenage girls who are being relegated to a domestic role (as opposed to either school or paid work) are probably losing out quite seriously. Estimates of the number of school-age children not in school vary widely from study to study, but in every sample, the large majority of those not in school are girls; in one Zhejiang study, school-age girls not in school outnumbered boys by three to one. Girls also far outnumber boys among child laborers, both within family enterprises and in others.115

It is unclear how widespread the phenomenon of keeping girls out of school to work for family enterprises or do domestic labor is. In a survey of reasons for not attending school in 1990, most of the difference between rural boys and girls was accounted for by the answers “financial,” “not allowed to,” and “too much housework.” Hare also cites evidence which suggests that significantly more girls than boys are withdrawn from school to meet family labor requirements, and that this is particularly common in families that have a relatively large amount of land (and thus farm tasks) per worker.116 Young men are much less likely to forgo finishing school, in spite of the generally higher wages available to them and the lack of correlation between education and earning power in most of rural China.117 Moreover, approximately 10 percent of rural females aged 18–19 were reported in a 1993 survey to have never attended school: a lower figure than for older cohorts, but still significant.118 These young women – even more than those who do the less desirable jobs in TVEs, about whom more in the next section – seem to be being sacrificed for the good of others. They are being deprived of the opportunity to accumulate human capital in narrowly economic terms, and of cultural resources, in order to aid the accumulation of a unit they will not remain part of.

There is no obvious analogy for such a phenomenon in the experience of earlier industrializers, since the first labor-supplying phase in Japan and Western Europe preceded universal middle school attendance, and the current one has not interfered with it. Nonetheless, the resemblance to earlier female life cycle patterns elsewhere is suggestive, and provides a
context in which to consider our last topic: the relationship between women and TVEs, which have been the prime motors of rural Chinese development over the past two decades, and employ the largest numbers of the rural young women who work outside the family fields and courtyard.

**TVEs, gender norms and strategies of accumulation**

TVEs are – at least in theory – enterprises that are officially owned by the village or township government and *leased* to private entrepreneurs, rather than purely private businesses; and contrary to what often appears in journalistic accounts, they have thus far been much more important as sources of output, employment, revenue, and capital accumulation than private enterprises *per se* in most of China.\(^{119}\) State firms generally pay better than TVEs and provide various other benefits to the individuals who work for them, but they are few and far between outside large cities, and declining in numbers everywhere.

Though the entrepreneurs running TVEs may wish to maximize profits, the institutional role of the local government that owns the firm allows them to impose a number of restrictions which meet the political goals of local cadres and to some extent reflect the norms of their constituents: preferential hiring for local residents, guarantees of local reinvestment, donations for social services and local infrastructure, and (perhaps most interesting for our purposes) limits on income inequality among employees.\(^{120}\) Some of them are even compelled to hire from families that have no members in non-agricultural employment so long as such people are available.\(^{121}\) Such a policy spreads better-paid non-farm work relatively evenly among households, but that is not all. In areas where little truly private enterprise exists, it also has the effect of insuring that there will be one person in each household (usually a male) with higher income than the rest of the family, thus propping up a principal breadwinner role in circumstances in which firms seeking the cheapest possible labor (often female) might otherwise tend to undermine it.

Whether consciously or not, such policies continue an important pattern that runs through most of the history of the People’s Republic, in spite of numerous policy switches: the tendency to couple certain kinds of economic radicalism with gender conservatism, appealing especially to rural males by offering them an environment in which – in sharp contrast to the pre-revolutionary situation – every peasant male could realistically aspire to be head of a “normal” family.\(^{122}\) (This guarantee is, however, likely to become increasingly empty for poorer men as birth control policies, cultural preferences, differences in earning power and the availability of amniocentesis combine to produce a surplus of male children over
females. The long-term consequences of this trend for the status of women, the problems of poor men, and the legitimacy of the state are still far from clear.)

When this is judged in a still longer historical perspective, we again see a pattern in which limits on geographical division of labor (TVEs often depend on local government protection of various sorts to avoid being undersold by “imports” from other parts of China, as well as to secure re-investment of profits) go along with the elaboration of a gender division of labor that sustains an incompletely proletarianized rural industrial workforce. While the government’s announced goal of having people “leave the land but not the countryside” has certainly not been completely achieved – as witness the huge “floating population,” at least some of which now seems to be permanently urbanized – it has tended to have a number of effects, which in some ways continue trends of middle and late Qing political economy in a world whose technologies are often thought to link development inexorably to both proletarianization and urbanization. Once again, an impressive share of industrial production remains in the countryside, and many households that participate in it also have one foot in agriculture (and even in subsistence agriculture), with guaranteed access to land. Indeed, there are often pressures on families to continue to do some farming even where there are enough non-farm jobs that everybody could have one; and both state policy and the policies of TVEs that are influenced by local norms tend to put men in jobs that are better paid, involve more travel and/or contact with non-kin, and thus tend to buttress their positions as heads of the households. (This includes, ironically, a reconceptualization of agriculture as “inside work,” when for generations it was seen as male and “outside” compared to home-based textile production.) In geographic terms, economic policy remains poised between an idea of economic growth premised on the development of a national market and division of labor and another which envisions the replication of a series of largely self-sufficient cells. Despite a commitment to growth, the state still treats rural to urban migration as an unfortunate necessity, and the migrants themselves are subject to various official and unofficial discouragements.

**Gender, mobility, and accumulation revisited**

If the gender division of labor again has women producing for the market while limiting the physical sites and types of work they can do – preventing the women themselves from being fully in the market – it makes sense to consider a contemporary version of a hypothesis we rejected for the Qing: that Chinese development has been fundamentally driven by the commercial exploitation of women working for artificially low returns (and working more hours than they would be hired for in a profit-seeking firm
that had to pay competitive wages to potentially mobile workers). This time, however, such arguments center primarily on the village, not the family, and see the process leading, not to involution at a subsistence level, but to substantial capital accumulation. In part, because of this difference, such arguments seem to me to invite a more useful set of comparisons between China and Europe than do the arguments discussed in our earlier literature review: one which finds similarities and differences (and so invites some re-thinking of European stories), rather than stressing differences alone in a way that essentializes divergent “Eastern” and “Western” paths.

Not all jobs at TVEs are equally desirable, and there is a strong tendency for males to get the better ones. Women are, for instance, almost completely excluded from management of TVEs, and especially from sales and procurement – among the best paid work, and work that is most likely to foster the connections needed to further any private business initiatives – because of the need for unaccompanied travel, social contact with unrelated men, and drinking that are required. Production work involving high-tech skills is also disproportionately given to men, though with some significant exceptions. There is a strong tendency for young women in particular (who are the majority of women employed in TVEs) to be given the least remunerative work, and the ones in which they will gain the fewest skills, even when their educational and other qualifications resemble those of males; nonetheless, they are generally regarded as better workers than young unmarried men. Married women are often excluded entirely, which of course also reinforces the tendency not to give younger women work in which they will acquire valuable skills: better to reserve those for males who will continue to be part of both the enterprise and the village for many years to come. In light of these tendencies, Judd concludes that for the firms which are the principal motor of rural Chinese accumulation:

This accumulation should be seen as substantially consisting of the appropriation of the product of women’s labor, and especially young women’s labor. Similar appropriation of young women’s labor has been reported for nearby Taiwan (Diamond 1979) and Hong Kong (Salaff 1981).

At a slightly greater remove of time and space, it is also similar to processes observed for Europe, in which socio-economic changes in capitalist modernization were facilitated through a reliance on young women’s labor. Their relative powerlessness enabled their labor to fuel capitalist economic growth and to reconcile it to a domestic economy. The encapsulation of domestic economy within capitalist economy stabilized the latter.

(1994: 105)
The analogies are provocative, and Judd’s analysis of how the state (which, among other things, makes the “household” rather than the individual the crucial unit for so many economic and social purposes) has helped create this situation (rather than simply “failing” to dislodge an age-old, domestically anchored patriarchy) is quite helpful. But this point suggests some further differences, both from other East Asian cases and from early modern Europe (and Japan).

First of all, it is noteworthy that despite the pervasiveness of various sorts of sexism, the wage gaps between men and women doing the same work do not appear very large: in a study of TVEs in three relatively prosperous townships (one in Jiangsu, one in Guangdong, and one in Jiangxi), gender made a 14 percent difference in pay once other variables were controlled for. Hare (1999: n. 2) cites two studies which found a 20 percent intra-occupational difference between men and women (without controlling for other factors) and one study that found a 40 percent gap. Even the 40 percent gap seems relatively small compared to many other societies, including the early modern European case we looked at earlier; certainly the 20 percent gap (and the 14 percent gap after controlling for other variables) are historically fairly small. Rural China may indeed be building its capital stock at the expense of young women, but if so it seems likely that the allegedly less familistic and “traditional” Europeans did so even more.

Second, there are again questions about who is doing the accumulating at women’s expense, and how. Salaff’s (1995) and Diamond’s (1979) analyses concern women working for profit-maximizing firms in Hong Kong and Taiwan and turning over at least some of their pay to parents, even if they do not live with them; they thus raise the same question as before about whether the surplus generated by these women’s labors are going to the firm or to the women’s families. Both authors argue that the firms receive the lion’s share, but that the pecuniary benefit to these women’s families is still significant. It is not significant because these households are doing any substantial accumulating of their own, but because the little bit they do receive is enough to align their interests with those of their daughters’ employers – both benefit from labor discipline and worker frugality – and so to add the pull of family affections to the other pressures leading these women to acquiesce in their exploitation. Tsurumi makes a roughly similar argument for early Japanese factory women. It is, in Judd’s phrase, one way in which “the encapsulation of a domestic economy within a capitalist economy stabilized the latter.”

Ching-Kwan Lee considers similar issues in a comparative study of women in Shenzhen and Hong Kong factories – but with a difference that is important for us. In Hong Kong, she suggests, gender ideology and filiality are very important parts of labor discipline: but in Shenzhen they are much less so, with more direct coercion, backed by the state, playing a
more significant role. It is, of course, possible that the young women of Shenzhen, who are often quite far away from their parents, feel the tug of filiality less than most women. Nonetheless, Lee’s emphasis on coercion in the Shenzhen case suggests the possibility that the ideological weight of the family in TVE labor discipline may also have been overestimated.

It is also worth noting that the locus of accumulation in the case of TVEs is somewhat different than with the factories (or putting-out merchants) employing underpaid women in our other cases. While the entrepreneurs in TVEs clearly benefit from the surplus young women workers generate, much of the profit from TVEs accrues to the village as a collectivity. Indeed, because of the peculiar tax structure of rural China, profits and contributions from TVEs are by far the most important way of funding local services. As a result, Bird and Gelb found that while a Jiangsu township with many TVEs had an average per capita income seven times that of one with few TVEs (though both were in areas of fairly well-developed agriculture), the public spending per capita of the more industrialized township was 140 times that of the more agrarian township.

More recently, West and Wong found that per capita revenues varied among townships in one county (Penglai, Shandong) from a low of 23 yuan to a high of 294 (a ratio of 13:1), while the variation among counties within the province was over 16:1. While these differences are less extreme than those suggested by Bird and Gelb (and variations in expenditures are narrower still, thanks to subsidies from higher levels of government), they are still quite substantial. To the extent that village exogamy is still practiced, the males and married women of a village (along with its officials) have an interest in favoring this kind of social accumulation over the payment of higher wages to their soon-to-be-departed daughters. Thus, indeed, capital is being accumulated at the expense of young women in particular, and the social restrictions that make it hard for them to leave the village before marrying also serve to keep this cheap labor pool available.

Yet because the village accumulates much of this capital, the situation does seem different from our other cases. First of all, women will marry into the village, too, and they and their children will benefit from schools, sewers, and so on built with the profits wrung from their sisters-in-law. And to the extent that these profits do fund essential public services that would otherwise not be provided, we can see the artificially low wages paid women as a forced diversion of private (female) income to investment in human capital. The beneficiaries are the workers’ nephews and nieces rather than their own children, but it is nonetheless significant that the increased mobilization of women for commodity production is here being made to serve the production of human capital – while, at least in De Vries’ account, it was the partial withdrawal of women from such work that allowed such improvements in the nineteenth and early twentieth century,
after likely stagnation in the labor-supplying eighteenth and early nineteenth.140

Some final thoughts: gendered development and human capital

TVE profits, which depend heavily on cheap female labor, are indeed crucial for funding rural (and urban) services, particularly education and public health.141 This does not, of course, justify making young women bear most of the costs of this forced investment in the next generation. It does, however, suggest some important ways in which China’s gendered accumulation is not simply that of Japan, Western Europe, or even Taiwan and Hong Kong at an earlier date. First, it may well be restrictions on physical mobility (which are at this point, still both customary and legal) that are central here, not power or sentiment within the family itself. Second is the political control over profits – and the fact that they are crucial to human capital formation in rural China. (Whether these profits will be enough to support the badly needed improvements in rural education and infrastructure is another issue; so is the matter of what the increasing privatization of former TVEs will entail.) Third, the especially strong link between TVE profits in particular and social services is in large part an artifact of a particular tax code, which can be changed, rather than rooted in a deeper level of structure. Were that system to change, so would the connection between social accumulation and employment policies which disadvantage women (in ways and for reasons different from those we might expect in purely private profit-making firms).

Finally, this suggests that the emergence of a “domestic ideology” prizing female labor-withholding – which has, among other things, been touted periodically by some Chinese officials as a way to combat underemployment – would be very unlikely to play the socially stabilizing role that it played in certain periods of European, American, Japanese and other histories. It has relatively little historical resonance, since female virtue never meant abstaining from paid work, and it is no longer associated with a prestigious foreign way of life (as it was when Japan moved in that direction a century ago). On the contrary, women’s employment is widely associated with the highly desired goal of “modernity,” and the Women’s Federation provides an institutional base for opposition to attempts to have women “return to the home”:142 phenomena with no close parallels in either the North Atlantic countries or Japan at the onset of their labor-withholding phases.

Moreover, to the extent that TVE profits are the prime source of local educational funds, a domestic ideology might imperil rather than encourage the (re)production of a labor force suited for moving up the value-added ladder. (By the time state budgets became a crucial part of human
capital formation in most of the West, factories had long since supplanted putting out households as crucial sites of work and accumulation.) If the story of the industrious revolution and the current permeation of families by market-oriented individualism in the West reminds De Vries of Schumpeter’s verdict on the bourgeois family – “the capitalist order rests on props made of extra-capitalist material (and) derives its energy from extra-capitalist patterns of behavior which at the same time it is bound to destroy” – then a partially, but only partially, parallel set of claims might be made about China. China’s development may not be fully capitalist, but it has been as market-driven as the West’s – for much of our period, probably more so. It has its own set of “external props,” which should be seen as such, rather than as barriers that kept its capitalism “petty.” Some of these props have gendered its development – by, for instance, shaping migration patterns and choices among different kinds of remunerative work (at least among those who could afford some choices). This does not make Chinese development more gendered than Europe’s, in which women were, at some times, more likely to be outside the market economy altogether than they ever were in China; it makes it differently gendered, in shifting ways that in turn shaped specific, non-recurring, historical junctures.
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10 In a follow-up discussion (personal communication 5/9/01) Goldstone has rightly pointed out that, because the costs of capital in early textile mills accounted for a much smaller percentage of total production costs than labor did, relatively small differences in the price of labor could make a huge difference to the rate of return on the owner’s capital. This would make access to labor at rates close to those earned by women working at home important if the differences in output per worker between home and factory were modest (50 percent in Goldstone’s example), and that may have been the case for weaving. It was not, however, the case for spinning, where the gains in productivity from even early mechanization (Crompton’s mule) were roughly 25-fold, with a gain of more than 300-fold by 1825 (Chapman 1987: 17). In that case, it would take very large wage differentials to make factory development unprofitable. Thus any argument that not being able to have
young women working away from home hindered the development of spinning mills in particular would have to rest on some other characteristic of these workers, such as their supposed docility. This seems to me much less likely to have been crucial than the near absence of fuel, very limited animal traction, and near absence of water power in the coal-less, densely populated, and nearly flat Yangzi Delta.

16 See e.g. Daumard (1963: 629, 649–50) on Paris, a place where the bourgeoisie is often thought to have been more drawn to a “noble” lifestyle then in England or Holland. See also Troyansky (1989: 92), who points out that for French bourgeois before the Revolution, retiring was seen as taking the opportunity to act like a noble – an ideal that lost its appeal for many bourgeois in the nineteenth century.
18 Tilly and Scott (1978: 128–9). See Stansell (1982: 132, 138–41) on how this made working-class females inherently “deficient” as women. But note also (Stansell 1982: 72–3) how a partial exception was made for seamstresses working at home, so long as they remained isolated. The principal difference from the Chinese formulation is that in Stansell’s US case, paid work done at home was viewed as an acceptable compromise with economic realities, while in China it was viewed as good in itself, regardless of economic circumstances.
26 This conclusion is supported by both efforts to reconstruct actual diets and by evidence concerning life expectancy and death rates. For a summary, see Pomeranz (2000: Chapter 1).
29 For one among many standard texts that take this for granted, see Goubert (1986: 105).
34 For Tokugawa Japan, see, e.g. Tsurumi (1990: 191). For Europe, see e.g. Tilly and Scott (1978: 114).
36 Keeping a daughter at home could, of course, have the opposite impact, that is, being a way for her natal family to exploit her earning power at her expense. This would be more likely, though, in poorer families – who might otherwise sell the daughter into concubinage rather than arrange a proper marriage – and even in such families a portion of the retained daughter’s
earnings, and her actual physical products (especially cloth) were likely to go into her dowry.


38 See citations in Zhang Gang (1985: 100–1) and Grove (1975).

39 Smith (1959); Smith (1977); Nakamura (1990); Hanley and Yamamura (1977) with the latter suggesting that castle town monopolies may have been much more effectively enforced in some peripheral domains.


41 Saito (1983: 40–3).
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49 Bowden (1990: 280).
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59 Schofield (1973: 446).


61 See e.g. Lee (1995: 379, 381).


64 See, e.g. Mokyr (1988: 69–91, especially 90–1).


69 Perkins (1969) was the first to assert this, though without much evidence. Fang Xing (1996) makes a good case for slight improvements in diet in the Lower Yangzi between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries; Lee and Wang (1999: 30–4) assemble scattered evidence for stability or slight improvements in the diet of various Chinese populations in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries; and most surveys of early twentieth-century Chinese diet suggest reasonable average food availability, though with large and often devastating fluctuations. Most of this work can tell us little about the distribution
of food supplies, though Fang’s work is based on reconstructions of the budgets of agricultural laborers
73 Bray (1997: 5, 47).
75 On spinning cellars, see Bray (1997: 217).
77 The population of Jiangnan, and of the Lower Yangzi in general, in 1953 was roughly the same as that on the eve of the Taiping, despite the enormous growth of Shanghai. See Ho (1959: 240–6), and Skinner (1987) which suggests slightly lower 1850 figures, but still figures which would produce zero population growth for the region as a whole over this period. The nineteenth century population figures for Fujian are particularly dubious, but the 1787 figure seems much more reliable, and the 1953 figure is only 9.4 percent above that level (see Ho 1959: 54, 287). Among the relatively rich provinces of Southern and Eastern China, only Guangdong grew significantly during the century after 1850 (a bit over 50 percent – see Marks 1997: 280), and even that was probably mostly in interior regions. All of these provinces were major sources of emigrants, both to the rest of China and overseas; see Lee and Wang (1999: 116–19) for a summary. On Chinese fertility and birth control generally see Lee and Wang (1999: 83–100, 105–13); on the Lower Yangzi in particular see Li Bozhong (1994: 37–56). For some rough but revealing numbers on the changing share of various provinces in the overall population, see Zhao and Xie (1988: 472–3, 512–13).
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Asian business networks have been much in the news. For the past decade or so, many observers of Asia’s rise to prominence have written about the importance of these networks to Asian economic success. The Japanese keiretsu, the Korean chaebol, and the Chinese family-owned conglomerate – these business groups, many writers believe, lie at the core of Asia’s capitalist transformation. To explain these groups, the same writers touted the significance of the government in creating and making them flourish. In the Asian business crisis of 1997–8, reportage about these networks abruptly switched from praise to damnation. All types of Asian business groups and the government/business relationships supporting them suddenly became examples of cronyism and crony capitalism and were seen to be the harbingers of Asia’s unanticipated economic collapse.

In most of these writings, regardless of their tone, there is a tension between accounting for the origins of these business groups, on the one hand, and explaining how these groups organize the economy and with what effects, on the other hand. Many analysts seem to think that by explaining why groups form, they have also explained how groups operate economically. The nurturing of these groups ostensibly explains their nature. For instance, a significant number of writers explain the present configurations of business groups in terms of proximate causes – a government policy, an alliance based on old school ties, the lack of adequate capital markets – all happenstance or historical preconditions for their emergence. Another set of analysts makes business networks arise from a timeless culture. They are the embodiments, respectively, of Japanese or Korean or Chinese ways of life, in which the past is refurbished for use in the present. Either way, these analysts imply that the social or political origins of such groups simultaneously summarizes their economic roles and economic consequences. For example, groups with once and continuing political ties are judged as examples of political intervention into the marketplace and, in the extreme, cronyism. Groups founded on social connections among owners, managers, or employees may be seen as
examples of embeddedness, a condition where shared values increase trust among participants and reduce the cost of doing business.

The reason that it seems so natural to conflate the origins and operations of economically active groups is typically due to the presence of an underlying theory of economies that would seem to explain the connection between the two. For instance, when analysts demonstrate the political origins of groups, they, implicitly or explicitly, contrast this observation with an essentialized neo-classical theory of capitalist markets, and thus reach the conclusion that the organization of the economy in these societies does not reflect market forces and hence market outcomes must be politically influenced, if not mandated.

This ongoing comparison between the origins of groups and an underlying theory of economies produces a curious outcome when it comes to doing a historical analysis of economies. The organization of economic groups becomes coterminous with the types and duration of economies in which they are active. In the case of modern Asian business groups, most writers make them historical outcomes, but provide no actual histories of their origins or functioning before the capitalist era began. In most accounts, business groups, except for those in Japan, started after World War II. Occasionally a writer will push the timeline further back, as far back as the late nineteenth century, but at this point the writer is really examining the source, the headwaters of the capitalist river that has flowed forth in the late twentieth century. By this logic, capitalism in Asia, including capitalist economic organization, could have no possible history apart from the history of Western capitalism. With a lineal conception of history, how could it be otherwise?

The same logic extends to the period before Western capitalism spread to Asia. The history of pre-capitalist economic organizations typically ends with the coming of capitalism, in whatever guise it appears: colonialism, imperialism, dependent development, or commercial capitalism. For imperial China, some crude versions of this thesis are found in Marxian theories of pre-capitalist economies. The despotic state dominated the weak economy, making merchants an appendage of the state and subject to the arbitrary power of China’s patrimonial bureaucracy. The organization and operation of the economy are subsumed within and understood to be a part of China’s pre-capitalist classifications: “Asiatic mode of production,” “Oriental despotism,” and “hydraulic societies.” This characterization immediately stops when Western capitalism enters the scene at which time China’s economic organization is shaped by the global economy and becomes classified as semi-colonial and is subject to the withering effects of Western imperialism.

Although not so blatant, quite sophisticated interpretations of China’s pre-nineteenth-century economy make the same leap from origins to organization via a theory of capitalism. As we outline below, most
interpretations of China’s economy before the capitalist era are based on a comparison between ideal-typical models of markets derived from the analysis of European capitalism and abstracted forms occurring historically in China. Several writers (Hamilton 1985; Wong 1997) have argued that this approach – attempting to understand China’s late imperial economy through applying theories of capitalist origins derived from the Western experience – is, in methodological terms, questionable and often produces pernicious results, but no one has made the point earlier or more clearly than Perry Anderson:

Asian development cannot in any way be reduced to a uniform residual category, left over after the canons of European revolution have been established. Any serious theoretical exploration of the historical field outside...Europe will have to supersede traditional and generic contrasts with it, and proceed to a concrete and accurate typology of social formations and state systems in their own right, which respects their very great differences of structure and development. It is merely in the night of our ignorance that all alien shapes take on the same hue.

(1974: 549)

As Anderson’s “procedural lesson” implies, the methodological problems arise when the pre-modern, non-Western economy becomes a negative case, a case stereotyped negatively against the positive components of theories explaining the rise of Western capitalism (Hamilton 1985). According to this approach, the Chinese economy is not treated as an independent case that has an organizational logic grounded in the subjective understanding of the participants. The classificatory schemes generated by Western capitalism bestow the nature, organization, and economic effects on whatever organized forms might appear within the pre-modern economy.

In opposition to this type of historical interpretation, recent work in economic sociology demonstrates that the way economies are organized and operate on a day-to-day basis directly reflects the way societies themselves are organized. Today’s capitalist economies are quite different from one another. For instance, the organizational foundations of capitalism in Germany differ from that in France, and consequences of those differences are substantial (Hollingsworth and Boyer 1997). Even the organizational differences in two parts of the same national economy, say, between Silicon Valley and East Coast high technology firms in the 1980s (Saxenian 1994), can also lead to sizeable differences in economic outcomes. In order to explain these differences, it is not helpful to argue that France is more or less capitalistic than Germany or that West Coast firms are more or less market-oriented than East Coast firms. Instead, one
should argue that capitalism has neither an inherent nature nor essential features and that these examples indicate substantively different versions of how industrial economies in the modern world can be effectively organized.\(^4\)

This perspective has implications for the historical analysis of economies as well. The divide between capitalist and pre-capitalist economies may be more theoretical than empirical and more conceptual than real. How economies are organized and operate are institutionally rooted in ongoing societies. Societies do not stop suddenly and start again when some innovations, however momentous, appear. Instead people integrate those new ways of doing things into fully packed, ongoing, subjectively understood patterns of existence. Without a doubt, from the sixteenth century forward, the economies of Western Europe, expanding beyond the borders of Europe, spearheaded a still-continuing transformation of economies round the world. But essentializing the capitalist transformation, giving it conceptual exactitude beyond time and place, masks the continuities in the social organization of economic activity, even in Europe. In fact, it is one of those paradoxes of history that the continuities in society – those things that we hold dear or cannot change or do not even recognize because they are so much a part of our taken-for-granted existence – these things give direction to changes. Long-term transformation may have very subtle beginnings, for it is often the organization of ongoing activity and not the subtle beginnings that leads society along one trajectory or another and that nurtures and accelerates the change.

What are some of these continuities in the Chinese economy? We argue that there are significant parallels between the organization of the late imperial economy and the organization of the modern capitalist economies in Taiwan and Mainland China (cf. Ka and Selden 1986). This parallel cannot be explained as a function of some linear sequence of events – of one thing coming after another. In fact, these parallels that we describe are disconnected in time and, to some extent, even in space. We should think of these parallels instead as having emerged from similar (but by no means identical) shared understandings of social organization and from similar (but by no means identical) structural conditions confronted by economically active participants, such as relations of power and authority. Framed in this manner, we believe that a comparison between modern and pre-modern, between capitalism and non-capitalist economies, can help solve some persistent problems in the understanding of both modern and pre-modern economies. In particular, we show that an analysis of the organizational patterns in the late imperial Chinese economy helps to clarify some key theoretical issues in the analysis of global capitalism today. Unsurprisingly, the reverse is also true. The bundle of theoretical concepts created to explain today’s economic
transformations is very useful in interpreting some of the most significant characteristics of China’s own extraordinary imperial economy, many organizational patterns of which continue to shape China’s economic development today.

Let us begin with a summary of our thesis: In late imperial and early modern China, commercial organization, that is the organization of marketing products, shaped the patterns of commodity production, in our case the production of cotton textiles. Using Gary Gereffi’s commodity chain approach (Gereffi and Korzeniewicz 1994), we argue that the production and distribution networks represented by cotton textiles approximate that of a “buyer-driven chain” and that the production end of this chain can be accurately characterized as a “flexible production system.” Substantiating this claim for historical China forces us to reassess those “up-to-the-minute” factors that most theorists view as the essential causative elements in today’s global economy, namely information and work process systems, high technology, and global merchandising. Such factors may not prove to be as decisive as they are touted to be after all, but merely contributory to the economic patterns that we observe today. Our conclusions points to an alternative explanation, in line with the embeddedness approach for which Granovetter (1985) and others have argued: Recurring patterns of social organization shape the ways that people come together to engage in economic activities, and, in our case, we show that these patterns of “doing things together” (Becker 1986) shape both modern and pre-modern Chinese economies.

I

One of the most persistent and complex debates about the Chinese economy in imperial times is whether it exhibited capitalistic characteristics. There are two important versions of this debate. One version features scholars from the People’s Republic of China, who argue whether “feudalistic” China harbored nascent capitalist tendencies. This is known generically as the “sprouts of capitalism” debate, but the second version might as well be called that too, because the basic issues are very similar. The second version rages primarily among Western scholars (Elvin 1973; Huang 1991; Myers 1991; Feuerwerker 1992; Wong 1992, 1997; Brook and Blue 1999; Pomeranz 2000). Wanting to put some distance between themselves and the Marxist slant taken by the first group, the second set of scholars address a Smithian version of the question, by asking whether or not the commercial expansion of the Chinese imperial economy constitutes “genuine” economic development. As academic disagreements go, both versions of the debate are quite heated.

The debate hinges on a paradox. On the one hand, by any measure, the late imperial Chinese economy was an extraordinarily large economy.
Remember that, based on “purchasing-power parities,” the International Monetary Fund ranks the mainland Chinese economy in the late 1990s as the third largest GDP in the world. By comparison, the imperial economy through much of Ming and Qing times (1368–1911) was undoubtedly the largest domestic economy in the world well into the nineteenth century. Absolute size of this economy is, however, not so indicative of development if the economy was based primarily on household and village self-sufficiency. All disputants in the debates, however, agree that this was not the case, though they differ on the levels of commercialization and commodification and on whether these levels differ from those in Western Europe in the same period (e.g., Wong 1997; Pomeranz 2000). As the starting point in the debate, they recognize that the imperial economy contained exceedingly sophisticated and organizationally complex economic regions. In this regard, nearly everyone acknowledges Skinner’s (1964, 1977, 1985) research in defining the major regions in the late imperial economy. These regions consisted of densely integrated marketing structures that connected all parts of the region to a hierarchy of urban marketing centers. At the imperial level, all the regions were integrated by means of a vibrant inter-regional trade in both luxury goods and many basic commodities, such as rice, salt, tea, sugar, and the inputs to make clothing (including the raw cotton and silk, dyed and undyed yarn, and bolt cloth) (Rowe 1984: 54–62; Mazumdar 1998). As Mazumdar (1998: 51–9) stresses, we should not overstate the amount of China’s internal trade. Although “the domestic market for all commodities remained restricted” and although the average peasant family consumed few traded commodities, the absolute level of trade was nonetheless very high.7

Wu Chengming (1985) gives one of the best-informed, though still very rough, estimates of the scale of this trade, as shown in Table 5.1.8 From Table 5.1, it is difficult to interpret the level of consumption that this internal trade represents. Wu gives an added indication that about 14.3 percent of the total output of cotton cloth was internally traded in the mid-nineteenth century (cited by Mazumdar 1998: 57). Mazumdar (ibid.: 57) notes that Wu’s calculations understate the level of domestic trade because they exclude commodities sold for tax payments. Moreover, if we add trade in cotton and cotton yarn, which most peasant families had to purchase in the marketplace in order to weave their own cloth and make their own clothes, then this level of trade is very substantial. If we also add to these figures the extraordinary maritime trade in which Chinese merchants engaged and for which peasant produced goods (see Hamashita, Chapter 1, in this volume), then we must conclude that the domestic trade was a very large and very significant component of China’s late imperial economy. In fact, Pomeranz (2000: 165) argues that China’s internal trade rivaled, and perhaps even exceeded Europe’s trade as late as the late eighteenth century.
Despite such a huge volume of internal trade in basic commodities, the late imperial economy showed, on the other hand, very few signs of advanced production techniques for any commodity, including the production of cotton cloth. In fact, outside of the imperial workshops, where fine porcelains and silks were manufactured, the levels of technological sophistication in many areas of production did not approach the levels one finds in Europe and Japan during the same period, a point made by a number of scholars (Elvin 1973; Jones 1981, 1988; Huang 1985, 1990; Goldstone 1996). Their general argument is that cheap peasant labor, supplied by rapidly expanding population, drove out the possibility of technical advances, and thus removed the possibility of an independent origin to industrial capitalism. As Mark Elvin (1973) put it, despite being the largest economy in its day, the Chinese economy was unable to get out of its population-induced “high-level equilibrium trap,” a Malthusian condition that resulted in “quantitative growth and qualitative standstill.”

This debate and, in particular, the concept of “high-level equilibrium trap” epitomize the use of Western models of capitalism to characterize China’s late imperial economy. The participants in the debate argue about the causes of China’s perceived lack of economic development in contrast to a catalog of factors causing capitalist development in Europe. This contrast makes China into a negative case, where the focus of explanation is the absence of something, in this instance, the absence of increasing levels of centralized, factory-based production. The absence in China of what was present in eighteenth-century Europe is then explained by evoking the opposite of what was present in the positive case. The “high-level equilibrium trap” is an unexamined assertion for China of a supposed opposite truth in Europe, namely that the aggregate effects of

---

**Table 5.1** Estimates of the important commodities in China’s internal trade in 1840

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commodity</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Value (1,000 taels)</th>
<th>Percent of total value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grain</td>
<td>24.5 billion catties (JIN)</td>
<td>16,333.3</td>
<td>42.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton</td>
<td>2,555,000 piculs (DAN)</td>
<td>1,277.5</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton fabric</td>
<td>315,177,000 bolts (PI)</td>
<td>9,455.3</td>
<td>24.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silk</td>
<td>71,000 piculs (DAN)</td>
<td>1,202.3</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silk fabric</td>
<td>49,000 piculs (DAN)</td>
<td>1,455.0</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tea</td>
<td>2,605,000 piculs (DAN)</td>
<td>3,186.1</td>
<td>8.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt</td>
<td>3.22 billion catties (JIN)</td>
<td>5,852.9</td>
<td>15.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note

a Wu (1985). During the late imperial period, China’s weights and measures were not standardized, but rather varied widely throughout China. See, for instance, Abstract of Information (1889–90), and Morse (1908). We can obtain only the roughest idea of the amounts represented by Table 5.1 with the figures provided by Mazumdar (1998: 413–17). A catty equals about 1.32 pounds; a picul equals 100 catty or 133.3 pounds. A tael equaled approximately one small peso of silver. At the time, three taels equaled US $4.00.
population density diminish wages and reduce demand to the point that there is no incentive to centralize production, as occurred in Europe. Therefore, the verdict on China’s late imperial economy is rendered “quantitative growth and qualitative standstill.”

Cotton textiles, by far the largest handicraft industry in late imperial China, form the most significant point of reference in this debate. According to Philip Huang:

> Cotton lies at the heart of the story of commercialization in the Ming-Qing Yangzi delta. In 1350, no one in China wore cotton cloth; by 1850, almost every peasant did. The dramatic spread of cotton, replacing hemp, affected every household and powered a host of related changes. Its story dwarfs those of all other crops and industries in importance for this period.

(1990: 44)

Those who argue for economic dynamism suggest that cotton production illustrates the roots, if not the actual sprouts of capitalism. In the course of the Ming and Qing dynasties, cotton textile production expanded tremendously and became increasingly rationalized, with substantial differentiation in the chain of production (Dietrich 1972). Growing, spinning, weaving, dyeing and calendering, wholesaling, and retailing – all became separate steps in the manufacture and distribution of cotton textiles. Different people predominated at different stages in the production process, a process characterized by a sophisticated division of labor that required considerable skills in some stages of production and relatively simple skills in other stages. Whole regions became known for their cotton production and entire villages for their specialization in one or another of the stages. As the production of cloth became rationalized, the system of distribution widened, so that an integrated, highly competitive market in cotton textiles existed throughout the empire (Myers 1991: 615). This cotton trade extended into Southeast Asia, and some Chinese-manufactured cotton cloth, called Nankeen, even made it to Europe and the Americas in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries as one of the export items in the China trade. The presence of a vibrant textile industry in late imperial China is indisputable.

On the other side of the debate, however, are some other equally indisputable points. Despite considerable sophistication in the marketing of cotton textiles, at the production end of the process, especially in growing, spinning, and weaving, there is a well-documented devolution in production technology (Elvin 1972) and an “involution” in economic development (Huang 1990). The critics show that, as commercialization increased and distribution widened, the technology of production did not advance and, in fact, even simplified. For these writers, the Song dynasty is
the high-water mark of China’s economy, a point in time when China’s technology was advanced beyond that of contemporary Europe (Elvin 1973; Jones 1988). Despite technological sophistication, China’s economy did not take off; economic development did not occur. Mark Elvin (1972, 1973) argues, for example, that China, as late as the fourteenth century, possessed water- or animal-powered spinning machines that were in wide use and technologically more advanced than anything in Europe before the eighteenth century. Yet, by the beginning of the seventeenth century, these machines had disappeared in China. Replacing these more complex machines were simpler, more labor-intensive devices suitable for use by women and children inside the household. As a result of this devolution, Elvin further argues, China moved in the opposite direction, away from a large, integrated factory system, as occurred in Europe and the United States, and toward the asserted “high-level equilibrium trap.”

To these critics, a growing sophistication of production (i.e. where “output expands faster than labor input,” Huang 1990: 11) is the essence of capitalist development. Without such sophistication, they argue, no industrial revolution, no genuine sprouts of capitalism, occurred in China. Instead, with commerce serving “as a substitute for management” (Elvin 1973), China supposedly experienced only a long steady devolution into increasing poverty and immiseration.

Although this debate is considerably more varied and the argumentation more complex than we have portrayed here, it is nonetheless obvious that some of the aspects of the debate seem very similar to some of the issues confronting observers of modern global capitalism. Is the only type of industrialization one that is indicated by the presence of large factories? To this question, analysts today would quickly and resoundingly answer no. Complex forms of industrialization (defined here as the “ization” of industry, namely the development and systematization of an area of production) occur outside of large-scale, technologically sophisticated factories, as many studies in contemporary Asia, Europe and the United States clearly reveal. The catchall label for such non-vertically integrated systems of production is “flexible production” or “flexible specialization.”

II

Given the fact of flexible production systems in modern capitalism, can we argue that late imperial China is an example of industrialization in the absence of factories, an example of flexible specialization on a mammoth scale? The first reaction to such a suggestion is that the idea is absurd. Neither the literature on flexible production systems in the contemporary times nor the literature on late imperial China would support such an implication.
In their seminal book, *The Second Industrial Divide*, Piore and Sabel (1984) do connect premodern craft traditions to the development of flexible specialization. But their argument is that Fordism, in the form of large-scale vertically integrated factories, drove out craft industries in most societies except in peripheral industries where the markets were “too narrow and fluctuating to repay the specialized use of resources of mass production” (ibid.: 206). In a few places, however, such as in northern Italy, a craft tradition persisted, and in the wake of a crisis in Fordist production, this craft tradition revitalized and was so transformed that it became the leading edge of a totally new form of capitalist production.

What made flexible specialization new and different from both Fordist production and the pre-industrial craft tradition was the ability to use the most advanced technology, to create complex subcontracting arrangements to match product specification and product demand, and to develop new products using the flexible production techniques (ibid.: 215). As a consequence of these innovations, modern small firm networks shifted “toward greater flexibility [in] provoking technological sophistication – rather than regression to simple techniques” (ibid.: 207). Although there is a substantial literature criticizing various aspects of Piore and Sabel’s conception of flexible specialization, critics do not argue that this shift from a pre-industrial craft tradition to the small firm networks in the world economy today was anything other than an economic transformation. From this literature, therefore, it seems difficult to argue that textile industry in late imperial China is an instance of flexible production, because this is a clear example of a regression toward simpler technology.

The literature on cotton production in imperial China offers no help in rebutting this conclusion. The descriptions of textile production in the Ming and Qing periods show that the initial steps in production, namely spinning and weaving, were not concentrated in cities, but rather in the countryside (Xu 1981, 1988, 1992). Moreover, despite some examples to the contrary, these descriptions also make it clear that these initial steps, including growing cotton, were largely subsidiary agricultural industries, which supplied additional income to peasant households. Women and children who did most of the spinning and weaving within the households were themselves scattered throughout the cotton-growing regions and beyond. What this literature shows is that the initial steps in production were so decentralized and, seemingly, so uncoordinated that it is difficult even to speak of a “system” of textile production. Hence, the only conclusion that seems possible is that this is not only not an example of flexible production, but also not even a good example of a “craft” industry, if by that term we mean, following Piore and Sabel (1984), a sophisticated artisan-based handicraft tradition that draws on cooperative community traditions.
This is where most analysts end the discussion: late imperial production is simply labeled as “traditional,” and despite a few insignificant continuities, modern production is entirely different in spirit, in organization, in all regards. Our examination of imperial China’s textile industry, however, raises some problems with the old formula that radically severs the past from the present.

The first thing we notice is that there are too many similarities between the organization of economic activity in late imperial China and the post-World War II industrialization process in both Taiwan and now the PRC to simply brush them aside. Outside the state-controlled sectors in both economies, the industrialization process has been concentrated in the countryside in small and medium-sized firms, and, in the initial phases at least, draws on subsidiary household labor. In Taiwan, the household, in the form of family firms, was and remains, the basic unit of production, and the technology of production matches the resources of the producers, and hence is different, if not simpler, than it would have been in large economy-of-scale factories (Hamilton and Biggart 1988; Hamilton and Kao 1990; Orrù et al. 1997). Even in Taiwan, in some areas of production, particularly in intermediate goods, such as plastics and chemical, where the firms have grown very large and have become diversified business groups, the businesses remain fundamentally family owned and controlled. In the PRC, restrictions on private ownership still favor some form of collective ownership, but even in this context, township enterprises contain some of the dynamics of family-controlled firms, especially in regard to personalized and centralized decision-making and the necessity to cultivate inter-personal ties (Lin 1995; Wank 1999).

These and other similarities would be superficial ones were it not for a more fundamental parallel between modern and pre-modern Chinese economies that makes the economies in the two different periods organizationally very similar. Examining how the economies in both periods actually operate in both economic and organizational terms reveals that the distribution sectors of the economies drive the entire structures. These economies are organized “backwards” from distribution rather than “forward” from production.

Our understanding of the significant effects of commerce on commodity production builds on a widespread agreement among the disputants in the “greater” sprouts-of-capitalism debate that, from at least the middle Ming into the twentieth century, the commercial sectors of the imperial Chinese economy steadily developed and reached considerable levels of organizational complexity, so complex in fact that some analysts simply write the whole commercial system off as being confusing, particularistic, and detrimental to economic growth. The same writers (Huang 1990;
Myers 1991), however, acknowledge that the commercialization of the late imperial economy resulted in remarkably efficient markets in those basic commodities that were widely traded. A curious aspect of this literature is, however, that none of the disputants causally connects what happens at the production end with what happens at the distribution end. It is as if the two ends of the production chain bear no causal relationship to one another.

This omission is less pronounced in the most recent and richly detailed discussions of commodity production that builds on a dialogue with the literature on proto-industrialization in Europe (Wong 1997; Mazumdar 1998; Bray 1999; Pomeranz 2000). These scholars consider at length the conditions of peasant producers of sugar, cotton, and silk who are incorporated in merchant-led putting-out systems, and recognize that “small peasant producers were not able to set prices any more than they were able to choose which market to sell in” (Mazumdar 1998: 329). Even so, the most recent work still does not connect the effects of regional merchant groups, whose economic power also control the national distribution of these commodities, back on the conditions of production. For example, in Pomeranz’s extended analysis (2000) about why the economies of late imperial China and early modern Europe diverged from each other in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, he barely touches on merchants or merchant organization. Concerning primarily the macro-economic factors, he instead draws a linear and non-reflexive relationship between production and distribution, thus concluding that production of goods amounted to nothing more than a

proto-industrial cul de sac, in which even with steadily increasing labor inputs, the spread of the best known production practices, and a growing commercialization making possible an ever-more efficient division of labor, production was just barely staying ahead of population growth.

(2000: 207)

At the theoretical level, this omission can be explained in large part because the literature on economic theory and economic history, on which they draw heavily, exhibits the same reluctance to connect distribution and manufacture. From Marx and Smith to Coase and North, economic theorists have been predominantly theorists of production. Distribution, marketing, and consumption are relegated to a secondary position. Only in the most recent economic theorizing does the distribution end of the process start to have a backward effect on the production end.

One of the clearest characterizations of these linkages is found in Gary Gereffi’s formulation of global commodity chains (1994a and b; also Gereffi and Hamilton 1996). Gereffi argues that production should not
be analyzed in the absence of knowledge about the entire chain – from the basic inputs to the final consumption of a product. Using a wealth of empirical data, Gereffi shows that the organization of production is very different if it is “driven” from the distribution rather than from the manufacturing ends of the chain. By “driven,” Gereffi means that, in some but certainly not all cases of commodity production, a firm or a set of firms is able to coordinate the most significant steps in the production of a product, directly through ownership or indirectly through its economic power in controlling some aspect of production or distribution. The crucial determinants in whether firms are able to control multiple steps in commodity chains are the barriers to entry at any point in the production and distribution process.

For some products that are very difficult to produce because, for instance, of the level of technology or required capital, the firm that controls the production is often able to coordinate most steps in the chain. Commercial aircraft manufacturers, such as Boeing, and automobile manufacturers, such as Toyota and General Motors, are examples of what Gereffi calls “producer-driven commodity chains.” Some firms vertically integrate the entire production sequence inside the firm, thereby owning and authoritatively controlling the significant steps in a commodity chain. Other larger producers, such as the Toyota group, form very large networks of independent firms, some of which the Toyota group partially owns and some of which they do not. Those firms that the group does not own, however, are still eager to produce under Toyota’s direct guidance simply because of Toyota’s great economic power.

The organizing influence of large vertically integrated firms and inter-firm networks is easy enough to envision. Alfred Chandler (1977, 1990), for one, has described the very great influence of large firms to integrate forward in the chain to control distribution or backward in the chain to control production, and in so doing to reshape the organization of entire economies. It is the absence of such firms and of the tendency to develop such firms that prompts many analysts of late imperial China to reject any claims of a nascent form of capitalism in late imperial China.17

Gereffi’s research, however, shows the equally important, but very different effects of merchandising on production. Using many examples of consumer non-durables, such as footwear and garments, Gereffi shows that in the past several decades large-scale retailers and brand name merchandisers, which he collectively calls “big-buyers,” have begun to dominate their respective sectors. Toys “Я” Us, Home Depot, Office Max, Ikea, Costco, Sam’s Club are all examples of discount retailers that do not own or directly control the firms that supply their goods, but that have such large-scale purchasing power and the ability to shape buyer preferences as to be able to exert tremendous influence over quality and pricing of the goods they buy. Nike, Reebok, The Gap, Liz Claiborne, The Limited,
Gateway Computers, and Dell Computers are example of brand name retailers that do not own or directly control the factories that make the goods they sell. The brand name merchandisers are technically . . . not “manufacturers” because they have no factories. Rather, these companies are “merchandisers” that design and/or market, but do not make, the banded products they sell. These firms rely on complex tiered networks of overseas production contractors that perform almost all their specialized tasks. Branded merchandisers may farm out part or all of their activities – product development, manufacturing, packaging, shipping, and even accounts receivable – to different agents around the world.

(Gereffi 1994b: 221)

As Gereffi (ibid.) makes clear, both sets of companies do not make their profits from “scale, volume, and technological advances” but rather from “unique combinations of high-value research, design, sales, marketing, and financial services that allow the buyers and branded merchandisers to act as strategic brokers in linking overseas factories and traders with evolving product niches in their main consumer markets.” Product differentiation is the key strategy of merchandising, a strategy aimed at creating niche markets for specialized products in which the merchandisers can reduce competition and approach monopolistic control. The economic power of mass retailers and brand name merchandisers is achieved by creating such barriers to entry at the marketing end of the commodity chain that the actual producers of goods have no choice but to fall in line with the demands of these firms. The backward organization of production then, assuming equal quality, goes to the least cost providers of the product. If there are multiple providers of a product, then the big buyers drive the production cost down by playing one producer off against the others. The backward power of commercial organization on producers competing in the same markets forces these producers to create ever cheaper and therefore simpler forms of production, given acceptable levels of quality.

Not every location is equally suited for this low-cost production. It is, therefore, no coincidence that big buyers have had a clear preference for subcontracting in economies dominated by small and medium-sized independent firms, which outside the PRC are typically family-owned. Research makes it clear that the industrialization of modern Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the PRC (after 1978) has resulted mightily from export production of batch-manufactured products purchased by big-buyers. From bicycles, footwear, and garments to components for computers and televisions, networks of small and medium-sized Chinese firms have led their respective economies in the production of items sold around the world under the brand names of one kind of merchandising firm or
another (Chen 1994; Hamilton 1997). It is also clear that this form of production has become increasingly rationalized so that these small-firm economies progressively get better at being efficient, flexible producers (Gereffi 1994b; Chen 1998; Kao and Hamilton forthcoming). Indeed, modern Chinese economies are among the best examples of flexible production systems in the world today.

**IV**

What do such buyer-driven chains have to do with late imperial China? Surprisingly, the answer is, we believe, about the same as it is for China in the late twentieth century.19

The economy in late imperial China was not only vastly larger than in either medieval Europe or pre-industrial Japan, but it was also organized differently along three important dimensions: (1) the social structural conditions of consumption; (2) the affinity between these conditions and the development of a system of mass merchandising; and (3) the organization of the distribution end of the commodity production. Before the mid-eighteenth century in both Europe and Japan, the buying power of a relatively small, disproportionately wealthy aristocracy directed the efforts of the best craftsmen. In Japan, the samurai class, constituting about 10 percent of the total population, was largely urban based and set the standards for consumption until they became increasingly impoverished in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Hanley 1997). In Europe, again before the eighteenth century, aristocratic families, which were becoming increasingly urbanized from the sixteenth century on, also established the fashions of the day, and had the power to exclude most other classes from imitating their style of life (McKendrick et al. 1982; Campbell 1987). The hereditary upper strata in both locations also directly or indirectly controlled the economic decisions of many handicraft and agricultural producers, as well as resident merchant groups (Hanley and Yamamura 1977; Pratt 1999). Hereditary elites and their agents vied over and controlled much of the land and most economically active towns and trading routes. In both Japan and Europe, urban-based merchants and artisans gained some independence, primarily by organizing in trade and handicraft associations (Sheldon 1958; Pratt 1999), so much so that Weber referred to European cities as being illegitimate enclaves in the midst of the *oikos* economies of the Middle Ages (Weber 1978: 1212–388). Free peasants in Western Europe did not emerge until the rise of great monarchies after the devastating Thirty Years War, and did not rise at all in Central and Eastern Europe until nearly the twentieth century. In Japan, until the mid-eighteenth century, peasants were tied to the land and largely cut off from participation in regional and national markets. After that time, a largely rural elite emerged that began to link rural areas to national markets, but
this elite also controlled peasant participation in proto-industrial activities (Smith 1959; Pratt 1999). Therefore, indirectly through their buying power and demands for conspicuous consumption, and sometimes directly through incorporating artisans in their patrimonial households, the upper strata in Europe and Japan shaped the efforts of handicraft producers, pulling them toward a system of production based on creating finely made, one-of-a-kind products. This is a handicraft tradition of relatively few buyers, restricted markets, and conspicuous products.

By contrast, starting as early as the sixteenth century, Chinese peasants and artisans produced for impersonal mass markets for which they made the ultimate decisions about what they produced and how they produced it. The major consumers for peasant-produced agricultural and handicraft products included a wide range of people from non-hereditary landowning and administrative elites to even rather poor peasants. The elites, however, were clearly the principal consumers. However, elite status was not hereditary, and because of partible inheritance, the landowning wealth was constantly being reshuffled. Tenure as an imperial administrator was short-lived, was based on merit in the examination system, and could not be directly passed on to one’s heirs. Unlike the Japanese and European counterparts, the consuming elites in China were located in urban areas and small marketing centers scattered throughout imperial China and not concentrated in disproportionately huge primary cities, such as Paris, London, or Tokyo. Contending for power and privilege, Chinese elites needed to consume conspicuously in relation to peers in their locale, but not so sumptuously as to separate themselves in status from others in local society with whom they maintained alliances.20

We have simplified the differences between China, on the one hand, and Japan and Europe, on the other hand, in order to suggest that the social structure in late imperial China created an affinity, an opening if you will, for a pre-modern equivalent of mass merchandisers. In order to illustrate this affinity, we want to cite Alexis de Tocqueville’s comparative model to explain the differences in manufacturing he observed between aristocratic Europe and democratic United States (which not coincidentally contained, as did late imperial China, a significant landowning elite in the midst of a fluid class system).

Craftsmen in aristocratic societies work for a strictly limited number of customers who are very hard to please. Perfect workmanship gives the best hope of profit. The situation is very different when privileges have been abolished and classes intermingled and when men are continually rising and falling in the social scale . . . [The fluctuation in family fortunes creates] a crowd of citizens whose desires outrun their means and who will gladly agree to put up with an imperfect substi-
tute rather than do without the object of their desire altogether. The craftsman easily understands this feeling, for he shares it. In aristocracies he charged very high prices to a few. He sees that he can now get rich quicker by selling cheaply to all. Now, there are only two ways of making a product cheaper. This first is to find better, quicker, more skillful ways of making it. The second is to make a great number of objects which are more or less the same but not so good. In a democracy every workman applies his wits to both these points . . . Craftsmen in democratic ages do not seek only to bring the useful things they make within the reach of every citizen, but also try to give each object a look of brilliance unconnected with its true worth.

(1969: 466–7)

Tocqueville’s mental experiment is useful here in understanding the complex social structural differences between the late imperial Chinese economy and other pre-modern economies with which it is usually compared. Tocqueville clearly sees the backward linkages between the consumption and production of goods, and recognizes that the consumption of goods is directly shaped by the awareness of consumers whose situational logic reflects their positioning in the social order. Knowing Europe of his day well, he saw that craft production in the United States appeared to have a very different orientation in relation to the consumer. We would extend this model one step further by suggesting that the activities of merchants (literally “merchandising”) built on and accentuated the same structurally induced situational logic.

Tocqueville’s portrait of the United States has a number of features in common with late imperial China, although they are obviously very different societies. First, both late imperial China and nineteenth-century America were societies with ambiguous class structure, with few legal or formal barriers to class mobility. Both societies had considerable intergenerational mobility, as is well illustrated by land divisions in China (Rowe 1985), and in both locations there were powerful socially embedded logics that prevented freezing class boundaries. Second, both societies were strongly decentralized with vibrant regions and with elites integrated into the status structure at local and regional levels, more so than at the national levels. Third, both societies had vast domestic economies, and moreover, outside of the American South, the orientation of both economies was toward domestic and not exports markets, unlike Britain and to a lesser degree France. These conditions set the stage for the development of an economic system oriented to producing differentiated products for mass markets. In late imperial China, these affinities encouraged a handicraft tradition to produce for impersonal mass markets. In the United States, these same affinities provided the entrepreneurial conditions for creating, after the Civil War, large vertically integrated firms –
producer driven commodity chains – to produce products for mass markets.

The similarities between China and the United States are broad structural ones, which helps specify some of the distinctive features of China. One of the key points of difference between the economic organization in China and the US concerns the ability to create and maintain large businesses in the private sphere. Large businesses in the USA emerged only in the post-Civil War period, when the courts interpreted shareholding companies as a legal “person,” which limited the liability of owners to assets of the company. This legal change coincided with the organizational revolution that transformed every sphere of American society. Administered bureaucratically, large groups in both public and private spheres became the order of the day. By contrast, in late imperial China, only the state and political contenders (e.g., the Taiping rebels) could organize large centrally controlled groups. Outside of the political sphere, the family was the primary medium for setting groups boundaries (Fei 1992). In late imperial China, and to a large extent in modern China as well, the combination of partible inheritance shaping property owning and property “rights” (which undermined the formation of large groups outside of those created by the state) and the aggressiveness and success of non-family based economic organizations, such as merchant associations, limited the size of businesses and pushed these businesses toward commodity production based on merchandising, that is, on pre-industrial equivalents of buyer-driven commodity chains. The ever-present tendency to segment property holdings across generations and the presence of effective long-term networks controlling trade meant that the crucial “barrier to entry” in producing commodities for China’s vast domestic economy was the distribution of those commodities to mass markets, instead of their actual manufacture.

To better understand how such barriers to entry operated in the Chinese economy, one needs to examine both the products being sold and the organization of buying and selling, or what is termed in Chinese, the organization of maimai. The products themselves were genuine commodities in the modern sense of that term. Increasingly from the mid-Ming on, most widely traded commodities were differentiated products, in the sense that they were distinguished from like products through brand names and other differentiating markers. The use of brand names has been verified for a wide range of products, including cotton cloth, garments, porcelain, boots, tea, wine, medicine and herbs, scissors, needles, copper locks, copper mirrors, gold and silver bullion, hair ornaments, jewelry, jade items, writing brushes, writing paper, ink sticks, ink stones, lacquerware, books, and bank drafts. Widely available throughout the empire, many of these branded products were associated with their regional origins, including, for example:
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Shaoxing wine, Jianzhou tea, Luchou silk piece goods, Xiangxiu (Hunan embroidery), Yuexiu (Guangdong embroidery), Shuxiu (Sichuan embroidery), Suxiu (Suzhou embroidery), Shujin (Sichuan cotton cloth), Huizhou ink stones and brushes, Fuzhou paper, Suzhou New Year prints, Yixing teapots and cups, and Jingdezhen porcelains (Quanguo Mingtechanpin, 1982). Such regional distinctions are not simple area designations. These products were widely available in most large urban centers, and in the richer regions of China, many could be found even in small markets.

(Hamilton and Lai 1989: 258)

This kind of product differentiation was minutely developed for cotton textiles as well as for other goods. The cotton fabric production was mostly centered in Songjiang prefecture, which is located in the Yangzi River delta. According to Ye Mengzhu (1981: 157–8), a native scholar of Songjiang living in the seventeenth century, Songjiang cloth was classified into three categories by width. The widest cut of cloth, called biaobu, was shipped to Shaanxi, Shanxi, and the capital, Beijing. The middle category of cloth, labeled zhongji, was made for markets in Hunan, Hubei, Jiangxi, Guangdong, and Guangxi. The narrowest cut, measuring about one foot (chi), was called xiaobu, and it was marketed only in Raozhou and other districts in Jiangxi. Besides being classified by width, Songjiang cloth was also differentiated by various types of woven patterns and by merchant seals. Even in remote areas, such as Guizhou, some cloth included advertisements (e.g., “A fine product circulated in Beijing”) woven directly into the fabric itself (Lai and Hamilton 1986). According to the 1512 edition of Songjiang fuzhi, the prefectoral gazetteer, “As for cotton cloth . . . every (manufacturing) village and market town has its own varieties and names; the list is inexhaustible” (quoted by Nishijima 1984: 49). The edition goes on to list, in a special section on cloth, fifteen different types. Within the distinctions made by producing regions, there was also an additional variation based upon the quality of the weave. The most expensive cotton weave was known as “three shuttle cloth.” One bolt of this cloth could be exchanged for one bolt of silk, both of which sold for about two taels per bolt. Ordinary cotton cloth sold from 0.3 to 0.4 taels per bolt (Wiens 1976; Nishijima, 1984).

In addition to these distinctions made by producing communities, there were also those made by distributors. Cloth merchants, usually buying from producers in local market towns, were known by the quality of cloth they handled. To certify the cloth they would sell, in turn, to long-distance merchants, they made a mark, known as a jitou (loom-head), at the end of each bolt of cloth they collected for resale.

The importance of these jitou brand names, and how they worked, can be gleaned from a late Qing novel, Sanyi Bitan (1827). In the story, Wang Yimei
was one of the largest cloth distributors among the famous Xinan merchants (i.e., merchants from Huihou, Anhui Province). On his firm’s signboard, he used his given name, Yimei, and he paid jihu (families involved in textile production) to place “Yimei” at the end of each bolt. Using this method, Wang developed a national market for his product and sold one million bolts annually. Although fictitious, the example is backed up by stone inscriptions showing that for the late imperial period, long-distance cloth merchants made their decisions about which cloth to buy based on merchant marks; firms having a reputation for honesty and quality would have their mark accepted above those of uncertain reputation (Shanghai beike 1980: 84–8).

Undoubtedly, because cloth marked with certain merchant chops would bring higher prices, the stone inscriptions also record complaints that some merchants using fraudulent marks would try to sell inferior cloth (ibid.: 202–3). Considering this sort of brand name proliferation, it is not surprising that, according to one source for late Ming (cited by Fu 1957: 15–16; Li Renpu 1983: 199), there were forty-two different kinds of cotton cloth available in the market of Yanshan, a small town in Jiangsu.

A contrast with Europe accentuates the extraordinary character of brand names in China. Very few students of industrializing Europe mention the presence of commodities bearing brand names. What little research has been done is primarily in marketing and advertising research (e.g., Borden 1947; Coles 1949; Davis 1967) and in historical studies of patents and trademark laws (e.g., Schechter 1925; Dutton 1984). More recently, however, a few historians and social scientists have started looking more closely at patterns of consumption in Western societies (e.g., Jones 1973; Ewen 1976; McKendrick et al. 1982; Fox and Lears 1983; Marchand 1985). The uniform conclusion of these studies is that analysts regard the origin and widespread use of brand names as being an aspect of capitalist development.

Two types of studies are particularly important in this regard. First, several scholars mention the absence of brand names in medieval Europe. The most cited study is that by Schechter (1925). Schechter explains in his history on trademark laws that merchant and artisan marks were not brand names in the modern sense of the term. Instead:

the characteristics of the typical craftsman’s mark of the Middle Ages were: (1) that it was compulsory, not optional; (2) that its purpose was the preservation of gild standards of production and the enforcement of gild or other local monopolies rather than the impressing on the mind of the purchaser the excellence of the product in question and thereby the creation of a psychological need for that product; (3) that, consequently, while the modern trademark is distinctly an asset to its owner, the medieval craftsman’s mark was essentially a liability.

(1925: 78)
Schechter explains that the difference between modern and medieval commodity marks results from differences in production and distribution systems between the two eras, particularly in the relations between producers and consumers. For the majority of people in medieval society, “wants were comparatively few and unchanging.” People “were supplied by neighboring craftsmen; consumer and producer stood in direct relation with one another.” Each town of any size had its own merchants and artisans, who in turn organized guilds through which they sought to monopolize production and trade. The guilds “strove by every means at their disposal to prevent ‘foreigners’ – as the merchants coming from a town five miles away might be described – from competing with their gild” (ibid.: 41–2). Merchant and artisan marks were the devices by which guilds sought to exclude outsiders and to control the economic activities of insiders. Although Schechter’s thesis is dated and rather simplistic, historians of marketing and advertising (e.g. Borden 1947; Coles 1949; Davis 1967), based largely on references to Schechter’s study, argue that brand names start only in the modern era.

This thesis largely coincides with recent scholarship on patterns of consumption in modern society. A growing number of studies discuss the appearance, in the eighteenth century, of differentiated consumer products and the importance of these products for the success of Western capitalism. Mokyr (1977), Jones (1973), McKendrick et al. (1982) and Brewer and Porter (1993) argue that the eighteenth-century English economy became commoditized in response to changing patterns of consumption. An expanding middle class, according to their analyses, began to require affordable items of fashion and comfort in order to emulate the accouterments of the elite. McKendrick in McKendrick et al. (1982: 13) believes that this shift in demand is of such importance as to proclaim a “consumer revolution” in eighteenth-century England. “[C]onsumer behavior was so rampant and the acceptance of commercial attitudes so pervasive that no one . . . should doubt that the first of the world’s consumer societies had unmistakably emerged by 1800” (ibid.). This demand for fashionable products created an opportunity for manufacturers to explore ways to streamline their production and to market their products. Accordingly, such individuals as Josiah Wedgwood, the mass producer of English porcelains, began to create and to advertise brand name products designed to distinguish their wares from similar lines produced by competitors (Jones 1973; McKendrick et al. 1982; Brewer and Porter 1993; Fine and Leopold 1993).

Research on later periods of Western capitalism (e.g., Ewen 1976; Fox and Lears 1983; Marchand 1985) uniformly emphasizes the interrelations of mass consumers markets, the growth of large corporations, and advertising and marketing based upon products having brand names.
Consumerism and brand names, so the theory goes, went hand in hand to produce capitalist production as we know it today.

Even though their significance can certainly be debated, that brand names are an important feature of modern Western capitalism can hardly be disputed. It is certain, however, that England was not the world’s first consumer society and that consumerism does not occur only under conditions of capitalism.

Widespread distribution of differentiated commodities in late imperial China implies vast merchandising networks. As described elsewhere (Hamilton 1985), these merchandising networks certainly existed. Moreover, they emerged without the institutional support of the late imperial state. The Ming and Qing state did not standardize weights and measures, support a fixed currency, create commercial codes, or guarantee contracts—all of which formed the bedrock of Western economies. This absence of state-supported economic institutions helps to explain why there were such formidable barriers to entry at the distribution end of commodity chains. What the state did not provide, the merchant and artisan groups did, and in so doing they restricted access to marketing products. It was only through these merchant groups that China’s vast domestic economy actually worked. But, more than that, the control over commerce established by merchants and artisan groups not only shaped trade, but also moved backwards to structure commodity production as well.

How were these merchants groups organized so that they created these backward effects on production? A contrast with Europe and Japan is again revealing. Merchant associations in Europe and Japan were divided between resident guilds and non-resident traders. The guild structure in most urban areas allowed resident merchants exclusively to control the commerce of the locale. Non-resident merchants were, in essence, wholesalers but not retailers. The ability of guilds to restrict commercial competition meant that such guilds could limit the widespread distribution of common products and could force consumers to buy what was locally produced or distributed. This situation prevailed until the guild structure broke up in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The division between local and non-local merchants remains, even to this day, in the form of the distinction between wholesale and retail.

In China, however, the resident/non-resident categorization did not serve as the foundation for merchant and artisan organizations. Regardless of their length of residence in a locale, when merchants and artisans defined themselves collectively, they did so in terms of some combination of occupational specialization and regionality. This regionality, loosely linked to a lineage homeland somewhere outside their city of business,
was very flexibly defined, and could be expanded or contracted based on the situational needs of the group (Hamilton 1985).

These economic groupings provided the institutional underpinning of Chinese commerce. These commercial activities were centered in *huiguan* or *gongsuo*, which were places, much like club houses, set aside for anyone who came from a defined region in China to meet and to do business. Every *huiguan* and *gongsuo* had its own rules, rules that applied to fellow-regionals or to people in that line of business. These were rules of personal conduct, as well as rules for the businesses in which the fellow regionals specialized. These groups specified such things as the weights and measures for the line of business, the type of currency accepted, the quality and price of the products or services that they sold. Those who did not abide by the rules, the leaders would sanction, sometimes by fines, but they could go so far as to drive violators into bankruptcy and out of business.

By serving all these functions, regional groups created the institutional environment in which trade flourished. From the point of view of individuals, these merchant associations provided a structure of restraint and coercion to which individuals had to conform in order to realize their economic opportunities. From the point of view of the economy as a whole, these groups created an institutional environment in which buying and selling (*maimai*) was made into predictable and routine activities (Hamilton 1985).

Day-to-day normality and predictability were socially manufactured through the operation of trading networks. To an extent not appreciated by most scholars today, Chinese merchants and artisan networks promoted competition within and among networks. These networks form the interpersonal structure of merchants and artisan associations. Economically, however, they created an equivalent of a commodity market in which buyers and sellers met repeatedly, made deals, and set prices self-consciously and reflexively in the company of other buyers and sellers of the same or similar products. In this context, transactors tried to make the best long-term deals for themselves. Short-term maximization, in which fellow regionals and their regular consumers would short-change each other, would not serve as well as long-term deals that would insure longevity for all transacting parties. In his account of the activities of Chinese traders in Indonesia, Geertz describes the manner in which Chinese merchants in China also traded. The merchant, he said, typically wants to spread (himself) thin over a very wide range of deals rather than to plunge deeply in any one. Putting all one’s eggs in a single basket is not a favored mode of procedure . . . As a result, large, or even moderately large, single deals with only two people involved are very rare,
even in cases where the traders are large enough to handle such deals alone. Both large and small transactions usually involve a multiplicity of people, each making a small contribution and each taking out a small return. A trader contracting even a fairly petty agreement will look for others to go in with him; and, in fact, there is widely felt normative obligation on the part of traders to allow other people to cut into a good thing . . . The individual trader, unless he is very small indeed, is the center of a series of rapidly forming and dissolving one-deal, compositely organized trading coalitions.

(1963: 40)

As Geertz describes, each investment is split into many parts and distributed to others in the network.

Merchants and artisans formed similarly organized groups at each step in the final production and distribution of a product. Such groups created mini-clearing houses for goods and services, which assured everyone in the group that no one person could dominate the group and that the general rules of trade would be fair, mutually agreed upon, and collectively enforced. The groups, in effect, created price-efficient markets in goods and services at each step in a commodity chain, effectively segmenting each chain and encouraging different groups of people to handle each step. The segmentation maximized leverage at the merchandising end of the chain.

VI

We can set these organized economic activities into motion by showing how the textile trade worked. The important point to emphasize here is that the organization of the late imperial economy is not a static system, but rather an evolving one. We will divide our discussion of late imperial commercial organization between the period before and after 1850. Before 1850, China was a net exporter of commodities (e.g. teas and silks) and an importer of bullion. Although both the exports and imports had important effects on China’s economy, the internal organization of trade was largely insulated from the diffusion of Western goods. After 1850, with China’s defeat in the Opium Wars, Western products, technologies, and organizational forms were introduced into China, where they began to reshape the organization of the Chinese economy.

Long before 1850, Chinese merchants had gained control of both the collection of textiles from producing areas and their final dispersion to local sellers throughout the area of distribution. The same is true for other products as well. While it is the case that, in the mid-nineteenth century, long-distance trade was in the hands of different sets of merchants in different places, all the merchant groups seemed to work in
much the same way (Rowe 1984; Hamilton 1985). The groups specializing in textiles, for instance, would attempt to make connections in particular producing regions and would concentrate their distribution in other areas. Merchants typically went to regional markets in the producing areas and bought cloth from commission agents or petty merchants who had collected the cloth in smaller markets from producing households in the region. Merchants then delivered the cloth to groups specializing in finishing the cloth through dyeing and calendering. According to Craig Dietrich (1972: 130), the merchants would give the cloth, together with “calendering contracts,” to a set of people called *pao-tou*, or bosses. These bosses, in turn, would hire independent artisans, who rented their equipment from the bosses and worked under their supervision:

The merchants exercised considerable control over the calendering industry without assuming any direct managerial responsibility . . . The whole organization resembled a modified putting-out system, wherein merchants entrusted raw material (cloth) to laborers through the intermediary of bosses. After processing, the laborers returned it, through the same intermediary, to the merchants. The importance of merchants was not confined to the calendering industry. Since the activities of the innumerable spinners and weavers were not integrated with one another in any organizational structure, it was the merchants, both local and regional, who held the industry together and allowed it to function as a system.

(ibid.: 131)

As nearly as we can tell, over the course from mid-Ming to the late Qing periods (1500 to 1850), regional merchant networks gained a progressively stronger hold of China’s economy, and then after 1850 these networks spread to Southeast Asia where they also dominated the domestic economies in the region. The data are not sufficient to say whether these early changes in networks occurred gradually or whether they occurred in spurts. But it is clear that the organization of commerce changed during the 350-year period. At the start of the era, and perhaps for the duration of the Ming period, local markets were controlled by local brokers (*ya hang*) who had licenses from the government to act as intermediaries between peasants selling goods in official markets and long-distance merchants who would bring in goods to sell and who would buy local products to sell elsewhere (Mann 1987). In large cities, brokers set up branches (called *shu chuang*) in the countryside to deal with peasant producers more directly, but such branches could only sell to licensed brokers. Even during the Ming period, however, non-local regional merchant networks had the resources and the connections to final markets and therefore probably had the upper hand in dealing with market brokers. A Ming
 dynasty poem says as much: “Brokers treat outside merchants like kings, because to oppose them means war.”

By the start of the Qing dynasty in the mid-seventeenth century, the balance of power had swung decisively toward long-distance trading networks (Xu 1992). In early Qing, peasants could sell directly to long-distance merchants without going through market brokers. As a consequence, long-distance merchants began to patronize buyers in the countryside (zuo chuang) who collected goods directly from peasant producers. Such collection strategies put regional merchants directly into competition with market-based brokers.

By mid-Qing, the economic power of non-local merchants had overwhelmed locally based merchants (Xu 1992). The brokerage system, which was relatively powerful in the Ming, had lost its significance and had been largely replaced by non-local merchants, the most successful of whom began to establish brand name stores (zihao). At the same time, specialization in the textile trade occurred so that different steps in the production of cotton cloth were now systematically farmed out to different groups. Local traders or local representatives of regional networks would collect raw cloth that had been woven by peasant households and would sell it to brand name stores. Very similar to OEM (original equipment manufacturing) production today, where branded products (e.g., Nike, Dell) indicate the merchandiser and not the maker of products, the merchant owners of these stores would farm out the cloth to dyeing mills. The mills would return the dyed cloth to the brand name stores with the brand name dyed into each bolt of cloth. A typical brand name would read “Manufactured by the Lin Family.” At this point, the merchandiser had become by far the most powerful link in the chain, powerful enough to shape all the backward links.

By late Qing, the regional merchant networks controlled all the links in the cotton textile commodity chain (Hamilton 1977a; Xu 1992). The broker system declined over the long term and eventually disappeared. The local merchants who had previously been brokers gradually became long-distance traders themselves. Capitalizing on their local connections, they extended their trading networks to other locations. By late Qing, the great bulk of China’s commerce was handled by regionalized trading networks, which in any one urban setting might have sufficient density to be represented by merchant associations that had been established by non-local merchants from this or that region. By late Qing, the invidious distinction between local and non-local merchant and artisan groups had all but disappeared, when virtually all groups became enmeshed in one or another form of non-local grouping (Hamilton 1985). Moreover, by the late nineteenth century, as Mark Elvin (1973) and Ho Ping-ti (1966) show, these regional merchants had greatly expanded; regionally organized migrants had gained control not only of commerce but also of most
occupations in China’s cities, everything from sailors to barbers; even the beggars in Beijing (Burgess 1928) had a regionally based organization.

VI

In the 1840s, losing the first round of skirmishes with Western states, China was forced to open its borders to Western traders and Western commodities. By 1850, British cotton textiles began to flood Chinese markets. Eyeing China’s millions, the British had expected Chinese consumers to buy great quantities of British-made cotton goods, as had so many other consumers in other parts of the world. In fact, Sir Henry Pottinger, the British representative at the signing of the Treaty of Nanking in 1842, had forecast that “even the total output of Lancashire would not be sufficient to satisfy consumption in a single province in China” (Chao 1977: 168). This prediction matched the belief in Europe, echoed by Marx (1959: 11) that, “Cheap commodity prices are the heavy artillery with which (the bourgeoisie) batters down all Chinese walls and forces the barbarians’ intensely obstinate hatred of foreigners to capitulate.” This perception colored the interpretation of the Western impact on China for years, as many analysts (e.g., Isaacs 1961) reported that Western imports had destroyed China’s handicraft industries. That view, however, has now been thoroughly revised (Feuerwerker 1970; Chao 1977; Hamilton 1977). But what is less understood is the role played by China’s merchants in creating a new system of handicraft cotton textile production that competed successfully with Western cotton textile imports. The new system, based on the importation of foreign yarn, unambiguously shows a continuation of the backward linkages of merchandising on cotton textile production.

From 1850 to the 1930s, when the Great Depression and the Japanese invasion irrevocably disrupted daily life in China, Chinese handicraft cotton textile production not only survived the onslaught of Western and Japanese imported textiles, but also thrived as well. This, in fact, was the heyday of China’s handicraft production. Chinese hand-made textiles not only supplied most of the domestic market with cloth, but also became a flourishing export commodity. As Table 5.2 shows, the export of Chinese native cloth grew about eighty-fold between 1870 and 1925, and millions of households were engaged in making cloth from yarn, and, in addition, thousands of small factories emerged to weave, dye, and finish the cloth (Chao 1977: 169–217; Xu 1992).

The impetus for this remarkable growth in China’s cotton handicraft industry was the ready availability of large supplies of cotton yarn imported largely from India and Japan between 1860 and 1920, and subsequently provided by mills in China as well. China’s pre-1850 cotton handicraft production had been concentrated in the cotton-growing regions in the lower reaches of the Yangtze River. The demand for cotton textiles was in part
limited by the supply of cotton and, more importantly, by the control of merchant networks whose economic power structured the whole system of production. Although competitive within networks, only a few regional merchant networks had access to raw cotton, these, in turn, had control over the national distribution of cotton cloth. When Chinese markets were opened to foreign trade, different sets of merchants all across China could suddenly purchase cotton yarn cheaply and could promote and manage their own production networks. Demand for yarn boomed. After 1850, every province in China began to produce hand-made cottons (Chao 1977), and cotton-growing areas began to produce more cotton as well. In an effort to explain the dismal reception of British cotton cloth in China (Britain did not sell yarn overseas, only cloth), troubleshooters from Lancashire reported that even in the peripheral provinces of Yunnan and Guizhou yarn imported from India had created thriving handicraft industries where none had existed before. Women even attended classes to learn how to weave (Neville and Bell 1898: 261–6).

What remained crucial for the expansion of production was the ability of merchants successfully to merchandise and sell hand-made cloth in competition with Western and Japanese imported cloth. Here, too, the Western opening of China, which introduced new and cheaper means of transporting goods (e.g., railways and steamships) greatly enhanced the ability of Chinese merchants to distribute their goods and hence to compete with Westerners. But it was organization of commerce that created the potential and led the system of handicraft production to new levels.

Table 5.2  Exports of Chinese native cloth, 1871–1930 (5-year total)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Quantity (piculs)</th>
<th>Value (1,000 haikwan taels)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1871–5</td>
<td>3,903</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1876–80</td>
<td>9,328</td>
<td>487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881–5</td>
<td>12,917</td>
<td>526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1886–90</td>
<td>28,086</td>
<td>1,037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891–5</td>
<td>88,528</td>
<td>3,289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896–1900</td>
<td>139,188</td>
<td>5,855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1901–5</td>
<td>129,932</td>
<td>6,124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1906–10</td>
<td>178,346</td>
<td>8,548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911–15</td>
<td>221,917</td>
<td>11,454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916–20</td>
<td>258,596</td>
<td>15,698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921–5</td>
<td>315,516</td>
<td>19,737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926–30</td>
<td>201,486</td>
<td>13,494</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note

a Table 5.2 is reproduced from Chao (1977: 173). The data for Table 5.2 are found in Yen (1963: 83). For approximate conversions of piculs and taels to Western measures, see note to Table 5.1.
In the post-1850 period, increasing opportunities to participate in the cotton trade led Chinese merchants to rationalize the existing system of production and distribution, but not to transform it. The number and size of putting-out systems of production greatly increased, as did the efforts to merchandise finished cloth, but each step in the chain of production remained segmented, as it had before 1850. Chao (1977) gives several examples that causes one to realize that handicraft production was not a throwback to a traditional system, but rather was a competitive alternative to a factory-based system. One example he gives is of the emergence of a new handicraft industry in Wei district in Shandong province. In the early years of the twentieth century, Wei district was linked to Qingdao, a new treaty port opening in 1899, by a railroad built in 1904. Taking advantage of this new opportunity, a number of merchant firms organized a putting-out system based on providing credit to households to buy simple hand-looms and cotton yarn and return cotton cloth. In ten years, they had organized over 100,000 looms producing cotton cloth:

During the peak years about 150,000 persons were involved in the production of native cloth, with a maximum annual output of ten million bolts . . . Although gray goods and bleached cloth remained as the prominent products throughout, the quantities of colored and patterned cloth were sufficiently large to justify the establishment of factories specializing in various finishing processes. According to a survey made in the early 1930s, there were 30 dyeing factories, 7 calendering factories, and 3 packing companies. The products of Wei Xian enjoyed a nationwide market.

( ibid.: 196)

As is the case with most analysts, Chao describes the system of production in greater detail than the system of merchandising and distribution, but he does recognize the importance of the merchant end of the endeavor ( ibid.: 206–17). Arguing that merchants decisively affected the rise and fall of centers of handicraft production, he cites some examples of merchant organization. For instance, a study of cotton handicrafts in Hebei province in 1934 showed that “a total of 25.7 million bolts of native cloth were produced in 89 xian (districts) in the province, of which 89 percent were sold to other places through cloth merchants.” These cloth merchants were not consolidated into huge firms, but were rather divided into many small firms, each handling, calculates Chao ( ibid.: 204), about one hundred weaving households. The largest firms he came across managed 4,000 looms. These putting-out firms organized production in the following ways:

(1) buying factory yarn in large quantities from big cities, (2) distributing the yarn to individual hand weavers and setting specifications
for the products, (3) collecting cloth from weavers and performing finishing works if necessary, and (4) transporting the goods to other cities for sale.

(ibid.: 204)

A recent book by Xu Xinwu (1992: 365–8) substantiates that the same patterns that were observed in the Ming and early Qing continued in the 1920s.27

VII

The interpretation of China’s handicraft industry travels the same path as the greater “sprouts of capitalism debate.” Historians have not viewed China’s handicraft production in the Ming, Qing, and Republican eras – right up to the Japanese invasion in 1936 – as an example of capitalism, of industrialization, or even of modernization. Most analysts see it as evidence of continuing traditionalism and of spreading commercialization without genuine development. As such, most conclude that China’s handicraft tradition at last came to an end with destruction caused by World War II and the post-war economic reorganization that occurred as a consequence of the Communist Revolution on the Mainland.

The thesis in this chapter is different. By overemphasizing the capitalism/no capitalism, development/no development debate, analysts ignore the organizational features, and particularly the strength and dynamism, of the Chinese economy as well as the evolution of the system over the past 500 years. If we push our analysis back to an even earlier period, to the economically sophisticated, but rigidly stratified Song dynasties (Northern and Southern Song Dynasties), we see that the economic organization of the Song differed greatly from what emerged in the Ming and Qing periods. Song commerce was urban-based with relatively little penetration of the rural areas (Shiba 1970). Merchants were rooted to urban locales. They were urban resident merchants and not non-local regional merchants, and commodity production was equally urban and not rural. The economic organization of Song China was more similar to that in late medieval Europe and Tokugawa Japan than to what emerged in Ming and Qing China, in large part because the social organization of society promoted that form of economy.

The commercial transformation of late imperial China grew out of the intense reorientation of Chinese society that occurred at the end of the Yuan and beginning of the Ming dynasties. In the Ming, a relatively decentralized, rural-based society emerged. Elites were centered in and mainly circulated in local society, grounded there, in part, by the growth of powerful, local lineage groups. Centered on the mobility of households, the class structure became “fluid,” as Ho Ping-ti (1964) put it. The
commercial system that developed in mid-Ming reflected the features of that society. Although the society certainly changed during the last 500 years, from the sixteenth century to the early twentieth century, the changes were largely matters of degree rather than of kind, and consisted of systematizing the patterns that were already prevalent and important. By late Qing, the commercial system of China was the tail that wagged the entire structure of China’s economy outside of the state sector, and for much of this period, the state sector was concerned with taxation and the redistribution of grain through the granary system that the Qing state developed (Will and Wong 1991). Although the state sector collapsed in the final decades of the nineteenth century, the economic organization of the private was not transformed into some other economic stage or system when Western and Japanese powers forcibly opened China, but rather grew along a trajectory established in the pre-1850 period. The opening of China’s markets to Western traders merely quickened this earlier process of change by expanding the range of economic opportunities that Chinese people could grasp, a conclusion echoed by Sherman Cochran (1980, 2000) as well. This outcome occurred despite the changes wrought by Western and Japanese imperialism (Brandt 1989).

The advances in this commercial system during the late imperial period directly contributed to the simplification of technology when contrasted with production of the same products elsewhere around the world, particularly Europe and the United States. There is no culprit in this process, no direct or indirect agency that blocks economic development in China, no high-level equilibrium trap that Mark Elvin (1973) discussed, no economic involution that Huang (1985, 1990) talks about, and no peasant-induced barrier to development that Mazumdar (1998) ends up with. The merchandising power at the commercial ends of China’s economy pushed the deployment of simple technology at the production end of the economy; and as production became centered in the household, then gender and kinship dynamics controlled the labor force. Often confined to households, women and young girls became primary producers of many handicraft goods.28 But population pressure and cheap labor are not the reasons for these developments. What happened in the large picture also happened in the small. “A puzzling fact” that Chao (1977: 182) noted is that in the early part of the twentieth century when both foreign yarn and a range of alternative looms were readily available, the first ones to disappear were the “native spinning wheels with 3 or 4 spindles.” The most common loom in use was also the most primitive one, a “single spindle wheel so simple that a girl of seven or eight would learn to operate it.”

As we argue here, China’s system of production and distribution was an alternative to Fordist systems of production that emerged in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, systems with well-organized
producer-driven commodity chains. But the absence of these types of chains does not mean that China’s economy was antagonistic to capitalism. Quite the contrary, China embraced the new economic order. China’s economy was extensively and intensively organized and was rooted deeply in Chinese social institutions. The buyer-driven features of the economy gave the economy momentum and direction, and as economically active Chinese took advantage of new opportunities introduced by the opening of China to the outside world and as they incorporated Western organizational forms (e.g., limited liability companies) and material technologies, they simply reinvented their traditions. A large part of the Chinese economy, especially the coastal areas, seamlessly became integrated into global capitalism, and indeed became a competitive form of capitalist production. This is simply to say that the Chinese ways of doing business were sophisticated, were oriented to profit, and could compete successfully in almost any market. Even in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, in the struggle for economic success, Chinese merchants and industrialists usually came out on top (MacPherson and Yearley 1987; Hamilton 1996; Cochran 2000).

If one were to examine the organization of the textile industry in Taiwan and China in the past decade or the footwear industry or the garment industry or the bicycle industry or even the high technology industries, as we have done elsewhere (Orru et al. 1997; Hsing 1998; Kao and Hamilton forthcoming), it would be apparent that the economic organization in all of these sectors share organizational features of putting-out systems of production that existed a century earlier. This observation does not imply that there is a lineal chain of events that connects the two eras. At this particular historical moment, the big buyers pulling the greater Chinese economies are the same big buyers that now shape the global economy, and these are not predominantly Chinese-owned firms. Instead, the globally oriented discount houses and brand-name merchandisers (e.g., Walmart, Home Depot, the Gap, Nike, Timberland, even Dell and Gateway) are largely, but not exclusively Western owned. Like a century ago, the production networks shaped by these big buyers emphasize piecework (called batch-production system) and flexible work routines. These factors give advantages to factories with low overhead (such as small and medium-sized family-owned firms) and to flexibility in organizing production networks that can expand or contract with changing demand (Shieh 1992; Chen 1995). The technology used in such factories must necessarily match the manufacturing jobs being done and the resources available to those running the businesses. Inevitably, the technology used in such circumstances is simpler and less costly than that deployed in large vertically integrated factories. To be sure, some differences currently exist between the organization of Taiwan’s and the Mainland’s economies, but in the vibrant export sector of the Mainland
economy, productions systems intermingle Taiwanese, Hong Kong, and PRC firms, often resulting in even greater flexibility than is found solely in Hong Kong or Taiwan. Indeed, the boundary lines between the economies of Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the PRC have virtually disappeared, creating what Barry Naughton (1997) calls “the China circle.”

The point is that the technology in use reflects the way the economy is socially organized, as well as the product being made. That young girls made cloth on single-spindle looms a century ago or that the women (and often men too) in households gather around the dining table to assemble computer parts today does not indicate economic involution or capitalistic ineptitude of any kind. But it does indicate that we cannot understand how economies work unless we understand how they are organized in some holistic way.
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Notes

1 For a more developed discussion of the theme of this paragraph, including the pertinent literature, see Hamilton et al. (2000) and Feenstra and Hamilton (forthcoming).

2 Recently a number of scholars have made similar observations, including Brook and Blue (1999), Wong (1997), and Pomeranz (2000).

3 Much the same can be said for many interpretations of the rise of capitalism in other locations in Asia, in Southeast Asia and especially Japan. In the Japanese literature, however, there is also an equal effort on the part of some scholars to discover the pre-modern origins of Japanese capitalism in functional equivalents to the prerequisites for Western capitalism, as for instance Bellah (1957) did a number of years ago and as Collins (1999) did very recently.

4 There are, of course, limits to this type of comparison. Clearly, European nations are more oriented to capitalism than most African nations are. But the point is that many economic differences result from differences in the how economic activity is organized and institutionalized in a particular social environment, and not whether the economic configuration is more or less capitalistic. The latter makes capitalism into an ideal condition, the difference from which can be measured precisely.

5 For reviews of this literature, see Rawski (1991), Feuerwerker (1992), and Brook (1989).

6 In his discussion of China’s economy, Bin Wong (1997) uses the adjective “Smithian” to describe the market dynamics of an essentially agricultural economy. He opposes Smithian markets with commercial capitalism. Our use of Smithian conforms to the more orthodox economic connotations of Adam Smith’s work to mean market dynamics, whether capitalist or not (Hamilton 1985). We argue in this chapter that Wong’s distinction between Smithian commerce and capitalistic commerce is not particularly meaningful when applied to nineteenth- and twentieth-century China.
7 For an excellent comparison of the levels of consumption in China and Western Europe in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, see Pomeranz (2000: 114–65).

8 Also see Pomeranz’s more recent estimates (2000: 138–41; 327–38), which appeared after this chapter was in a finished version.

9 Literati paraphernalia are exceptions, but even these were often modest in contrast to the finery and accoutrements of Western and Japanese elites.

10 The most recent and thorough participant in this debate is Pomeranz (2000), whose book is an extended analysis of “The Great Divergence” between China and Western Europe.

11 Wu Chengming (1985: 260–2) has shown that in the Ming Dynasty, cotton production was centralized in Jiangsu Province. “The main types of cloth produced [in this region] was called biao and leng [later called shi cloth]. About 150 to 200 million bolts of this cloth were shipped and marketed throughout a wide region of China connected by means of long-distance trade. In the Qing Dynasty, the areas of cotton production expanded, to include cloth from Sungjiang, Chang-shou, Wu-shi, all of which was collectively called the Su-sung production area. Apart from these, there were also some smaller centralized production regions in north and central China. The long-distance shipping and marketing of this cloth increased over that which occurred in the Ming dynasty.” For similar description, see Nishijima Sadao (1984: 526).

12 For some of the more recent contributions to the assessment of this literature, see Lazerson and Lorenzoni (1999), Storper and Salais (1997), and Vallas (1999).

13 The interpretation of this commercialization is, however, disputed. The Marxian advocates of the sprouts of capitalism view commercialization as evidence of the bourgeoisification of feudalism, a necessary step for the eventual revolution. The critics of this interpretation argue that, despite commercialization, no independent merchant class developed, and hence no capitalism. The Smithian advocates of a sustained economic development in late imperial China see commercialization as evidence for the creation of price-setting markets that allowed industrious peasants gradually to raise their standard of living through participation in the market. The critics of the Smithian interpretation argue that no improvement in the standard of living resulted from this commercialization, but instead involution and peasant immiseration.

14 In opposition to evidence given by Rawski (1989) and Brandt (1989), Wong (1997: 66) questions how efficient China’s markets really were, but without giving any evidence to support his contention.

15 Some might be inclined to think of Adam Smith as the theorist who connected both ends of the commodity chain together in his concept of supply and demand. Although he theorized demand, Smith’s work transformed thinking about production. To some extent neo-classical economics, as a production-led theorization of markets, has followed this lead ever since.

16 The concept of global commodity chains was first suggested by Terence Hopkins and Immanuel Wallerstein (1986), but Gereffi (Gereffi and Korzeniewicz 1994) is most responsible for its recent re-emergence and importance.

17 It is worth noting the Western bias in the thinking of many analysts of the imperial Chinese economy, who assume that vertical integration, whether backward or forward, naturally occurs in the process of industrialization, when in fact many writers, including Chandler, show different outcomes occurred in different locations.

18 It is worth noting that significant portions of the PRC’s export economy are organized through the direct investments and involvement of entrepreneurs
from Hong Kong and Taiwan, who have moved their firms or branches of their firms to the Mainland and who have subcontracted portions of their production to local firms.

19 This section draws heavily on the arguments made in Hamilton and Lai (1988).

20 For more detail on these patterns of consumptions, see Hamilton (1977a).

21 Recent research on medieval markets (e.g., Berger 1980; Hilton 1985; Biddick 1985) show greater market penetration into the countryside than previously believed, but they do not fundamentally alter Schechter’s characterization.

22 The economic literature on brand names is largely confined to marketing research (e.g., Pilditch, 1970). There are, however, relevant economic studies about product differentiation. Economists (e.g., Scherer 1970; Chamberlin 1950) have investigated theoretically the conditions producing product differentiation. According to Scherer (1970: 324), brand name differentiation occurs when producing firms “strive to differentiate their goods and services from rival offerings.” Given this competition, firms rationally plan strategies to create products that consumer will buy.

23 It is significant to note that huiguan and gongsuo all but disappeared during the Mao era in the PRC. After the economic reforms in the late 1970s, they have started to reappear.

24 We are struck by the tendency to interpret Chinese merchant associations as examples of collusion, monopoly, cronyism, and cartels without really examining how these associations operated economically. This tendency is reminiscent of the 1879 civil suit by Western merchants against the Swatow Opium Guild in which the Westerners brought charges of unfair trade, collusion, and conspiracy against Chinese merchants. The Chinese merchants defended themselves successfully by showing that Westerners had imposed their own conceptions of guilds onto Chinese behavior. Not only was there no collusion, there was also no guild, merely a place where fellow-regionals meet to discuss business and enjoy each other’s companionship (Hamilton 1977a; also see Hamilton 1985).

25 It should be emphasized that merchant groups in late imperial China, the huiguan, were unlike Western guilds in which a person either belonged or not. Huiguan are meeting places and not formal organizations. As places, they fostered economically active networks that rested on common social relationships. The commonality allowed the network to be socially binding, because normative rules existed on how one should treat others bound by a guanxi tie. Merchants associations of out-of-towners formed for many reasons, such as when the critical mass of fellow regional was sufficient to support building a meeting hall, when the competition among networks was great enough to promote greater coordination, or when local opposition to non-local merchants merited a common front. But merchant networks, resting on both economic opportunity and some social basis for moral, if not physical, coercion operated whether a physically located huiguan existed or not.

26 The structural similarity between trading in a commodity market and trading in a situation where transactors engage in long-term repetitive trading is striking. For a detailed analysis of commodity, bond, and equity markets that are very similar to the account of Chinese traders given by Clifford Geertz, see Abolafia (1997).

27 Xu (1992) concludes that brand name products were crucial to how the cloth market functions. Much of the cloth business revolved around the ability to obtain credit, and the better known the brand, the easier it was to obtain the credit essential for creating a putting-out system and the easier it was to sell the
cloth to merchants who would resale the cloth in other places. Cloth merchants would grade their cloth and give a different brand name to each grade. The merchants would, in turn, register their brand names with the cloth merchants’ trade associations, which would protect the brand names and take such actions as were necessary to punish violators. Xu reports that then, as now, brand name piracy was a problem.

28 It is worth noting that the large spinning factories that emerged in Shanghai during the 1920s and 1930s, producing cheap yarn, partially supported the spread of handcraft production.
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Since the middle of the nineteenth century on questions of technology Japan and Asia have been in a subordinate position in the international system. This chapter argues that during the second half of the twentieth century, Asia’s technology order has also been defined by a relatively hierarchical regional division of labor even though first Japan and other Asian states later have improved rapidly their technological profiles. Focusing on the Japanese technological challenge, this chapter shows how governments and corporations seek to respond to and appropriate the effects of international technological developments through distinctive institutions, and how they attempt to project their preferences, in the form of national policies and corporate strategies, into the region of which they are a part. Although the technological leads and lags that separated Japan from the USA and other Asian political economies have changed over time, the underlying order has not. As different producers in Japan and Asia rapidly mastered the leading technologies of different industrial sectors, Asia’s technological order has remained defined by the search for enhanced national autonomy and corporate profitability.

Even in realms where they led the field internationally Japanese producers did not dictate developments. Networks organized around overseas Chinese commercial and technological elites operating in Southeast Asia and in Silicon Valley have at times linked up with US producers thus offering plausible alternatives for Asian producers seeking to reduce their technological dependence on Japan. The process of change in regional hierarchies thus is relatively fluid and offers chances for absolute and relative advancement to weak states and corporations in peripheral economies which are clever to exploit the competition between larger states and core economies. Yet this has done little to change the hierarchical, national and market-oriented character of Asia’s technology order.

The contrast with Germany and the European technology order is instructive. In Europe technology is only one among many sectors in which the process of regionalization plays itself out. National governments are partially pooling state sovereignties and corporations seek to gain
resources from that process to improve their competitiveness in world markets.

Regions are both geographically given and politically made. Geographic proximity matters for a broad range of economic, social and cultural interactions. So does politics which can redraw maps by shaping collective identities. Karl Deutsch (1981: 54) defines regions succinctly as a group of countries markedly interdependent over a wide range of different issues when compared to other groups. Regions are shaped by both economic and social processes of regionalization and by structures of regionalism (Fishlow and Haggard 1992; Fawcett and Hurrell 1995; Grugel and Hout 1999). Regionalization describes the geographic manifestations of global processes. Regionalism characterizes formal or informal political structures that shape the strategies of actors. Asia is marked primarily by regionalization processes, a relative weakness in formal political structures, and the existence of a variety of informal network structures. In Europe, on the other hand, regional structures tend to be formal rather than informal while regionalization processes have grown less sharply than in Asia in the 1980s.

At the beginning of the twenty-first century the situation in Asia is extremely fluid. Is Japan in the process of consolidating a new technology paradigm uniquely well suited to its changing institutions? Or has Japan reached the political and economic limits of institutions no longer adequate for the information technologies that promise both large economic returns and important social change in the coming decades? Nobody knows for sure the answers to these questions. Just as the optimism about Japan’s technological prowess was overblown a decade ago, so is today’s pessimism. Technological orders endure longer than moments of excessive optimism or pessimism. They express evolving political solutions that resolve unavoidable tensions between ideological visions and institutional practices.

**Technology in historical perspective**

Technology is important for the rise and decline of nations. Since the beginning of the nineteenth century first Britain and then the United States have parlayed their technological prowess into positions of world power. And through technological imitation and innovation Japan and Germany, among others, have at various times sought to consolidate their leading positions in Asia, Europe and the global system. Because of its direct relevance to both military strength and economic competitiveness, technology matters politically to both leaders and followers.

National economies, often closely linked to their regional and global environments, are central in creating technological change. Britain was the dominant technological power during the first half of the nineteenth
century. In the second half, together with Germany, the USA quickly came to compete successfully with Britain especially in the new fields of chemistry and electrical engineering (Nelson 1990: 4–6). In the decades leading up to World War I Germany moved into a position of scientific leadership. But in mass-production industries US corporations eventually established a position of leadership over both Britain and Germany (Chandler 1990). By the turn of the century the United States had established itself as the world’s leading technological power even though in some fields (organic chemical products, chemical process equipment and electronics) it probably lagged behind Germany (Yakushiji 1985). For a series of case studies of technology transfers see Jeremy (1991 and 1992).

Changes in technological power were also evident in Asia. After the Meiji restoration Japan’s modernization was driven by the need to quickly create an independent army and navy (Seki 1994: 36). Government and corporations paid heavily for foreign technical expertise as “Meiji Japan imitated, borrowed from, and modified techniques from the West” (Nafziger 1995: 45). Between 1868 and 1892 the central government spent 1.9 percent of its total budget on hiring thousands of foreigners and sending thousands of Japanese students and government officials abroad (ibid.: 37–8). This position of backwardness has, for more than a century, made the Japanese government not waver from its commitment to enhance the country’s technological autonomy, even though, in recent decades, Japan has become a technological leader in many international markets. And it has generated widespread societal consensus on the need to enhance the country’s economic security (Katzenstein 1996: 113–15). Many other Asian states including Korea and China, have followed in Japan’s footsteps.

Technological autonomy is central to Japan’s developmentalist strategy and its sense of moving up in the international division of labor. “Japan’s technology and security ideology,” Richard Samuels writes, “has evolved to serve the nation across a diverse set of structural conditions” (1994: 42). Directly and indirectly throughout the twentieth century military considerations ranked high in Japan’s technology policies. In the 1980s some observers dubbed this “techno-nationalism.” It is a constant in Japan’s approach, modified only marginally in recent times. A 150-years’ perspective thus underlines this chapter’s focus on the last half-century.

In Prussia and Germany technological backwardness was not overcome by the determined modernization push of the state. Instead what proved to be decisive was the gradual emergence of the technical institutes as sites of applied and practical learning. Against the opposition of the “German Mandarins” (Ringer 1969) ensconced in the universities, the technical universities used the technological advances of the 1860s to improve their academic standing and gain additional resources. Within a few decades they had become the backbone of Germany’s technological
ascendance to leadership in new industries such as chemicals and electrical engineering.

Creating the conditions for military strength and economic competitiveness through technology was one thing, having the political capacities to deploy power prudently was quite another. Both Germany and Japan moved quickly to close the technological gap that had defined their status as industrial latecomers in the nineteenth century. But their systems of government proved woefully inadequate to fashion coherent and feasible strategies serving their newly-found military strength and economic competitiveness. The technological dynamism of these two economies and societies became the vehicle for an aggressive nationalism and military expansion that by 1945 had proved to be disastrous for them, Asia and Europe. The result was total military defeat and unconditional surrender in 1945.

Germany’s scientific and technological prowess was sapped not only by the loss of two world wars but also by the self-inflicted wounds of anti-Semitism that murdered or sent into exile a very large number of the country’s scientific and technological elite. Germany’s vaunted strategy of diffusing widely and quickly technologies developed elsewhere rather than becoming an innovator itself in key industries such as electronics is partly a consequence of its own policy. So is the quick rise of the United States to a position of scientific and technological pre-eminence after 1945.

In sharp contrast to Germany, Japan’s military defeat did not decimate its scientific and technological elite. It did, however, eliminate all traces of a political role for the military and, under the defense umbrella provided by the United States, freed the country’s talents for a dynamic commercial expansion in world markets. Chalmers Johnson (1982) has shown how the formidable organizational capacities of Japan’s economic bureaucracy, without the constraints imposed by the military, came after 1945 to focus directly and primarily on economic objectives. In cooperation with business, the government’s economic strategy soon yielded impressive results. Completing its process of rapid catch-up industrialization, in the early 1980s, Japanese producers began to challenge the position of the United States in leading areas of high technology such as computers, electronic chips, robotics and new materials. In the mid-1980s Japanese production moved off-shore with amazing speed, spreading technology in a carefully controlled manner to other Asian economies. By the 1990s Japanese firms had become a world leader in important technologies and had succeeded in making deep inroads into areas in which US firms held unassailable positions only two or three decades earlier (Yakushiji 1986; Taylor and Yamamura 1990; Hatch and Yamamura 1996: 97–8).
Japan and Asia – Germany in Europe

Asia’s and Europe’s emerging regional orders differ (Katzenstein and Shiraishi 1997a; Katzenstein 1997b). European regionalism is formal. It is reflected in collective political institutions operating at the regional level, including a common court, a Commission issuing thousands of binding regulations a year, a Parliament, a common central bank and currency, and, soon, a limited collective military capacity for peace-keeping and peace-enforcement operations. Asian regionalism is informal. Despite institutions such as ASEAN and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) it operates predominantly through market institutions. Specific to Asian markets are networks that are partly competing and partly complementary, as, for example, in Japanese and Korean corporate networks and Chinese family, clan and ethnic networks. While Asia’s multilateralism is at best incipient, especially since the 1970s, informal networks have contributed to creating new regional links and altering the pattern of Asian trade.

On questions of technology, Europe’s and Asia’s regional orders differ. The main explanation lies in Japan’s and Germany’s different domestic structures that link the main actors in state and society. Both Germany and Japan are characterized by active and consensual policies that seek to enhance international competitiveness. But the mainspring of policy differs for what Kozo Kato describes as Japan’s information-rich system of political institutions and Germany’s quasi-corporatist polity (Kato 1996: 256–347). Japan’s policy networks are geared to a free exchange of information among competing centers of power, Germany’s to institutionalized bargaining arrangements.

Differences in domestic structure and in regional settings create different political capacities for change. At the level of industrial sector or for specific technologies, Japanese capacities are larger than German ones. This is illustrated by the fact that Japan’s production profile has changed a number of times during the past half century, while Germany’s has remained largely unchanged. In Japan, leading industrial sectors have frequently changed during the last half-century, from textiles to steel and shipbuilding, to automobiles and consumer electronics, to computers and semi-conductors. In Germany machinery and machine tools, electrical equipment, chemicals, and automobiles have remained the leading sectors throughout the second half of the twentieth century. Corporate linkages in Japan are primarily group- rather than industry-based as in Germany. And group-based linkages, write Peter Hall and David Soskice:

provide greater capacities for diffusing new technology across sectors boundaries . . . Japanese firms have been better than their German
counterparts at entering new industries, such as semiconductors, and at incorporating the technology developed in one industry into the products of others.

(1999: 28)

At the international level the situation is reverse. Here German capacities exceed Japanese ones as is illustrated by Germany’s active participation in a number of European and international technology ventures.

Technology has different political salience in Japan and Germany. In Japan technology is a matter of national security cultivated assiduously. Technology is viewed as an instrument for lowering the country’s potential vulnerability to international disruptions in supplies that Japan has little capacity to influence. In so doing it enhances national autonomy. Hence the Japanese government has been very consistent in supporting core technologies, collecting information on the technological advances of foreign competitors, and seeking to advance its political objectives through numerous long-term programs. Japan sees itself as a technological superpower that defines the parameters of social change for others.

In Germany technology is a tool for maintaining economic competitiveness in world markets rather than a way of protecting national security. Because it is viewed to be less central to survival, technology has become one instrument among many through which Germany seeks to advance its goal of a partial pooling of national sovereignty in an emerging European polity, as in a number of high-profile European-centered technology projects. At the national level, on the other hand, German policy-makers and corporate leaders see Germany typically as a “good second” who is very well equipped to diffuse technologies it often does not know how to generate by itself. What from the vantage point of innovation looks like a conservative bias, is in fact very effective in terms of application (Roobeek 1990: 202–4, 212, 218, 220).

In the area of information technology policies, for example, these differences between Japan and Germany are readily apparent (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 1991: 8, 92, 98–9). The “Advanced Information Society” that provides the organizing concept for Japanese policy is an ambiguous term which can be used to motivate a wide variety of economic and social programs promoting the development and application of information technologies in economy and society. Specifically the Japanese government has aimed at supporting technological progress of specific industry segments in the hope of enhancing the international competitiveness of the entire industry. In Germany policy is informed by principles that are more concrete and that seek a rapid and efficient integration of information technologies into the production process in both the manufacturing and service sectors of the economy.
Japan and Germany thus relate differently to the flow of technology. Japanese institutions are especially attuned to technological developments which they follow closely, import freely, improve greatly, and seek to reintroduce into Asia under carefully monitored conditions. Contemporary Germany, by contrast, lacks the domestic institutions to create the innovations with which it could shape regional technological developments on its own terms. It thus chooses to embed itself in broader regional institutions to achieve broader political purposes.

There are also economic reasons for the different reactions of European and Asian polities to the reascendence of Germany and Japan. The degree of imbalance in the two regions differs greatly. Measured at current exchange rates, the spread in the per capita/GDP ratio in post-Cold War Asia is almost four times larger than in Europe (the ratio is 1:28 in Europe compared to 1:110 in Asia; see Lemoine 1997: 21–2, summary). Wage differentials are much larger in Asia than in Europe. The least developed states in Eastern Europe thus are in a better starting position than are the least developed Asian countries. Other statistical indicators also illustrate the contrast between European homogeneity and Asian heterogeneity and the more advantageous position that creates policies of technological catch-up in Europe (Katzenstein 1997a: 23; Katzenstein and Shiraishi 1997b: 365–6).

It is not only the smaller difference in intra-regional imbalances but also the historical experience of other states in dealing with Germany in numerous multilateral European institutions that creates an important difference between Europe and Asia. Diffusing the fear of the re-emergence of Germany’s or Japan’s regional hegemony and the memory or prospect of bilateral dependence are important political facts in both Asia and Europe. Compared to Japan’s reticence to acknowledge, apologize for, and compensate victims of the atrocities it committed in Asia in the 1930s and 1940s, German public discourse and state policy have been more forthcoming in the past three decades, thus alleviating European anxieties about a resurgent Germany. The institutionalization of various international and transnational relations linking Germany in multilateral European arrangements to the smaller states has politically neutralized the fear of economic dependence. Institutionalization has fostered instead the gradual emergence of a collective European identity that Germany has actively and consistently championed. Multilateral institutions are in Europe the proper arena within which bilateral relations should be conducted. This helps the smaller European states to compensate for existing economic and political asymmetries between large and small states. So do the domestic corporatist arrangements that help the losing sectors of society in coping with the change imposed by international economic dependence (Katzenstein 1985). Both international and domestic political institutions have thus counteracted economic and political dependence.
and thus help neutralize the fear of German hegemony. Technology did not matter.

The differences between Asian and European regionalism thus are very considerable. Yet it would be a mistake to overlook a very important similarity. Besides their regional placement, both Germany and Japan are embedded also in global relations that closely align them with the United States. They are important nodes of a tri-regional international economy and capillaries in an increasingly multicultural world (Lake 1988; Nye 1992). Eschewing autarchy and isolation, both Germany and Japan and European and Asian regionalism are open to the flow in technology, wealth and power that links both regions to a world political economy in which the United States continues to play a central role.

**Japan and technology**

Since 1945 Japan’s indigenization of technology has been inexorable. “What once was purchased,” Richard Samuels writes, “soon was licensed for coproduction. What had been coproduced then was codeveloped. Budgets and politics willing, what is now codeveloped will be indigenized” (1994: 187). Japan’s national goal is to transform itself into a *gijutsu-rikkoku* which has been translated as both a technology-based or a technonationalist country (ibid.: 48). Since 1945 the number of technology agreements signed with foreign firms has numbered in the tens of thousands. In 1990 alone the government approved 8,000 technology purchases (ibid.: 45). “Japanese firms have licensed for tens of billions of dollars foreign technology developed at a cost of hundreds of billions in a rapidly succeeding effort to achieve autonomy through dependence” (ibid.: 46). In many programmatic trade and industrial policy statements that have accompanied Japan’s reconstruction after 1945 and that are now charting its path into the next century, the government has articulated the goal of greater technological autonomy. In so doing, the government extends a tradition dating back to the Meiji restoration. Achieving a position as a technologically pre-eminent power was as pressing a Japanese political goal at the beginning of the twentieth century as it is at the beginning of the twenty-first. In this view Japan does not seek to impose heavy-handedly a military or political order on other states. It offers instead a technological and social model for other states to emulate.

Post-war Japan extricated itself from a position of technological backwardness by instituting a strict government-guided screening system for importing foreign technology, especially from the United States and Western Europe (Odagiri and Goto 1993, 1996). This system was crucial for the government’s development strategy in still dynamically growing, mid-tech industries. Japanese producers competed successfully in world
markets by improving incrementally both products and production processes (Amsden and Hikino 1991: 2, 7–8, 20, 35; Nafziger 1995: 50). Over the span of the last five decades Japan has built up its competitive advantage in all the major sectors of the Industrial Revolution. The country’s dizzying progress and technological advance led from textiles to shipbuilding, to steel, to autos, to consumer electronics, to semi-conductors and computers. Competitive advantage was based on fierce fights for market share at home, scale and learning curve effects in production, well-orchestrated export offensives to establish Japanese producers firmly in world markets, and the move to the next higher-valued added sector or sector segment. Japan’s quick ascendance in major, industrial sectors was typically based on the licensing of important foreign technologies, their improvement and adaptation to fit specific Japanese needs, and subsequent production for domestic consumption and export markets at high levels of efficiency (Sato 1978: 1).

Until the mid-1970s much of Japan’s R&D expenditures was spent on digesting imported technology needed to make, for example, nylon, transistors and televisions. However, between 1975 and 1985 Japanese producers focused on developing technologies such as integrated circuits, liquid crystal display and carbon fiber which spurred capital investments that fueled growth. Japan’s Science and Technology Agency thus has viewed technological progress as increasingly determining economic growth during the post-war years; technological progress accounted for only 20 percent of growth in 1955–60 compared to 65 percent in 1975–80 (Kier 1986: 1).

Compared to other industrial and industrializing states Japan’s quest for technological autonomy relies on a broad array of distinctive policies. Like the United States, Britain and France whose policies are aimed at accomplishing specific missions, Japan has deployed a series of government-coordinated policies to advance its technological autonomy. But in sharp contrast to these three countries, since 1945 Japan has stayed clear of relying on military programs to enhance its technological autonomy (Katzenstein 1996). Furthermore, like Germany, Switzerland and Sweden, Japan emphasizes the development of a broad-based capacity to diffuse technologies throughout economy and society. Japan’s economic bureaucracy is deeply involved in the formulation of technology policy helped by close relations between business and government. In the implementation of policy decentralization is the rule. Specifically, since the early 1970s Japanese policy has focused on three main aspects: (1) providing a framework and promoting research and economic activities which are at the leading edge compared to the technological capabilities of the core of an industry; (2) investing in the training of engineers and general rather than industry-specific education; and (3) accelerating technological transfer throughout the economy with the aid of about 200 regional
laboratories that assist small and medium-sized firms (Ergas 1986: 38–43; Watanabe and Honda 1991).

This strategy is compatible with the fact that national economic growth is influenced more by the speed of imitation than the displacement of the global innovation frontier (Kitschelt 1991: 478; Iizuka 1994). Glenn Fong’s (1998) careful empirical work on Japan’s high-profile, large-scale national research and development programs in computers and semiconductors illustrates how Japan quickly became a “follower at the frontier.” While US companies enjoyed an enormous lead over their Japanese competitors in the late 1950s, by the mid-1980s that lead had virtually vanished. After the US semi-conductor industry had staged a great comeback, by the mid-1990s the Japanese 40 percent share of the global semi-conductor market was roughly equal to that of the United States (Fong 1995: 9). The elimination of the technology gap has made the task of the government infinitely more difficult. Rather than imitating technologies, it has to make choices with very uncertain pay-offs.

Yet the government continues to commit significant financial resources to technology. The latest Real World Computing Project (1992–2001), for example, is projected to cost 70 billion yen (Fong 1998: 346). (For a convenient set of cross-national data by sector and country see Roobeek 1990: 86–145.) But as Japan has moved to the technological frontier, there have been noticeable changes in policy. In the areas of computers and semiconductors, for example, the source of government initiatives has shifted (from higher to lower levels); its industrial target has moved (from specific engineering developments to basic and applied research); and its scope has been altered (from a small to a large number of competing technological approaches). The number of corporate participants has increased greatly. Top-heavy government intervention has been replaced by the networking of interlacing technical and industrial circles. Yet despite considerable international diffusion of some aspects of Japan’s R&D system, MITI remains a pro-active and involved actor in the development of Japan’s technological base even though many Japanese firms are now operating at the technological frontier. The barriers to technology diffusion created by tacit knowledge and the lead-time that policy can create for national producers even when knowledge is diffused have given MITI strong incentives to continue in its traditional quest of strengthening national producers in changing markets (Fransman 1995, 1999).

Japan’s policy is formulated and implemented in a cooperative system of consultation in which the government’s power to direct corporate behavior through legal or financial instruments is less important than the sharing of information (Fransman 1995, 1999; Doane 1998). Japan’s institutional governance and technological development mesh. The government views the economy as a portfolio of industry sectors and segments. It analyzes these according to specific economic criteria, including growth
potential, national value added, and international competition. Government policy aims at enhancing the technological position of leading sectors and segments so as to strengthen Japan’s overall position.

Distinctive also is the institutionalization of self-reflection. Government officials and top management have a broad vision of where Japan fits in the global system, engage in a systematic scanning of the relevant environment, prepare quantitative and qualitative data, and draw out the implications for corporate, industry, and government policies (McMillan 1996: 78–9). These institutional practices reduce transaction costs and facilitate long-term relations in business and politics. The machinery of governance rests on five components, all of which entail a significant sharing of information: (1) relational contracting; (2) management transfers and lifetime employment for employees; (3) an extensive sharing of information within business groups; (4) cross-over ownership of shares; and (5) selective intervention by major shareholders to force adjustments in business strategies (Kester 1992: 87).

Industrial visions and collective practices do not constitute a plan. They are a political process in which collective learning through public dialogue occurs primarily in a myriad of institutionalized committees of consultation and advice (Weber 1985b: 9). Information sharing is at the core of how the Japanese polity reacts to and affects global technological change. Some branches of the Japanese civil service spend as much as half their time in a variety of advisory councils that are mostly making substantive recommendations which the bureaucracy and political parties subsequently ratify (ibid.: 16). Taylor and Yamamura (1990: 36) thus conclude that “probably the most important contribution policy can make is to continue fostering the national consensus concerning the need to move toward the information age.”

Despite many changes in technology and policy, Japanese business has remained remarkably resistant to international diffusion. For example, less than one-fifth of Japan’s scientific and technical journals are covered by English-language indexing and abstracting sources (US Congress 1984: 6). This is not to deny that some changes have occurred. Where Japanese technology is lagging and when, for whatever reason, it suits the Japanese bureaucracy, some foreign firms are occasionally accepted in government-sponsored research consortia. For example, in the Real World Computing Program eight of the sixty-four research contractors and associated institutions are non-Japanese (Fong 1998: 360). In biotechnology link-ups with foreign firms and universities are also quite important (Fransman and Tanaka n.d.: 4, 32). But these are relatively isolated instances that do not change the overall picture.

A 1991 study of Japan’s National Institute of Science and Technology Policy, for example, found that off-shore Japanese manufacturing producers primarily buy locally from other Japanese firms. “Parts procurement
networks are formed by Japanese companies, and there is a wall that prevents technology from being transferred outside this network” (quoted in Normile 1993: 352). Japanese firms are very reluctant to transfer technology that has not yet been fully exploited through commercial applications. In the mid-1990s, Korean semi-conductor producers were dependent on Japanese firms for about three-quarters of their production equipment. Yet Japanese firms, Korean producers complain, transfer only technology that is well established or they transfer only partial technology (Zysman and Borrus 1996: 93). The Japanese government prohibited, until 1995, the transfer of two hundred high technologies to South Korea; only less advanced technology can be transferred freely (Ruigrok and Van Tulder 1995: 297).

The picture is very similar in the relations between Japanese and European corporations. Even though they lead European corporations in most areas of high-technology, in their strategic alliances with European producers Japanese firms have relied on their traditional strategy of trading European market entrance to Japan against technology transfer from Europe. Japanese firms use their European partners largely as screwdriver factories. “International cooperation in such cases,” write Rob Van Tulder and Gerd Junne, “does not increase the technological capacities of the receiving firm and in the longer term may even reduce it” (1988: 245).

Other evidence points in the same direction. Japanese corporations retain tight control over their foreign affiliates at the top level of management (Tho 1993: 247–8). Japan remains a net importer of technology. In 1991 it paid $6.5 billion for patents, licenses, know-how and other transfers, mostly to American and European firms; it exported less than $3 billion of its own technology, much of it to Asia (Normile 1993: 352; Hatch 2000: 159, 356). Hemmert and Oberländer (1998: 3–4) report that technology exports exceeded imports for the first time in 1993, and that the export lead has since widened. In 1991 the export/import ratio in technology trade was 0.41, compared to 0.28 a decade earlier (Fransman 1995: 102). Furthermore, between the mid-1970s and mid-1980s the foreign share in national patent applications increased in all industrial economies except in Japan where it declined by 50 percent. That share is five to eight times larger in the USA and Europe than in Japan. In the first half of the 1990s the proportion of Japanese technology exports going to unaffiliated firms declined (Hatch 2000: 356). While Japan has moved rapidly to the technological frontier, it thus remains remarkably insular and resists the global pull that is strongly affecting virtually all other industrial states (Vernon and Kapstein 1991: 12). Among all of the industrial states, Japan ranks first in having virtually all of the patents of its research-intensive large firms issued at home (Reid and Schriesheim 1996: 65). This high degree of
insulation may have become a liability as Japan’s overall economic position has deteriorated sharply in the 1990s, illustrated by declining total factor productivity, lagging sales growth in key industries, growing unemployment and a rising deficit in intellectual property royalty payments (Hatch 1999). Technological autonomy as a foundation for regional strength looks significantly less secure now than it did a decade or two earlier.

**Asian networks**

Maintaining control over technology is a key aspect of the process by which Japan and other states in Asia seek to foster the development of their national economies. Host countries welcome the economic growth and improved export performance that foreign investments can bring, particularly when accompanied by technology transfers. But they also remain ambivalent because the new economic linkages tend to be intra-firm and thus are not conducive to technological learning and the growth of autonomous supplier networks. Seeking to escape excessive dependence on Japan, the smaller Newly Industrializing Economies (NIE) thus are seeking to exploit the leverage that international competition between Japanese, USA and European producers may offer (Ernst and O’Connor 1989: 79; Hatch 2000: 355–6).

Japan’s neighbors seek to enhance their margin of choice by maneuvering in and out of different production networks (Borrus 1997: 154–6; Doherty et al. 1995: 12–14, 19–27). Japanese networks tend to be closed and are given to cautious and incremental decision. In building regional production networks, Japanese corporations are typically reluctant to share technologies either with other countries or other corporations. The “commonwealth” of overseas Chinese offers an alternative, ethnic capitalism through which production networks spread in Asia. These Chinese networks tend to be commercial rather than technological. Since the mid-1980s, however, some Chinese networks have opened to incorporate US manufacturers. These networks tend to be open, fast and flexible. They are less protective of proprietary technologies and more open to technology transfer to local enterprises. American and European multinational corporations constitute still a third network, less deep than the Chinese one but perhaps better suited to facilitate the flow of technology (Borrus et al. 2000b: 14–31; Linden 2000: 221). By maneuvering in and out of different production networks, Japan’s neighbors seek to enhance their margin of choice and to increase their technological capacities and economic growth potential (Borrus 1997: 154–6. Doherty et al. 1995: 12–14, 19–27; Borrus et al. 2000a). Technology thus is transferred through a variety of Asian networks not all of which are controlled by Japanese corporations.
Japanese networks

Since the Meiji restoration Japan has developed a “full-set industrial structure” which blends basic, intermediate and high technology industries (Seki 1994: 29). As Japan succeeded, uniquely among the late industrializers, in moving to the technological frontier, its traditional shopfloor orientation was still reflected in a tight integration between R&D and shopfloor activities (Dertouzos et al. 1989). This was true in particular for technology imports. In the case of “turn-key” operations the “know-how” of imported technology must be transformed into the “know-why” of a technological process (Lall 1987). In mastering this transition from know-how to know-why “the shopfloor becomes the strategic battleground” of late industrializers (Amsden and Hikino 1990: 7). Often reverse engineering is insufficient to unlock all the deeper aspects of a technology’s structure. For many aspects of technology are implicit and tacit rather than fully specified and completely understood (Nelson 1987). The shopfloor becomes the battleground where borrowed technology is customized to fit conditions specific to particular production processes and targeted markets. By most quantitative and qualitative measures government policies and shopfloor practices succeeded in propelling Japan to the technological frontier in a matter of a few decades (Kitschelt 1991: Table 2, 470; Ergas 1984: Table B, 65; Bylinksy 1986; Taylor and Yamamura 1990: 28).

But in the last two decades regionalization in Asia is leading Japan inexorably into a new historical era (Ernst 2000a). For a variety of reasons, including high labor costs and environmental constraints in Japan, domestic concentrations of small and medium-size firms are eroding in Japan. Foreign suppliers are becoming more important. Arguing the case for increasing regional enmeshment and growing dependence Mitsuhiro Seki writes that:

Japan’s full-set industrial structure, which ensures that all industrial and technological functions are available domestically, is under siege, and the nation is faced with the need to form close relationships with East Asia, especially China, for the survival of the fundamental industrial technologies that drive its high-tech sectors. We are entering the age of an Asian network in technology.

(1994: 86)

In this new era the provision of basic technologies for Japanese corporations is increasingly occurring within “an Asian-network pattern of development” (ibid.: 3). Japan’s opening to the world goes beyond the kind of trade and investment liberalization that has been the focus of US political pressures. Opening refers to a growing reliance on the basic
technological capacities of Asian producers, tied to Japanese producers in increasingly tight chains. US electronic firms shaped their operations into networks involving contractual relations, including with important Japanese firms. Japanese producers have responded vigorously to local governments’ incentives programs, and, in contrast to US firms, rely much more heavily on local and regional markets for procurement and sales (Encarnation 1999: 5). Thus, while the operations of Japanese firms tend to strengthen Asian regionalism, American firms tend to make Asian regionalism more open (Dobson 1997a: 17; Dobson 1997b: 243–5; Yue and Dobson 1997: 254–9; Ernst 2000a; Borrus 2000).

Japanese technology transfer takes on a variety of hybrid forms in different foreign locales. In their detailed empirical studies, Hiroshi Itagaki (1997: 367–72) and his collaborators have demonstrated that the institutional barriers to Japanese technology are lower in East Asia than in Southeast Asia, and they are lowest in the United States. Furthermore, evidence is accumulating that Japanese production networks are becoming more international as they gain more experience and mature (Doherty 1995; Ernst 2000a). This shift requires a fundamental rethinking away from Japan as a self-reliant national economy that seeks to defend its autonomy in a hostile world to Japan as deeply embedded in a system of industrial production systems that tie it intimately to its Asian neighbors. A tripolar structure in Asia is now reorganizing the links between the Tokyo metropolitan area, Japan’s prefectural periphery, and the rapidly industrializing economies of East and Southeast Asia (Seki 1994: 44–5).

The regionalization of Japanese production networks has helped in bringing substantial change to Asia. Throughout the postwar period, and in particular after the oil shock, “Japan’s national security was premised on the security and stability of Southeast Asia, then a primary source of Japanese imports of petroleum, rubber, tin, and other critical natural resources” (Hatch and Yamamura 1996: 118; see also ibid.: 116). Searching for low-cost labor and cheap raw materials in the 1960s and 1970s, Japanese firms were much more willing to form joint ventures and to invest in other forms of interfirm cooperation than were their Western counterparts.

In seeking to penetrate protected domestic markets Japanese subsidiaries built up strong linkages; local content in the products of Japanese affiliates was relatively high and supported some domestic suppliers even at the expense of product quality and cost efficiency (Ernst 1997: 213). In this initial phase Japanese producers were apparently at times willing to diffuse intermediate technologies that were essential to the success of foreign assembly operations (Seki 1994: 99). Asian NIEs thus received some Japanese technology. By 1985 40 percent of OECD imports from the NIEs were in product categories with significant scale economies and extensive product differentiation rather than in
resource-intensive or labor-intensive products (Ernst and O’Connor 1989: 30).

This is not to argue that Japanese firms shared their technologies freely (Urata 1999; Sedgwick 1999; Tachiki 1999). In analyzing Japan’s foreign investment in Asia up to the mid-1970s, Kunio Yoshihara (1978: 6) sees overseas investment as “an extension of regional factory diversification in Japan.” His detailed analysis underlines, among others, the close connections between parent firms and foreign affiliates (ibid.: 36–7) and the importance of political factors and the policies of the Japanese government (ibid.: 11–12, 29, 46) in helping shape the pattern of Japanese foreign investment. In the wake of the sharp appreciation of the Yen after 1985 (endaka), an escalation in domestic costs prompted Japanese producers to move important segments of their manufacturing base off-shore. This accelerated a de facto regional integration of some parts of the Asian economies into Japanese corporate structures. By 1992 more than 9,000 Japanese affiliates operated overseas, many of them in Asia (Chen and Drysdale 1995; Dobson and Yue 1997). “An intra-regional, intra-firm division of labor seems to be taking shape in which different countries become production bases for different components and/or final products and intra-firm trade takes place among countries in the region” (Ernst and O’Connor 1989: 42). In this new system Japanese producers achieve economies of scale and profitability through specialization. Between 1983 and 1987 Japanese profits in Asia were three times higher than in the United States and twice as high as in Europe. This difference widened further in the early 1990s. In 1993 Asian profits ran at 4 percent compared to no gains in the United States and losses equivalent to 1 percent in Europe (The Economist 1995: 21–2). Profits are defined as recurring profit to sales ratios for overseas subsidiaries of Japanese manufactures.

A further regionalization of Japanese production networks would have required corporate and public policies increasingly facilitating technology transfers. The dynamic technical efficiency that Japanese corporations had achieved through organizing supplier networks inside Japan had to be transferred to producers operating abroad, including to China, an essential provider of basic technologies that other economies are less well equipped to provide (Seki 1994: 3, 30–1, 99, 128, 130–2, 154–6; Murakami 1996). But the Japanese production system faces sharp limitations in the amount of technology transfer that it actually can generate. While, on some occasions, technology transfer to foreign producers has occurred, generally speaking since the mid-1980s large Japanese corporations have been reluctant to share their advanced technologies (Seki 1994: 17, 20–1, 23, 27; see also Dobson 1997b: 246; Yue and Dobson 1997: 258; Ernst 2000a: 86–93; Ernst and Ravenhill 2000: 229–34). Typically, both government and corporations make special efforts to counteract adverse
shifts in technology. This is not only done from positions of technological strength that Japanese producers understandably wish to exploit to extract maximum profits. It is done also from positions of anticipated technological weakness. In the early 1990s, for example, seeking to protect “technological national security” MITI announced a plan aimed at strengthening the position of domestic suppliers in the crisis-ridden casting and forging industries. The program was a clear illustration of the sense of urgency “over the hemorrhaging of the nation’s fundamental technologies” (Seki 1994: 31).

Concerned with the strength of Japan’s technological base, MITI’s mission has become inexorably regionalized (Hatch 2000: 236–44). Its 1987 New AID plan was an ambitious scheme that aimed at coordinating Japan’s trade and investment policies in Asia. While the plan was shelved due to both domestic and international criticisms, MITI has not abandoned the vision that informed the plan. If it wanted to support the operation of Japanese business abroad, MITI had in fact little choice but to support industrial networks in Asia. In the mid-1990s it developed a new plan to assist in the industrialization drive of transition economies in Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar that soon came to include all of Southeast Asia. With a headquarter in Bangkok and financed and staffed exclusively by MITI this initiative supports stronger industrial linkages and liberal investment policies in Asia (ibid.: 239). More generally, MITI has had “to include in its mission the recovery and expansion of the Asian regional economy as a whole,” for example, by promoting an increase in imports from the region (Kohno 1999: 3). And it is seeking to facilitate tie-ups between Japan’s small and medium-sized firms and ASEAN corporations. Specifically, MITI is planning to create a database on important technologies owned by local firms in Southeast Asia which it will distribute to Japanese firms, especially smaller ones, planning to invest in the region (ibid.: 7). Sensing a crisis in Japan rapidly losing control over fundamental technologies in the small and medium-size firm sector, Japan’s large corporations are increasingly seeking to develop basic technologies in-house, with the attendant risk of sacrificing increases in efficiency and flexibility that derive from dense and multi-tiered supplier networks (Seki 1994: 134–8).

The protection of technology by Japanese corporations is evident in their foreign operations. In the mid-1990s only one of the forty-six R&D projects that Japanese corporations funded in Asia is supporting a generic technology with substantial potential for productivity enhancements of the host country. In most instances foreign firms intent on setting up operations in East or Southeast Asia must support R&D support services such as software engineering and circuit design before they can actually enter Asia’s growing domestic markets (Ernst 1997: 233). The language of the creation of “interdependence” thus is misleadingly liberal.
Institutional practices and business calculations frequently reinforce each other in impeding rather than accelerating technology transfer to foreign producers. Hence asymmetric dependence, not symmetric interdependence, results from the new Japan-centered production networks that are emerging in Asia.


The Japanese tightly controlled their Asian affiliates, leaving them little scope for autonomous decisions; the transfer of technological capabilities remained limited and hardly went beyond on-the-job training and basic manufacturing support services . . . As long as the focus was on export platform production, therefore, Japanese electronics firms tried to minimize the transfer of activities in the value chain to East Asia.

(Ernst 1997: 218)

This is the central point of what Zysman and Borrus call a Japan-dominated market hierarchy in which Asian suppliers are subordinate to Japanese firms as final product assemblers for exports who must rely on high value-added Japanese components and equipments (1996: 82–3). In electronics and autos in particular, Asia is becoming an integrated production network for Japanese firms from which they can pursue global corporate strategies. Japan’s strategy, Zysman and Borrus argue, has two components.

One is to spread subsystem assembly throughout Asia, while persuading each government to treat subsystems originating in other Asian countries as being of “domestic origin.” The second element is to keep tight control over the underlying component, machinery, and materials technologies by regulating their availability to independent Asian producers and keep advanced production at home.

(Zysman and Borrus 1996: 84)

This is not to deny that individual Asian producers do benefit substantially from entering into tie-ups with Japanese firms that leave them technologically heavily dependent. For they gain access to a network that promises markets and profits if not autonomy. Restrictive strings can also become supportive ties (Hatch 2000: 132–3, 356). Unfavorably restrictive conditions about the use of technology are balanced by favorable access to customers, suppliers, distributors and political allies of the Japanese
Japanese technology is part of a larger package of relationships and loses much of its usefulness once it becomes severed from other elements of the network. The advantage was evident in the wake of the Asian financial crisis. Dennis Tachiki (2001: 5–13) shows that Japanese companies used lower labor costs to partially offset higher material input costs, thus delaying layoffs and creating good will among a more loyal workforce. Indeed, rationalization of overhead costs has encouraged employment increases in a number of industries. Yet, on balance, rationalization savings have been insufficient to outweigh costs associated with the underutilization of plant capacities and the strains on cash flow. In the interest of keeping themselves afloat, firms appear to have cannibalized their Asian production networks, moving in the general direction of creating more openness, flexibility and decentralization in these networks.

While the role of technology in this system of control has become more important in recent years, the system has deeper historical roots. In his analysis of Japanese foreign investment in the 1960s and 1970s, Terutomo Ozawa (1979: 25–30, 82) noted the distinctive “immaturity” of Japanese foreign investment, as measured in terms of firm size and technological sophistication; small firms in traditional industries such as textiles were leading Japan’s expansion into Asia. Foreign investment became a way by which the ruling political coalition extended the basic institutional arrangements of the Japanese model. In the 1970s,

Japan’s preferential tariff program for manufactured imports from developing countries serves as an integral part of Japan’s design to assist her light manufacturing industries to migrate to neighboring countries . . . Yet the fledgling manufacturing industries in these countries are so locked into import dependence on industrial materials from Japan that they cannot easily extricate themselves.

(Ozawa 1979: 76, 199–200)

In the view of Walter Hatch and Kozo Yamamura (1996), technology is not playing the role of helping Japan’s neighbors to embark on a path of autonomous development. Instead it helps reinforce a system of domination as Asia is developing in Japan’s embrace. Technology is at the center of Asia’s regionalization process. Technological disparity helps buttress Japan’s economic and political leadership in Asia. Since the mid-1980s Japan has built a region-wide production structure that is extending Japanese-style developmentalism internationally. Hatch and Yamamura (ibid.: 97–111; Hatch 2000: 135–44) provide a wealth of evidence supporting their view that Japanese firms are building regional production networks that control technology transfer closely. Indeed the available evidence suggests that Japan is in the process of increasing its technological lead in Asia (Hatch and Yamamura 1996: 100). Statistical
and anecdotal evidence illustrates that Japan is very eager to acquire technology and very reluctant to part with it. Japanese businessmen concede that their tight-fisted approach risks political controversies in the long-term. In the short-term they fear losing control of accumulated know-how.

Typically, that know-how is encased in institutional contexts and practices that make it extremely difficult to transfer technology easily even when host governments insist. Labor practices which discourage employee turnover, that place a large number of Japanese nationals in top management positions, and that emphasize non-transferable on-the-job training, all militate against technology transfer. Hence Asian producers live in the embrace of Japanese producers which brings with it dynamic though dependent growth. Japanese producers make sure that the most important, high-value-added parts of production stay under the control of Japanese-owned enterprises. Seeking to blunt protectionist forces in the US Congress, Japanese corporations are putting their new Asian production alliances in the service of a global strategy. The Japanese government has supported the regionalization of production networks with a host of trade, aid, investment and cultural policies (Hatch and Yamamura 1996: 114–29; Hatch 2000: 241–4). Through regionalization Japan has found a way of extending its increasingly imbalanced trade relations with all of its major trading partners on both sides of the Pacific.

Japan’s regional production networks do not rely on state-to-state diplomacy or treaties. They are rather a regional extension of both the strength and the weakness of Japan’s domestic structures. The sharp appreciation of the Yen in the mid-1980s reflected the inherent industrial and technological strength of Japanese producers. And it greatly accelerated their move off-shore, among others to neighboring countries in Asia. Walter Hatch (2000) sees in the externalization of Japan’s domestic arrangement and in Asian regionalism a defensive move by Japan’s coalitional capitalism, an extension in the life cycle of political arrangements that otherwise might already have collapsed under the weight of their numerous internal contradictions. “A nation’s business, labor, and government elites may temporarily shore up domestic institutions and ideologies under stress by ‘going regional.’” (Hatch 1999: 2)

For better and for worse, Japanese firms are replicating their domestic keiretsu structures in Asia and thus are enhancing their regional and global competitiveness. Regional integration has occurred in markets through thousands of vertically organized, quasi-integrated corporate networks. In Japan’s dual domestic economy subcontractors cannot defend themselves against the various pressures through which the major corporations squeeze profit margins in hard times. The same is increasingly true throughout Asia. Japan’s regional production alliances are both increasing efficiency and remaining exclusive. For both Japan and Asia, the risks
of this strategy may become politically clearer should embraced development turn into captive development (Hatch and Yamamura 1996: 31).

In parts of Northeast and Southeast Asia a technology order thus has evolved under Japanese leadership that reflects Japan’s institutional norms and practices. It would, however, be a mistake to pose the issue solely in terms of the deliberate strategizing by the dominant actors in Japan (ibid.: 22, 115–16). Regionalization is, rather, an extension of the domestic practices of the institutional model of developmentalism, an interlocking system of state and corporate policies that is largely taken for granted and that is being adapted to new conditions in world markets (ibid.: 176, 193–4. For numerous examples see pp. 115–46). This offers a plausible explanation for why Japan’s Asian policy has been unchanging in linking international public finance (such as aid, official export credits, export and investment guarantees) closely to private capital and financial flows (such as direct foreign investment, trade, bank lending) (Kato 1996: 27, 73–117, 305–14, 349–50). In sum, Japan has regionalized central parts of its model of capitalism and in so doing it has in significant ways shaped Asia’s technology order.

**Chinese networks**

There exist in Asia alternatives to Japanese-centered production alliances. These alternatives, at times bring together Chinese commercial and manufacturing networks with the technology of US corporations. Clustered in the 1990s around producers based in Taiwan and Singapore the spread of such networks points to the emergence of non-Japanese alternatives.

With varying degrees of success the Asian NIEs are seeking to escape from Japan’s tight embrace by developing alternatives to the regionalization of Japan’s developmental policies. To some extent Japanese corporations themselves provide opportunities for reducing technological dependence. For example, as Japan’s major corporations are forcing their parts suppliers, more or less gently, to regionalize their operations rather than building up business ties with local firms, the possible flow of technology from Japan to East and Southeast Asia is further constricted (Hatch 2000: 280). Yet not all Japanese medium-sized and small parts suppliers are able or willing to regionalize their operations. These firms may enter into technology tie-ups with local firms to whom they sell their know-how for a fee. In 1993 Japanese technology exports to Asia exceeded exports to the USA by about 40 percent (Hatch and Yamamura 1996: 9, 163). Although the potential importance of this technology trade should not be overestimated, it is not lost on corporations or governments throughout Asia (ibid.: 169–70, 177).

Asian governments seek to lessen dependence also through national policies. Korea, for example, has tried to foster national technology
programs through its large chaebol conglomerates, thus hoping to lessen technology dependence on Japan (Enos and Park 1987: 228–30). Yet, in the mid-1980s its consumer goods industry imported most of the parts for its major export products such as video cassette recorders, microwave ovens, facsimiles, personal computers, and printers; in the 1990s the Korean semi-conductor industry also remains heavily dependent on Japanese imports (Smith 1997: 748–9). In contrast, Taiwan, Thailand, and Malaysia tailor their response to local circumstances and to the existence of differently configured and situated economic networks run by overseas Chinese (Zysman and Borrus 1996: 84; Borrus 2000; Ernst 2000b). Thus they hope to sidestep excessive dependence on Japanese producers.

China holds the key to many important aspects of Asia’s future. Before the Chinese revolution intellectuals shared in a scientistic view, holding to the belief that scientific methods unlock all secrets of the universe (Kwok 1965). Marxism-Leninism with its utilitarian view of science built on this legacy. It stressed the close relation between theory and practice, science and technology; it made the masses and the party the ultimate arbiter of the utility of science; it saw in science an instrument for the transformation of traditional culture and the reassertion of Chinese nationalism against foreign innovations; and it believed in the planned character of all scientific and technological evolution (Suttmeier 1974, 1986). Before the Cultural Revolution, Soviet-style centralism had prevailed in China’s science and technology establishment. Since the 1978 reforms science and technology parks have sprung up and non-governmental high-technology firms have been set up in different parts of China, informed by different policy logics (Segal 1999; Saich 1989). As business and government seek to articulate new partnerships, techno-nationalism retains continuing relevance for contemporary China (Naughton and Segal 2000). In the words of Ding Xinghao of Shanghai’s Institute of International Studies “Japan’s view is always a flying geese formation with Japan as the head goose. Our memories are long, so we aren’t about to fly in Japan’s formation” (Hatch 2000: 354).

China is currently in no position to define Asia’s emerging technology order. But as its economic and political importance rises, it may well become so in selected market segments in the not too distant future. If it does, China will reinforce rather than challenge how Japan has historically dealt with problems of technology. An autonomous national development in an inherently hierarchical international division of labor is China’s preferred goal. And powerful national and prefectural governments with coherent political strategies fostering technological developments are the natural means for enhancing China’s military security and economic competitiveness.

What holds for China does not hold for the Overseas Chinese. For Hatch and Yamamura (1996: 96) all the talk about “Greater China” and
the idea that an alternative manufacturing and financial network is being built up by and around China is nothing but “idle chatter.” In their view, Chinese networks are no more than a series of *ad hoc* deals between sprawling conglomerates lacking synergy. Handicapped in their ability to adopt new technology, even Taiwanese businessmen “have felt compelled to open wide their arms” to Japanese MNCs (ibid.: 96). Chinese networks cultivate rent-seeking, Japanese ones dynamic technological efficiency. In this view, the architecture of Asian regionalism is strictly hierarchical with Japan at the apex. Japan controls the flow of aid and technologies and provides producers in other countries with capital and intermediate inputs. South Korea and Taiwan, though closing the development gap quickly, specialize in somewhat lower technological products and remain dependent on Japanese imports of key technologies and intermediate products. And the NIEs in Southeast Asia provide raw materials, markets and upgrading industrial platforms for assembly and, increasingly, indigenous production (Hui 1995: 207).

Other scholars disagree for good reasons. Hong Kong, for example, is a pivot around which the economy of Southeast Asia revolves, and a vital place also for corporations operating in all of the major markets of the world economy (Yeung 1998, 80–225). Michael Borrus’ account of the astonishing turn-around of the US electronics industry “has rested in large part on the growing technical sophistication and competitive strength of Asian-based producers in the China Circle, Singapore, and South Korea” (1997: 141). Confronted by a potentially crippling dependence on their Japanese competitors for memory chips, displays and precision components, and other vital technologies US firms decided to make underlying technologies more open and competitive to firms in Chinese networks. “In conjunction with government policies and local private investors in Asia, US firms gradually turned their Asian production networks into flexible supply-base alternatives to Japanese firms” (ibid.: 145–6). In other words, in contrast to Japanese firms, US producers transferred technology that turned their Asian production networks from simple assembly affiliates to technologically able Asian producers competing effectively with the producers of Japanese technologies. This policy thus exemplifies both a US response to excessive dependence on key components of Japanese suppliers and a move toward an emerging Asian production network of producers greatly strengthened by the decision of US corporations to make advanced technologies available.

The rapidity of that development resulted from the symbiosis of US corporate strategies with both supportive government policies and local Asian investments. The hard disk drive industry is a good illustration (McKendrick et al. 2000). It was the globalization of the operations of small and young firms like Seagate that assured their growth and survival and propelled US industry first to Singapore and then throughout
Southeast Asia. More established US firms followed; Japanese firms followed still later, never posing a serious threat to US domination of this industry. The dual structure of the industry is evident, with R&D located in Silicon Valley and production in and around Singapore. Like Korea and Taiwan, Singapore’s government is perfecting a strategy to leverage advanced technology which does not merely receive imported technology, but develops an organizational system for managing technology leverage in the interest of quick adaptation, diffusion and improvement through systems of production that link individual firms (Wong 2000). Asian governments have perfected a strategy that leverages advanced technology which, based on an informed assessment of technological trajectories, seeks to diffuse capabilities rather than generating new knowledge in individual firms. Although the specific institutional and organizational mix of factors that has operated in Asia differs from country to country, all governments have relied on a strategy of leveraging technology to accelerate the process of creating competitive advantages in industries where no advantage initially existed (Mathews 1996: 1–5; Mathews and Cho 2000).

Local Asian investments were an important avenue for sidestepping excessive reliance on Japan. Thailand, and Malaysia, among others, tailor their response to local circumstances and to the existence of differently configured overseas Chinese economic networks (Zysman and Borrus 1996, 84).

Resident ethnic Chinese investors played the principal private entrepreneurial role in the China Circle, Singapore, and later in Malaysia, Indonesia, and Thailand . . . The result, by the end of the 1980s, was burgeoning indigenous electronics production throughout the region, with most of it, outside Korea, under the control of overseas-Chinese (OC) capital.

(Borrus 1997: 148; see also Keller and Pauly 2000)

Firms like Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing and United Microelectronics act as contractors that make chips based on the designs of their customers. Together they control about two-thirds of the foundry market which in a few years time is estimated to grow to about half of the total output of the semi-conductor industry (Landler 2000, C11). Furthermore, first-tier Taiwanese firms have matured in their control over key technologies and are themselves now riding herd on an extensive indigenous supply base that is spreading technology to “thousands of small and medium-size design, component, parts, sub-assembly, and assembly houses” that have become part of a local production network and supply base (Borrus 1997: 152). Technical specialization thus helped both US firms and indigenous Asian producers in loosening their dependence on Japanese producers. In the coming decades leadership in this industry
could easily pass from US and Japanese firms to indigenous Asian producers, and in particular those located in the China Circle which might conceivably end up relying on China’s vast demand and considerable technical know-how.

Both government policy and corporate investment thus came together in the astonishing rise of Taiwan’s personal computer and chip industries. In a span of less than two decades Taiwan transformed itself from a low-wage economy to the third largest producer of information technologies. It did so neither through a state-led industrial offensive nor through reliance on the unrestricted play of market forces. Instead, the government exploited the economic advantages that could be derived from the international collaboration between producers in Silicon Valley and the Hsinchu-Taipei region. Those connections were made possible first and foremost by the large community of overseas Taiwanese engineers and literally thousands of Taiwanese engineers that have returned especially in the 1990s. Initially, in the 1970s the flow of personnel was overwhelmingly from Taiwan to the USA, later there was a substantial return migration that the Taiwanese government strongly encouraged. Highly skilled, these overseas Chinese were distinguished by both strong ethnic and professional identities which permitted “their deep integration into the technical communities of both technology regions” (Saxenian and Hsu 2000: 7). As the largest group of Silicon Valley’s foreign-born engineers, Chinese also were by far the largest group of foreign-born CEOs. Many of these businessmen are often more comfortable than successful entrepreneurs from other Asian countries in setting up branch operations in Silicon Valley (ibid.: 14, 22). This group was a ready target as the Taiwanese government established a burgeoning venture capital market in the early 1980s to help build up its high-tech industry. A one dollar investment in venture capital markets produces three to five times as many patents as a dollar invested in research and development (ibid.: 2). The outcome has been a variety of networks linking Taiwanese firms and engineers as well as US firms operating in Silicon Valley and Hsinchu-Taipei.

The rise of Greater China and its financial and manufacturing networks has affected the strategy of Japanese corporations since the mid-1990s. Since Japanese producers had been reluctant to diffuse their technology to Asian suppliers Michael Borrus is skeptical that there will be a quick turn-around in the corporate strategies of Japanese firms in favor of sourcing from an independent emerging Asian supply base (1997: 149, 153–4). Dieter Ernst, on the other hand, sees Japanese corporations as rapidly opening their production networks in electronics to extend the geographic coverage and the degree of local embeddedness of regional production activities. In his view Japanese corporations have a strong interest in both developing and harnessing Asia’s resources and technological capabilities (Ernst 1997: 210–11, 218–36). In contrast to the 1980s,
in the 1990s, Ernst writes, “The affiliates of Japanese higher level component suppliers thus increasingly have to rely on domestic Asian subcontractors, mostly through various contractual, nonequity arrangements such as consignment production and contract manufacturing” (ibid.: 223). This development, were it to occur on a large scale, would signal a historic shift from an era “in which, in East Asia, Japan possessed a full-set industrial and technological structure to an age in which technical transfer and mutual interdependence in technology are discussed with the total development of East Asia in mind” (Seki 1994: 32). Change, at best, however, will come slowly. Ernst and Borrus both agree that even in the 1990s, most key components still must be sourced from Japan or from Japanese firms producing in the region (Ernst 1997: 223; Borrus 1997: 153–4).

The competitive networks that are interlacing Asia’s political economies create a structural predisposition for openness. Japan’s direct foreign investment in Asia is targeted, by sector and country, to harmonize with the structural transformation of Japan’s economy. But the dependence of Asian (including Japanese Asian-based affiliates) on the US market in particular is a factor supporting the continued openness of Asian regionalism (Kato 1996: 205–8). Japanese engagement in the rich US and European markets remains unabated. And in terms of both direct foreign investment and exports, Asia’s NIE have been leading the way in Asia since the late 1980s, much of it centered in the financial and manufacturing networks of overseas Chinese. Openness to global markets is the likely path for Asian regionalism.

**Japanese and Chinese networks and the character of Asian regionalism**

This general pattern is evident in specific industrial sectors such as electronics (Katzenstein 1997a: 39–40). Japanese networks of firms rely substantially on known Japanese suppliers with comparable technical capacities. Overseas Chinese firms draw on networks of increasingly high-valued added technical specialization of small and medium-sized firms scattered throughout Asia. Japanese networks are closed, Japan-centered, and long-term. Chinese networks are open, flexible and disposable (Borrus 1994: 3).

Consider the contrast between Japanese and Chinese business networks in the case of Thailand. Based on careful field research Mitchell Sedgwick (1994: 8), concluded that:

Japanese multinationals in Thailand have reproduced an atomization of labor and strong centralization of decision-making authority – the “Fordism” – that they managed to avoid in post-war Japan . . . Beyond internal plant dynamics, however, the strict centralization is also reflected in the position of subsidiaries vis-à-vis headquarters. Subsidiaries in Thailand are part of a tightly controlled and rigorously hierarchical organizational structure extending down from Japan.

In contrast, dominated by the Chinese Thailand’s business community has adjusted to changing conditions over time. But in the recent era of internationalization of the Thai economy, the most recent generation of Chinese entrepreneurs have run their business along traditional Chinese lines and maintained close contacts with the Chinese business communities in Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and China. Rapid corporate growth resulted from international alliances, typically with the Overseas Chinese who are operating in horizontal and open networks, rather than vertical and closed ones as is true of Japan (Hamilton and Walters 1995: 94, 99–100).

Asian regionalism is built on organizational characteristics of business that differ greatly along different dimensions that set vertical Japanese firm networks apart from horizontal Chinese ones as Gary Hamilton and his colleagues have shown (Hamilton et al. 1987: 100; Hamilton and Feenstra 1997: 67–73). In terms of ownership, shareholding of group firms in Japan contrasts with family ownership and partnership for the Overseas Chinese; intra-group networks revolve around cross-shareholding and mutual domination rather than multiple positions held by core personnel; inter-group networks involve cross-shareholding, loans and joint ventures rather than cross-investments by individuals and firms; subcontract relations are structured or semi-formal rather than informal and highly flexible; investment patterns are reflected in vertical and horizontal integration rather than diversification; and growth patterns are marked by
bank-financed group activities rather than informal financing and reinvestment (Orrù et al. 1997: 183).

The Japanese and Chinese forms of organizing Asian regionalism are both complementary and competitive. The new crop of Chinese tycoons in Southeast Asia has colluded with Japanese business as is true, for example, of the Siam Motor Group in Thailand, the Astra Company and Rodamas Group in Indonesia, the Yuchenco Group in the Philippines, and the Kuik Brothers in Malaysia (Hui 1995: 189; Hamilton-Hart 1998: Chapter 6). But Chinese and Japanese business are also locked in competition with one another. Japanese firms find it very difficult to work without Chinese middle men who dominate the local economy, including both its productive and distributive networks. For instance, in 1974 of 138 joint ventures between Japanese and Indonesian firms, 70 percent of the Indonesian partners were local Chinese (Brick 1992: 3–4; Hui 1995: 189). And Hong Kong elites and the overseas Chinese business elite have benefited from the cultural affinities as well as old familial and business ties to overcome problems of trust and reliability.

Both forms of Asian regionalism are defined in market terms (Katzenstein 1997a: 14). Asian markets, however, do not consist of a series of unconnected and atomized individual transactions. They give expression instead to institutionalized relationships that implicate deeply both business and government. Following the growth of Japanese direct foreign investment, especially after 1985, multinational corporations control an unprecedented share of foreign trade in Asia. Intra-company trade accounts for about 80 percent of total Japanese exports and half of Japanese imports (Encarnation 1994: 2). And foreign investment has spurred the growth of vertical keiretsu structures from Japan throughout Asia, as Japanese producers have extended their domestic subcontracting arrangements on a regional scale.

Both, however, and the Asian regionalism they help define, avoid formal institutionalization (Katzenstein 1997a: 40–1). Asian regionalism is marked by the weakness of formal international institutions. It is defined primarily by institutions operating in markets. Japanese keiretsu structures and Chinese family firms bring about economic integration without formal, political links. In the 1990s this Asian regionalism is open to developments in the global economy. Its economic form is network-like. Its political shape is multicephalic. And its political definition is contested.

Germany and Europe

Asia’s regional technology order differs greatly from Europe’s. Because technology is regionally deeply embedded in Europe and less exposed to the international economy, economic security is not a declared objective
of German policy. From the perspective of the political and business elites of Europe, including Germany’s, dependence on European markets does not constitute a potential security threat. If anything, it creates economic and political opportunities. Germany seeks to defend its traditional position of the “good second” with a broad array of policies. Rather than attempting to create the conditions for technological leap-frogging, German policy aims at diffusing technological advances that it tends to import.

Contemporary Germany thus lacks Japan’s sense of geo-strategic vulnerability and strong ideological commitment to the goal of enhanced technological autonomy. Embedded in Europe and not particularly exposed to potential interruptions in the supply of raw materials, German institutions have never regarded their national security as being closely related to economic security and technological autonomy. The concept of interdependence does, however, have a deep public resonance. German policies and politics and most of Germany’s institutions are permeated by the notion that the country’s only future lies with a deepening and broadening of European integration rather than with enhanced national autonomy. The national unification of Germany in 1990 was predicated on the simultaneous acceleration of European integration. And in its aftermath monetary integration has become the most important political experience for Europe in the 1990s.

In the area of R&D, Germany is also unambiguous in its backing of international corporate alliances, including European corporate alliances, as the natural vehicle for responding to the next wave of high-technology innovations. In semi-conductors the German government supports a special program which ties Siemens to Phillips. In aviation, it supports the Airbus and the Euro-fighter. For advanced nuclear reactors and fuel cycles Germany has entered complex consortia with other European countries. And, seeking to strengthen national technological capabilities since the mid-1980s, Germany has participated actively in the European Community’s major technology programs, such as Esprit and Eureka (Cowhey 1990: 127–8). Reflecting both Germany’s deep entanglement in Europe and its position of relative technological backwardness, especially in electronics, in their technology forecasts German more than Japanese experts are committed to the necessity of international cooperation (Cuhls and Kuwahara 1994: 62–3, 140–1, 190–2). The partial pooling of Germany’s technology policy with European processes in the 1980s thus follows a general pattern that sets Japan and Germany, and Asian and European regionalism apart.

Because of the growing importance of policy initiatives at the European level, in the second half of the 1980s the government reduced by about one half its support of the electronics industry, even though it constitutes in the government’s understanding the core of Germany’s
high-tech sector (Grande and Häusler 1994: 197–8). European integration not national autonomy has increasingly shaped Germany’s technology policy. German firms received DM 1.2 billion from the major programs of the EU (ESPRIT I and II and RACE I) (ibid.: 485). And the share of EC expenditures in Germany’s total research and development budget increased from 4 percent in 1980 to 12 percent in 1991 (ibid.: 216). While German business sharply reduced funding of basic research, European policy initiatives sought to counter the trend with specific programs supporting basic research with potential for commercial application. The Commission was correct in its assessment of how to complement national programs, but it was overly optimistic in its expectation of how a targeted industrial policy could translate into marketable products (ibid.: 501). Although European policy initiatives were quite substantial in absolute terms, it was dwarfed in comparison to national outlays. Between 1987 and 1991 EC funding amounted to less than 2 percent of the total research funding of the federal government and less than half a percent of Germany’s total R&D expenditure (Reger and Kuhlmann 1995: 164). It is thus not surprising that European R&D policy failed in reversing the European and German lags in high-technology products, specifically in electronics (Van Tulder and Junne 1988: 125–55, 209–52; Roobeek 1990: 133–7; Ridinger 1991; Sandholtz 1992; Peterson 1993; Grande and Häusler 1994: 201–315; Reger and Kuhlmann 1995).

The national and European cross-currents affecting Germany’s technology policy can be illustrated in the various programs funded in the 1990s. The EU supports with its large ESPRIT program European industry against US and Japanese competitors; the German Federal Ministry of Research, as part of the Joint European Submicron Silicon Initiative (JESSI) program and German-American industrial cooperation, subsidizes the chip development of Siemens and IBM; and individual German states, such as Nordrhein-Westfalen, subsidize the investment plans of Japanese chip producers in Germany (Grande and Häusler 1994: 288–315, 505–6). These contradictions in policy are structural, and with growing Europeanization will increase. Europeanization refers here to the growth of a dense, multidimensional bargaining system which is dominated fully neither by the Council of Ministers in which national governments meet nor by the self-interest of corporate and bureaucratic actors (ibid.: 504).

Economic and technological differences between the European states and regions are so large that it is highly improbable that these will arrive at optimal policy solutions that the homogeneous, German innovation system promises at least in theory. Expenditures for research and development in Germany are 200 times larger than in Greece or Ireland and the big European three (Germany, France and Britain) account for
75 percent of total European expenditures on research and development (ibid.: 507).

Contradictory policies are also encouraged by developments in the corporate sector. In the electronics industry, for example, in the 1960s and 1970s the federal government had to deal only with Siemens and a small number of additional firms. But escalating costs in product development and lagging competitiveness of German producers have led to a multiplication of strategic alliances on a global scale that are leading to a loosening of ties between government and business (ibid.: 1994: 515–16). National programs seeking to enhance the competitiveness of national producers have become “leaky.” JESSI’s history illustrates the tension between the efforts of national governments to create competition between the three world regions that growing cooperation between Siemens, IBM and Toshiba tends to undercut (ibid.: 511–12).

While the EU is important in structuring a regional complement to national policies, so are regional production networks. More often than not they operate at subnational rather than supranational levels. Charles Sabel, Richard Locke and Gary Herrigel have investigated producer communities in specific industrial districts that are related in dense networks supporting flexible quality production (Piore and Sabel 1984; Locke 1995; Herrigel 1996). These networks often have long histories in which specific technological and institutional capacities are rebuilt over time. Geographically concentrated, small-scale producers built institutions and fashioned identities that provided for collective goods typically in design and production and occasionally in finance and marketing. Success in national and world markets often followed. Compared to Japanese keiretsu structures, these European production networks are egalitarian not hierarchical; and they enhance social homogeneity rather than heterogeneity (see also Zysman et al. 1996: 29–33).

In brief, what matters politically at the European level during the past half-century are not production networks in which technology is controlled or diffused but an emerging European polity to which both Germany and the states that are dependent on it are drawn. Contemporary European politics revolves around the deepening and broadening of Europe in terms of both membership and issue coverage, not around technology and production. Thus it matters little politically that the proclivity of German corporations for outward processing and participation in the growth of protected domestic rather than exposed European or global markets has not notably enhanced the technological capacities of the southern and central European states. Transfer payments from the European Union (EU) budget to weak regions matter more. Europe has developed its own institutional logic as a multi-level and multi-sectoral governance structure that differs in fundamental ways from the corporate and ethnic structures that knit together Asia.
In sum, on questions of technology Germany is deeply embedded in an European policy networks. Policy is caught between contradictory impulses. In the area of high-technology the German government cannot achieve its objectives by itself; and against the wishes of the German government little can be achieved at the European level (Grande and Häusler 1994: 505). In pre-commercial technologies Europe has become in some areas such a substantial source of funding that the German government has greatly curtailed the scope of national support of technologies deemed to be of critical importance. Such a policy makes sense in Europe. There is no basis for comparable policies in Asia.

Conclusion

Where is Asian regionalism heading on questions of technology? The answer to this question depends in part on our views on the future evolution of Japan’s capacity for technological innovation. The rapidity with which Japan has imported, adapted, diffused and reexported technology is, as Herbert Kitschelt has shown, the result of the matching of specific institutional practices of the Japanese polity with specific requirements of technological systems (1991: 480–91). The adaptations of medium-technologies with tightly coupled systems of limited causal complexity to high-technologies require medium–long production runs that lend themselves to improvements through incremental innovations in production processes and product technologies. With relatively low uncertainties and no more than modest interactions between different components of technological systems, efficient governance of technology can draw on devices that characterize the Japanese polity more generally: strong competition between firms, cooperation among firms in pre-commercial research, and ministerial guidance toward specific technological trajectories. Where other conditions prevail, as in aviation or the nuclear industry, the mismatch of institutions has made Japan’s experience less successful. Decision-making typically has been too centralized, too consensus-oriented, and has left the private sector with too much risk:

In a nutshell Japan’s institutions have not provided adequate governance structures for global, non-incremental technological change that require a combination of decentralized autonomy in the search for innovative solutions and highly centralized project management in vast technology development programs.

(Kitschelt 1991: 485)

Fumio Kodama argues that the mismatches which Kitschelt and other students of “big” science and technology have detected in Japanese institutions may be decreasing. Japan is developing a new and distinctive
high-tech paradigm that favors its specific system of institutional governance in six specific areas: manufacturing, business diversification, R&D competition, product development, innovation pattern and societal diffusion of technology. “A paradigm shift in technology innovation, driven by the rapid evolution of science and engineering, is occurring and favors the Japanese system” (Kodama 1995: 3). Innovation is not a series of dramatic breakthroughs of “single-source” technologies but the “compound” or “fusion” of technologies requiring constant cross-fertilization from different scientific fields, as in optoelectronics, mechatronics and bioelectronics (Makihara 1998: 561). Japan’s vaunted ability to make incremental improvements in imported technologies is increasingly matched by a growing ability to foster radical technological advances in specific areas (Taylor and Yamamura 1990: 26–7). Japan thus may be in the process of becoming a polity that is well suited to the techno-economic paradigm of the information industries (Samuels 1994: 15).

But Japan’s poor economic performance during the 1990s suggests a less optimistic possibility. Japan is reported to be behind by four to five years in significant information technologies (Ritter 1999: 8). Most companies continue to invest their R&D budget disproportionately in hardware and manufacturing rather than software and services (Yoshida 1999). And Japanese leading researchers themselves believe that Japan is lagging behind the United States and Europe in most areas of basic research (Makihara 1998: 560–1). Recent changes in policy have done little to date to change this situation. In his summary of a substantial number of studies of the performance of Japanese R&D Arthur Alexander (1999) points to substantial weaknesses that have become more evident in the 1990s. With Japan’s basic sciences in a much weaker position than its applied research (Coleman 2001), and despite its growing involvement in the private R&D system of the United States (Reid and Schriesheim 1996: 39–139), the country’s technological future looks significantly less secure now than it did a decade or two earlier.

The fit between institutions and technology is contingent and can be reinforced, or altered, by significant changes in either sphere. Even during the 1970s and 1980s when Japan’s political economy was performing so well, not every technology program that government and business initiated turned out to be a commercial or technological success. And despite the serious economic setbacks that Japan has suffered in the 1990s, many new technologies are being developed successfully and profitably. We lack the empirical information and depth of theoretical knowledge that would permit us to sort out the independent effects of technology and institutions on Japan’s economic performance.

In a world in which the R&D system in Japan as in most other countries, is no longer organized along strictly national lines, internationalization is Japan’s chosen policy (Fransman 1995). In a longer
historical perspective the case for an institutional opening of technology regimes has merits. For centuries the Chinese government, for example, had sought to guard carefully the technological secrets of silk production. Similarly, since the eighteenth century European governments have tried to keep technological innovations within national borders thus seeking to prevent leakage to other countries. Even when these policies proved futile they were considered legitimate (Nelson 1990: 15). In modern times, government attempts to nationalize science have been largely unsuccessful. This is increasingly true of technology as well. The worldwide availability of technologies of best-practice is a relatively recent experience. According to Ernst-Jurgen Horn:

The entire concept of a country’s technology [has] inherent limits in the presence of an open international trade and investment system. A particular technology is first produced in an individual country, but it can then be licensed or sold abroad or applied through foreign affiliates. The know-how involved will become internationally diffused sooner or later.

(1990: 67–8)

Whether Asia will retain its controlled regional technology order or evolve new and, possibly, more open ones will depend substantially on which of the two views of Japan will be closer to the truth: the exhaustion of an old Japanese technology order or the generation of a new one. In either case, it is unlikely that a regional order will come to pass in which, in the words of Seki, “the development of mutual technological interdependencies to form an Asian network will be necessary for the stability and prosperity of the entire region in the twenty-first century” (1994: 100). Should Japanese technology falter, other Asian states, such as China, might take its place. Alternatively, high-technology industries dominated by USA or European producers could further anchor Asia in global hierarchies. In 1995 the USA still provided 71 percent of Japan’s technology imports while taking only 29 percent of Japan’s technology exports (Makihara 1998: 560). Regional production alliances thus may broaden in geographical scope without necessarily being more supportive of the goal of enhanced national autonomy. Even if Japan were to lose its established position at the apex, deeply entrenched characteristics of Asia’s distinctive technology order are likely to endure.
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East–West relations over the past 500 years present two main puzzles. The first concerns the extraordinary geographical expansion of the European system of states. By 1850 or shortly thereafter, that system had come to encompass the entire globe, thereby reducing the China-centered tribute-trade system to a regional subsystem of a now European-centered global economy. What is most puzzling about this tendency – which is what we shall understand by “the rise of the West” – are its modest origins. On the eve of its first major expansion across the Atlantic and around the Cape in the late fifteenth century, the European system of states was a peripheral and chaotic component of a global economy that had long been centered on Asia. In spite of this first expansion, two centuries later no European or American state had managed to create within its domains a national economy that could match the size, complexity and prosperity of the Chinese economy. And yet, within the short span of another century, tiny “Great” Britain was poised to incorporate within its domains the entire Indian subcontinent, and then, in cooperation and competition with other Western powers, to turn China from the center into a peripheral component of the global economy. How can we explain this turnaround?

The second puzzle concerns the extraordinary vitality of the East Asian region in the 150 years since its subordinate incorporation in the European- and later North American-centered global economy. By 1970 or shortly thereafter, this vitality translated into a crisis of Western hegemony that has yet to be resolved. Integral to this crisis has been an acceleration of economic growth in the East Asian region that has made a re-centering of the global economy on East Asia a distinct historical possibility, recent setbacks notwithstanding. This tendency – which is what we shall understand by “the rise of East Asia” – is no less puzzling than the first. The peripherality and chaos that had been emblematic of Europe on the eve of its overseas expansion came to characterize East Asia throughout the last half of the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century. The results were devastating. By 1950, China had become one of the world’s poorest countries; Japan had been reduced to a vassal state of the United
States; and the Cold War was creating a seemingly unbridgeable gulf between maritime East Asia and Mainland China. And yet, less than half a century later the gulf was bridged by a dense web of commercial exchanges: Japan and other lesser “islands” of East Asia’s “capitalist archipelago” had replaced the United States as the world’s leading creditor nations; and Mainland China’s weight in the global economy was increasing far more rapidly than that of any other entity of comparable demographic size. Whether this turnaround is the preamble to a re-centering of the global economy on East Asia is too early to tell. But whether it will or not, explaining the dynamic of the turnaround and how the turnaround relates, if at all, to the legacy of the China-centered tribute-trade system and the East Asian regional economy constitutes a major challenge for the historical social sciences.

In seeking at least partial solutions to these puzzles, we shall begin by recasting the contentions of previous chapters in an analytical framework that focuses on the dynamic of systems of states. Next, we use this framework to seek a solution to the first puzzle through a comparative analysis of the still distinct but related dynamics of the East Asian and European inter-state systems in early modern times. Then, we analyze the dynamic and contradictions of the single global system that emerged out of the nineteenth-century globalization of the European system of states. Finally, we seek a solution to the second puzzle by investigating the relationship between the economic vitality of East Asia under US hegemony and the historical legacy of the China-centered tribute-trade system.

**Concepts for analysis**

In their contributions to this volume, Sugihara, Pomeranz, and Hamilton and Chang present new evidence and arguments in support of the view that economic development in East Asia through the eighteenth century was in most respects at least as advanced as in Europe. Indeed, as R. Bin Wong (1997), André Gunder Frank (1998) and Pomeranz himself (1999; 2000) had previously argued, in the late eighteenth century the Chinese national market far surpassed in size and density any Western national market. This greater size and density of the Chinese national market were not just due to China’s much greater population. It was due also to levels of commercialization, agricultural productivity, sophistication of manufactures and per capita incomes as high as, or higher than those of Europe’s wealthiest countries. Implicitly or explicitly, the proponents of this view argue further that the nineteenth-century “great divergence” between the economic and political fortunes of Europe and East Asia cannot be traced to a prior technical and organizational edge of European institutions vis-à-vis their East Asian counterparts.

The strongest claim in this respects is Hamilton and Chang’s
contention that the buyer-driven organization of textile production and distribution that emerged in late imperial China constituted a highly efficient alternative to the producer-driven, “Fordist” type of organization that emerged in the early twentieth century in the United States. More generally, as Sugihara argues in his chapter, the eclipsing of the East Asian industrious revolution by the European industrial revolution in the course of the nineteenth century was not due to a lesser economic efficiency of the East Asian developmental path. Rather, it was due to a bifurcation of the two paths and a gradual exhaustion of the potential for efficient growth along the industrious revolution path.1

Most of these accounts limit themselves to describing rather than explaining the divergence in question. Pomeranz (2000) does provide an explanation by tracing the divergence to differences in resource endowments and in core–periphery relationships – to the fact, that is, that the Americas provided core regions of Northwest Europe with a far more abundant supply of primary products and demand for manufactures than East Asian core regions could obtain from their own peripheries. As he puts it in his contribution to this volume, this difference

allowed European technology and investment to develop in labor-saving, land and energy-gobbling directions at the very moment when the intensification of resource pressures previously shared by all core regions were forcing East Asian development along ever more resource-saving, labor absorbing paths.

This explanation of the divergence of the European and East Asian developmental paths is compelling in so far as it goes but begs a number of questions that bear directly on the two puzzles that we set out to solve in this chapter. For one thing, it does not tell us why starting in the fifteenth century European states showed a much stronger disposition than East Asian states to expand territorially overseas and to create the kind of core–periphery relations with their overseas domains that eventually enabled Britain to open up the path of the industrial revolution. What forces drove European states to build overseas empires and to establish the kind of core–periphery relations with their overseas domains that enabled European economies to develop in land-and-energy-intensive and labor-saving directions? To this we should add that the great nineteenth-century divergence between the East Asian industrious-revolution path and the European industrial-revolution path was premised on a greater European command not just over natural and energy resources but over financial resources as well. Where did that greater command come from bearing in mind that, as Frank (1998: 283, 356–7) has convincingly argued, China remained through the eighteenth century the “ultimate sink” of the world’s money?
Another set of questions arise from the fact that the onset of the “first”
industrial revolution in Britain was associated with a sharp contraction of
European empires in the Americas and a quickening of the pace of British
territorial expansion in Asia. What was the connection between this geo-
 graphical shift of European colonialism and the subsequent diffusion of
the industrial revolution from textiles to railways, steamships and an
increasing number and variety of capital goods? And how did this dif-
fusion affect political and economic relationships between Europe and
the rest of the world in general and East Asia in particular? Finally, what
forces promoted the eventual fusion of the industrious and industrial
revolution paths that Sugihara sees emerging first in Japan and then in
the East Asian region at large? Why did the fusion start in Japan when it
did, and what are the chances that it will decrease income inequalities
worldwide, as Sugihara envisages?

Our contention in this chapter is that, in order to answer these
questions, we must focus on two related aspects of the comparative and
relational dynamic of the European and East Asian regions. One concerns
the role of inter-state relations within and between the two world regions
and the other the role of capitalism in shaping regional and global
processes.

On the first aspect little needs to be added to what has already been
said in the Introduction. The comparison of particular institutions or
developmental processes as they operate or unfold within different world-
regional systems is essential to an understanding of the macro-dynamic of
those systems. There are nonetheless aspects of that dynamic that emerge
out of the combination and interaction of the systems’ units and, therefore,
can only be grasped by comparing the combinations and interactions
themselves rather than the units that combine and interact. An especially
important instance of such systemic aspects of regional macro-dynamics is
a feature of early modern European states that is widely recognized to dis-
tinguish them from East Asian states in general and China in particular.
This distinguishing feature is the intense competition that set European
states against one another and recurrently led to the displacement of one
state by another in the role of regional leader. As we shall see, although
East Asian states also competed with one another, the nature of their
mutual competition was very different from the European, as witnessed
among other things by the fact that through the eighteenth and into the
early nineteenth century China occupied a far more stable hegemonic
position in the East Asian inter-state system than any state did in the Euro-
pean system. As Takeshi Hamashita has shown, during often protracted
periods of stability, the China-centered tributary-trade system frequently
provided a basis for mediating inter-state relations and articulating hier-
archies with minimal recourse to war, certainly by comparison with
Europe.
Be that as it may, the scope and intensity of inter-state competition are typical systemic properties that can only be grasped by paying due attention to other systemic properties, such as the number and variety of states that interact in a given setting, the distribution of power and resources among the interacting states, the existence and nature of complementarities among the interacting states, the rules and norms that inform the interaction, and so on. As our analysis will show, the identification of systemic properties must pay special attention to the strategies and structures of specific states. The states that are singled out for analysis here are chosen not because of their significance as representative examples of a region’s states but because of their significance in shaping systemic structures and processes.²

Turning now to the role of capitalism in regional and global developmental processes, we concur with Frank (1998: 330–2) in not finding at all useful the notion of capitalism understood as a mode of production. Unlike him, however, we find an alternative notion of capitalism essential to answering several of the questions we raised earlier, and especially the question of why money capital accumulated more rapidly and massively in European than in East Asian core regions even when China was the ultimate sink of world money. This alternative notion of capitalism is based on Braudel’s characterization of the world of trade as a three-layered structure. In this structure, “capitalism” occupies the top layer and consists of those participants in trade who systematically appropriate the largest profits, regardless of the particular nature of the activities (financial, commercial, industrial or agricultural) in which they are involved. This layer presupposes the existence of a lower (intermediate) layer – the “market economy” – consisting of regular participants in buying and selling activities whose rewards are more or less proportionate to the costs and risks involved in these activities. Finally, at the bottom of the hierarchy there lies the “non-market economy” of barter and self-sufficiency, consisting of individuals and organizations that participate only intermittently (or not at all) in buying and selling but whose activities are directly or indirectly an important source of vitality for the upper layers (Braudel 1981: 23–5; 1982: 21–2, 229–30; see also 1977: 39–78).

The usefulness of this definition has not escaped Wong who uses it to distinguish “between a Braudelian commercial capitalism and the operation of a Smithian dynamics of economic expansion.” In his view, China had gone farther than any European state in the creation of a market economy (that is, in promoting and experiencing a Smithian dynamics of economic expansion) but “did not have some of the organizational forms and financial institutions of early modern Europe that promoted the creation of [Braudelian] commercial capitalism” (1997: 50–1). More specifically:
Much European commercial wealth was tapped by needy governments anxious to expand their revenue bases to meet ever-escalating expenses of war. Amidst the mercantilist competition among European merchants and their governments for wealth and power, maritime expansion played a role of particular importance. Both European merchants and their governments benefited from their complex relationship, the former gaining fabulous profits, the latter securing much-needed revenues. The late imperial Chinese state did not develop the same kind of mutual dependence on rich merchants. Lacking the scale of financial difficulties encountered in Europe between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, Chinese officials had less reasons to imagine new forms of finance, huge merchant loans, and the concept of public as well as private debt. Not only did they depend little on mercantile wealth to support the state, they also feared the potentially disruptive consequences of both concentrated wealth and the pursuit of such wealth.

(Wong 1997: 146; emphasis in the original)

As we shall see, there is a close correspondence between this and our own assessment of the comparative East Asian and European dynamics in early modern times. Nevertheless, our distinction between a (Smithian) market dynamic and a (Braudelian) capitalist dynamic does not confine the latter to commercial activities, as Wong does. Braudel himself underscored how the essential feature of historical capitalism over its longue durée, that is, over its entire lifetime, has been “its unlimited flexibility, its capacity for change and adaptation,” rather than the concrete forms (commerce included) it assumed at different places and at different times (Braudel 1982: 433; emphasis in the original). This conceptualization explicitly includes “industry” as one of the “specializations” that came to characterize historical capitalism at a certain stage of its development. This specialization led many “to regard industry as the final flowering which gave capitalism its ‘true’ identity.” But this is a short-term view.

[After] the initial boom of mechanization, the most advanced kind of capitalism reverted to eclecticism, to an indivisibility of interests so to speak, as if the characteristic advantage of standing at the commanding heights of the economy . . . consisted precisely of not having to confine oneself to a single choice, of being eminently adaptable, hence non-specialized.

(Braudel 1982: 381; emphasis in the original; translation amended as indicated in Wallerstein 1991: 213)

As these passages show, the distinguishing feature of a Braudelian capitalist dynamic is not the undertaking of commercial rather than industrial or
agricultural activities. It is instead the continual switching of resources from one kind of activity to another in an “endless” pursuit of monetary profit. As in Karl Marx’s “general formula of capital” (M–C–M'), the investment of money (M) in a particular combination of commodities (C), be it purely commercial or commercial-industrial or whatever, is strictly instrumental to an increase in the monetary value of the investor’s assets from M to M' (1959: 146–55). Indeed, in a strictly capitalist dynamic the transformation of money into commodities may be skipped altogether (as in Marx’s “abridged formula of capital,” M–M'), whenever systemic circumstances allow the capitalist stratum to reap greater profits in the credit system than in the trade and production of commodities. This has been recurrently the case in all the leading centers of capitalist accumulation, from early fifteenth-century Genoa, Florence and Venice to late twentieth-century United States, Western Europe, Japan, Singapore and Hong Kong (Arrighi 1994).

If the Braudelian capitalist dynamic is best symbolized by a mixture/alternation of Marx’s general and abridged formulas of capital (M–C–M' and M–M', respectively), the Smithian market dynamic is best symbolized by Marx’s formula of commodity exchange, C–M–C', in which money (M) is mere means in the transformation of a set of commodities C into another set C' of greater use value. Ideo-typically, the main difference between the two dynamics is that, other things being equal, the first tends to generate surpluses of means of payment (the accumulation of such surpluses being pursued as an end in itself), whereas the second does not (money being just a means of transforming one set of commodities into another of greater use value). This difference, as we shall see, helps in explaining why in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the leading capitalist states of Europe came to be affected by a surplus of capital, in comparison with China’s shortage, in spite of the latter’s persistent balance of payment surplus vis-à-vis Europe.

In the analysis that follows we shall show how the intense political-military competition that from the start set European states against one another was an essential ingredient in the enlarged reproduction of the (Braudelian) capitalist dynamic that recurrently engendered an ever growing surplus of capital within the European regional system. This ever growing surplus of capital, in turn, provided both the means and incentives of new rounds of political-military competition on an ever expanding geographical scale. Directly and indirectly, this self-reinforcing cycle of capital accumulation and territorial expansion was the main driving force of those technological and organizational innovations (“industrial revolutions” included) that eventually moved the European system to dominion globally.

Our analysis will nonetheless also show that this self-reinforcing cycle attained its limits once it resulted in the incorporation of the East Asian
regional system within the structures of the globalizing European system. In the short-to-medium run, the impact of the incorporation proved highly disruptive for the East Asian system. Over time, however, the incorporation created regional and world-systemic circumstances favorable to the fusion of the industrial and industrious revolutions paths that constitutes the mainspring of the recent East Asian economic renaissance.

The European and East Asian dynamics compared

In comparing the structures and dynamics of the European and East Asian regional systems, we may begin by noticing the almost exact correspondence between the period of European history that Braudel has called the “extended” sixteenth century (1350–1640) and the Ming period in East Asian history (1368–1643). In the course of these three centuries the two regional dynamics came to influence one another to an unprecedented degree and, at the same time, the seeds for the subsequent divergence began to germinate. The divergence materialized only in the two centuries following the Peace of Westphalia in the West and the demise of the Ming in the East. But its origins can be traced to the different responses of the two regions’ leading governmental organizations to the fourteenth-century collapse of the Mongol empire and the consequent disintegration of the thirteenth-century Afro-Eurasian world trading system reconstructed by Janet Abu-Lughod (1989). Let us look at each of these two regional responses in turn.

The European dynamic

The European response was characterized by long wars that went far toward launching a Braudelian capitalist dynamic in inter-state and intra-state relations. One such war pitted the main intermediaries and beneficiaries of European trade with the East, the Italian city-states, against one another in what Braudel has called the “Italian” Hundred Years War (1976, I: 331, 388). The outcome of this secular struggle influenced the subsequent transformation of the European world system in three main ways. First, the Peace of Lodi that at the end of the war in 1454 institutionalized the northern Italian balance of power, provided a model for the institutionalization of the European balance of power by the Westphalia treaties two centuries later (Mattingly 1988: 178). Second, the state that emerged victorious from the confrontation (Venice) became the prototype of the strong capitalist state in the double sense of “perfect example” and “model for future instances” of such a state – a model that was still advocated by leading members of the British business community at the end of the Napoleonic Wars (Ingham 1984: 9). Finally, least recognized but most important, the great loser of the war (Genoa or more precisely
the expatriate Genoese business diaspora) became the main capitalist driving force behind the subsequent overseas expansion of the Iberian states (Arrighi 1994: 109–22).

Equally significant were the better known Anglo-French Hundred Years War (1337–1453) and the subsequent Castilian-Aragonese expulsion of the Moors from the Iberian peninsula. These wars jointly consolidated the formation in the European subcontinent of competing national states of approximately equal capabilities in a condition of permanent struggle for power in peace and war. Integral to this condition was the intense interstate competition for mobile capital that, as Max Weber noted (1961: 249), created unique opportunities for the take-off of a capitalist dynamic in Europe.

These unique opportunities were created in two complementary ways. On the one hand, intense interstate competition for mobile capital inflated the profits as well as the “invisible” but nonetheless substantial power of the transnational ethnic business communities that had come to control the most prolific sources of mobile capital in Europe – that is, the Florentine, the Genoese and the German, and to a lesser extent the Lucchese and the English (Boyer-Xambeu et al. 1994). On the other hand, it created extraordinary incentives for the rulers of the territorial states of Europe to tap directly the main sources of mobile capital through an “internalization” of capitalism within their domains, that is, by themselves undertaking, or by encouraging their own merchant classes to undertake, the lucrative business of long-distance trade with the East.

For most of the sixteenth century the first tendency was predominant. The history of the European overseas expansion of this period has largely been written in terms of Iberian leadership, both in the rounding of the Cape and in the conquest of the Americas. That the Portuguese and the Spaniards were themselves following in the footsteps of Venice in their attempts to appropriate the largest share possible of European trade with Asia is a widely acknowledged fact. What remains to be acknowledged is what we may call – to paraphrase Alan Rix (1993) – the leadership “from behind” that the Genoese capitalist diaspora exercised vis-à-vis the Iberian states. This leadership was largely invisible because of the particular relationship of political exchange through which it operated. In this relationship, the Iberian rulers specialized in the highly visible pursuit of power and organization of overseas expansion, while the Genoese capitalist diaspora specialized in the less visible pursuit of profits and transformation of the products of overseas expansion into money and credit (Arrighi 1994: 109–26).

Thanks to this relationship, in the seventy years that Braudel calls the “Age of the Genoese” (1557–1627), Genoese merchant-bankers came to exercise a rule over European finances comparable to that exercised in the twentieth century by the Bank of International Settlements at Basel –
“a rule that was so discreet and sophisticated that historians for a long time failed to notice it” (Braudel 1984: 157, 164). For most of this period, according to Richard Ehrenberg, “it was not the Potosi silver mines, but the Genoese fairs of exchange which made it possible for Philip II to conduct his world power policy decade after decade” (quoted in Kriedte 1983: 47). By 1617, Genoese capitalists had squeezed so much out of their Iberian connection as to turn Spain and Portugal, in Suárez de Figueroa’s words, into “the Indies of the Genoese” (quoted in Elliott 1970: 96).

Increasingly, however, the tendency for the ruling groups of Europe’s emerging national or proto-national states to tap directly the main sources of mobile capital became predominant. The chief instrument in this endeavor was the launching of joint-stock chartered companies. Although England was the first to launch several of these companies, throughout the seventeenth century by far the most successful (and the model that all others sought to replicate) was the Dutch Verenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie (VOC). The VOC inaugurated a new era, not just in business history, as Nils Steensgard (1974, 1981, 1982) has maintained, but also in European and world history. Without the large and steady cash flow generated by the activities of the VOC in Southeast Asia, Amsterdam may have never become the site of the first stock exchange in permanent session with a volume and a density of transactions that outshone all previous stock markets (Braudel 1982: 100–6; 1984: 224–7; Israel 1989: 75–6; 256–8). Once established, and until it was displaced by London in the late eighteenth century, the Amsterdam stock exchange became the central clearing house of European high finance. This function of central financial entrepôt put in the hands of the Dutch capitalist oligarchy a power vis-à-vis the larger territorial states of Europe that bore no relationship to the limited (and shrinking) political-military capabilities of the Dutch state (Arrighi and Silver et al. 1999: Chapters 1, 2).

The success of the VOC in Southeast Asia, and the lesser success of the West-Indische Compagnie (WIC) in the Atlantic, initiated a race among European states to form exclusive overseas commercial empires. This race gained momentum after the European balance of power was institutionalized by the Treaties of Westphalia (1648) – an institutionalization largely due to Dutch leadership “from behind.” The Atlantic soon became and remained throughout the eighteenth century the main arena of the competitive struggles engendered by this race. But Asia remained the unwitting arbiter of the European struggle. As Charles Davenant observed in the late seventeenth century, whoever controlled the Asian trade was in a position to “give law to all the commercial world” (quoted in Wolf 1982: 125).
The East Asian dynamic

The European and East Asian regional systems in early modern times were sufficiently similar to make their comparison analytically meaningful. Both consisted of a multiplicity of political jurisdictions that appealed to a common cultural (i.e., civilizational) heritage and traded extensively within their region. Although cross-border trade was more publicly regulated in East Asia than in Europe, since Song times (960–1276), private overseas trade had flourished and transformed the nature of tribute trade itself. As Takeshi Hamashita notes of the tributary-trade system:

Although the categories and quantities of goods to be traded were also officially prescribed, the volume of private trade gradually increased over time. As a result, the main purpose of the tribute trade came to be the pursuit of profits through the unofficial trade that was ancillary to the official system.

(1993: 75–6)

Equally important for our purposes was the flourishing of trade networks linking central and southern coastal China and Southeast Asia that were entirely independent of the tributary system, and often directly flouted imperial edicts.

We can even detect analogies in the inter-state competition that characterized the two regional systems. The separate domains that were held together by the tribute-trade system centered on China were “close enough to influence one another, but . . . too far apart to assimilate and be assimilated.” The tribute-trade system provided them with a symbolic framework of mutual political–economic interaction that nonetheless was loose enough to endow its peripheral components with considerable autonomy vis-à-vis the Chinese center. Thus, Japan and Vietnam were peripheral members of the system but also competitors with China in the exercise of the Imperial title awarding function. Japan establishing a tributary type relationship with the Ryukyu kingdom, and Vietnam with Laos (Hamashita 1994: 92; 1997: 114–24). Sugihara goes even further in maintaining that the diffusion of the best technology and organizational know-how within East Asia makes it “possible to think of the presence of an East Asian multi-centered political system, at least with regard to China and Japan, with many features analogous to the inter-state system in Europe” (1996: 38).

Moreover, the Chinese center itself recurrently came under pressures analogous to those that fueled inter-state competition for mobile capital in Europe. Pressures of this kind contributed to the great expansion of Chinese private sea trade during the Southern Song period (1127–1276). The heavy military expenditures and reparations involved in the wars with
Mongol and Tungusic peoples on China’s northern frontiers induced the Song court to encourage private sea trade as a source of revenue – a source that became all the more essential with the loss of control of the North and the silk route, and the weakening state capacity to sustain such profitable government monopolies as salt, iron and wine production (Tian 1987: 143; Zhuang 1989: 19; Lin and Zhang 1991: 13). Particularly significant was the Southern Song administration’s encouragement of Chinese navigation technology through the provision of financial and technical support to shipbuilders. Chinese junks then became the most advanced vessels in the world. Their sharp-head, flat-rear and sharp-base design allowed them to navigate with high speed in turbulent seas and Chinese pioneered the use of the compass in navigation (Lo 1969: 77–91; Chen 1989).

Finally, military pressure and territorial losses in the north provoked a major increase in north–south migrations toward the regions south of the Yangzi River. These warmer regions were the most suitable for high-yielding wet-rice cultivation (Bray 1986: 119). As the population of these regions increased rapidly, achieving densities far higher than those in Europe, so did the mastery of the techniques of wet-rice agriculture leading to what Mark Elvin (1973: Chapter 9) has called the “revolution in farming.” The efficiency of wet-rice cultivation in guaranteeing sufficient food supplies enabled farmers to increase the quantity and variety of products that they cultivated and marketed and to engage in non-agricultural activities. As Ravi Palat observes:

Since the productivity of fields could be achieved through additional inputs of labor, areas under wet-rice cultivation could support increasingly greater densities of population. The demographic growth made possible by intensive farming both facilitated an expansion in non-agricultural occupations and exerted a downward pressure on labor costs.

(1995: 59)

Under the impact of state encouragement and the development of wet-rice cultivation, the maritime trade and the market economy of the coastal regions entered a long upswing characterized by advances in navigation technology, the consolidation of the “sea silk route,” and the flourishing of Guangzhou, Quanzhou, and smaller port cities on the Southeastern coast as centers of tributary trade. At the same time, private sea trade, linking China’s coastal regions and the South China Sea, spurred by the formation of Chinese communities throughout insular Southeast Asia, soon surpassed official or tributary trade to become the dominant mode of economic exchange between China and maritime Asia (Lo 1969: 57–8; Quan 1991a: 405–8; Hui 1995: 29–30). This “commercial revolution”

The main tendencies that characterized the capitalist transformation of the European system can thus be detected also in the East Asian system – tendencies that were especially strong in Song and Yuan times (see, for example, Yang 1952; and Elvin 1973: Chapter 14). This lends credibility to Christopher Chase-Dunn and Thomas Hall’s contention that capitalism “nearly occurred first” in Song China (1997: 47). Under the Ming (1368–1644), however, the tendencies in question did not become stronger as they did in Europe, where they subjected even the most powerful states to a capitalist logic thereby propelling inter-state competition toward the formation of overseas commercial and territorial empires. On the contrary, they were brought under control through governmental policies that prioritized security and the strengthening of domestic trade and at times banned or proscribed foreign trade.

This reorientation of Chinese policies originated in the serious deterioration of economic conditions and financial crisis that characterized the transition from Yuan to Ming rule. Once the Ming regime consolidated, the capital was shifted from Nanjing to Beijing in order to protect more effectively the northern part of the empire from the threat of Mongolian invasions. The shift led to the further extension to the north of the circuits of market exchanges that had formed in the south under the Song with a consequent consolidation of the national economy (Dannoue 1995). The Ming repaired and extended the canal system connecting the prosperous rice growing southern regions to the northern political center, in order to guarantee the supply of food to the capital and the surrounding region. The further growth of the market economy and “canal cities” like Hangzhou in the lower Yangzi region was thereby facilitated (Xu and Wu 1985: 83–6, 269–72; Wei 1988: 51–2; Dannoue 1995; Hung 2001a: 491–7). Also important in this respect was the early Ming’s promotion of cotton growing in the north. The ensuing specialization of the north in the production of raw cotton and of the lower Yangzi in the manufacturing of cotton textiles fostered north–south trade along the grand canal, promoting further the expansion of the national market (Wu 1965: 230–3).

While promoting the formation and expansion of a national market, the Ming government imposed administrative restrictions on sea trade and on Chinese migration to Southeast Asia in an attempt to maintain central control over revenues and contain the power of Overseas Chinese and Japanese merchants. Between 1405 and 1433 it further sought to
extend the reach of the Chinese state by sponsoring Admiral Zheng He’s seven great voyages to Southeast Asia and across the Indian Ocean. With ships that probably displaced 1,500 tons, compared to the 300-ton flagship of Vasco Da Gama, China’s seaborne capacity at this time had no peer (McNeill 1982: 44). While strengthening political and commercial relations, manifesting China’s military and seafaring power throughout a large region, thereby extending the borders of the East Asian regional system, the Zheng expeditions asserted Chinese suzerainty, extended tributary-trade relations, and sanctioned and encouraged Chinese migration and trade throughout maritime East Asia and as far as the East coast of Africa. These expeditions, however, turned out to be exceedingly expensive. They were therefore discontinued, and the Ming regime turned inward, restricting the number of tributary missions, circumscribing private maritime commerce and even banning the building of seagoing ships. The Ming became more preoccupied with immediate military threats, notably but not exclusively those on its northern frontiers. Suspicious of unofficial external trade, it strengthened internal trade and cracked down on unauthorized external trade with maritime Asia (McNeill 1982: 47; Zhang 1991: 49–51; Hui 1995: 34–53; Wang 1998: 316–23).

The eventual lifting of trade restrictions in the 1560s occurred in the midst of a serious political, economic and social crisis. By the early sixteenth century, the capacity of the Ming regime to rule effectively was seriously undermined internally by widespread corruption and increasing budget deficits. Internal degradation was accompanied by mounting external pressure, in the north from the expansion of the Jurchens and along the southeastern coast from the expansion of illegal trade which bypassed Ming tax collectors. Carried out by armed Chinese and Japanese traders (wo-kou, or “Japanese pirates,” in the Chinese government’s characterization), the illegal trade was actively encouraged by local Japanese warlords who sought to use the profitable trade in Chinese products to finance their mutual struggles (Huang 1969: 105–23; Wills 1979: 210–11; Wakeman 1985: Chapter 1; Lin 1987: 85–111; Tong 1991: 115–29; He 1996: 45–7; Hung 2001c: 12–18). But with the financially strapped Ming cutting back on the costly tributary trade, and unable to exercise effective military control over southern coastal areas, private trade became once again the main form of economic exchange in the region (Zhang 1991: 48–50).

These various tendencies reinforced one another resulting in the explosive growth of social disturbances in the mid-sixteenth century (Tong 1991). Faced with the growing ungovernability of the empire, the Ming rulers sought to solve the crisis by easing peasants’ grievances through tax reforms and the exploitation of the flourishing private trade. Corvée labor, one of the primary causes of peasant hardship and unrest,
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together with taxation in crop form, were largely replaced by the “Single-Whip Tax” payable in silver. The crippled paper currency was abandoned in favor of a silver standard, and in order to expand the silver influx from overseas, restrictions on sea trade with Southeast Asia were relaxed and licensed seafaring merchants were taxed (Wills 1979: 211; Atwell 1986; Elisonas 1991: 261–2; Chao 1993; Flynn and Giraldez 1995; Quan 1996; 1987; Hung 2001a: 498–500).

This important shift in fiscal, monetary and trade policies was made possible and encouraged by the massive silver influx from overseas trade, principally initially the trade with Japan, the major silver supplier in the region, and subsequently with Europe and the Americas (Atwell 1998: 403–16). At the same time, restrictions on sea trade to Southeast Asia were relaxed and the Ming began to tax licensed seafaring merchants (Wills 1979: 211; Chao 1993; Flynn and Giraldez 1995; Quan 1996, 1987). It is no historical accident that the shift coincided with the Spanish conquest of the Philippines in the late 1560s and the opening of the Potosi silver mines (in present-day Bolivia) in the 1570s (Brook 1998: 205). Spanish shipments of much of their South American silver to their base in Manila to pay for Chinese exports helped ease the Ming fiscal crisis and growing pressure on the peasantry. At the same time they established a new firm trade link between the European and the East Asian regions. From the sixteenth until well into the eighteenth century, fully three-quarters of new world silver found its way to China, a product both of China’s highly competitive exports of silk, porcelain and tea, and a Chinese thirst for silver that drove silver prices to levels twice those prevailing in other parts of the world (Flynn et al. 1999: 23–4).

The expansion of intra- and inter-regional trade under the late Ming boosted the fortunes not just of China’s coastal areas and maritime East Asia but of the Overseas Chinese as well. During the first two hundred years of Ming rule the trade networks of the overseas Chinese had continued to expand, despite restrictions on private overseas trading and on Chinese migrations to Southeast Asia. Trade and the associated migration became the principal means of livelihood for significant parts of the population of the southeast coastal regions of China, the source of extraordinary profits for merchants, and the primary source of revenue for local governments (Hui 1995: 35–6). “Chinese merchants, craftsmen and sailors,” in John Wills’ words, “became extremely vigorous participants in building a new world of trade and settlement around the South China Sea” (1998: 333). From the fifteenth century forward, despite Ming restrictions, periodic reverses and challenges from Muslims and others, Chinese were the dominant traders throughout the East Asian region, some establishing business, commercial, and financial networks extending to the village level across Southeast Asia. They linked China with a wide array of partners embracing a kaleidoscope of peoples and cultures across East
Asia, and provided a steady flow of remittances back to the southeastern coastal villages that spawned the migration and which in turn became among the wealthiest, most productive, and commercially expansive regions of East Asia (Wang 1991: 85–6; 1998: 320–3; Hui 1995).

The power of the Overseas Chinese was consolidated by the arrival of the Europeans, who, far from curbing the activities of Chinese traders, boosted trade throughout the region and beyond by supplementing the Japanese supply of silver and linking regional trade to global networks. Unlike local rulers, moreover, they had little restraint in challenging the authority of the Chinese imperial court. They thus provided political and military support for Chinese traders who circumvented the restrictions imposed by the Chinese government. This resulted in an increasing involvement of Chinese merchants in highly profitable smuggling activities with active European encouragement (Chang 1991: 16; Flynn and Giraldez 1994: 71, 74–5, 79–83; Hui 1995: 67–8; see also Chang 1969: 69–85).

Europeans also destroyed many indigenous trading classes and networks in an effort to consolidate their control over local resources and populations. They thereby strengthened the capacity of the overseas Chinese, who escaped the onslaught, to monopolize the role of commercial intermediaries between the Europeans and the region’s polities and societies (Alatas 1977: 184–7, 191–5; Curtin 1984: 147, 162–8; Reid 1990: 652–4; Blusse 1991: 334). And the more valuable and exclusive Chinese trading networks became in their intermediary role, the more Europeans were induced to compete with one another in securing the cooperation of the overseas Chinese. The formation of a large merchant community in seventeenth-century Batavia, for example,

was the result of the deliberate Dutch policy, which sought to gain a total monopoly of eastern and southeastern Asian trade through making use of the Chinese trading networks already established throughout the Malay archipelago, the Indo-China coasts and Japan . . . They welcomed Chinese cooperation and tried to woo them wherever possible away from the Portuguese and the Spanish. In that way, a Dutch supported chain of Chinese communities grew up between Batavia and areas like the Moluccas to the east, Siam to the north and China and Japan to the northeast.

(Wang 1991: 88)

The wealth and power of Chinese merchants attained new heights in the course of the seventeenth-century transition from Ming to Qing rule. Despite the injection of trade revenues and taxes in the form of silver, Ming financial difficulties skyrocketed with the costly Chinese military campaign to oust Hideyoshi’s Japanese forces from Korea in the 1590s,
the outbreak of full-fledged warfare with the Manchus in the 1610s, and mounting corruption at court and throughout the administration. Japanese trade restrictive policies imposed in the 1630s, combined with the sharp decline in European silver supplies in the 1630s and 1640s, interrupted silver inflow into China and increased peasant burdens by driving up the price of silver. The result was a resurgence of empire-wide turbulence culminating in the collapse of the Ming in 1644 (Atwell 1986 and 1998: 407–15).

It was at this time that the Zheng merchant family created a maritime empire in some respects comparable to the contemporary Dutch empire in Southeast Asia. By the 1620s, their military and commercial power, centered in Fujian and Guangdong on the South China coast and extending to Taiwan, was such that it eliminated whatever maritime supremacy the Portuguese had managed to establish in the region. In the 1630s, Zheng Zhilong, styling himself “the King of South China,” had seized control of the extensive trade networks that linked coastal China and lucrative Southeast Asian markets. Utilizing resources and contacts he had gained when working for the Dutch VOC and trading with the Portuguese and Spanish, Zheng deployed European-style warships and firearms to dominate maritime trade, defy Ming tax collectors and naval forces, and defend his kingdom. At its zenith, the Zhengs monopolized the silk and ceramics trade and built a sphere of influence that stretched from Guangdong and Fujian to Japan, Taiwan, and Southeast Asia. By 1650, the Zhengs had created a rebel state on the southeast coast. But, failing to defeat the Manchus, in 1662 they retreated to Taiwan, expelled the Dutch and founded the kingdom of Taiwan. A former Dutch governor of colonial Taiwan in 1675 compared the rise of the Zhengs as a seaborne power to the rise of the Dutch in Europe a century earlier (Coyett 1903 [1675]; Wills 1979, 1998; Struve 1988; Wong 1983; Hung 2001c). After observing that in marketing Japanese wares abroad the VOC was following in the footsteps of the Zhengs, Chumei Ho (1994: 44) has claimed with some reason that

The Zheng networks of commercial and political intelligence must have been at least as effective as those of either of its main enemies, the Manchus and the Dutch . . . Arguably, the Zheng organization had some of the same traits as the VOC.

Equally important, the Zheng maritime empire was from the start a key player in the ongoing dynastic struggle in mainland China. A respected ally of the Ming in the early stages of the struggle – when many members of the Zheng family became officers and generals of the Ming army – Zheng Zhilong attempted to switch sides after the Qing army entered Fujian in 1647. The attempt failed, as the Qing responded to Zheng
Zhilong’s overtures by jailing and eventually executing him. But under Zheng Chenggong, the power of the Zhengs reached new heights until their downfall in 1683.4

The divergence of the European and East Asian dynamics

The expatriate business networks that constituted the pre-eminent capitalist organizations of sixteenth-century Europe invite comparison with the Chinese and other ethnic networks that constituted the pre-eminent capitalist organizations of sixteenth-century East Asia. As Braudel pointed out:

Everywhere, from Egypt to Japan, we shall find genuine capitalists, wholesalers, the rentiers of trade, and their thousands of auxiliaries – the commission agents, brokers, money-changers and bankers. As for the techniques, possibilities or guarantees of exchange, any of these groups of merchants would stand comparison with its western equivalents. Both inside and outside India, Tamil, Bengali and Gujarati merchants formed close-knit partnerships with business and contracts passing in turn from one group to another, just as they might in Europe from the Florentine to the Lucchese, the Genoese, the South Germans or the English.

(1984: 486)

Although in this passage Braudel does not refer explicitly to Chinese business networks, elsewhere he draws a parallel between the merchants and bankers of Shanxi province and the overseas Chinese originating from Fujian and other southern coastal provinces, on the one hand, and Florentine, Genoese, and Lucchese merchants on the other (1982: 153). Moreover, as we have just underscored, the seventeenth-century Zheng empire had some traits in common with the VOC, the half-governmental and half-business organization that in the seventeenth century displaced expatriate business networks as the leading organization of European capitalism. There can be little doubt, therefore, that capitalist organizations comparable to the European could and did emerge in East Asia as well. As William Rowe has noted, “whatever the reason, the divergences between Chinese and Western social histories since 1500 are not due to the fact that the progressive West discovered capitalism and the modern state and China did not” (1990: 262).

The presence of comparable capitalist organizations, however, did not make the development of the two regional systems equally capitalist in orientation. For capitalism to become dominant at the level of the system, an additional ingredient was required. While acknowledging the presence in China and in the surrounding region of business networks as capitalist as
those of the Genoese and the Florentine, Braudel himself underscores how “the Chinese example most opportunistically supports my insistence on separating the market economy and capitalism” (1982: 588; emphasis in the original; cf. Wong 1997: part 2; Hung 2001a: 497–505):

For contrary [to the] argument – no capitalism, no market economy – China did have a solidly-established market economy ... with its chains of local markets, its swarming population of small artisans and itinerant merchants, its busy shopping streets and urban centers. So at ground level, trade was brisk and well-provided for, encouraged by a government primarily concerned with agricultural production; but at upper levels, the state ... expressed unmistakable hostility to any individual making himself “abnormally” rich ... So there could be no capitalism, except within certain clearly-defined groups, backed by the state, supervised by the state and always more or less at its mercy.

(Braudel 1982: 589; emphasis in the original)

In Braudel’s scheme of things, this situation contrasts sharply with that obtaining in the European states in which capitalism did triumph.

Capitalism only triumphs when it becomes identified with the state, when it is the state. In its first great phase, that of the Italian city-states of Venice, Genoa, and Florence, power lay in the hands of the moneyed elite. In seventeenth-century Holland the aristocracy of the Regents governed for the benefit and even according to the directives of the businessmen, merchants, and money-lenders. Likewise, in England the Glorious Revolution of 1688 marked the accession of business similar to that in Holland.

(Braudel 1977: 64–5; emphasis added)

The contrast is undoubtedly exaggerated. Nevertheless, Braudel’s hyperbole does point to an aspect of the capitalist transformation of the European regional system from the fifteenth through the eighteenth centuries that has no parallel in the dynamic of the East Asian regional system. This is the sequence of states with which capitalism became identified – the Italian city-states, the Dutch proto-nation-state, and eventually a state, the English, that was in the process of becoming not just a nation-state but the center of a world-encircling maritime and territorial empire. In this sequence, each state is larger and more complex than its predecessor, and it is this sequence, more than anything else, that evinces the capitalist transformation of the European regional system. And conversely, the absence of anything comparable to such a sequence can be taken as the clearest sign that, in spite of the existence of capitalist organizations analogous to the European varieties and of greater advances than in
Europe in the formation of market economies, the East Asian regional system itself was not at this time in the process of becoming capitalist.

In pinning down the difference between a regional system that was and one that was not becoming capitalist, it may be helpful to conceive of the transformation as an epidemic, or more precisely, “a rash of epidemics” (Jameson 1998: 139–40). In the European system the capitalist virus spread rapidly from its original focus in tiny city-states and expatriate business networks to larger and ever more powerful territorial states. These more powerful states “internalized” capitalism by following in the footsteps of the city-states in seeking to promote and reap the profits of long-distance trade, and by encouraging their own nationals to undertake the activities previously monopolized by foreigners organized in transnational business networks. As a result, capitalism as mode of accumulation and rule turned from an interstitial into a dominant property of the system.

In the East Asian system, in contrast, capitalism did not become identified with the system’s more powerful states. For all we know the capitalist virus might very well have been as widespread as (or even more widespread than) in Europe. But if so the “immune” system in East Asia was stronger, so that no rash of epidemics ensued. Under the Ming and especially the Qing, capitalism became even more an interstitial formation than it had been under the Song or the Yuan. It became embodied ever more exclusively in the Overseas Chinese diaspora and was marginalized in Southern Chinese coastal areas, with the result that its influence on the region’s main seats of power remained insignificant, despite its importance in linking the Chinese coast to Southeast Asia. At the level of the system, that is, capitalism was “externalized” in the sense that it developed most fully on the outer rims rather than at the center of the region’s most powerful states.

There were three partial and temporary exceptions to this tendency. One was insular Southeast Asia after the Ming’s disengagement from the area. Although many Southeast Asian states continued to recognize Chinese suzerainty formally and symbolically, their political and economic dependence on the Ming court decreased while their connections with private traders strengthened. Many of these states were autonomous port-states, commercial nodes that thrived on the profits of trade. Their number increased considerably during the commercial boom of the sixteenth century. When the Portuguese arrived in 1509, Southeast Asian trade was concentrated on Melaka. Within half a century of the Portuguese conquest of Melaka in 1511, trade had dispersed among the rising centers of Patani, Johor, Pahang, Aceh and Benten, and in the course of the next century, as Anthony Reid (1993: 208–14) observes, at least fifty-five such political and commercial centers emerged including Manila, Hue, Champa and Palembang.
This formation of autonomous port-states presents many similarities with contemporary and earlier formations of port- and city-states in the Mediterranean, North and Baltic Seas. In Braudel’s sense, at least some of the Southeast Asian states were as capitalist as their European counterparts. Nevertheless, individually and collectively they never became “models” for the larger East Asian states, as the Italian city-states did for the larger European states. On the contrary, in some cases they were absorbed by the region’s larger states (as in the case of Champa’s absorption by Vietnam). In a few other cases they themselves became sub-regional powers within the China-centered tribute-trade system as in the case of Siam. For the most part, however, they were incorporated within the domains of European colonial empires, thereby contributing to the further spread of the capitalist virus within the expanding European system and to its containment in the contracting East Asian system.

The second exception was Japan in the Ashikaga period (1368–1573). In that period, Japan lacked a centralized authority and was in a chronic state of war among warlords. Cities and long-distance trading communities thrived not only because there was no central authority capable of containing capitalism as in Ming China. They thrived also because the competing warlords sought the assistance of cities and merchants in their attempts to secure revenue (Braudel 1982: 589–94). As Perry Anderson (1974: 440) has noted, this fragmentation of polities and growth of towns made the Japanese scenario comparable to the European. Nevertheless, the subsequent unification of Japan by Toyotomi Hideyoshi and the latter’s defeat in the war with China on Korean soil from 1592 to 1598 prevented the Japanese variety of the capitalist virus from spreading to the entire region.

The third exception to the tendency toward the externalization of capitalism in East Asia was the growing power of the Zheng commercial empire in the transition from the Ming to the Qing. As we have seen, not only was this commercial empire comparable to that of the Dutch. For a while at least, it also wielded non-negligible influence on the dynastic struggles that were being waged on mainland China. Nevertheless, the very comparability of the Zheng and the Dutch commercial empires makes their opposite fates particularly instructive. In the European context, the Dutch became the leaders of the institutionalization of the balance of power among Europe’s territorial states, the empowerment of capitalist strata within these same states, and the intensification of their mutual competition in building overseas commercial and territorial empires. In the East Asian context, in contrast, the downfall of the Zheng cleared the way for the demilitarization of the Chinese merchants, the consolidation of national economy-making both in Qing China and Tokugawa Japan, and the precipitous decline of the power and influence of the Overseas Chinese vis-à-vis the region’s territorial states and the
consolidating European colonial outposts. As Pomeranz (2000: 204) notes, the Zheng empire “stands as an illuminating example of a kind of activity that successfully paralleled European armed trading and colonization but was not a normal part of the Chinese state system.”

Braudel does not answer, indeed, does not even raise the question of why in early modern times capitalism spread like an epidemic in the European world but did not catch on in East Asia. All he says, more implicitly than explicitly, is that the difference cannot be traced to a prior greater development of a market economy, because a market economy was more developed in many parts of Asia, East Asia included, than in Europe. But if, as we also think, the prior development of a market economy does not explain the difference, what does?

It seems to us that the most plausible and economical explanation is both structural and relational. The structural explanation has to do primarily with the more balanced and decentralized structure of power in the European than in the East Asian inter-state system. Without such a power structure, it would have been difficult, if not impossible, for capitalist organizations that were either territorially insignificant or without a territorial foundation at all to wield the kind of power and influence that the Italian city-states did in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the Genoese diaspora in the sixteenth century, and the Dutch Republic in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. Nor would inter-state competition for mobile capital among the larger territorial organizations of the European system have been as intense as it was throughout these centuries. And in the absence of these conditions, it is hard to imagine how the capitalist epidemic would have spread in the European system as fast as it did (cf. Arrighi 1994: 27–47).

Counterfactual evidence in support of this contention comes precisely from East Asia, where the huge territorial and demographic size of China, combined with the power it exercised through the tributary-trade system, created a fundamental underlying imbalance and centralization of power in the region. As this imbalance and centralization of power were consolidated first under the Ming, and after an interlude under the Qing, the possibility that capitalist city-states would become models of state-and-war-making for the larger territorial states (as was the case in fifteenth-century Europe) became in East Asia even more remote than it already was. The same imbalance and centralization did not prevent expatriate ethnic networks of merchant-bankers comparable to the European from forming in East Asia. But they did prevent these networks from gaining the upper hand in relationships of political exchange with the rulers of the region’s most powerful territorial state, as the Genoese network did with Imperial Spain in the sixteenth century. And finally, for all its similarities with the Dutch maritime empire, the Zheng empire really never had a chance to lead “from behind” the larger territorial organizations of East Asia to
institutionalize the balance of power as the principle regulating their mutual relations (as the Dutch Republic did with the European states at Westphalia), for the simple reason that in East Asia there was no such balance of power to institutionalize (Hung 2001a: 501–3; Hung 2001c).

This (comparative) structural explanation of the divergence of the European and East Asian developmental paths in early modern times can be seriously misleading unless it is combined with a relational explanation, namely with the fundamental asymmetry of East–West trade as a source of wealth and power in the two regional systems. For throughout early modern times, East–West trade was an incomparably more important source of commercial wealth and power for the governmental and business organizations of the West than of the East, most notably in the case of China. It was this fundamental asymmetry that made the fortunes of Venice and induced the Iberian states, instigated and assisted by Venice’s Genoese rivals, to seek a direct link with the markets of the East. And it was this same asymmetry that underlaid the low returns, relative to costs, of Zheng He’s fifteenth-century expeditions in the Indian Ocean. Were it not for this asymmetry, Zheng He might very well, in Paul Kennedy’s words, have sailed “around Africa and ‘discover[ed]’ Portugal several decades before Henry the Navigator’s expeditions began earnestly to push south of Ceuta” (1987: 7).

Columbus’ accidental “discovery” of the Americas while seeking a shorter route to the wealth of Asia changed the terms of the asymmetry by providing European governments and businesses with new means to seek entry in Asian markets, as well as with a new source of commercial wealth and power in the Atlantic. But almost two centuries after the discovery, the Dutch were still in a position – to paraphrase Davenant – to lay down the law to the commercializing European world by monopolizing one of the most profitable of the Asian trades. In the East Asian system, in contrast, the primary source of inter-state power and legitimation continued to be situated at the very center of the system’s largest territorial state, China. Once the overambitious attempt of Zheng’s Taiwan regime to fight back on the mainland imploded, the Qing succeeded in establishing itself firmly as the region’s pre-eminent power.

**The re-centering of the global economy on Europe**

With the consolidation of Qing rule in China, the trend toward national economy-making initiated by the Ming resumed with greater vigor. Its ultimate result was the remarkable peace, prosperity, and demographic growth that China experienced for much of the eighteenth century – what Sugihara (this volume) aptly calls the “Chinese miracle.” By world-historical standards this was a remarkable achievement and a source of inspiration for leading figures of the European Enlightenment. Leibniz,
Voltaire, and Quesnay, among others, “looked to China for moral instruction, guidance in institutional development, and supporting evidence for their advocacy of causes as varied as benevolent absolutism, meritocracy, and an agriculturally based national economy” (Adas 1989: 79; Hung 2000: 5–10; Hung 2001b: 3–7). The most striking contrast with European states was the Chinese empire’s size and population. In François Quesnay’s characterization, the Chinese empire was “what all Europe would be if the latter were united under a single sovereign” – a characterization which was echoed in Adam Smith’s remark that China’s “home market” was as big as that of “all different countries of Europe put together” (Quesnay 1969: 115; Fairbank 1983: 170).

Equally impressive was the peace and tranquillity of these huge and populous domains which European visitors and residents of China, Jesuit missionaries in particular, contrasted with Europe’s social strife and incessant warfare (Adas 1989: 80–1; Hung 2000: 12–17). To be sure, in the early eighteenth century Qing China expanded its borders dramatically into Inner Asia through various military campaigns, and in 1788–9 it was at war also in the south with Vietnam. In comparison with contemporary Europe, and indeed with East Asia itself in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, inter-state relations in eighteenth-century East Asia were nonetheless remarkably peaceful. Even the most convinced proponents of China as a model for Europe qualified their enthusiasm by acknowledging the stagnation of scientific learning in China relative to European advances in the preceding century or two. Nevertheless, neither Leibniz and Voltaire, nor the Jesuit writers whose accounts inspired them, saw any contradiction between relative stagnation in the sciences and excellence in the art of government and in moral philosophy. After all, European advances in the sciences had occurred in the context of generalized warfare, state breakdowns and social strife, and had done little to produce stable government and tranquil lives (Adas 1989: 81–9).

The contrast between peace and stable government, on the one hand, and war and scientific progress, on the other, was symptomatic of an ongoing fundamental divergence between the trajectories of the East Asian and European regional systems. For the same inter-state competition that propelled the capitalist transformation of the European system was relentlessly prompting its globalization as well. As William McNeill sums up with specific reference to the period 1600–1750:

Within the cockpit of western Europe, one improved modern-style army shouldered hard against its rivals. This led to only local and temporary disturbances of the balance of power, which diplomacy proved able to contain. Toward the margins of the European radius of action, however, the result was systematic expansion – whether in India, Siberia or the Americas. Frontier expansion in turn sustained an
expanding trade network, enhanced taxable wealth in Europe, and made support of the armed establishment less onerous than would otherwise have been the case. Europe, in short, launched itself on a self-reinforcing cycle in which its military organization sustained, and was sustained by, economic and political expansion at the expense of other peoples and polities of the earth.

(1982: 143)

No self-reinforcing cycle of this kind could be observed in East Asia. Qing China did expand its frontiers north and west, but the economic benefits of expansion fell far short of what would have been required to sustain the costs of an armament race, European-style. As Wong points out, the logic of political economy emphasizing competition with foreign states had little in common with China’s emphasis on the mutual benefits of domestic exchange:

Rather than extract resources from peripheries, the Chinese state was more likely to invest in them. Political expansion to incorporate new frontiers committed the government to a shift of resources to the peripheries, not extraction from them. Late imperial Chinese political economy obeyed a set of principles very much at odds with those of [European] mercantilism.

(1997: 148)

The same principle that Wong notes for China’s domestic peripheries to a large extent applied also to peripheral regions of the tributary-trade system.

As previously noted, the separate political jurisdictions of the East Asian inter-state system did in a sense compete with one another. Sugihara (1996: 37–8), for example, detects a competitive relation in two complementary tendencies typical of Tokugawa Japan: its attempt to create a tribute-trade system centered on Japan instead of China, and its extensive absorption of technological and organizational knowledge in agriculture, mining and manufacturing from Korea and China. In other words, as Heita Kawakatsu (1994: 6–7) put it, “Japan was trying to become a mini-China both ideologically and materially.” In this endeavor Japan was eventually highly successful, matching and eventually overtaking Qing China’s industrious revolution (see Sugihara, Chapter 3, this volume). Nevertheless, this kind of competition drove the East Asian developmental path not closer but further apart from the European: toward a deepening of the division of labor within households and micro-regions rather than between metropolitan core regions and overseas peripheral regions; toward short-distance (intra-regional) rather than long-distance (inter-regional) trade; toward state-making rather than war-making.
The extent of this divergence can be gauged by the opposite trends of foreign trade in the two systems in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. In this period, a growing number and variety of European states and business organizations built overseas commercial empires of growing scale, scope and sophistication. As a result of these activities, European trade not only expanded far more rapidly than in the seventeenth century, but it expanded so as to promote a division of labor with the Americas that enabled European core regions to specialize in labor-saving and land- and energy-intensive directions. East Asian states, in contrast, showed no tendency whatsoever to build overseas commercial empires. Even trade contacts among Asian countries, as Sugihara acknowledges, “shrank sharply from the early-18th century and did not recover until the West forced China and Japan to open their ports to foreign trade in the middle of the 19th century” (1996: 38–9). As a result, the very success of the industrious revolution both in China and Japan intensified the shortage of natural resources, forcing development in both countries along ever more resource-saving, labor-intensive paths.

Under these circumstances, capitalism in the East Asian region continued to expand but remained an interstitial formation. As William Skinner notes, the scorched earth policy through which the Qing denied mainland resources to Zheng’s Taiwan regime destroyed the prosperity of China’s southeast coast:

for periods of varying lengths between 1661 and 1683, the population of the coastal strip from Zhejiang to Guangdong was forcibly removed inland, and most settlements – villages, market towns, and cities – were burned to the ground. In 1717 Chinese were forbidden once again to go privately overseas, and in 1757 the fate of the whole Southeast Coast region was sealed for nearly a century by the designation of Guangzhou as the sole legal port for foreign trade.

The economic decline and then stagnation of the southeast coast over the next 150 years, in turn, provoked dramatic centrifugal effects:

Millions emigrated permanently and tens of thousands left the region to spend their productive years elsewhere . . . By 1800 Hakkas from the Han Basin subregion were settled in permanent enclaves in Sichuan, Taiwan, West Borneo, and Bangka, and merchants from Zhangquan subregion were firmly established in great commercial centers throughout Southeast Asia and in every other macroregion of China.

(Skinner 1985: 278–9)

These migrations further expanded the scale and scope of Chinese trading networks on the outer boundaries and interstices of the East Asian
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tribute trade system. The main beneficiaries of this expansion, however, were neither East Asian states nor the overseas Chinese. The inward-looking developmental policies of Qing China and Tokugawa Japan left a political void in the maritime regions of East and Southeast Asia that the demilitarized Chinese merchants were ill-equipped to fill. Gradually, the void was filled by European states, companies and merchants whose capacity to subordinate to their own ends the Overseas Chinese increased rapidly at the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Critical in this respect was the continuing decline of Chinese shipbuilding industries and navigation technologies at a time of rapid European advances in both (Tian 1974: 281; Cushman 1993: 136; Hui 1995: 79–80).

Rapid improvements in shipbuilding industries and navigation technologies were but one aspect of the great leap forward of European capabilities that ensued from the so-called first industrial revolution. This was not the outcome of greater European advances along the industrious revolution path and the formation of market economies, since in both respects the East Asian region was equally if not more advanced, as Sugihara, Pomeranz and Hamilton and Chang (this volume) argue from different perspectives. Rather, it was the culmination of three-to-four centuries of operation of McNeill’s “self-reinforcing cycle” of escalating intra-European military competition sustaining, and in turn being sustained by economic and political expansion at the expense of other peoples and polities of the earth. This self-reinforcing cycle did not just create the kind of core–periphery relations between Europe and the Americas that according to Pomeranz enabled Britain to open up the land- and energy-intensive industrial-revolution path. It played also a decisive role in creating the conditions for the “take-off” of the revolution in the capital goods industries. As McNeill underscores:

both the absolute volume of production and the mix of products that came from British factories and forges, 1793–1815, was profoundly affected by government expenditures for war purposes. In particular, government demand created a precocious iron industry, in excess of peacetime needs, as the postwar depression 1816–20 showed. But it also created the condition for future growth by giving British ironmasters extraordinary incentives for finding new uses for the cheaper products their new, large-scale furnaces were able to turn out. Military demands on the British economy thus went far to shape the subsequent phases of the industrial revolution, allowing the improvement of steam engines and making such critical innovations as the iron railway and iron ships possible at a time and under conditions which simply would not have existed without the wartime impetus to iron production.

(1982: 211–12)
This wartime impetus to production in Britain’s capital goods industries was associated with a massive expansion of British public expenditure from £22 million in 1792 to £123 million in 1815. Such an expansion was out of all proportions to Britain’s tax revenue, resulting in a three-fold increase in the sum needed annually to service the British public debt from £9 million in 1783 to £30 million in 1815 (Jenks 1938: 17; Dickson 1967: 9; Ingham 1984: 106). It is hard to imagine how this massive expansion of British public expenditure and debt could have occurred (let alone boosted British wealth and power, instead of undermining them), were it not for the fact that prior to the start of the Napoleonic Wars Britain had bought back the national debt from the Dutch, and London had displaced Amsterdam as the main financial entrepôt of Europe and the Americas (Arrighi 1994: 108–12; Arrighi and Silver et al. 1999: 51–6).

It is in this connection that the contemporaneous shift of British territorial expansion from North America to South Asia acquires its full world historical significance. It has been authoritatively stated that the plunder perpetrated by the East India Company following its military victory at Plassey “did not start the Industrial Revolution, but it did help Britain to buy back the National Debt from the Dutch” (Cain and Hopkins 1980: 471). More important, Plassey plunder initiated the process of conquest of a territorial empire in India that, as we shall see in the next section, was an essential ingredient of the nineteenth-century globalization of the UK-centered system of rule and accumulation. This globalization radically changed the relationship between the European and East Asian regional systems. The two systems’ interacting but separate dynamics of previous centuries began to merge into a single dynamic – the dynamic, that is, of the subordinate incorporation of the East Asian regional system within the structures of the globalizing European system. To this new dynamic we now turn.

**East Asia in the UK-centered global capitalist system**

In analyzing the subordinate incorporation of East Asia within the structures of the globalizing European system, we shall begin by underscoring the Asian foundations of British global supremacy in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Our argument will be that tribute extracted from India, rather than any special competitive advantage in commodity markets was central to Britain’s ability to occupy and retain for more than a century the position of political and economic center of the globalizing European system. We shall further argue that the need to facilitate the transfer of Indian tribute to the British center was the primary motivation of the British-led onslaught on the China-centered tribute-trade system. The onslaught transformed but did not destroy the legacy of that system.
At first, the resulting dynamic had disastrous consequences for the power, wealth and welfare of the region’s states and peoples. Over time, however, it created conditions conducive to the East Asian economic renaissance of the late twentieth century.

**The Asian foundations of the UK-centered global capitalist system**

Contrary to widespread opinion, Britain’s nineteenth-century global supremacy was not based on any kind of superiority in the way in which its business enterprises were organized. In Britain no less than in China, family enterprise was the rule in most branches of manufacturing, commerce and finance:

> The popularity of family-oriented enterprise in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Britain was a product of a complex array of legal, economic and cultural forces. With the spectre of bankruptcy ever present, a combination of the common law partnership and unlimited liability meant that many businessmen preferred to be associated with their family connections than outsiders . . . Once established . . . a peculiarly British type of familial capitalism persisted and evolved through the nineteenth century and into the twentieth.  

(Rose 1994: 63–4)

To this we should add that in the West “familial capitalism” became even more dominant in the nineteenth century than it had been in the preceding two centuries. By the end of the eighteenth century joint-stock chartered companies had become an endangered species, with its remaining specimen – the English East India Company – leading an increasingly precarious existence until the abolition of the Company’s China trade monopoly in 1833 sounded its death knell. As this early form of Western corporate capitalism withered away, first in the Atlantic and later in Asia, “the more flexible system of competitive enterprise emerged triumphant” (Davies 1957: 46; see also Arrighi 1994: 244–50; Arrighi et al. 1999: 104–6, 114–16).

This more flexible system of competitive enterprise consisted of networks of family businesses. It is often stated that Chinese capitalism did not experience the kind of vertical integration that gave rise to the multi-divisional, multi-national corporation typical of twentieth-century US capitalism (see, for example, Faure 1996: 26 and Wong 1997: 57–8). What is just as often forgotten is that throughout the entire period of British hegemony British capitalism also failed to experience vertical integration. Indeed, if anything, British business seems to have been more vertically integrated at the beginning than at the end of the nineteenth century.
Thus, in the early stages of the industrial revolution, leading London and provincial textile manufacturers had ventured into the direct procurement of raw cotton in the United States and the West Indies. After the end of the Napoleonic Wars, however, they found it more profitable to specialize in production at home, leaving the purchase of inputs and sale of outputs in the hands of specialized firms that promoted and financed the formation of truly global networks of commission agents and small general merchants (Chapman 1984: 9–15; 1992: 116; see also Farnie 1979: 83). In manufacturing itself, an early tendency toward the vertical integration of spinning and weaving was reversed after 1850. As a result, at the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the British system of business enterprise was more than ever an ensemble of highly specialized family firms held together by a complex web of commercial transactions—a web that was centered on Britain but spanned the entire world (Copeland 1966: 371; Tyson 1968: 119; Hobsbawm 1968: 47–8; Gattrell 1977: 118–20; Crouzet 1982: 204–5, 212; Arrighi et al. 1999: 126–8).

The global competitiveness of British business was due not to any peculiarity of its units but to the world-encompassing nature of British commercial networks. As Melvin Copeland has underscored with special reference to the cotton industry, the fragmented structure of British business involved very high transaction costs. Nevertheless, these high transaction costs were more than compensated for by the advantages of being located at the center of dense networks of specialists connected to the markets of the entire world by a highly flexible commercial network (1966: 327–9; 371).

As foreign competitors developed techniques of production, procurement and distribution more efficient than the British, either through vertical integration (most notably in the United States) or horizontal combinations (most notably in Germany), British business could meet the challenge by specializing more fully in the high-value-added activities associated with Britain’s role as the central entrepôt of world commerce and finance. It was precisely at the time of waning industrial supremacy that

[Britain’s] finance triumphed, her services as shipper, trader, insurance broker, and intermediary in the world’s system of payments, became more indispensable. Indeed, if London ever was the real economic hub of the world, the pound sterling its foundation, it was between 1870 and 1913.

(Hobsbawm 1968: 125)

As Halford Mackinder told a group of London bankers at the turn of the century, the industrialization of other countries enhanced the importance of a single clearing house. And the world’s clearing house “will always be where there is the greatest ownership of capital.” The British “are
essentially the people who have capital, and those who have capital always share in the activity of brains and muscles of other countries” (quoted in Hugill 1993: 305). This was certainly the case on the eve of the First World War, when nearly one-half of Britain’s assets were overseas and about 10 percent of its national income consisted of interest on foreign investment (Cairncross 1953: 3, 23).

As Peter Mathias (1969: 329) noted, British foreign investment “was not just ‘blind capital’ but the ‘blind capital’ of rentiers organized by financiers and businessmen very much with a view to the trade that would be flowing when the enterprise was under way.” British railway building in the United States, and a fortiori in countries like Australia, Canada, South Africa and Argentina “was instrumental in opening up these vast land masses and developing export sectors in primary produce . . . for Britain” (see also Chapman, 1992: 233ff.). Capital lending was no less “blind” in creating outlets for Britain’s own exports:

The complex of activities into which capital lending fitted can be most clearly seen in such a case as China where the British firm Jardine Matheson was in the lead. They organized the raising of loans to Chinese provincial governments (on which they took the margin). They supplied the railways at a profit, sometimes shipped the equipment on their own shipping lines, which brought in freight charges, and supplied equipment and arms to the contestants in the wars whose strategy was being shaped by the railways.

(Mathias 1969: 328)

The abundant liquidity that accumulated in, or passed through, British hands was a powerful instrument in the competitive struggle not just in commodity markets but in the armament race as well. From the mid-1840s through the 1860s most technological breakthroughs in the design of warships were pioneered by France. And yet, each French breakthrough called forth naval appropriations in Britain that the French could not match, so that it was “relatively easy for the Royal Navy to catch up technically and surpass numerically each time the French changed the basis of the competition” (McNeill 1982: 227–8).

Britain’s role as the central entrepôt of world commerce and finance that underlaid the competitiveness of British business was the outcome of a long drawn-out process. It originated in Britain’s growing supremacy in European colonial and overseas trade in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries but became truly global in scope only when Britain liberalized its trade unilaterally. In the twenty years following the repeal of the Corn Laws in 1848 and of the Navigation Acts in 1849, close to one-third of the exports of the rest of the world went to Britain. Massive and rapidly expanding imports cheapened the costs of vital supplies in Britain, while
providing the means of payment for the rest of the world to buy British manufactures. A large and growing number of states and territories were thus “caged” in a world-scale division of labor that strengthened each one’s interest in participating in the British-centered global market, the more so as that market became virtually the sole source of critical inputs and sole outlet for remuneratively disposing of outputs.

But if unilateral free trade enabled Britain to consolidate and expand its role as the central commercial and financial entrepôt of the world, it was its overseas empire that provided Britain with the flexibility and resources needed to keep expanding the sway of the British-centered global market and to practice free trade unilaterally in spite of persistent deficits in its balance of trade (see, among others, Frank 1978). Critical in both respects was Britain’s Indian empire. India’s huge demographic resources buttressed Britain’s global power both militarily and financially. Militarily, in Lord Salisbury’s words, “India was an English barrack in the Oriental Seas from which we may draw any number of troops without paying for them” (Tomlinson 1975: 341). Paid for entirely by the Indian tax-payer, these troops were organized in a European-style colonial army and used regularly in the endless series of wars (by one count, seventy-two separate campaigns between 1837 and 1900) through which Britain opened up Asia and Africa to Western trade, investment and influence. They were “the iron fist in the velvet glove of Victorian expansionism . . . the major coercive force behind the internationalization of industrial capitalism” (Washbrook 1990: 481).

Military manpower was not the only kind of tribute that Britain extracted from India. Equally important, the infamous Home Charges and the Bank of England’s control over India’s foreign exchange reserves, jointly turned India into the “pivot” of Britain’s global financial and commercial supremacy. India’s balance of payments deficit with Britain and surplus with the rest of the world enabled Britain to settle its deficit on current account with the rest of the world. Without India’s forcible contribution to the balance of payments of Imperial Britain, it would have been impossible for the latter “to use the income from her overseas investment for further investment abroad, and to give back to the international monetary system the liquidity she absorbed as investment income.” Moreover, Indian monetary reserves “provided a large masse de manœuvre which British monetary authorities could use to supplement their own reserves and to keep London the centre of the international monetary system” (de Cecco, 1984: 62–3).

In sum, the nineteenth-century UK-centered global capitalist system rested from beginning to end on tribute from India. It was tribute from India that made possible the sixfold increase in British public expenditure that in 1792–1815 laid the foundations of British supremacy in the capital goods industries over the next half century. And it was tribute from India
that consolidated Britain’s centrality in world-scale processes of capital accumulation when its industrial supremacy began to wane. Tribute and trade were thus as closely interwoven in the UK-centered global system as they were in the China-centered regional system. The difference is that the tribute that India paid to Britain – at first as sheer plunder and then, increasingly, in the form of military manpower and means of payments – was a form of coercively imposed taxation that had no counterpart in the East Asian system. Substantively, it corresponded more closely to the original meaning of the Chinese term for “tribute” (chao-gong) than did relations in the China-centered tribute-trade system. In this term, chao means the act of submission through which vassal states sought recognition from the central state, while gong means the valuable offerings of the vassal states to the central state – a coercively imposed tax. Ever since the establishment of a unified taxation system under the Qin and Han dynasties more than two thousand years ago, however, tributary relations between the Chinese imperial court and its vassal states no longer included the collection of a tax. On the contrary, especially after the Tang dynasty, and with the sole exception of the Yuan dynasty, vassal states offered the imperial court only symbolic gifts and received in return much more valuable gifts. What was nominally “tribute,” was in fact a two-way transaction motivated by the symbolic or material interests of the vassal and central states – a two-way transaction in which the vassals often benefited economically far more than the central state (Gao 1993: 1–78).

The human and material resources that Britain extracted from India, in contrast, were and remained a coercively imposed tax. Moreover, they were essential to Britain’s capacity to hold the center of the global capitalist system. The mobilization and deployment of Indian tribute on the scale required to reproduce and consolidate this capacity, however, presented difficult problems. It was precisely this challenge that drove Britain to clash with China in the two mid-nineteenth century Opium Wars.

Throughout the first half of the nineteenth century, opium was, in Joseph Esherick’s words, “the West’s only feasible entree into the China market” (1972: 10). More precisely, it was the only commodity that could contain the hemorrhage of silver from the West to China. From a British perspective, the main significance of British sales of Indian opium to China lay in the role that such sales played in facilitating the transfer of Indian tribute to the metropolis. As the head of the statistical department at the East India House put it in explaining the triangular relationship: “India, by exporting opium, assists in supplying England with tea. China by consuming opium, facilitates the revenue operations between India and England. England by consuming tea contributes to increase the demand for the opium of India” (Thornton 1835: 89).

The need to expand the India–China trade in order to facilitate the revenue operations between India and England had been from the start
the main stimulus behind the expansion of the opium trade. As early as 1786, Lord Cornwallis, then Governor General of India, saw the expansion of the India–China trade as essential to paying at least in part for Chinese exports of tea and silk to Britain and other European countries and, above all, as the only way in which the vast tribute of Bengal could be transferred to England without heavy losses through exchange depreciation (Bagchi 1982: 96; Greenberg 1951: Chapter 2). When the abrogation of the India trade monopoly induced the East India Company to redouble its efforts in promoting opium smuggling into China, shipments expanded rapidly (more than threefold between 1803–13 and 1823–33) and the soundness of Cornwallis’ advice was fully vindicated. In the words of a contemporary account, from the opium trade:

The Honourable Company has derived for years an immense revenue and through them the British Government and nation have also reaped an incalculable amount of political and financial advantage. The turn of the balance of trade between Great Britain and China in favour of the former has enabled India to increase tenfold her consumption of British manufacture; contributed directly to support the vast fabric of British dominion in the East, to defray the expenses of His Majesty’s establishment in India, and by the operation of exchanges and remittances in teas, to pour an abundant revenue into the British Exchequer and benefit the nation to an extent of £6 million yearly.

(Quoted in Greenberg 1951: 106–7)

The “Honourable Company” was squeezed out of this lucrative branch of British commerce by the abrogation of its China monopoly in 1833. But the abrogation further emboldened the forces of free trade, which went on to agitate for “the strong arm of England” to bring down the restrictions that the Chinese government imposed on their freedom of action. The Chinese government for its part, far from yielding to British pressures, moved swiftly to suppress a trade that was as baneful for China as it was beneficial for Britain. Beyond the deleterious impact on the fabric of Chinese society of a growing number of addicts, the opium trade had highly disruptive political and economic effects on the Chinese state.

The proceeds of opium smuggling trickled down to Chinese officials whose corruption seriously impaired the execution of official policy in all spheres and directly and indirectly fed social unrest. At the same time, the trade caused a massive and growing drain of silver from China to India: 1.6 million taels a year in 1814–24; 2.1 million taels a year in 1824–37; and 5.6 million taels a year in the two years preceding the first Opium War (Yen et al. 1957: 34). Taking the period 1815–50 as a whole, 150 million Mexican Silver Dollars flowed out of China (Lin 1991: 11). As the imperial
edict of 1838 emphasized in announcing the decision to destroy the trade, the effects of the drain on the financial and fiscal integrity of the Chinese state (and, by implication, on its capacity to hold the center of the East Asian regional system) were devastating. “If steps not be taken for our defence,” declared the edict, “the useful wealth of China will be poured into the fathomless abyss of transmarine regions” (quoted in Greenberg 1951: 143) – a “pouring,” we may add, which is precisely what the British were after.

In putting the vigorous and incorruptible Lin Zexu in charge of the suppression of opium smuggling, the Chinese government had no intention of thwarting commercial opportunities in other branches of China’s foreign trade, such as silk, tea and cotton goods, which it continued to encourage. Lin himself was careful in drawing a distinction between the illegal opium trade – which he was determined to suppress with or without the cooperation of the British government – and other, legal forms of trade, which he invited the British government to encourage as a substitute for the illegal traffic (Waley 1958: 18, 28–31, 46, 123; Hao 1986: 113–15). But having failed to persuade the British government to cooperate in the suppression of the traffic in the name of international law and common morality, he proceeded to confiscate and destroy smuggled opium and to incarcerate some smugglers. This police operation was denounced in the British Parliament as “a grievous sin – a wicked offence – an atrocious violation of justice, for which England had the right, a strict and undeniable right,” by “the law of God and man,” “to demand reparation by force if refused peaceable applications” (quoted in Semmel 1970: 153; see also Owen 1934).

Evidently, two quite different views of international law and common morality held sway in Britain and China. But while the Chinese view claimed a right to lay down and enforce the law only at home, the British view claimed a right to lay down and enforce the law not just at home but in China as well. To paraphrase Karl Marx (1959: 235), between equal rights force decides, and Britain had all the firepower it needed to make its view of right and wrong prevail over the Chinese. China had no answer to the steam-powered warship that in a single day in February 1841 destroyed nine war junks, five forts, two military stations, and one shore battery (Parker 1989: 96). After a disastrous war, an explosion of major rebellions, and a second, equally disastrous war with Britain (now joined by France), China virtually ceased to be the center of a “world in itself” (the East Asian system) to become a subordinate member of the UK-centered global capitalist system.
East Asian dynamics under Western dominance

Marx and Engels famously claimed that cheap commodities were the “heavy artillery” with which the European bourgeoisie “batter[ed] down all Chinese Walls” (1967: 84). Contrary to this claim, even after British gunboats had battered down the wall of governmental regulations that enclosed the Chinese domestic economy, the British variant of family capitalism had a hard time in out-competing the Chinese variant both in China and throughout the East Asian region. From the 1830s imports of British cotton textiles did devastate some sectors and regions of the Chinese economy, most notably Jiangsu which had long been a base of nankeen production, re-processing, and exports. With the newly invented power loom enabling British manufacturers to quadruple output and halve price, and with world cotton prices falling as a result of widespread introduction of the cotton gin, the textile industries of the Lower Yangzi had a hard time surviving the competition of foreign-made cotton yarn (Johnson 1993: 171–4). Yet British cotton cloth was never able to compete in rural markets with stronger Chinese cloth. As late as 1894, indigenous handicraft industry still supplied 86 percent of the Chinese market for cotton cloth. By then, foreign imports were rapidly displacing handicraft spinning of cotton yarn, which suffered an estimated 50 percent contraction between 1871–80 and 1901–10. But the use of cheaper, machine-produced foreign yarn gave new impetus to the domestic weaving industry, which managed to hold its own and even expand (Feuerwerker 1970: 371–5; Wu 1987: 148; Xu et al. 1992: 155–7; see also Sugihara, Chapter 3, this volume, and Hamilton and Chang, Chapter 5, this volume).

The competitiveness of Western firms that set up production facilities within China was even less impressive. They could never penetrate effectively the vast interior of the country and had to rely on the indigenous Chinese traders for the supply of the raw materials and the marketing of their products (Kasaba 1993). In the case of silk and tea, as with opium, Chinese merchants made huge profits by cooperating with the Europeans, while others established their own businesses, gaining the upper hand in competing with foreign businesses (Chen 1984: 58–61; Xu et al. 1989: 75–81). In the silk industry, for example, foreign ventures incurred major losses, while local business prospered – the number of workers employed and exports of modern, Chinese-owned filatures increasing by a factor of 10 between the 1880s and the 1890s. “Foreigners” – lamented a British consul in Canton – “had little left to them other than the export trade” (So 1986: 103–16; So and Chiu 1995: 47). Western products and businesses did triumph in a few industries. But outside of railways and mines, the triumph was limited to such products as cigarettes, which did not compete with any indigenous product, and kerosene, which replaced local
vegetable oil. Generally speaking, it is hard to dispute Andrew Nathan’s observation that “the China market spelled frustration for foreign merchants. Foreign goods made but a superficial mark in Chinese markets” (1972: 5).

Opium, of course, was the great exception, leaving as it did a deep and long-lasting mark. But while the predominance of opium among Chinese imports throughout the nineteenth century may be taken as a measure of the continuing lack of competitiveness of most other foreign goods in the Chinese market, in the final analysis even the opium trade spelled frustration for foreign merchants. Access to the final consumers of the drug could be gained only through Chinese intermediaries organized in groups and networks on the basis of language, residence, kinship and political patronage. The “squeeze” that these intermediaries exercised on foreign merchants was the subject of recurrent complaints. Even when formally employed by foreign merchants, Chinese middlemen, in all trades, often made more money than their Western principals; they were quick to learn what there was to be learned of Western business techniques; and in competing with foreign firms they had the great advantage of much lower overheads and of not being “squeezed” by a middleman (Hao 1970: 110–11; Murphey 1977: 192–3; Hui 1995: 91, 96–8). By the end of the nineteenth century, these advantages had enabled Chinese traders to develop their own domestic supplies of opium, cutting imports sharply and destroying Britain’s grip on the opium trade. Between 1870 and 1900 opium fell from 43 percent to 15 percent of Chinese imports (Feuerwerker 1980: 9, 489).

Far from destroying indigenous forms of family capitalism, the subordinate incorporation of China within the structures of the UK-centered global capitalist system led to a renewed expansion of the Chinese merchant networks and communities that over the previous millennium had developed in the coastal regions of China and in the interstices of the China-centered tribute-trade system. As the capacity of the Qing government to control channels between the Chinese domestic economy and the outer world declined in the wake of the Opium Wars and intervening domestic rebellions, profitable opportunities for Chinese merchants operating within these networks and communities proliferated. Many of these merchants made their “first tank of gold” in the opium trade. But the greatest expansion of the Overseas Chinese capitalist stratum was based on the “coolie trade,” the procurement and transshipment of indentured labor for service overseas and bank profits on their remittances home. The transformation of much of the “periphery” of the China-centered system into a major source of raw materials for European countries created a sudden expansion in the demand for cheap labor in the region. At the same time, the ongoing disintegration of the political economy of the Qing inflated the surplus population in China and undermined the
capacity of the regime to interfere with the resettlement of the surplus overseas. As a result, between 1851 and 1900, more than two million “contract laborers” were shipped off from China, two-thirds of them to Southeast Asia (Hui 1995: 108–9, 115, 138–41; Northup 1995). From another perspective, we can locate this resettlement as the latest phase in the long-term expansion of Chinese laborers and merchants into Southeast Asia, the basis for the deepening economic bonds linking the region.

The boom in the coolie trade boosted the expansion of the Overseas Chinese trading diaspora in several related ways. Although transportation was in the hands of European shipping companies, most other branches of the trade were controlled by Chinese secret societies in the major ports of China and Southeast Asia. Profits were high and became the foundation of many new fortunes among Chinese merchants. Besides making the fortunes of individual merchants, the coolie trade also made the fortunes of the port-cities of Singapore, Hong Kong, Penang and Macao, all of which to varying degrees became major seats and “containers” of the wealth and power of the Chinese business diaspora, and all of which became home to large overseas Chinese populations even as these localities became key nodes of European colonialism in the region. Equally important, the coolie trade, like earlier migrations, left a legacy of Chinese settlement throughout Southeast Asia that strengthened the capacity of the Overseas Chinese to profit from one form or another of commercial and financial intermediation within and across jurisdictions in the East Asian region (Peng 1981: 196–200; Headrick 1988: 259–303; Lin and Zhang 1991: 173; Hui 1995: 127–38, 142–5, 149–53; 1997: 118).

As in earlier periods of strengthening of their position, the capitalist stratum of the Overseas Chinese benefited from the fiscal and financial pressures faced by the late Qing as a result of wars, rebellions, worsening trade conditions, and natural disasters. These pressures forced the Qing court not only to relax controls on their activities but to turn to the Overseas Chinese for financial assistance. The fact that anti-Qing forces, from the Taiping to various organizations associated with Sun Zhongshan, were very active in Overseas Chinese centers was a further reason for seeking closer ties with Overseas Chinese business networks. In exchange for assisting the Qing court, the Overseas Chinese obtained offices, titles, protection for their properties and connections in China, and access to the highly profitable arms trade and government loan business (Huang 1974: 251–2; Lin and Zhang 1991: 180–90; Tsai 1993: 63). These closer ties were not an unmixed blessing for the Overseas Chinese. From the start, they were the cause of tension with the governments in which they resided or did business (Tate 1979: 22; Tsai 1993: 82, 90). Nevertheless, up to the final collapse of the Qing in 1911 the Overseas Chinese capitalist stratum managed to profit from the intensifying competition among the region’s governments, both indigenous and colonial (Hui 1995: Chapter 3).
The revitalization of Chinese family capitalism in China and overseas was not the only result of the intensification of inter-state competition that ensued from the subordinate incorporation of East Asia within the structures of the UK-centered global system. Its most important result for at least one century was the launching of major industrialization drives both in China and Japan. Kawakatsu has maintained that the strongest motivation for Japanese industrialization “was not so much a process of catching up with the West, but more a result of centuries-long competition within Asia” (1994: 6–7). Similarly, Hamashita has argued that Japanese industrialization was a response to Japanese difficulties in successfully competing with Chinese rather than Western business networks:

The main reason why Japan chose the direction of industrialization was its defeat in attempts to expand commercial relations with China. Japanese merchants faced the well-established power of overseas Chinese merchants built through the Dejima trade in Nagasaki during the Edo period. Chinese merchants monopolized the export business for sea-foods and native commodities and Japanese merchants simply could not break their hold.

(1988: 20)

Japanese industrialization, and the territorial and commercial expansion of Japan that went with it (including the imposition of unequal treaties on China and Japan’s colonial acquisition of a range of territories in East Asia) were indeed a continuation by new means and in a new systemic context of the centuries-long Japanese attempt to re-center upon itself the East Asian tribute trade system. And as we have ourselves just argued, in most consumer goods industries Chinese business networks were hard to out-compete not just by Japanese but by Western business networks as well. Nevertheless, the change in systemic context transformed radically the nature of the inter-state competition that had characterized the East Asian system since the consolidation of the Tokugawa and Qing regimes and made competition in the capital goods industries far more important politically and economically than competition in the consumer industries. In the new context, inter-state competition within East Asia was inseparable from attempts to catch up with Western proficiency in the capital goods industries, whose modernization (in East Asia no less than in Europe) was intimately associated with the enhancement of military capabilities.

The Opium Wars revealed brutally the full implications of Western military superiority, and thereby awoke the ruling groups of China and Japan to the imperatives of accelerated military modernization. The awakening led the scholar-official Wei Yuan to develop the old idea of using the barbarians to control the barbarians into the new idea of using barbarian
armaments (and the means to produce them) to control the barbarians (Tsiang 1967: 144). In China the idea became central to the Self-Strengthening Movement that took off after the second Opium War (cf. Fairbank 1983: 197–8; So and Chiu 1995: 49–50). A few years later the Meiji Restoration also embraced the idea and propelled Japan along the same path of rapid modernization. The armament race that had long been a feature of the European inter-state system was thus “internalized” by the East Asian system.

For about twenty-five years after they were launched, industrialization efforts yielded similar economic results in China and Japan. On the eve of the Sino-Japanese War of 1894, in Albert Feuerwerker’s assessment, “the disparity between the degree of modern economic development in the two countries was not yet flagrant” (1958: 53). Nevertheless, Japan’s victory in the war was symptomatic of a fundamental difference in the impact of the industrialization drive on the social and political fabric of the two countries. In China, the main agency of the drive was provincial authorities, whose power vis-à-vis the central government had increased considerably in the course of the repression of the rebellions of the 1850s, and who used industrialization to consolidate their autonomy in competition with one another. In Japan, in contrast, the industrialization drive was an integral aspect of the Meiji Restoration that centralized power in the hands of the central government and disempowered provincial authorities (So and Chiu 1995: 53, 68–72).

The outcome of the Sino-Japanese war, in turn, deepened the underlying divergence in the trajectories of Japanese and Chinese industrialization. On the one hand, China’s defeat weakened national cohesion, initiating half a century of political chaos marked by further restrictions on sovereignty, crushing war indemnities, the final collapse of the Qing regime and the growing autonomy of semi-sovereign warlords, followed by Japanese invasion, and recurrent civil wars between the forces of Nationalism and Communism. On the other hand, victory over China in 1894, followed by victory over Russia in the war of 1904–5, established Japan – to paraphrase Akira Iriye (1970: 552) – as “a respectable participant in the game of imperialist politics,” a position perhaps best substantiated by the Anglo-Japanese alliance from 1902. The acquisition of Chinese territory, most notably, Taiwan in 1895, followed by the Liaodong peninsula and the securing of all Russian rights and privileges in South Manchuria in 1905, and culminating in China’s recognition of Japanese suzerainty over Korea (annexed as a colony in 1910), provided Japan with valuable outposts from which to launch future attacks on China, as well as with secure overseas supplies of cheap food, raw materials and markets (Peattie 1984: 16–18). At the same time, Chinese indemnities amounting to more than one-third of Japan’s GNP helped Japan to finance the expansion of heavy industry and to put its currency on the gold standard. This, in turn,
improved Japan’s credit rating in London and its capacity to tap additional funds for industrial expansion at home and imperialist expansion overseas (Feis 1965: 422–3; Duus 1984: 143, 161–2).

This bifurcation of the Japanese and Chinese developmental paths culminated in the 1930s in the eclipsing of Britain by Japan as the dominant power in the region. With the Japanese seizure of Manchuria in 1931, followed by the occupation of North China in 1935, full-scale invasion in an undeclared war on China from 1937 and the subsequent conquest of parts of Inner Asia and much of Southeast Asia, ousting European powers originally occupying these areas, Japan seemed to be finally succeeding in re-centering upon itself the East Asian region. The Japanese bid for regional supremacy, however, could not be sustained, not only because of the failure in the course of a fifteen-year war to subjugate China, but also because Japan, following the Pearl Harbor attack, simultaneously fought the United States and its allies. Both fronts would exact heavy burdens on an overburdened Japan, leading to a rollback of its advances in Southeast Asia and the Pacific as early as 1942. As the massive destruction inflicted on Japan by the US strategic bombing campaign in the final months of the war demonstrated even before Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Japanese advances in Western military technology could not keep up with the most powerful military-industrial complex of the era, the USA. But the Japanese bid collapsed also because it called forth in China countervailing forces as firmly opposed to Japanese as to Western domination. Once the Japanese had been defeated, the formation of the People’s Republic of China would contest Western hegemonic drives in a struggle for centrality in East Asia that has shaped trends and events in the region ever since.

**US hegemony and the East Asian economic renaissance**

The establishment of US hegemony at the end of the Second World War thoroughly transformed inter-state relations within the East Asian region and the world at large. The transformation involved a foreign military presence in East Asia that had no precedent even at the height of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century imperialism. At the same time, however, it involved the emergence of hybrid forms of inter-state relations that combined features of the historic European and East Asian regional systems. It was in this context that the East Asian region began to experience an economic renaissance that recent setbacks have slowed down but not reversed. In this section, we shall first sketch the change in the regional political economic context that ensued from the establishment of US hegemony and the trajectory of the subsequent regional economic expansion. We shall then show how this expansion has deep roots in the multiple historical legacies of the region.
The context and trajectory of the East Asian economic renaissance

The US military occupation of Japan in 1945 and the division of the region in the aftermath of the Korean War into two antagonistic blocs created, in Bruce Cumings’ words, a US “vertical regime solidified through bilateral defense treaties (with Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and the Philippines) and conducted by a State Department that towered over the foreign ministries of these four countries.”

All became semisovereign states, deeply penetrated by U.S. military structures (operational control of the South Korean armed forces, Seventh Fleet patrolling of the Taiwan Straits, defense dependencies for all four countries, military bases on their territories) and incapable of independent foreign policy or defense initiatives ... There were minor demarches through the military curtain beginning in the mid-1950s, such as low levels of trade between Japan and China, or Japan and North Korea. But the dominant tendency until the 1970s was a unilateral U.S. regime heavily biased toward military forms of communication.

(Cumings 1997: 155)

The militaristic nature of this unilateral US regime, strengthened by its rigid ideological commitments, had no precedent in the East Asian region, with the partial exception of the Yuan regime in the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries and the aborted Japanese regime in the early twentieth century. And yet, the interpenetration of tribute and trade relations between an imperial center whose economic might was incomparably greater than that of its vassal states invites comparison between the US regime and the old China-centered tribute-trade system.

The contrast with the nineteenth-century UK-centered global capitalist system is clear. As we have seen, three closely related features characterized the latter: the global commercial and financial entrepôt functions exercised by Britain; Britain’s unilateral free trade regime, which widened and deepened those functions; and massive tribute from India, which made Britain’s unilateral free trade possible. In all three respects, the US-centered global capitalist system instituted after the end of the Second World War differed radically from its UK-centered predecessor. At the height of its hegemony, from the late 1940s through the 1960s, the United States exercised no entrepôt functions of global significance; nor did it practice free trade unilaterally; nor did it have an empire from which to extract coercively military manpower and means of payments. It was instead the “container” of a self-centered, largely self-sufficient, continent-sized economy. This giant state did promote the liberalization of trade but
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not through the unilateral opening up of its domestic market to the exports of the whole world, as Britain had done. Rather, it did so through a combination of bilateral and multilateral agreements with and among states that for all practical purposes were its vassals in the politico-military confrontation with the USSR (cf. Arrighi 1994: 67–72, 274–95).

At the same time, this US-centered system presented two important similarities with the early modern East Asian system centered on China. One was the disproportionately greater size of the central state’s domestic market relative to all other domestic markets. And the other was the relationship of political and military vassalage vis-à-vis the central state that other states had to accept in order both to receive regime legitimation and to gain access to its domestic market. In this respect, we may well say that US supremacy in East Asia after the Second World War was realized through the transformation of the periphery of the former China-centered tribute-trade system into the periphery of a US-centered tribute-trade system, a transformation that was predicated on breaking their trade and other bonds with China. The US-centered system, however, was far more militaristic in structure and orientation than its China-centered predecessor. Not only was it based on a military-industrial apparatus of incomparably greater size, technological sophistication and destructive power, rather than on a culturally shared notion of a hierarchical world order. More important, the US-centered system also fostered a functional specialization between the imperial and the vassal states that had no precedent in the old China-centered system. As in the Iberian-Genoese relationship of political exchange of sixteenth-century Europe mentioned earlier, the United States specialized in the provision of protection and the pursuit of political power regionally and globally, while its East Asian vassal states specialized in trade and the pursuit of profit.8

This relationship of political exchange between the United States and Japan played a decisive role in launching the first and most spectacular of the late twentieth-century East Asian economic “miracles.” As Franz Schurmann (1974: 143) wrote at a time when the “miracle” was still in the making, “freed from the burden of defense spending, Japanese governments have funneled all their resources and energies into an economic expansionism that has brought affluence to Japan and taken its business to the farthest reaches of the globe.” Japan’s economic expansion, in turn, generated a “snowballing” process of concatenated, labor-seeking rounds of investment that promoted and sustained a region-wide economic expansion (Ozawa 1993: 30–1; Arrighi 1996: 14–16).

The process is described in Figure 7.1 by means of successive descending flows of labor-seeking investment from higher- to lower-income jurisdictions and ascending counter-flows of labor-intensive exports. In this regional space-of-flows, labor-seeking investments mobilize the cheaper or more abundant labor supplies of lower-income locales to contain costs of
production and consumption in higher-income locales, while labor-intensive exports tap the wealthier or larger markets of higher-income locales to boost the prices fetched by the productive combinations of lower-income locales. Analogous spaces-of-flows have of course been in operation in other regional economies and in the global economy as a whole. We nonetheless concur with Terutomo Ozawa’s contention that in East Asia the density and intensity of such a space have been greater than elsewhere and provide a good part of the explanation of the region’s exceptionally good economic performance over the last half century.

This exceptional performance is perceived most clearly in the region’s ascent in the global hierarchy of wealth and in the rapid increase in its

Figure 7.1 The snowballing effect in the rise of East Asia
Source: Adapted from Ozawa (1993: 143).
share of the global market. The Gross National Product (GNP) of a particular state or group of states converted in US$ at market exchange rates measures the income or value added that accrues to the residents of that state or group of states. Expressed as a percentage of world GNP, it constitutes the best available measure of the share of the world market (or effective world demand) controlled by the residents of that state or group of states. Table 7.1 shows this percentage for different regions of the world from 1960 to the latest year for which data are available.9

The most striking feature of the table is the doubling of the East Asian share of world GNP between 1960 and 1999, in sharp contrast with the stagnant or declining share of most other regions. The only other regions whose share experienced a significant increase are the Middle East and

Table 7.1 Regional shares of world GNP (and population)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>East Asia</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(38.2)</td>
<td>(38.3)</td>
<td>(38.0)</td>
<td>(37.1)</td>
<td>(35.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia and New Zealand</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.5)</td>
<td>(0.5)</td>
<td>(0.5)</td>
<td>(0.5)</td>
<td>(0.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7.9)</td>
<td>(7.4)</td>
<td>(6.8)</td>
<td>(6.2)</td>
<td>(6.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South and Central America</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8.2)</td>
<td>(8.8)</td>
<td>(9.3)</td>
<td>(9.5)</td>
<td>(9.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Europe</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(12.4)</td>
<td>(10.9)</td>
<td>(9.5)</td>
<td>(8.1)</td>
<td>(7.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6.8)</td>
<td>(7.2)</td>
<td>(7.8)</td>
<td>(8.8)</td>
<td>(9.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East and North Africa</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4.0)</td>
<td>(4.2)</td>
<td>(4.5)</td>
<td>(4.9)</td>
<td>(5.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(22.0)</td>
<td>(22.7)</td>
<td>(23.8)</td>
<td>(24.8)</td>
<td>(25.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(100.0)</td>
<td>(100.0)</td>
<td>(100.0)</td>
<td>(100.0)</td>
<td>(100.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Notes
Countries included: East Asia: China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand. North America: Canada, United States. South and Central America: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay, Venezuela. Western Europe: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, Greece, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Portugal, Spain. Sub-Saharan Africa: Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Rep. of Congo, Congo Dem. Rep., Cote d’Ivoire, Gabon, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritania, Mauritius, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, South Africa, Tanzania, Togo, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe. Middle East and North Africa: Algeria, Arab Rep. of Egypt, Morocco, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Syrian Arab Rep., Tunisia, Turkey. South Asia: Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka.
North Africa, broadly corresponding to the lands of the former Ottoman Empire (with an increase of 39.5 percent) and South Asia (with an increase of 47.7 percent). In both instances, however, the increase was less than half the increase in the East Asian share. More important, the share of both regions, unlike the East Asian share, was and remained rather insignificant, still accounting for less than 2 percent of world GNP at the end of the period. In the 1990s, the increase in the East Asian share tapered off. It is nonetheless noteworthy that the combination of the East Asian crisis and the North American resurgence contained rather than reversed the earlier trend toward a rise in the East Asian share and a decline in the North American share.

The nature and extent of the East Asian expansion can be brought into sharper relief by examining other indicators. An increase (decrease) in a region’s or country’s share of world GNP (or share of the world market) in itself does not tell us anything about that region’s or country’s rise or fall in the global value-added pecking order, because it may be due primarily or even exclusively to an increase (decrease) in that region’s or country’s share of world population. In order to gauge such a rise or fall, we must examine changes in relative GNP per capita (GNPPC). Thus, Table 7.2 shows the GNPPC of different regions as a percentage of “world” GNPPC and Table 7.3 shows the GNPPC of the different jurisdictions of the East Asian region also as a percentage of “world” GNPPC.

Table 7.2 highlights even more clearly than Table 7.1 the exceptionally strong economic performance of the East Asian region. Over the four decades recorded here, the region’s ascent in the global value-added ranking surpassed by a wide margin that of any other region, its GNPPC rising more than twice as fast as the world average. The next best performing regions by this criterion (Western Europe and South Asia) improved their position relative to the world average by less than one-fourth the East

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>East Asia</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>72.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia and New Zealand</td>
<td>339.4</td>
<td>330.5</td>
<td>321.0</td>
<td>317.1</td>
<td>356.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>442.9</td>
<td>415.7</td>
<td>432.8</td>
<td>468.9</td>
<td>489.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South and Central America</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>75.7</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>59.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Europe</td>
<td>327.6</td>
<td>353.4</td>
<td>384.2</td>
<td>411.4</td>
<td>417.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East and North Africa</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>33.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Average</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: See Table 7.1.

Note
Countries included: see Table 7.1.
Asian improvement.\textsuperscript{10} Thanks to this exceptionally strong performance, East Asia was the only lower-income region that improved significantly its position relative to all three higher-income regions (North America, Western Europe and Australasia).

Despite its sustained character, the East Asian ascent has been a highly uneven process. As Table 7.3 shows, not only did the degree of overall advancement (or decline) in the course of the four decades vary considerably from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. In addition, the speed of the advance (or decline) varied from period to period. Taking the period as a whole, the best performers were Taiwan, Singapore, South Korea, China and Hong Kong, in that order – all but South Korea primary sites of residence of the Overseas Chinese. Table 7.3 also shows that the general advance of the region’s jurisdictions (except for the Philippines, which lost ground relative to the world average) had only a minor impact on the huge income gaps that separate the wealthier from the poorer countries within the region. Thus, in spite of their advances, the two most populous countries in the region (China and Indonesia) remain low-income countries by world standards, while Japan has surpassed by a good margin the average GNPPC of the world’s wealthiest regions. As a result, income inequalities among countries within the region not only continue to mirror income inequalities in the world at large, but are larger than in any other region of the world.\textsuperscript{11}

A further dimension of the East Asian economic renaissance is the comparative success of the region’s industrialization. The success can be gauged from Table 7.4, which shows regional shares of world value added in manufacturing for 1960, 1980 and 1998 (the latest year for which a minimally complete set of this kind of data is available). As Table 7.4 shows, East Asia was not the only region that increased its share of world

---

**Table 7.3 Breakdown of East Asian GNPPC as percentage of “world” GNPPC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>103.8</td>
<td>148.5</td>
<td>236.2</td>
<td>346.5</td>
<td>372.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>159.3</td>
<td>211.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>105.9</td>
<td>152.0</td>
<td>236.3</td>
<td>369.6</td>
<td>461.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>281.9</td>
<td>500.3</td>
<td>577.8</td>
<td>715.2</td>
<td>703.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>146.6</td>
<td>196.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>70.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>43.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Average</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>72.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: See Table 7.1.
Table 7.4 Regional shares of “world” value added in manufacturing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>East Asia</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>35.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia and New Zealand</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>29.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South and Central America</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Europe</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>23.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East and North Africa</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Notes

value added in manufacturing. Indeed, taking the period as a whole, all low-income regions did, while the share of all high-income regions declined. There are nonetheless two important differences between the increase of the East Asian share and that of all other low-income regions. First, the share of all other low-income regions remained very small, their combined share at the end of the period being only 37.5 percent of the Western European share and 29.4 percent of the North American share. The East Asian share, in contrast, by 1990 had surpassed both the Western European and the North American share by a good margin. Second and most important, East Asia was the only region for which the increased share in industrial output was associated with a major upgrading in the global value-added pecking order measured by relative GNPPC. The upgrading of South Asia and the Middle East and North Africa was far less significant, while South and Central America and Sub-Saharan Africa experienced a downgrading (see Table 7.3).

It follows that rapid industrialization in East Asia was not just (or even primarily) a product of the relocation of low-value-added manufacturing activities to low-income regions. There was, of course, plenty of relocation of low-value-added manufacturing activities to East Asia, indeed, far more than anywhere else. Nevertheless, the fact that East Asia improved its
position in the global value-added ranking vis-à-vis the high-income regions so significantly is indicative of the fact that its rapid industrialization was the expression of competitiveness not just at the lower end of the value-added chain but also at the middle and higher ends. This has been true not only in such obvious cases as Japan, Taiwan, Singapore and South Korea, but also for China and to a lesser extent Thailand and Malaysia. In view of this more balanced competitiveness, it is no exaggeration to say that by the 1990s East Asia was well on its way to regaining the industrial supremacy it had held for so long in early modern times.

Last but by no means least, is the financial dimension of the East Asian economic renaissance. The “financialization” of the global economy in general, and of the economies of high-income countries in particular, is a widely acknowledged phenomenon of the 1980s and 1990s. Indeed, the explosive growth of world financial markets in the course of these two decades is the strongest piece of evidence in the armory of advocates of the thesis that we have entered a new phase of deepening “globalization” (cf. among others, Harvey 1995; Cohen 1996; Sassen 1996; Arrighi and Silver et al. 1999; Held et al. 1999; Rowley and Benson 2000). Most accounts of this tendency focus on the centrality of the US government and business in promoting and benefiting from the financial expansion of the 1980s and 1990s. Just as important, however, is the underlying tendency toward the demise of the United States and the rise of Japan and “Greater China” as the world’s leading creditor nations. Tables 7.5 and 7.6 starkly illustrate this change of guard with the period since 1980 displaying the turnabout.12

Focusing exclusively on US–Japanese relations, Eamonn Fingleton (2001: 6; cf. Fingleton 1995) has recently noted that Japan’s continuing advance in manufacturing activities relative to the United States in the 1990s had a major impact on their respective balances of payments, for the simple reason that manufacturing generates eleven times more exports per unit of output than service businesses. Large and persistent

### Table 7.5 Current account surplus (+) or deficit (−) (million US$, annual average)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>+3,320</td>
<td>+440</td>
<td>+3,495</td>
<td>−37,515</td>
<td>−279,740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>−367</td>
<td>+2,352</td>
<td>+10,495</td>
<td>−24,415</td>
<td>−10,870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>+925</td>
<td>+895</td>
<td>−8,410</td>
<td>+15,315</td>
<td>−12,730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>+12,635</td>
<td>+23,570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>+6,091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>−684</td>
<td>−1,516</td>
<td>+4,001</td>
<td>+21,139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>−420</td>
<td>+3,895</td>
<td>−2,990</td>
<td>+56,140</td>
<td>+138,755</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Our calculations based on International Monetary Fund (1990 and 2000).
surpluses in the Japanese balance of trade and deficits in the US balance, in turn, have deepened the reversal of positions between the two countries in the international credit system:

Japanese is now exporting more capital in real terms than any nation since America’s days of global economic dominance in the 1950s . . . [As a result,] in the first nine years of the 1990s Japan’s net external assets jumped from $294 billion to $1,153 billion. Meanwhile, U.S. net external liabilities rocketed from $49 billion to $1,537 billion. In the long run this changing balance of financial power will be about the only thing that historians will remember about U.S.–Japanese economic rivalry in the last decade. Yet it was the one thing that Western observers generally overlooked.

If we broaden the picture to take into account the rapidly growing capital outflows from the “China Circle” (as shown only in part in Table 7.5, because of the lack of data for Taiwan) – combined with the large and growing East Asian share in world value added in manufacturing (as shown in Table 7.4) and the continuing upgrading of the region in the global value-added ranking (as shown in Table 7.3) – Fingleton’s warning about a fundamental Western misreading of the 1990s begins to ring true (cf. Yeung and Olds 2000). As we have seen, by some indicators the East Asian rise does appear to have slowed down in the 1990s, especially in Japan. But persistent recession in Japan has been accompanied by unabated expansion elsewhere in the region, most notably in the PRC, raising the possibility that we may indeed be – as Gills and Frank (1994: 6–7) put it – “at the beginning of a return [to a global economy] in which parts of Asia play again a leading role . . . as they did in the not so distant past.” Be that as it may, the question that concerns us here and to which we must now turn is whether we can detect any connection between the region’s ongoing economic renaissance and its multiple historical heritages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>1980</th>
<th>1990</th>
<th>1999</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>East Asia</td>
<td>9.72</td>
<td>32.30</td>
<td>78.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>10.31</td>
<td>14.72</td>
<td>7.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Europe</td>
<td>65.62</td>
<td>52.98</td>
<td>14.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>14.35</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Our calculations based on Japan Almanac (1993: 89) and (2002: 112).
**Lineages of the East Asia economic renaissance**

The importance of East Asia’s multiple historical heritages in shaping and sustaining the region’s economic integration and expansion is best perceived by focusing on the succession of agencies that have played a leading role in the process of labor-seeking investments depicted in Figure 7.1. This succession can be likened to “a three-stage rocket” – a process, that is, in which the leading agencies of each stage created the conditions for the emergence of the leading agencies of the next. In the first stage, the main agency of expansion was the US government, whose strategies of power propelled the upgrading of the Japanese economy and created the political conditions of the subsequent transborder expansion of the Japanese multilayered subcontracting system. In the second stage, Japanese business itself became the main agency of expansion. As the catchment area of its investment and subcontracting networks came to encompass the entire East Asian region, Overseas Chinese business networks were revitalized. In the new climate provided after 1970 by the US-China opening, the fortunes of these networks became linked with the double pursuit by the Chinese government of economic advancement and national unification, creating the basis of a grand Chinese economic circle. In the incipient third stage, it is precisely the Chinese government acting at times in concert with the Chinese capitalist diaspora in Taiwan, in Hong Kong, throughout Southeast Asia and in North America that seems to be emerging as a leading agency in the expansion of the Chinese and East Asian economies, at a time when Japan’s economy has experienced a decade of stagnation (cf. Arrighi 1996: 36–7).

From the perspective adopted in this chapter, these three stages of the East Asian economic renaissance can be interpreted also as stages of a process of revival of key features of the East Asian tribute-trade system in a radically transformed global context. The initial stage was one of seemingly absolute Western supremacy. The Cold War had split the region into two antagonistic camps and reduced most East Asian states to the status of “vassals” of one or the other contending “imperial” center – the United States and the USSR. As the Korean War demonstrated, however, even at this stage Western supremacy was more precarious than it seemed. It was indeed this precariousness that induced the United States to revive unwittingly a typical feature of the seemingly defunct East Asian tribute-trade system – that is, a regime of “gifts” and trade between the imperial and the vassal states that was very favorable economically to the vassal states. This was “the ‘magnanimous’ … early postwar … trade [and aid] regime of Pax Americana” to which Ozawa (1993: 130) traces the origins of the process of regional economic integration and expansion reproduced in Figure 7.1.

In spite of US “magnanimity,” the fault-lines between the US and Soviet
spheres of influence in the region started breaking down soon after they were established – first by the Chinese rebellion against Soviet domination in the late 1950s, and then by the US failure to split the Vietnamese nation along the Cold War divide. The breakdown can ultimately be traced to the lack of legitimacy of US and Soviet pretensions to remake the political geography of East Asia in almost complete disregard of the region’s historical heritage of state formation and civilizational integration. Attempts to enforce coercively this anti-historical strategic geography backfired, both politically and economically. Politically, US defeat in Vietnam demonstrated that, for all its effectiveness in reproducing a balance of terror with the USSR, the high-tech and capital intensive US military apparatus was ineffectual in enforcing US commands against the determined resistance of the Vietnamese people backed by Chinese and Soviet support. Economically, massive US spending at home and abroad to sustain the war effort in Southeast Asia precipitated a major fiscal crisis of the US warfare–welfare state and contributed decisively to the collapse of the US-centered, Bretton Woods world monetary system. As a result, US global power fell precipitously, reaching its nadir at the end of the 1970s with the Iranian Revolution, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, and a new crisis of confidence in the US dollar (Brodine and Selden 1972; Arrighi 1994: 321–3).

In the midst of this crisis, the militaristic US regime in East Asia began to unravel as the Vietnam War destroyed what the Korean War had created. The Korean War had instituted the US-centric East Asian regime by excluding Mainland China from normal commercial and diplomatic intercourse with the non-communist part of the region, through blockade and war threats backed by “an archipelago of American military installations” (Cumings 1997: 154–5). Defeat in the Vietnam War, in contrast, forced the United States to readmit China to normal commercial and diplomatic intercourse with the rest of East Asia. The scope of the region’s economic integration and expansion was thereby broadened considerably but the capacity of the United States to control its dynamic politically was reduced correspondingly (Arrighi 1996; Selden 1997).

It was in this context that the Asian economic renaissance entered its second stage – the stage of Japanese-driven regional economic expansion and integration. As previously noted, Japanese leadership in regional economic expansion and integration was based on a division of labor between the US pursuit of power and the Japanese pursuit of profit that had no precedent in the indigenous East Asian tribute-trade system. Nevertheless, the gradual substitution of Japanese business for the US government as the leading agency of regional economic expansion marked the re-emergence of a pattern of inter-state relations in the region and beyond that resembled more closely the indigenous (East Asian) than the transplanted (Western) pattern of inter-state relations.
In the historic East Asian pattern, centrality in the inter-state system was determined primarily by the relative size and sophistication of the system’s national economies. In the transplanted Western pattern, in contrast, centrality had come to be determined primarily by the relative strength of the system’s military-industrial complexes. One of the most consequential (and disastrous) effects of the mid-nineteenth-century incorporation of East Asia within the structures of the Western system was the “internalization” of industrial militarism in the struggle for centrality. In the 1930s and 1940s Japan’s attempt to center upon itself the East Asian regional system by industrial military means had been a failure. But its unintended result was the establishment of a US-centered regime in maritime East Asia that marked the apogee of industrial militarism in the region.

The limits of industrial militarism as a source of power were laid bare by the defeat of the United States in Vietnam. But it was the prodigious upgrading of the Japanese national economy from the 1950s through the 1980s, and the expansion of Japanese business networks in the region and beyond in the 1970s and 1980s, that jointly demonstrated the increasing effectiveness of economic relative to military means as a source of world power. Japan’s growing influence in world politics in the 1980s was based primarily on the role that the Japanese government and Japanese business played in supplying the credit and cheap commodities that enabled the United States to reverse the precipitous decline of its power. Without this credit and commodities, the Reagan Administration’s combination of a drastic reduction in domestic taxation and a major escalation of the armament race with the USSR, if at all possible, would have resulted in an increase instead of a decrease in inflationary pressures at home, and in a further weakening instead of a strengthening of the US dollar in world financial markets. This tendency transformed the previous relationship of Japanese political and economic vassalage vis-à-vis the United States into a relationship of mutual dependence. Japan remained in the grip of US military power. But the reproduction of the US protection-producing apparatus came to depend ever more critically on Japanese finance and industry.

Japan’s growing economic power in the 1980s was not based on any major technological breakthrough. Rather, it was due primarily to a reversal of a secular trend in business organization that Japan was particularly well positioned to turn to its own advantage. For the very expansion of the US system of multinational corporations created conditions favorable to the revitalization of nineteenth-century forms of business organization (Arrighi et al. 1999). In the words of Manuel Castells and Alejandro Portes:

The large corporation, with its national vertical structure and the separation of its functions between staff and line, does not appear any more as the last stage of a necessary evolution toward rationalized
industrial management. Networks of economic activities, networks of firms, and coordinated clusters of workers appear to comprise an emergent model of successful production and distribution.

(1989: 29–30)

The main feature of this emergent model is its “informality,” in sharp contrast with the “formality” of the previously dominant model of corporate capitalism based on the regulatory powers of big business, organized labor and big government (Castells and Portes 1989: 27–9; for similar claims, see Piore and Sable 1984: 4–5, 15, 19–20). “The trend of a century is being reversed” – The Economist editorialized in 1989 – “as now it is the big firms that are shrinking and small ones that are on the rise” (quoted in Harrison 1994).

As Bennett Harrison has pointed out, there is much exaggeration in these claims. But as he himself acknowledges (ibid.: 244–5), it is nonetheless true that the worldwide intensification of competition among corporations that ensued from the proliferation in their number and variety has forced them to subcontract to small businesses activities previously carried out within their own organizations. The tendency toward the bureaucratization of business through vertical integration that had made the fortunes of US corporate business since the 1870s, thus began to be superseded one hundred years later by a tendency toward informal networking and the subordinate revitalization of small business (Arrighi et al. 1999).

The strategy of big business, operating transnationally, to turn the advantages of small business into an instrument of the consolidation and expansion of its own power has been in evidence everywhere. But nowhere has it been pursued more consistently and successfully than in East Asia. Without the assistance of multiple layers of formally independent subcontractors – notes JETRO (Japan’s External Trade Organization) – “Japanese big business would flounder and sink” (Okimoto and Rohlen 1988: 83–8). Close relationships of cooperation between large and small firms are buttressed by informal arrangements among the parent companies themselves in the form of semi-permanent trade agreements and inter-group shareholding that enable management to concentrate on long-term rather than short-term performance (Eccleston 1989: 31–4). Starting in the early 1970s, the scale and scope of this multilayered subcontracting system increased rapidly through a spillover into a growing number and variety of East Asian states (Arrighi et al. 1993: 55ff.).

The spillover was an integral aspect of the snowballing process of regional economic integration and expansion that strengthened the competitiveness of Japanese big business regionally and globally. Japanese business was the leading agency of the spillover. But the spillover could occur as rapidly and extensively as it did only by relying heavily on the business networks of the Overseas Chinese. Overseas Chinese were from
the start the main intermediaries between Japanese and local business in Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan – where ethnic Chinese constituted the majority of the population – and, later on, in most ASEAN countries, where the ethnic Chinese minority occupied a commanding position in local business networks. The region-wide expansion of the Japanese multi-layered subcontracting system was thus supported, not just by US political patronage “from above,” but also by Chinese commercial and financial patronage “from below” (cf. Hui 1995; Irwan 1995).

Over time, however, patronage from above and below began to constrain rather than support the capacity of Japanese business to lead the regional economic expansion. For the incorporation in the snowballing process of politically and militarily autonomous states like China changed radically the nature of the process. “For the first time in a very long time” – notes Jonathan Friedland – “there [was] open discussion of Japan’s growing economic vulnerability to political forces beyond its control and just what to do about it.” As a representative of Japanese big business explained: “We don’t have military power. There is no way for Japanese businessmen to influence policy decisions of other countries . . . This is a difference with American business and it is something Japanese businessmen have to think about” (Friedland 1994: 42). This difference between US and Japanese business did not just mean that Japanese business could not match the capacity of a US government–business nexus to influence the policy decisions of third countries. Equally important, it meant that Japan’s own policy decisions were far more susceptible to being shaped by US interests than US policies were of being influenced by Japanese interests. The very specialization in the pursuit of profit that had propelled the Japanese ascent, in other words, also limited the extent to which the ascent could go on eclipsing the United States as the center of the regional political economy.

Equally important is the fact that US business began restructuring itself to compete more effectively with Japanese business in the exploitation of East Asia’s rich endowment of labor and entrepreneurial resources. This development is portrayed in Figure 7.1 by the three flows of labor-seeking investment that connect the United States to the Four Tigers, the ASEAN countries, and China and Vietnam. In Ozawa’s original model these flows were missing, presumably to emphasize the fact that the main role played by the United States in the process of East Asian economic expansion has been as a destination of labor-intensive exports. While this is undoubtedly true, in the 1980s and 1990s a growing number of US corporations have been involved in tapping the region’s labor supplies, not just through direct investment, but also and especially through all kinds of subcontracting arrangements. Indeed, in the 1990s East Asia emerged as one of the most favored destinations of US-centered “buyer-driven commodity chains” (cf. Gereffi 1994).
As Hamilton and Chang (Chapter 5, this volume) underscore, vertically disintegrated or loosely integrated, buyer-driven commodity chains were a distinctive feature of business organization in late imperial China and still are in contemporary Taiwan and Hong Kong. We may therefore interpret the formation and expansion in East Asia of US-centered chains of this kind as another instance of Western convergence toward East Asian patterns. This convergence of US business practices toward the Chinese model of buyer-driven commodity chains is an aspect of the reversal of the secular trend toward the formation of centralized, formally regulated and rigidly specialized business structures noted earlier. But the fact that the convergence has been particularly strong in the East Asian context is due primarily to the presence in the region of the extensive and strategically positioned business networks of the Overseas Chinese – that is, to the same condition that facilitated the transborder expansion of Japanese business.

By mobilizing these networks, US business could and did recoup some of its competitiveness both regionally and globally. In so doing, however, it was following in the footsteps of Japanese business rather than replacing Japanese business in the role of leading agency of the regional economic expansion. If the process of snowballing labor-seeking investments not only continued but gained momentum in the 1990s in spite of a weakening of Japanese leadership, it was because the process had entered a third stage – the stage of Chinese-driven integration and expansion. For the reincorporation of mainland China in regional and global markets in the late 1970s and in the 1980s brought back into play a state whose demographic size, abundance of entrepreneurial and labor resources, and growth potential surpassed by a good margin that of all other states operating in the region, the United States included. Within less than twenty years after Richard Nixon’s mission to Beijing, and less than fifteen after the formal re-establishment of diplomatic relations between the United States and the PRC, this giant “container” of human resources already seemed poised to become again the powerful magnet of means of payments it had been in early modern times.

If the main attraction of the PRC for foreign capital has been its huge and highly competitive reserves of labor from the perspective of cost, quality and control – along with the actual and potential markets created by the mobilization of these reserves – the “matchmaker” that has facilitated the encounter of foreign capital and Chinese labor is the Overseas Chinese capitalist diaspora (Lardy 1992: 37–82; Fukasuku and Wall 1994: 26–42).

Drawn by China’s capable pool of low-cost labor and its growing potential as a market that contains one-fifth of the world’s population, foreign investors continue to pour money into the PRC. Some 80% of
that capital comes from the Overseas Chinese, refugees from poverty, disorder, and communism, who in one of the era’s most piquant ironies are now Beijing’s favorite financiers and models for modernization. Even the Japanese often rely on the Overseas Chinese to grease their way into China.

(Kraar 1993: 40)

In fact, Beijing’s reliance on the Overseas Chinese to ease Mainland China’s re-incorporation in regional and world markets is not the true irony of the situation. The true irony of the situation is that one of the most conspicuous legacies of nineteenth-century Western encroachments on Chinese sovereignty emerged in the 1980s as a powerful instrument of Chinese and East Asian emancipation from Western dominance. As we have seen, the Overseas Chinese diaspora had for centuries been the primary locus of the seeds of capitalism that sprouted in the interstices of the China-centered tribute-trade system. But the greatest opportunities for the growth of this interstitial capitalist formation came with the subordinate incorporation of East Asia within the structures of the UK-centered global system in the wake of the Opium Wars. In the early twentieth century, significant parts of the capitalist stratum of the diaspora attempted to transform its growing economic power into political influence over mainland China by supporting the 1911 revolution and the GMD in the warlord era. But in the face of escalating political chaos associated with warlordism and civil war, the takeover of China’s coastal regions by Japan, and the eventual defeat of the GMD by the CCP, the diaspora was marginalized.

The Communist victory replenished the entrepreneurial ranks of the diaspora by generating a new spurt of Chinese migration to Southeast Asia and especially Hong Kong and Taiwan as well as the United States (cf. Wong 1988). Shortly afterwards, the price boom associated with the Korean War revived the flow of interregional trade and created new business opportunities for the Overseas Chinese. And so did the withdrawal of the European and US colonial-era large-scale enterprises and the arrival soon after of new multinational corporations seeking capable joint-venture partners (Mackie 1998: 142). Nevertheless, under the US unilateral regime that emerged out of the Korean War the Overseas Chinese role as commercial intermediaries between Mainland China and the surrounding maritime regions, was stifled as much by the US embargo on trade with the PRC as by the PRC’s restrictions on domestic and foreign trade – restrictions that became particularly crippling during the Cultural Revolution of the 1960s (cf. Baker 1981: 344–5).

Moreover, through the 1950s and 1960s the expansion of Overseas Chinese capitalism was held in check (both directly and indirectly) by the spread of nationalism and national development ideologies and practices
in Southeast Asia. It was held in check indirectly by the privileging of economic links and connections within rather than across national boundaries. And it was held in check directly by anti-Chinese campaigns that restricted the freedom of action of the Overseas Chinese politically, economically and culturally (Suryadinata 1989: 122).

In spite of this unfavorable environment, Overseas Chinese business networks managed to hold their own and develop further. By the mid-1970s, a rough estimate of Chinese assets in Southeast Asia was US$10–16 billion – an amount that in real terms was equal to two or three times the 1937 figure and placed the Overseas Chinese at the commanding heights of most Southeast Asian economies (Wu and Wu 1980: 30–4; Mackie 1992: 165; Hui 1995: 184–5). The Overseas Chinese were thus eminently well positioned to seize the highly profitable business opportunities that were opened up by the transborder expansion of the Japanese subcontracting system, the growing demand by US corporation for business partners in the region and, above all, the reintegration of the PRC in regional and global markets. As soon as these opportunities arose, they quickly seized them to become one of the most powerful capitalist networks in the region, in many ways overshadowing the networks of US and Japanese multinationals, and the leading force in foreign investment in China and regional economic and financial integration. Suffice it to mention that by the mid-1990s their assets were estimated to be in the order of US$1.5–2.0 trillion (Lin 1996: 236).

This extraordinary expansion was not due solely to the entrepreneurship of the Overseas Chinese. It was just as much due to the determination with which the PRC under Deng sought their assistance in the upgrading of the Chinese economy and in seeking national unification in accordance with the “One Nation, Two Systems” model whose twin goals were China’s economic expansion and the reunification of China including the recovery of Hong Kong, Macau and, eventually, Taiwan. A close political alliance was established between the Chinese Communist Party and Overseas Chinese business, one that would be strengthened following the 1997 reversion of Hong Kong and the further integration of Hong Kong and other overseas Chinese business interests through their role in governing Hong Kong and their participation in China’s National People’s Congress.

As Chinese entrepreneurs began moving from Hong Kong into Guangdong almost as fast as (and far more massively than) they had moved from Shanghai to Hong Kong forty years earlier, the Chinese government redoubled its efforts to win the confidence and assistance of the Overseas Chinese. In 1988, many of the privileges previously granted to Hong Kong’s residents were extended to Taiwan’s residents as well (So and Chiu 1995: Chapter 11). The response of Taiwan’s capitalists was as enthusiastic as that of Hong Kong’s. Taiwanese investments in mainland China shot up from US$100 million in 1987 to US$1 billion in 1989, and to US$2 billion

An unknown but by all accounts significant portion of the investment from Hong Kong and to a lesser extent Taiwan was in fact Japanese capital invested through the intermediation of Chinese businesses. It is nonetheless unlikely that any correction of the figures to take this fact into account would change substantially the overall picture of an expansion of foreign investment in China increasingly driven by the activities (including activities of intermediation) of the Overseas Chinese operating in close alliance with the PRC’s ruling elites. These activities were also instrumental in promoting the rapid growth of the foreign trade of the countries out of which the Overseas Chinese operated. Suffice it to mention that in 1993 the $613 billion combined exports and imports of China, Hong Kong and Taiwan already surpassed Japan’s total trade of $569 billion, and by 1998 they accounted for $900 billion compared with Japan’s total of $668 billion (Japan External Trade Organization 1999: 7).

As we have underscored throughout the chapter, the fortunes of the Overseas Chinese in the indigenous East Asian regional system went through considerable ups and downs over the centuries. The present upturn in their fortunes is one of the clearest signs that the transformations of the global system in recent decades have reorganized and restructured rather than destroyed the pre-existing regional system. While some features of the pre-existing system did not survive the restructuring, others have been revitalized. It was only to be expected that so fertile a seed-bed of capitalism as the Overseas Chinese would be revived by the incorporation of East Asia in a global system that provided a far more favorable environment than the indigenous system for the unfettered development of capitalism. So far, this revival has been associated with a widening and deepening of the regional economic expansion. But how far this synergy can go, and whether it can go far enough to bring East Asia back to the center of the global economy, remain for now entirely open questions.

**Conclusion**

Our analysis started out with two puzzles – one concerning the rise of the West in early modern times and the other the rise of East Asia in our own times. The solution we have proposed to the first puzzle is that the extraordinary geographical expansion of the European system of states from the late fifteenth through the nineteenth century can be traced to two major features of that system: a balance of power that continually
reproduced inter-state competition within the system on the one side, and the critical role that profits from trade with the non-European world (Asia in particular) played in determining the outcome of that competition on the other. Taken jointly, these two systemic circumstances created an environment conducive to the combined development of capitalism and militarism – a development that sustained and was in turn itself sustained by economic and political expansion at the expense of other peoples and polities.

In the East Asian system, in contrast, the unbalanced structure of inter-state power and the insignificance of profits from trade with the non-East Asian world in determining the outcome of inter-state competition created an unfavorable environment for the combined development of capitalism and militarism along the European path. At certain times – as under the Southern Song and the Yuan – the environment was more favorable than at other times. But the further development of national markets under the Ming and the Qing in China and in Tokugawa Japan tended to externalize rather than internalize capitalism. Capitalism did thrive in the East Asian world system, but primarily as an interstitial formation embedded in the business networks of the Overseas Chinese.

In the short-to-medium run – bearing in mind that in these matters, to paraphrase Joseph Schumpeter (1954: 163), a century is a “short run” – this bifurcation of the European and East Asian developmental paths resulted in the further expansion of the market economy in China and Japan and in a condition of peace and stable government in the East Asian system that contrasted sharply with the situation of generalized warfare and state breakdowns typical of the European system. In the longer run, however, the bifurcation resulted in a strengthening of the capacity and disposition of Western states to pursue the subordinate incorporation of East Asian states within the structures of their own system on the one side, and in a decreasing capacity of East Asian states to prevent such an incorporation on the other. But once the incorporation actually occurred, as it did in the wake of the Opium Wars, the historical heritage of the East Asian system did not vanish in a generalized convergence toward Western practices and patterns of political and economic interaction. There was convergence but through a process of hybridization that preserved and eventually revived important features of the East Asian system. In our view it is precisely in this process of hybridization that we can find a good part of the solution to our second puzzle – the puzzle, that is, of the extraordinary vitality of the East Asian region after its subordinate incorporation in the globalizing Western system.

More specifically, our argument has been that the East Asian dynamic under Western dominance has gone through two distinct stages, one
broadly corresponding to the transition from British to US world hegemony and the other to the period of US hegemony. In the first stage, convergence was predominantly toward Western practices, as both China and Japan engaged in major industrialization drives aimed at strengthening themselves militarily in competition with one another and with the Western powers in the context of escalating inter-imperialist rivalries. Inter-state competition in East Asia thus converged toward the European pattern with most disastrous results for China and Korea but eventually, in the Second World War for Japan as well.

In the second stage, in contrast, a hybrid pattern of political and economic interaction combining features of the Western and East Asian systems began to emerge. Politically, the United States could exercise its hegemonic functions in the region only by adopting a trade regime that on close inspection had more in common with the China-centered tribute-trade system than with the nineteenth-century UK-centered system. Economically, rapid regional integration and expansion could occur only through the mobilization and revival of forms of business organization that resembled more closely the informally integrated networks of Chinese enterprises than the vertically integrated and bureaucratically managed structures of US enterprises.

As the data presented earlier show, the benefits of the regional economic renaissance that ensued from this process of hybridization have been distributed very unevenly among the region’s jurisdictions. Moreover, in most countries but especially in China (where almost two-thirds of the region’s population is concentrated) the economic upgrading of the national economy has been accompanied by a sharp increase in income inequalities and the specter of large-scale unemployment. The renaissance has thus been an extremely uneven process that has magnified inequalities among and within the region’s political jurisdictions and brought palpable benefits to no more (and probably less) than one-fifth of the region’s population, while sharply raising expectations of the benefits of prosperity for all.

These tendencies constitute a departure from the pattern of more even development characteristic of the historic East Asian system during the era of Chinese preponderance in favor of the Western pattern of uneven development. They constitute also a major limit to further expansion. For growing inequalities do not just engender social and political tensions and resistance (Perry and Selden 2000). They also restrain the growth of the regional market thereby reproducing the dependence of the expansion on the willingness and capacity of the United States and other Western countries to absorb ever increasing labor-intensive imports from East Asia. This willingness and capacity cannot be taken for granted in view of the growing foreign indebtedness of the United States and the near economic stagnation of the EU. Ultimately, the fate of the East Asian economic
renaissance depends on whether East Asians can find effective ways and means of moderating its uneveness nationally and internationally. If such ways and means are found, East Asia may well become once again the center of the global economy.

Notes

1 This exhaustion is what Mark Elvin (1973: 314) calls a (Smithian) high-level equilibrium trap. We would like to emphasize, as Sugihara (this volume) also suggests, that this “trap” should not be confused with traps of the Malthusian, low-level equilibrium type. A Smithian, high-level equilibrium trap refers to a situation in which the potential for efficient growth of an economy with a particular endowment of resources has been fully exploited. Although in such a situation production, trade and income cannot grow further, they are at historically high levels. A Malthusian, low-level equilibrium trap, in contrast, refers to a situation in which an increase in incomes calls forth an increase in population that depresses returns to labor and brings income back to historically low levels.

2 This methodology introduces two kinds of asymmetry in our comparative analysis, one concerning early modern times and the other the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In comparing the interacting but still distinct European and East Asian dynamics of early modern times, a greater number and variety of states will enter our story of the European dynamic than our story of the East Asian dynamic, the latter being focused primarily on China and only secondarily on Japan. This asymmetry is due to the fact noted above that in early modern times China’s hegemonic position in the East Asian region was far more stable than that of the several states that became hegemonic in the European region. This situation changed in the nineteenth century, as the European regional system became global and the East Asian system became a regional sub-system of the globalized European system. From then on, the distinct stories of the two regional systems merge into a single story. In this single story non-East Asian states (most notably, the United Kingdom in the nineteenth century and the United States in the twentieth century) join East Asian states as protagonists in the structuring and re-structuring of the East Asian region.

3 Japan doubly challenged China’s position as the unique tributary center in the region, first by not sending tribute missions to China beginning in 1549, and continuing throughout the entire 268-year Tokugawa reign (Lee 1999: 8; Wills 1979; Flynn and Giraldez 1995), and second by exacting tribute from the Ryukyus through the Satsuma domain, even as the Ryukyuan preserved their tributary relationship with China (Hamashita 1988: 14–15). Vietnam, for its part, in the Qing era required tribute missions from Laos and Cambodia although, in contrast to Japan, it continued to send tributary missions to China (Reid 1993: 234–40).

4 In the 1660s and 1670s, their regime in Taiwan remained a de facto independent kingdom exacting tribute and conducting trade with the Spanish Philippines, the Ryukyus, and various kingdoms of Southeast Asia. While Zheng Chenggong aspired to oust the Manchus and restore the Ming, his successor Zheng Jing repeatedly rejected Qing offers of a semi-autonomous status in negotiations in the 1660s and 1670s, and proposed recognition as a tribute vassal of the Qing based on Korean and Ryukyu precedents. The Kangxi
Emperor, however, insisted that “the thieves in Taiwan are Fujianese, Taiwan is not comparable to Korea and Ryukyu” (Hung 2001c: 33–7).

5 The number of Southeast Asian tributary missions to China peaked at 52 from seven states in the 1420s. In the 1450s there were only ten missions from four states, and by the first decade of the sixteenth century, only Siam, Champa and Melaka sent a total of five missions (Reid 1993: 15–16).

6 Though the Qing regime lifted the sea ban in 1683, it imposed strict regulations on the shipbuilding industry, restricting the size and weight of all trading junks, and outlawed bringing firearms on board (Tian 1987: 12–16). A new era was thus inaugurated in which “trade was legal, but maritime China had lost its fragile political autonomy” (Wills 1979).

7 Japan’s territorial expansion in the 1890s and 1900s was a continuation on a much enlarged scale of its previous incorporation of the semi-autonomous Ainu homeland of Hokkaido in 1869, and Okinawa in 1879 (Howell 1997: 612–13; Rabson 1997: 640–1; Elisonas 1991: 299–300).

8 The United States did nonetheless require of its vassals subordinate military and paramilitary functions. These included Japanese supplies of material in the Korean and Vietnamese wars; a large Korean troop contingent in Vietnam and the support for the US military effort of various Laotian tribes and Tibetan exiles.

9 We use GNP instead of GDP data because they include the incomes that the residents of the state or group of states derive from transfers from abroad (such as repatriated profits or worker remittances) and exclude the incomes transferred abroad. We do not adjust data for differences in costs of living not just because prior to the 1980s “purchasing power parity” (PPP) data for many countries either do not exist or are extremely unreliable. We do not make such an adjustment also because here we are interested mainly in the relative command of the residents of different countries/regions on one another’s resources in the world market, rather than in their comparative command over resources in their respective national markets. While PPP-based GNP data are better indicators of the second kind of command, GNP data converted into US$ at market exchange rates (FX-based data) are better indicators of the first kind of command (cf. Korzeniewicz and Moran 2000 and Firebaugh 2000). We have excluded from the calculations of world GNP and regional shares thereof the former USSR and Eastern Europe, along with some African, Asian and Latin American countries, because of lack of comparable data for one or more of the years shown in the table. Nevertheless, in 1999 the states included in the calculation accounted for about 96.7 percent of world GNP. The percentages of Table 7.1 thus constitute very close approximations to the actual shares of the world market controlled by the residents of the different regions. To this we should add that in 1990, when comparable data first became available, the former USSR and Eastern Europe accounted for 4.6 percent of world GNP. By 1999 their share had dropped to 2.6 percent. That was the worst performance of all regions, including Sub-Saharan Africa. It follows that the inclusion of the former USSR and Eastern Europe in our data set would improve proportionately the performance of all the regions, East Asia included (all the above figures have been calculated from World Bank 2001).

10 More specifically, over the four decades 1960–99 the GNPPC of both Western Europe relative to the world average increased by 27 percent, while that of East Asia increased by 111 percent.

11 Income inequality in East Asia is larger than in any other region of the world because, unlike any other region, East Asia includes both a country (Japan) with one of the highest per capita incomes in the world and countries (like
Vietnam) with some of the lowest per capita incomes. China’s actual position in the ranking of countries by GNPPC has been a highly controversial issue. The controversy is partly due to a major discrepancy between China’s PPP-based and FX-based GNPPC (see note 9 for the difference between the two kinds of measurement). Since this discrepancy had been instrumental in denying China “developing nation” status in the negotiations over its entry into the WTO, it is hard to tell whether the discrepancy reflects an extraordinary capacity of the Chinese social system to squeeze high levels of material consumption out of a low income, or a politically motivated statistical exaggeration of that capacity by the officials of the World Bank and other international institutions. The issue is further complicated by the rapid growth of income inequality within China – an inequality that is estimated to have become among the largest in the world (Riskin et al. 2001). If this is indeed the case, and the evidence is compelling, the upward mobility of the PRC in the global value-added hierarchy would in fact reflect a far greater upward mobility of a limited number of (predominantly coastal) areas on the one side, and a lesser upward mobility (or even downward mobility) of much of the rest of the country. As we underscore in the chapter’s concluding section, this domestic unevenness of China’s economic expansion has important social and political implications. Nevertheless, it has no bearing on our present concern with the comparative performance of different countries and regions in generating national wealth.

12 Leaving aside “errors and omissions,” the current account surpluses shown in Table 7.5 are indicative of net outflows of capital and deficits of net inflows.
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